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Definitions 
BBE Byron Bay Embayment – coastline that is a beach from south of Tyagarah 

Nature Reserve to Cape Byron. 

Beach The area of unconsolidated or other readily erodable material between the 
highest level reached by wave action and the place where tidal or lake 
waters reach a depth of 10 metres below Australian Height Datum. 

Beach Erosion The offshore movement of sand from the sub-aerial beach during storms or 
an extreme or irregular event that may not involve a storm or severe 
weather. 

Beach nourishment The artificial supply of sand to supplement the total net quantity of sand 
within an existing beach system and/or to build up an eroded beach or dune, 
with sand from another location. 

Beach scraping The transfer of sand from the lower beach to the upper beach (within the 
beach system), usually by mechanical equipment, to re-distribute the sand to 
parts of the beach above tide level. 

Belongil Beach May 
2011 erosion 
escarpment line 

This spatial feature depicts the position of the erosion escarpment line for the 
Belongil Beach precinct, as surveyed in May 2011. 

BSC Byron Shire Council 

BSC EASP Internal 
Support Procedure 

BSC EASP internal support procedure provides detailed operational 
information on the implementation of the EASP. 

Buffer zone An appropriately managed and unalienated zone of unconsolidated land 
between beach and development, within which coastline fluctuations and 
hazards can be accommodated to minimise damage to the development. 

C&EO Coastal and Estuary Officer (BSC) 

CERT Coastal Erosion Response Team (internal team – Byron Shire Council) 

CMP Coastal Management Program, a funding program of the NSW state 
government. 

Coastal area The land and sea area bordering the shoreline. 

Coastal hazards As per SECT 4 of the CP Act… 
"coastal hazard" means the following:  
(a) beach erosion,  
(b) shoreline recession,  
(c) coastal lake or watercourse entrance instability,  
(d) coastal inundation,  
(e) coastal cliff or slope instability,  
(f) tidal inundation,  
(g) erosion caused by tidal waters, including the interaction of those waters 
with catchment floodwaters.  

Coastal inundation The storm related flooding of coastal lands by ocean waters due to elevated 
still water levels (storm surge) and wave run-up. (OEH, 2013). 

Coastal lake or 
watercourse entrance 
instability 

Refers to the tendency of entrances to estuaries and coastal lakes to migrate 
along the shore, close up, reopen, form new entrances, etc. in response to 
wave and current action and freshwater flows (OEH, 2013). 
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Coastal Management 
Principles 

As per Figure 2 of the Guidelines (OEH, 2013). To satisfy good faith 
provisions, i.e. section 733 Local Government Act 1993, actions in CZMPs 
are to be undertaken substantially in accordance with these principles. 

Coastal planning 
precincts 

Coastal hazard planning precincts as per Part J of the DCP. 

Coastal protection 
works 

As per SECT 4 of the CP Act… 
 …activities or works to reduce the impact of coastal hazards on land 

adjacent to tidal waters and includes seawalls, revetments, groynes and 
beach nourishment. 

 

Coastal structures Structures designed to enhance coastal amenity and use, not necessarily 
coastal protection works. 

Coastal zone As per SECT 4 of the CP Act… 
“coastal zone” means: 
(a) the area within the coastal waters of the State as defined in Part 10 of the 
Interpretation Act 1987 (including any land within those waters), and  
(b) the area of land and the waters that lie between the western boundary of 
the coastal zone (as shown on the maps outlining the coastal zone) and the 
landward boundary of the coastal waters of the State, and  
(c) the seabed (if any) and the subsoil beneath, and the airspace above, the 
areas referred to in paragraphs (a) and (b).  
Note : The coastal zone consists of the area between the western boundary 
of the coastal zone shown on the maps outlining the coastal zone and the 
outermost boundary of the coastal waters of the State. The coastal waters of 
the State extend, generally, to 3 nautical miles from the coastline of the 
State. 
 
In accordance with SECT 4A of the CP Act: 
 
(3) The following principles apply to the determination of the western 
boundary of the area to be included in the coastal zone: 
(a) the boundary is to be generally one kilometre landward of the western 
boundary of the coastal waters of the State,  
(b) the boundary is to be generally one kilometre landward around any bay, 
estuary, coastal lake or lagoon,  
(c) the boundary is to follow the length of any coastal river inland generally at 
a distance of one kilometre from each bank of the river:  

(i) to one kilometre beyond the limit of any recognised mangroves on 
or associated with the river, or  
(ii) if there are no such recognised mangroves-to one kilometre 
beyond the tidal limit of the river,  

(d) the boundary is to be shown to the nearest cadastral boundary or easily 
recognisable physical boundary (determined in consultation with relevant 
councils) 
 

Coastline The line that forms the boundary between the Coast and the Shore, i.e. the 
foot of the cliff or the foot of the dunes. Commonly, it is the line that forms the 
boundary between the land and the water. 

Code of Practice Code of Practice under the Coastal Protection Act 1979 

Combat Agency The agency identified in the State Disaster Plan as the agency primarily 
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responsible for responding to a particular emergency. 

CP Act Coastal Protection Act 1979 

CZMP Coastal Zone Management Plan Byron Bay Embayment (Parts A to E) 

DCP Development Control Plan 

DCP 2010 Byron Shire Development Control Plan 2010 

DCP 2014 Byron Shire Development Control Plan 2014 

Depth of Closure The depth beyond which no significant longshore or cross-shore sand 
transports take place due to littoral transport processes. The closure depth 
can thus be defined as the depth at the seaward boundary of the littoral 
zone. 

Design storm bite The predicted likely maximum storm bite used for planning and design 
purposes relevant to a particular location.  

Design storm event 1:100 year recurrence interval predicted extreme storm event. 

DIS Director Infrastructure Services (BSC) 

DISPLAN The Byron Shire Council Local Disaster Plan prepared by the Byron Shire 
Local Emergency Management Committee in compliance with the State 
Emergency and Rescue Management Act, 1989 Section 29(1) 

DPE Department of Planning and Environment, NSW Government. 

DSEE Director Sustainable Environment and Economy (BSC). 

Dune Ridges or mounds of loose wind blown sand at the back of the beach. 

Dune maintenance Ongoing activities that are aimed at maintaining dunes and associated 
elements e.g. dune vegetation and dune protective structures, in good 
physical and/or ecological condition Activities may include weed/pest/fire 
control, replanting, fertilising, repair of fences and access ways, and 
publicity. 

Dune management All activities associated with the restoration, rehabilitation and/or 
maintenance of the role and values of dune systems. Activities and 
techniques include planning, dune reconstruction, revegetation, dune 
maintenance, access management/control, and community involvement.  

EASP Emergency Action Sub Plan for beach erosion events. 

EASP Guide Note Coastal zone management guide note Emergency Action Sub Plans (OEH, 
2011) 

Economic use and non-
use values of beaches 

Non-use values are those held by people who do not use the beach, and do 
not intend on using the beach in the future. They may, however, value the 
fact that it continues to provide a habitat for flora and fauna and that future 
generations will benefit from its existence.  
Use values are the direct benefits derived by locals and visitors, including 
those benefits derived from recreation activities.. 

ECPW Guide Guide to the Statutory Requirements for Emergency Coastal Protection 
Works (OEH, March 2011) 

Emergency A situation in which Beach Erosion is imminent, occurring or has occurred, 
and the Beach Erosion endangers, or threatens to endanger the safety or 
health of people or destroys or damages, or threatens to destroy or damage 
any property and which requires a significant and coordinated response1 

EMPLAN NSW State Emergency Management Plan 2012, pursuant to the State 
Emergency and Rescue Management Act 1989. 

1 Source adapted from definition in Byron Shire Local Disaster Plan September 2008. 
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Erosion escarpment A natural feature that persists within a dunal system delineating the landward 
limit of beach erosion. On an eroding coastline, this feature will move 
landward over time masked by episodes of natural beach recovery, coastal 
protection works and / or fill.. For planning or setback triggers, the top of the 
erosion escarpment in its most landward position is to be used. 

Groynes Low walls built attached and perpendicular to a shoreline to trap longshore 
sand transport. 

Guidelines Guidelines for Preparing Coastal Zone Management Plans (OEH, 2013), 
referred to in section 55D CP Act. 

Hazard Study Update Byron Shire Coastline Hazards Assessment Update (BMT WBM, 2013) 

ILUA (Indigenous Land 
Use Agreement) 

An agreement between a native title group and others about the use and 
management of land and waters. ILUAs can be negotiated over areas where 
native title has, or has not yet, been determined to exist. They can be part of 
a native title determination, or settled separately from a native title claim.  

Intended Emergency 
Actions 

Means the actions in section 4 of this EASP subject to the provisions of this 
EASP. 

ISR Infrastructure Services Representative (BSC) for the EASP. 

JSPW Jonson Street Protection Works, coastal protection works (seawall), located 
at the seaward limit of Jonson Street, Byron Bay town centre.  

Landowner Temporary 
Coastal Protection 
Works 

Temporary coastal protection works are defined under section 4C of the 
Coastal Protection Act 1979 and may be placed by or on behalf of a 
landowner to reduce the impact of beach erosion in compliance with the 
requirements of that section. 

LEMC Local Emergency Management Committee (refer EMPLAN) 

LEMO Local Emergency Management Officer (refer EMPLAN) 

LEOCON Local Emergency Operations Controller (refer EMPLAN) 

LEP 1988 Byron Local Environment Plan 1988 

LEP 2014 Byron Local Environment Plan 2014 

Littoral drift As for longshore drift. 

Littoral zone Area of the coastline in which sediment movement by wave, current and 
wind action is prevalent. The littoral zone extends from the onshore dune 
system to the seaward limit of the offshore zone and possibly beyond.  

Local Flood Plan Byron Shire Local Flood Plan, February 2006 – A Sub-Plan of the Byron 
Shire Local Disaster Plan  

Longshore currents Currents flowing parallel to the shore within the inshore and near shore 
zones. Longshore currents are typically caused by waves approaching the 
beach at an angle. The ‘feeder’ currents to rip cells are another example of 
longshore currents.  

Longshore drift The net movement of sand carried by the littoral current along the coast. In 
NSW, the sand is predominantly moved to the north driven by tradewinds. 
May also be termed littoral drift. 

Management Study Coastal Hazard Management Study – Byron Bay Embayment (WRL, 2016) 
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NSW SES New South Wales State Emergency Service 

OEH Office of Environment and Heritage (formerly DECCW – Department of 
Environment, Climate Change and Water), NSW Government. 

Open coast ecosystems Ecosystems within the open coastal zone such as dunes, sandy beaches, 
rock platforms. 

Seawalls Walls built parallel to the shoreline separating land and water areas, mainly 
designed to limit shoreline erosion, recession and other damage due to wave 
action.  

SERM Act State Emergency and Rescue Management Act 1989 

Shoreline recession A net long-term landward movement of the shoreline caused by a net loss in 
the sediment budget (OEH, 2013). 

Slope instability Instability of dune escarpments including the zone of slope readjustment and 
the zone of reduced bearing capacity inherent landward of the erosion 
escarpment in dunes during and after storms. 

State Storm Plan 2013 New South Wales State Storm Sub Plan – A sub plan of the New South 
Wales Storm Plan 2012 (EMPLAN) 

Storm bite  The quantity of sand eroded from a frontal dunal system during an extreme 
ocean storm event or a series of closely spaced severe events. The “storm 
bite” or “storm demand” (as it is otherwise known) is usually expressed either 
as a volumetric quantity (in cubic metres per metre run along the beach 
above mean sea level) or as a linear measurement from a readily identifiable 
feature such as an erosion escarpment. 

Storm profile The profile (cross-section) of a sandy beach that develops in response to 
storm wave attack. The landward limit of the storm profile is typically defined 
by a back beach erosion escarpment (dune scarp).  

Storm surge The increase in coastal water level caused by the effect of storms. It has two 
components: the increase in water level caused by the reduction in 
barometric pressure (barometric set-up), and the increase in water level 
caused by the action of wind blowing over the sea surface (wind set up) 
(OEH, 2013). 

Storm tide inundation The inundation of land by tidal action under storm conditions and under any 
combination of astronomical conditions (OEH, 2013). 

Surf Waves that break on an ocean / open coast shoreline. 

Temporary coastal 
protection works 

Sand or sandbags placed on a beach to reduce beach erosion impacts in 
accordance with Part 4C of the CP Act. 

Tidal inundation The inundation of land by tidal action under average meteorological 
conditions and under any combination of astronomical conditions (OEH, 
2013). 

Training walls Walls constructed at the entrances of estuaries and rivers to improve 
navigability.  

Trigger distance 
(trigger) 

Relates to a development consent provision applicable to development within 
coastal hazard planning precincts, specifying a distance between the 
development and the erosion escarpment, equal to or less than which, the 
relevant development consent lapses. 

Wave Waves initially formed by the action of wind blowing over the sea surface. 
Wind waves are characterised by a range of heights, periods and 
wavelengths. As they leave the area of generation (fetch), wind waves 
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develop a more ordered and uniform appearance and are referred to as swell 
or swell waves. 

Wave height The vertical distance between a wave trough and a wave crest.  

Wave overtopping The overtopping of coastal barriers, such as dunes and seawalls, by oceanic 
waters and waves 

Wave run-up The vertical distance above mean water level reached by the uprush of water 
from waves across a beach or up a structure (OEH, 2013). 

Zone of reduced 
foundation capacity 

Zone located adjacent to and landward of an erosion escarpment in 
unconsolidated dunal systems where beach erosion events can undermine 
unprotected structures. 
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Executive Summary 
The Coastal Zone Management Plan Byron Bay Embayment (CZMP) covers the Byron Bay 
embayment (BBE) which is the coastline that is a beach from south of Tyagarah Nature 
Reserve to Cape Byron. The BBE is made up of several precincts (from north to south): North 
Beach; Belongil Beach; Cavvanbah; Main Beach; Clarkes Beach; The Pass; Wategos; and Little 
Wategos. 
 
The purpose of the CZMP is to describe proposed actions to be implemented by Byron Shire 
Council, other public authorities and the private sector, to address priority management issues 
in these precincts. The CZMP provides for a 15 year implementation period, in consideration of 
current and forecasted coastal hazards and risks for 2050 and 2100 timeframes. 
 
The CZMP addresses coastal hazard risks and coastal ecosystem health as it pertains to the 
‘open coast’ of the Byron Bay Embayment. It does not address coastal hazards specifically 
relating to estuarine processes such as the coastal inundation risk to the Belongil Estuary or the 
interaction of tidal waters with catchment floodwaters. These matters are addressed through the 
floodplain management plan for the Belongil Estuary. 
 
The CZMP has been prepared in accordance with the Guidelines for Preparing Coastal Zone 
Management Plans (OEH, 2013) and comprises 5 parts: 
 

Part A General Information 
Part B Coastal Hazards and Risk Management  
Part C Community Uses  
Part D Open Coast Ecosystem Health  
Part E Emergency Action Sub Plan  

 
Part A sets the context including previous studies, land ownership/management, legislation 
framework and consultation undertaken in the CZMPs development. 
 
Part B of the CZMP, deals with ‘Coastal Hazards and Risk Management’. The Belongil Beach 
area has been identified as a ‘coastal erosion hot spot’ by the NSW State Government. This is 
because there are: 
 

…five or more houses and/or a public road are located in a current (or immediate) 
coastal hazard area, as identified in a coastal hazard study(OEH, 2011). 

 
Given the immediacy of the coastal erosion risk at Belongil Beach, strategies for their mitigation 
are addressed in Part B along with other areas of the BBE subject to coastal hazard risks.  
 
The coastal hazard risk management strategy for Belongil Beach is an adaptive ‘seawall with 
walkway’. The strategy for Belongil Beach is underpinned by the Management Study 
recommendation; refer Section B3.1, and the concept of adaptive management. Adaptive 
management is a decision making framework that reflects the need to respond to changing 
conditions. It is based on a process of plan, decide, implement, monitor, adapt and plan once 
more. This approach is necessary due to uncertainties associated with climate, especially 
anthropogenic climate change, in consideration of the 2050 and 2100 timeframes. 
 
In addition, there are implementation uncertainties associated with the CZMPs strategic nature.  
These include, but are not limited to: agreement from landowners / land managers; any 
necessary approvals; change of circumstances; safety; available resources; obtaining 
necessary funding; and time constraints. 
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The adaptive ‘seawall with walkway’ strategy has seven main components: 
• Develop funding Model (private/public). 

• Develop impact monitoring program. 

• Design ‘seawalls with walkway’. 

• Develop planning and development controls and conditions for ‘seawalls with walkway’. 

• Construct ‘seawalls with walkway’ – incorporating two public beach accesses (in addition 
to Manfred Street access) and dune revegetation works. 

• Revise and update coastal hazard land use and development planning controls – 
providing for adaptation of development. 

• Compliance and enforcement. 

 
The coastal hazard risk management strategies for managing coastal hazard risks in other 
areas of the BBE are: 

• Jonson Street Protection Works - upgrade works, remove spur groynes and improve 
beach access and amenity, as per Council resolution 14 – 66, monitor impacts. 

• Revise and update coastal hazard land use and development planning controls - for 
development at The Pass to Clarkes Beach, Main Beach, Cavvanbah (First Sun 
Caravan Park to Border Street), and North Beach, providing for adaptation of 
development. 

• Dune revegetation and ‘soft’ dune stabilisation - for all precincts, as a ‘supporting’ 
coastal hazard risk management strategy. 

• Emergency action sub plan for coastal erosion emergencies - applicable to all precincts, 
as a ‘supporting’ coastal hazard risk management strategy. 

• Coastal hazard investigation Lighthouse Road and Captain Cook Car Park - 
investigation of future coastal hazard risks and bedrock levels at and adjacent to 
Lighthouse Road and Captain Cook Car Park. 

• Coastal hazard investigation Marine Parade, Wategos Beach - investigation of future 
coastal hazard risks (inundation) and integrity of existing ad hoc coastal protection works 
at, Wategos Beach. 

• Monitor coastal processes and impacts on North Beach. 

 
Part C ‘Community uses of the coastal zone’ and Part D ‘open coast ecosystem health’ 
addresses social and environmental issues relating to coastal zone management in the BBE. 
These issues have become more apparent in recent times, largely as a result of pressures from 
population growth, development and tourism - symptoms of the iconic and popular status of the 
BBE, as both a place to live and visit. 
 
Part E Emergency Action Sub Plan (EASP) details Intended Emergency Actions to be carried 
out by Byron Shire Council (BSC), subject to the provisions of the EASP, before, during and 
after an Emergency. The Intended Emergency Actions in the EASP apply to the whole of the 
Byron Shire coastline including the BBE.  
 
The EASP is triggered in an Emergency, which is defined as a situation in which Beach Erosion 
is imminent, occurring or has occurred, and the Beach Erosion endangers, or threatens to 
endanger the safety or health of people or destroys or damages, or threatens to destroy or 
damage any property and which requires a significant and coordinated response. 
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A1 Introduction 
A1.1 Vision statement 

 
To manage the Byron Bay Embayment coastal zone in a strategic and adaptive 
manner, balancing environmental, economic and social values, costs and 
benefits, in the context of complexity and uncertainty. 

 

A1.2 Purpose of the CZMP 
The purpose of this Coastal Zone Management Plan (CZMP) is to describe proposed actions to 
be implemented by Byron Shire Council, other public authorities and the private sector, to 
address priority management issues in the coastal zone of the Byron Bay Embayment (BBE) 
The CZMP has been prepared in accordance with the Guidelines for Preparing Coastal Zone 
Management Plans (OEH, 2013). 
 
The priority management issues relate to: 

1. Coastal hazard risk management – Open Coast 
2. Community use of the coastal zone – Open Coast 
3. Coastal ecosystem health - Open Coast 

 
The CZMP does not specifically address estuarine ecosystem health or management within the 
geographical region of the BBE, as prescribed in OEH (2013), Chapter 4; except where the 
Belongil Creek interfaces with the Open Coast, or may be affected by the management 
strategies contained within this CZMP. 
 
The Belongil Estuary Management Plan (Parker and Pont, 2001) has been prepared for the 
purpose of addressing the ecological health of the Belongil Estuary, in accordance with the 
NSW Coastal Policy (1997) and the Estuary Management Manual (NSW Government, 1992). 
 
This CZMP is made under Part 4A of the Coastal Protection Act 1979 and in accordance with 
the Minister’s Direction dated 12 October 2011: 
 

Under the provisions of section 55B of the Coastal Protection Act 1979 (the Act), I direct 
Byron Shire Council to submit a draft coastal zone management plan in accordance with 
the requirements under Part 4A of the Act for the coastline that is a beach between the 
south extremity of the beach within Tyagarah Nature reserve and Cape Byron, including 
Belongil, Main and Clarkes Beaches, Byron Bay, to the Minister administering the Act by 30 
June 2013*. 

 
* Subsequent to receiving the direction, the submission date was extended to 30 June 2015. 
 
A summary of the main management issues affecting the BBE, and which this CZMP seeks to 
address, is provided at Table 1. 
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A1.2.1 Strategic nature of the CZMP 
This CZMP is an overarching strategic document.  It has been prepared under the legislative 
framework in force as at 4 May 2016. 
 
This plan of itself does not authorise or compel implementation of management options, actions 
or activities described in this plan. 
 
Nothing in this CZMP requires the expenditure of public funds on, or for the sole benefit of, 
private land or assets.  
 
The implementation of this CZMP by Council is at all times subject to consideration of the 
feasibility and reasonableness of the proposed actions having regard to the circumstances at 
the time.  
 
The below matters provide guidance on the things which will be assessed in determining the 
reasonableness and feasibility of implementation. Council will only carry out implementation of 
actions where it is satisfied that it is appropriate having regard to these matters. Review of these 
requirements throughout the duration of this CZMP may also be required.  
 
The below matters do not constitute an exhaustive list as there may be other factors from time 
to time which may affect Council's ability to implement the actions proposed.  All factors will be 
taken into account in determining whether any intended action will be feasible and reasonable 
to implement. 
 
Agreement from landowners 
 
There are complex land ownership and management arrangements in place within the planning 
area (see Section A1.7 and Figure 2). Implementation of actions will and can be undertaken 
only after consideration of corresponding consent and approval requirements.  
 
Any necessary consent from landowners (including the Crown) and/or managers may need to 
be obtained before proceeding. Implementation should also be undertaken in accordance with:  
 
1. any conditions of that consent being granted; and 
2. any requirements which apply to use of the land in question (e.g. plans of management).  
 
Similarly, if any proprietary arrangements are necessary to carry out proposed actions identified 
in this plan (e.g. easements, covenants, land acquisitions) they will need to be negotiated, 
prepared and registered to the extent necessary prior to implementation in a form satisfactory to 
Council.  
 
Any necessary approvals 
 
Proposed actions may require development consent under Part 4 of the Environmental Planning 
and Assessment Act 1979(EPA Act), approval under Part 5 of the EPA Act or other planning 
authorisation.  The statutory frameworks and considerations governing such approvals 
processes will impact upon the indicative timelines for proposed actions identified in this Plan.  
In addition, approvals and permits may be required under other legislation (e.g. environmental 
legislation such as the Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997 and other legislation 
such as the Marine Estate Management Act 2014, the Crown Lands Act 1989 and the Roads 
Act 1993) for the purposes of carrying out proposed actions or activities.  
 
Approval requirements may include notification, referral and concurrence requirements which 
are required to be observed.  
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Change of circumstances  
 
Implementation of proposed actions will have regard to prevailing circumstances and competing 
priorities for Council's resources.  
 
Whilst this CZMP has been prepared based on information available at the time, it is entirely 
possible that circumstances may arise which affect the ability to carry out proposed actions 
and/or their suitability for addressing the CZMP objectives given Council's shire wide 
responsibilities. 
 
Safety  
 
Public safety considerations may need to be considered before undertaking actions.  Council 
will also determine the feasibility of implementing proposed actions to ensure safety of its staff. 
 
For example, implementation of the action in CZMP may involve working in adverse conditions. 
Implementation is subject to Council's obligations as exist under the Work Health and Safety Act 
2011 (NSW) including any duties to ensure the health and safety of its personnel and, to the 
extent required by law, independent contractors. 
 
Available resources  
 
This CZMP has been prepared following detailed evaluation of management options consistent 
with the amount of funding reasonably likely to be available over the CZMP's implementation 
period.2 
 
Funding and resource priorities may change over time and at short notice.  
 
The implementation of actions proposed in this CZMP is limited by the financial and other 
resources that are reasonably available to Council for the purposes of implementation.  
 
The allocation of recourses for implementation of the proposed actions in this CZMP is subject 
to Council's consideration of the general allocation of its limited resources. That allocation must 
be considered having regard to competing priorities bearing in mind the broad range of activities 
which Council is responsible for.3  Consideration will also be given to strategic plans prepared 
under Chapter 13 of the Local Government Act 1993 and any general strategic planning and 
financial management requirements under that Act when determining the application of 
Council's resources at its discretion and in the circumstances it decides. 
 
Obtaining necessary funding  
 
Expected available funding was considered in the evaluation of potential options in this CZMP.4 
There are inevitable uncertainties associated with that funding including the available resources 
of Council (see above) and the availability of both private and public funding.  
 
In relation to external funding, appropriate contractual agreements may need to be established 
and any necessary conditions on the grant of public money may need to be negotiated and/or 
addressed.  
 
 
 

2 See CZMP Guidelines, clause 2.2.3.  
3 See also Civil Liabilty Act 2002, s42.  
4 See CZMP Guidelines, clause 2.2.3. 
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Time constraints 
 
It is important to consider that implementation may be subject to time constraints which restrict 
the ability to carry out actions at all or that limit the time within which actions can occur. These 
may include time considerations associated with the above matters and other constraints over 
which Council has limited or no control (e.g. necessary approvals, weather and ocean 
conditions, emergency situations, timing of equipment and materials, time for procurement of 
services and associated tendering requirements).  
 

A1.3 Planning horizon, implementation period and review timeframe 
The long term planning periods for this project are 2050 and 2100. This recognises that the 
coastal hazard risks considered as part of this project reflect our current understanding for the 
period from the present to 2050 and 2100 under adopted sea level rise projections (0.4m and 
0.9m for 2050 and 2100 respectively, relative to 1990 or 0.34m and 0.84m for 2050 and 2100 
respectively, relative to 2010(WRL, 2016). 

A 35year timeframe has been used for the purpose of assessing the costs and benefits, and the 
likely performance of the coastal hazards management options, in mitigating hazard risks to the 
2050 planning timeframe. No detailed consideration of the effectiveness of the management 
options has been undertaken to the period to 2100. This will be the subject of future reviews of 
the CZMP, and in accordance with the adaptive management approach incorporated in this 
CZMP. 

The implementation period for the management actions in this CZMP is 15 years. The assumed 
start date for the CZMP implementation is July 2016. Therefore the duration of the CZMP 
implementation period is July 2016 to June 2031. 
 
The review timeframe for the whole CZMP will be 15 years; however a review of certain parts of 
the CZMP may be required earlier, in accordance with the adaptive management approach 
incorporated in this CZMP. 
 

A1.4 CZMP planning area 
The scope of this CZMP and the geographic area to be covered i.e. the CZMP planning area, 
has been defined as per the Minister for Planning’s direction, being the ‘coastline that is a 
beach’ between the southern extremity of the Tyagarah Nature Reserve and Cape Byron as 
may be affected by the 2100 year erosion / recession hazard. This stretch of coastline has been 
termed the ‘Byron Bay Embayment’ (BBE).  
 
This CZMP addresses coastal hazard risks and coastal ecosystem health as it pertains to the 
‘Open Coast’ of the BBE. It does not address coastal hazards specifically relating to estuarine 
processes such as the coastal inundation risk to the Belongil Estuary or the interaction of tidal 
waters with catchment floodwaters. These matters are addressed through the floodplain 
management plan for the Belongil Estuary. 

Accordingly, the CZMP’s approximate planning area is depicted at Figure 1, and is made up of 
several precincts (from north to south): 

• North Beach 
• Belongil Beach 
• Cavvanbah 
• Main Beach 
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• Clarkes Beach 
• The Pass 
• Wategos 
• Little Wategos 

The CZMP planning area may also be described using the following terms: 

• Northern Limit: the southern extremity of Tyagarah Beach 
• Southern Limit: Cape Byron 
• Landward limit: as necessary to evaluate and assess the coastal hazard risk to 2100 and 

the management options to the 2050 planning horizon,; therefore the landward boundary 
of the CZMP’s planning area is broadly defined by the 2100 erosion hazard line 
‘maximum’ estimate combination scenario 1 and 2(BTM WBM, 2013). 

• Seaward Limit: as necessary to evaluate and assess the coastal hazard risk to 2100 and 
the management options to the 2050 planning horizon, being approximately 300 metres 
seaward of the coastline. 

 
It should be noted that the CZMP planning area is a part of / a subset of, what may be 
described as the ‘coastal zone’ under relevant state legislation (refer Definitions). This approach 
complies with the CP Act, as follows: 
 

55B Requirement for coastal zone management plans (relevant part only) 
 
(4) A coastal zone management plan may be made in relation to the whole, or any part, 
of the area included within the coastal zone. 
 

A1.5 Summary of the main issues in this CZMP 
The Byron Bay Embayment has endured a long history of large coastal storms and coastal 
erosion, and has been identified as an area that is undergoing long-term coastal recession 
(PWD, 1978); WBM Oceanics, 1999; BMT WBM, 2013). 
 
Since the stormy decades of the 1960s and 1970s, coastal erosion and long term recession 
have posed an immediate threat to development, assets and infrastructure in the BBE. 
 
Over the intervening years, two main management strategies have been implemented in 
response to the coastal hazard risks in the BBE, as follows: 

• The implementation of coastal protection works at Main Beach (Jonson Street), Belongil 
Beach and Wategos Beach. 

• The application of planning and development controls on development in urban coastal 
hazard risk areas (Part J, DCP controls), providing for specified types of structures until 
such time as the erosion escarpment recedes to a defined distance to the development, 
after which time the development is to be relocated or removed. 

Despite these measures, the Belongil Beach area has been identified as a ‘coastal erosion hot 
spot’ by the NSW State Government. This is because there are: 
 

…five or more houses and/or a public road are located in a current (or immediate) 
coastal hazard area, as identified in a coastal hazard study.(OEH, 2011). 

 
Given the immediacy of the coastal erosion risk at Belongil Beach, the risks at Belongil Beach 
are the focus of Part B of this CZMP, which deals with ‘Coastal Hazards and Risk 
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Management’.  There are other areas of the BBE subject to coastal hazard risks however, and 
strategies for their mitigation are also addressed in Part B. 
 
Part C ‘Community uses of the coastal zone’ and Part D ‘open coast ecosystem health’ 
addresses social and environmental issues relating to coastal zone management in the BBE. 
These issues have become more apparent in recent times, largely as a result of pressures from 
population growth, development and tourism - symptoms of the iconic and popular status of the 
BBE, as both a place to live and visit. 
 

A1.6 Previous Studies 
Coastal management planning activities by Byron Shire Council and the NSW Government over 
recent years has produced a number of studies and publications of direct relevance to the 
CZMP, including the following: 

• Coastal Hazard Management Study – Byron Bay Embayment (WRL, 2016) 
• Investigating the Re-design of the Jonson Street Protection Works (WorleyParsons, 

2014)  
• Draft Byron Shire Coastline Hazards Assessment Update (BMT WBM, 2013) 
• Coastal Aspects of Belongil Creek Flood Studies 
• Design of Interim Beach Access Stabilisation Works – Belongil, Byron Bay (WRL, 2013) 
• Byron Bay Erosion Protection Structures – Risk Assessment (WorleyParsons, 2013) 
• Results of the Byron Shire coastal audit conducted May 2010 to May 2011, Ordinary 

Meeting 30 June 2011, Report No.12.19 
• Draft Coastal Zone Management Plan for Byron Shire Coastline (BSC, 2010) 
• Modelling Byron Bay Erosion and Effects on Seawalls (Patterson, D., 2010) 
• Peer Review of Report on Byron Bay Coastal Modelling by Dean Patterson (University of 

New South Wales Water Research Laboratory, 2010) 
• Byron Shire Coastline Management Study (WBM Oceanics, 2004) 
• Scoping Study on the Feasibility to Access the Cape Byron Sand Lobe for Sand 

Extraction for Beach Nourishment (Patterson Britton & Partners Pty Ltd, 2006) 
• Byron Coastline Values Study (Byron Shire Council, 2000) 
• Byron Shire Coastline Hazard Definition Study Final Report (WBM Oceanics, 2000)  
• Coastal Engineering Advice to the Department of Planning (Moratti/ PWD, 1990) 
• Beach Management Options Belongil Creek Entrance to Clarkes Beach 

(Geomarine,1989) 
• Byron Bay –Hastings Point Erosion Study (PWD, 1978) 

For more information regarding these studies and publications refer to Appendix 2. 
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Figure 1 The CZMP BBE approximate planning area and beach precincts 
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Figure 2 Land ownership and management arrangements Byron Bay Embayment
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A1.7 Land ownership and management arrangements 
There are complex land ownership and management arrangements in place within the planning 
area. Understanding these arrangements is important for the stakeholder consultation process 
and for identifying the appropriate individuals/organisations responsible for the implementation 
of actions in this CZMP. The land ownership/management arrangements are depicted at 
Figure 2.  
 
The indigenous land management arrangements are detailed in Part C. Brief descriptions of 
other significant land ownership and management arrangements within the planning area are 
provided below. 

A1.7.1 Cape Byron State Conservation Area 
Cape Byron State Conservation Area is located 3km east of the town of Byron Bay and is 
denoted as ‘Cape Byron SCA’ on Figure 2.  
 
Covering 98.5 hectares, the reserve takes in the most easterly point on the Australian mainland, 
the Cape Byron Lighthouse. The reserve extends to the low water mark and contains a complex 
mosaic of vegetation communities supporting a number of rare plant species (Wildsite 
Ecological Services, 2002). The Reserve is part of the NSW National Parks and Wildlife Estate 
and is managed by the Cape Byron Trust. The Trust consists of representatives from the 
community, local and state government and the Arakwal Aboriginal Corporation. The park was 
created under a deed of agreement on 3 April 1997 between the Arakwal People, the Tweed 
Byron Local Aboriginal Land Council, and the NSW Government as part of resolving a native 
title claim. 

The following Plan of Management applies to this area: 
 
Cape Byron Headland Reserve Plan of Management (Wildsite Ecological Services, 2002) 

A1.7.2 Tyagarah Nature Reserve 
Tyagarah Nature Reserve (750 ha) lies just north of the plan’s area. The reserve comprises 
much of the extensive sand plain between the townships of Byron Bay in the south and 
Brunswick Heads in the north. It is bounded in the west by Simpsons Creek and by the Pacific 
Ocean in the east(NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service, 1998). The reserve extends to the 
mean high water mark. As an outcome of the second Indigenous land use agreement (ILUA 2) 
between the Arakwal and the NSW Government, a Management Committee has been 
established. The committee covers the NPWS Byron Coast Area, including Tyagarah Nature 
Reserve, and enables joint management of the reserve by NPWS and the Arakwal People. Joint 
management provides a continuing role for the Arakwal People in looking after Country. The 
following Plan of Management applies to this area: 
 
The Byron Coast Group of Nature Reserves Plan of Management (Incorporating Brunswick 
Heads, Tyagarah and Broken Head Nature Reserves) (National Parks and Wildlife Service, 
1998). 

A1.7.3 Cumbebin Swamp Nature Reserve 
The Cumbebin Swamp Nature Reserve comprises three main sections. The central and 
Belongil Beach (1.4 ha) sections are depicted at Figure 2. 
 
The reserve was established in 1999 to protect a significant component of the Belongil-
Cumbebin wetland (NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service, 2012), including the conservation 
of a regional wildlife corridor, wetlands of state significance, sensitive coastal dunes, coastal 
swamp forests and riparian areas (NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service, 2012). It contains 
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three endangered ecological communities, which provide habitat for a wide range of native 
animals including threatened species(NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service, 2012). 
The Cumbebin Swamp Nature Reserve is subject to an Indigenous Land Use Agreement 
(ILUA), signed in 2008.  Under the ILUA the reserve is jointly managed with the Bundjalung of 
Byron Bay (Arakwal) people and the New South Wales National Parks and Wildlife Service 
(NPWS) through a management committee (NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service, 2012). 

A1.7.4 Cape Byron Marine Park 
All areas below the level of mean high tide, including the tidal waters and tributaries of Belongil 
Creek, are included within the Cape Byron Marine Park and are managed under the Marine 
Estate Management Act 2014. 
 
The Cape Byron Marine Park Zoning Plan outlines the types of activities that can be undertaken 
in different areas of the marine park having regard to the degree of potential impact they may 
have to plants, animals and habitats (Maine Parks Authority, 2010). It does this through a 
system of zones.  
 
In conjunction with the Zoning Plan an operational plan has been prepared for the marine park 
detailing the strategies and actions to be undertaken in managing the marine park: 
 
Cape Byron Marine Park Operational Plan (Marine Parks Authority, 2010). 

A1.7.5 Arakwal National Park 
The Arakwal National Park lies adjacent to the plan’s southern area. The park was created in 
2001 as part of the Indigenous Land Use Agreement (ILUA) between the Bundjalung of Byron 
Bay (Arakwal) People and the New South Wales Government. Under the ILUA the reserve is 
jointly managed with the Bundjalung of Byron Bay (Arakwal) people and the New South Wales 
National Parks and Wildlife Service through a management committee. The Park covers 198 ha 
of natural landscape that adjoins Cape Byron State Conservation Area on the north and Tallow 
Beach in the south to the mean low water mark. The following Plan of Management applies to 
this area: 
 
Arakwal National Park Plan of Management.(NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service, 2007). 

A1.7.6 Byron Coast Reserve Trust 
The Byron Coast Reserve Trust includes much of the foreshore area extending between the 
Border Street roundabout through to and including Clarkes Beach. Byron Shire Council is the 
manager of this trust. There is no Plan of Management in place. 

A1.7.7 North Coast Accommodation Trust 
The NSW Crown Holiday Parks Trust is the appointed trustee of several Crown Reserves in 
Byron Shire, including ‘North Coast Holiday Parks Clarkes Beach’ which is located within the 
plan’s area. Collectively, the crown owned holiday parks managed on the north coast are 
termed the ‘North Coast Holiday Parks’. A Plan of Management for the North Coast Holiday 
Parks Clarkes Beach was adopted 10 November 2009. 

A1.7.8 Railcorp NSW 
Railcorp NSW has ownership of the rail corridor and it is currently managed by John Holland 
Group Pty Ltd. Since 2004, the railway service has discontinued and the corridor is currently 
unused and in a state of disrepair.  There are several investigations and proposals underway for 
utilising the corridor; for example a rail shuttle service from North Beach to Byron Bay, as well 
as a ‘rail trail’ that converts the rail corridor to a walking and cycling pathway. 
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A1.7.9 Crown Reserves - No Trust 
There is a Crown Reserve – no trust, which extends along a significant proportion of the 
Belongil and North Beach foreshore as well as inland from Clarkes Beach. This reserve does 
not have a trust and therefore is managed by Crown Lands (Trade and Investment) head office.  
There is no Plan of Management that applies to the reserve. 

A1.7.10 Private Land Parcels 
The risk assessment (refer Part B, Section B.2) details the private land parcels that are located 
in the coastal hazard planning area. Of particular significance to this CZMP are the private lots 
located in the immediate erosion hazard area and within the immediate to 2050 erosion hazard 
area. Also of significance is the extensive private holding owned by North Byron Beach Resort 
Pty Ltd, which lies adjacent North Beach and the Belongil Estuary. As a condition of 
development consent No 5.1987.208.1, there is an estuarine and dune management plan that 
applies to this private holding, as follows: 
 
North Byron Beach Resort Estuarine and Dunal Management Plan (Wetland Care Australia, 
2015) 

A1.7.11 Road Reserve 
There are areas of road reserve adjacent immediate beachfront developments at Belongil 
Beach and extending along the foreshore in a north and south direction. These road reserves 
may be owned / managed by BSC, Crown Lands, or ‘unknown’ at the time of preparing the 
CZMP. 

A1.7.12 Byron Shire Council ‘community land’ 
Council land classified as ‘community land’ is managed in accordance with the Local 
Government Act 1993. There are several parcels of ‘community land’ classified as ‘natural area’ 
within the plan’s area. Community land classified as ‘natural area’ is managed in accordance 
with the adopted: 
 
Generic Plan of Management for Community Land Categorised as a Natural Area (Byron Shire 
Council, 2015, #DM599743) 
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A2 Legislative framework and management 
objectives 

A2.1 Coastal Protection Act 1979 
In NSW, the preparation of Coastal Zone Management Plans is legislated under the Coastal 
Protection Act 1979 (CP Act). A coastal zone management plan (CZMP) is made in accordance 
with Part 4A of the CP Act. 
 
In addition to Part 4A, the CZMP is to have regard to the objects of the CP Act. An extract of 
Part 4A and the Objects of the CP Act are at Appendix 1. 
 

A2.2 Guidelines for Preparing Coastal Zone Management Plans’ 
(OEH, 2013) 

The statutory ‘Guidelines for Preparing Coastal Zone Management Plans’ (Office of 
Environment and Heritage, July 2013), have been adopted by the Minister for the Environment 
as statutory guidance under section 55D of the CP Act. 
 
The Guidelines identify the minimum requirements to be met by a CZMP. This CZMP is 
structured around the following minimum requirements: 
 

• Coastal hazard risk management – managing risks to public safety and built assets 
• Coastal ecosystem health –manage pressures on coastal ecosystems, and 
• Community uses of the coastal zone. 

 
In accordance with the Minister’s direction, this CZMP is about ‘the coastline that is a beach’, 
therefore the coastal ecosystem health section is primarily focussed on ecosystems associated 
with the ‘open coast’. For the most part, the Belongil Estuary is outside the CZMP planning area 
(refer Section A1.4), therefore there is minimal emphasis on ecosystem health as it relates to 
the Belongil Estuary, in this CZMP. This approach is in accordance with the Guidelines, which 
state: 
 

All CZMPs are to address relevant coastal risks and community uses of the coastal zone. 
CZMPs for an estuary must also address estuary health. 
 

The Belongil Estuary Management Plan (Parker & Pont, 2001)guides the management of 
ecosystem health in the Belongil Estuary. 
 

A2.3 Process for preparing this CZMP 
The process for preparing this CZMP has been the result of a large body of previous studies 
and investigations (refer Section A1.6). The most recent studies that have informed this CZMP, 
i.e. the Hazards Assessment Update (BMT WBM, 2013) and the Management Study (WRL, 
2016) and the process that has followed in response to the Minister’s Direction (October, 2011) 
to prepare the draft CZMP BBE, is depicted at Figure 3. 
 
The way in which the Vision, Management Objectives and Management Actions have been 
developed and incorporated into this CZMP is depicted at Figure 4. Linkage of the Vision to the 
Management Objectives (MOs), is detailed in Section A2.4, Table 1. 
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Figure 3 Process for preparing the draft CZMP BBE in response to the Minister’s Direction 
 
 

 
 
Figure 4 Development and incorporation of key elements of the CZMP - from the Vision 

through to specific Management Actions (excluding the exhibition phase) 
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A2.4 Coastal Management Principles 
As per the CP Act, a CZMP is to have regard to the Coastal Management Principles (CMPs), 
which are reproduced at Figure 5.A summary of how these CMPs have been considered in this 
CZMP is at Appendix 1. The CMPs include reference to the NSW Coastal Policy 1997, a 
summary of which is also provided at Appendix 1. 
 

A2.5 CZMP Vision and Management Objectives 
The CZMP Vision and management issues and objectives have been developed throughout the 
preparation of the CZMP. They have been identified through a process of literature review of 
technical studies and reports, and consideration of community and stakeholder consultation.   
 
The CZMP management issues and objectives are described at Table 1, which also shows the 
linkage between the management issues and objectives.  
 
The vision, management issues and objectives Appendix 1 details the alignment of the CZMP 
management objectives with the legislative and policy framework. Appendix 3 details the 
consultation activities carried out as part of preparing the draft CZMP. 
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Figure 5 Coastal management principles (sourced from the OEH Guidelines)  
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 Principle 2 

Optimise links between plans relating to the management 
of the coastal zone 

Principle 3 
Involve the community in decision making and make 

coastal information publicly available 

Principle 4 
Base decisions on the best available information and 

reasonable practice; acknowledge the interrelationship 
between catchment, estuarine and coastal processes; 

adopt a continuous improvement management approach 

Principle 5 
The priority for public expenditure is public benefit; public 

expenditure should cost-effectively achieve the best 
practical long-term outcomes 

Principle 6 
Adopt a risk management approach to managing risks to 

public safety and assets; adopt a risk management 
hierarchy involving avoiding risks where feasible and 
mitigation where risks cannot be reasonably avoided; 

        
    

Principle 7 
Adopt an adaptive risk management approach if risks are 

expected to increase over time, or to accommodate 
uncertainty in risk predictions 

Principle 8 
Maintain the condition of high value coastal ecosystems; 

rehabilitate priority degraded coastal ecosystems 

Principle 9 
Maintain and improve safe public access to beaches and 
headlands consistent with the goals of the NSW Coastal 

Policy 

Principle 10 
Support recreational activities consistent with the goals of 

the NSW Coastal Policy 

Section 2 
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Section3 
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Section 4 
Ecosystem 

health 

Section 5 
Community 
uses of the 
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Table 1  CZMP Vision, Management Issues and Objectives 
 

Theme Priority management 
issues / 

considerations 

Management 
Objective 
number 

 

Management 
Objective (MO) 

 

Vision 

Coastal 
hazard risk 
management 

Coastal hazards pose 
an immediate and 
future risk to public and 
private assets in 
several precincts.  
 
 
The historic approach 
taken towards the 
management of coastal 
hazard risks has 
included works, as well 
as the application of 
planning and 
development controls 
to provide for the 
adaptation and retreat 
of private development. 

MO1.  To achieve a 
‘balance’ between 
maintaining natural, 
coastal processes 
and enabling use and 
occupation of the 
coastal zone. 
 

…balancing 
environmental, 
economic and social 
values, costs and 
benefits… 

MO2.  To manage legacy 
issues and at 
‘immediate risk’ 
coastal development, 
through an adaptive 
approach. 

…strategic and 
adaptive… 
 
…balancing 
environmental, 
economic and social 
values, costs and 
benefits… 
 
…complexity and 
uncertainty. 

MO3.  To provide for 
resilient coastal 
development using 
planning controls and 
setbacks to minimise 
consequences and 
allow for adaptation 
to future coastal 
hazard risks and 
climate change. 
 

…strategic and 
adaptive… 
 
…balancing 
environmental, 
economic and social 
values, costs and 
benefits… 
 
…complexity and 
uncertainty. 

MO4.  To ensure property 
owners, current and 
prospective, are 
aware of immediate 
and future risks to 
property, and 
understand the 
implications of the 
coastal hazard risk 
management strategy 
in this CZMP. 
 

…strategic and 
adaptive… 
 
…balancing 
environmental, 
economic and social 
values, costs and 
benefits… 
 
…complexity and 
uncertainty. 

MO5.  To prioritise public 
expenditure for public 
benefit and apply 
principles of equity in 
determining who will 
fund the 
implementation of 
management 
strategies / actions. 

…balancing 
environmental, 
economic and social 
values, costs and 
benefits… 
 

Community 
uses of the 
coastal zone 

Beach access, 
recreational amenity 
and public safety are 

MO6.  To maintain and 
improve, safe and 
appropriate public 

…balancing 
environmental, 
economic and social 
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Theme Priority management 
issues / 

considerations 

Management 
Objective 
number 

 

Management 
Objective (MO) 

 

Vision 

high priorities and are 
important to the 
economic, social and 
cultural well-being of 
the community. 

access and 
recreational use of 
the coastal zone. 
 

values, costs and 
benefits… 
 

Emergency 
Management 

Beach access, 
recreational amenity 
and public safety may 
be compromised during 
periods of coastal 
erosion. 

MO7.  Improved knowledge 
of coastal processes, 
hazards and risk 
management, and 
use data and 
evidence to base 
decision making. 
 
 Improve knowledge 
communication to 
stakeholders and the 
general community. 

…balancing 
environmental, 
economic and social 
values, costs and 
benefits… 
 
…complexity and 
uncertainty. 

Capacity 
building, 
monitoring 
and 
evaluation 

Improved knowledge of 
coastal processes, 
hazards and risk 
management, using 
data and evidence to 
base decision making. 
 
Improved knowledge 
communication to 
stakeholders and the 
general community. 

MO8.  To monitor the 
coastal zone and 
analyse and share 
information, enabling 
strategic and 
adaptable coastal 
zone planning and 
management. 

…strategic and 
adaptive… 
 

Coastal 
environmental 
/ ecological  
values 

There are areas of high 
ecological value in the 
BBE and these values 
may be under threat as 
a result of human use 
and settlement within 
the coastal zone.  
 
Protecting / maintaining 
coastal ecological 
values is a high priority 
of the community. 

MO9.  To mitigate and 
manage human 
impacts on coastal 
ecological values and 
processes in 
accordance with 
ecologically 
sustainable 
development 
principles and 
evidence based best 
practice. 

…balancing 
environmental, 
economic and social 
values, costs and 
benefits… 
 

Cultural 
heritage 
values 

The BBE has 
significant cultural 
heritage value and 
these are important to 
the local indigenous 
community, as well as 
the broader general 
public.  
 
There may be negative 
impacts on cultural 
heritage as a result of: 
coastal processes, 
development and /or 
other human activities. 
 
 

MO10.  To acknowledge, 
conserve and 
promote cultural 
heritage values, 
where appropriate. 
 

…balancing 
environmental, 
economic and social 
values, costs and 
benefits… 
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Theme Priority management 
issues / 

considerations 

Management 
Objective 
number 

 

Management 
Objective (MO) 

 

Vision 

Land 
ownership 
and 
management 

Coastal land ownership 
and management 
arrangements are 
complex, involving a 
number of public 
authorities and land 
managers. 

MO11.  To work together and 
provide for integrated 
planning and 
management of the 
coastal zone. 

…strategic and 
adaptive… 
 
…balancing 
environmental, 
economic and social 
values, costs and 
benefits… 
 
…complexity and 
uncertainty. 

A3 Consultation 
Community and agency participation and consultation during the preparation of this CZMP has 
exceeded the minimum requirements in the CP Act. The process has considered the 
approaches described in the Guidelines and has included consultation with traditional owners, 
the OEH and other state agencies, directly affected landowners and community groups.  
 
Further details on consultation activities undertaken as part of preparing this CZMP are at 
Appendix 3, with further information on the consultation activities carried out as part of the 
Management Study at Part B. 

A3.1 Exhibition of draft CZMP 
 
The draft Coastal Zone Management Plan Byron Bay Embayment (draft CZMP) was publicly 
exhibited under section 55E of the Coastal Protection Act 1979 from 21 May to 14 June 2016.  
The statutory advertisement for public exhibition was placed in the Northern Star on 21 May 
2016. 
 
During the exhibition period a number of consultation activities were undertaken, including: 
information stands; facilitated workshops; ‘Have your say’ web platform; and media coverage. 
Further information regarding the above consultation activities can be found in Appendix 4.  
 
Public Submissions 
Public submissions have been considered in accordance with section 55F of the Coastal 
Protection Act 1979.  Copies of all public submissions received during the exhibition period 
were provided to Councillors for their consideration during the exhibition period. 
 
689 submissions were received. This is considered a strong response, especially when 
compared with the number of submissions received on the previous draft CZMP (2010), which 
was 654 (over an 8 week exhibition period). An additional 46 submissions were received 
outside of the statutory exhibition period (up to 22 June 2016). Copies of the late submissions 
were also provided to Councillors for their consideration. 
 
Appendix 4 provides further details on the public submissions received during the exhibition 
period, key issues raised and staff’s response. 
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Feedback from public authorities 
Section 55C(2)(b) of the Coastal Protection Act 1979 states: 
  

(2)  A coastal zone management plan must not include the following: 
(b)  proposed actions or activities to be carried out by any public authority or relating 

to any land or other assets owned or managed by a public authority, unless the 
public authority has agreed to the inclusion of those proposed actions or activities 
in the plan. 

 
Section 55G (2) of the Coastal Protection Act 1979 states: 
 

Before submitting the draft coastal zone management plan to the Minister under 
subsection (1), the council must consult with other public authorities in the manner 
specified in the Minister’s guidelines. 

 
During the exhibition period, staff wrote letters to relevant agencies, seeking their advice as per 
section 55C(2)(b). Staff also met with representatives of Department of Primary Industry, Crown 
Lands; Department of Planning and Environment; and Office of Environment and Heritage. 
Appendix 5 includes the advice received from these public agencies, key issues raised and 
staff’s response. 
 
On Council’s adoption of the CZMP, a number of NSW agency responses had not yet been 
received: 

• Department of Primary Industries Cape Byron Marine Park 
• Department of Primary Industries Fisheries 
• Department of Primary Industries Lands 

 
Coastal Zone Management Plan Byron Bay Embayment Project Reference Group (PRG) 
The PRG was formed in August 2015 with the following objectives: 
 

a) Review draft CZMP BBE and provide feedback to staff prior to the tabling of the draft 
CZMP BBE at a Council meeting, and prior to the draft CZMP BBE being ‘adopted for 
public exhibition’.  

b) Provide feedback, input and support to draft CZMP BBE exhibition consultation and 
communication activities.  

c) Overview submissions provided on the adopted draft CZMP BBE, review and provide 
feedback to staff on draft CZMP BBE ‘exhibition submissions report’ prior to tabling at 
Council meeting, and prior to amended draft CZMP BBE being adopted for ‘submission to 
the Minister’. 

 
As advised in Report No. 4.1 - Public Exhibition of Draft Coastal Zone Management Plan Byron 
Bay Embayment to the 12 May 2016 Extra Ordinary Council Meeting:  
 

The most recent PRG feedback on the 7 April 2016 version of the draft CZMP has been 
received but has not yet been comprehensively considered by staff. This is due to time 
constraints as a result of resolution 16-028. With permission from the PRG members, this 
most recent feedback is attached to this report, in its original form, for Council’s 
information. Refer Attachment 8. Noting that feedback from Crown Lands is expected but 
has not yet been received.  
  
The most recent PRG feedback on the draft CZMP BBE will be considered and the 
outcomes of this process will be reported to Council at the same time that the ‘exhibition 
submissions report’ on the draft CZMP BBE is reported. 
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Consideration of the PRG feedback on the 7 April 2016 CZMP BEE version is included in 
Appendix 6. 
 
The PRG were provided with a copy of the draft Exhibition Submissions Report; feedback 
received from the PRG is in Appendix 7. 
 
Council considered the public exhibtion report on the draft CZMP at the 29 June Extra Ordicnary 
Meeting and resolved to adopt the CZMP with amendments. Refer to the following link for a 
copy of the meeting report and minutes: http://www.byron.nsw.gov.au/meetings  

A3.2 Monitoring, reporting and review of CZMP 
It is intended that the implementation of the CZMP will be monitored and reported upon to the 
community, at least annually. The review of the CZMP shall be conducted within 10 – 15 years 
of its implementation.  
 
In accordance with the adaptive management approach adopted in this CZMP, specific actions 
in this CZMP will require ongoing monitoring and review, as detailed in the Implementation 
Schedules. 
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Appendix 1  CZMP Legislative and policy framework 
 
Coastal Protection Act 1979 
 
In New South Wales, a coastal zone management plan is to be prepared in accordance with 
requirements under the Coastal Protection Act 1979(CP Act). The objects of the CP Act are 
detailed below, as well as the relevant part of the CP Act - Part 4A Coastal Zone Management 
Plans.  
 

3 Objects of this Act  
 
The objects of this Act are to provide for the protection of the coastal environment of the 
State for the benefit of both present and future generations and, in particular:  
 

(a) to protect, enhance, maintain and restore the environment of the coastal 
region, its associated ecosystems, ecological processes and biological 
diversity, and its water quality, and  
 

(b) to encourage, promote and secure the orderly and balanced utilisation and 
conservation of the coastal region and its natural and man-made resources, 
having regard to the principles of ecologically sustainable development, and  

 
 

(c) to recognise and foster the significant social and economic benefits to the 
State that result from a sustainable coastal environment, including:  

(i) benefits to the environment, and  
(ii) benefits to urban communities, fisheries, industry and recreation, and  
(iii) benefits to culture and heritage, and  
(iv) benefits to the Aboriginal people in relation to their spiritual, social, 
customary and economic use of land and water, and  
 

(d) to promote public pedestrian access to the coastal region and recognise the 
public’s right to access, and  
 

(e) to provide for the acquisition of land in the coastal region to promote the 
protection, enhancement, maintenance and restoration of the environment of 
the coastal region, and  

 
(f) to recognise the role of the community, as a partner with government, in 

resolving issues relating to the protection of the coastal environment, and  
 

(g) to ensure co-ordination of the policies and activities of the Government and 
public authorities relating to the coastal region and to facilitate the proper 
integration of their management activities, and  

 
(h) to encourage and promote plans and strategies for adaptation in response to 

coastal climate change impacts, including projected sea level rise, and  
 

(i) to promote beach amenity. 
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Coastal Protection Act 1979 No 13 
 
 Part 4A Coastal zone management plans 
 
 Division 1 General 
 
55A  Minister to have regard to objects of Act 

In exercising his or her functions under this Part, the Minister is to have regard to the 
objects of this Act. 
 

55B    Requirement for coastal zone management plans 
(1)   A council whose area, or part of whose area, is included within the coastal zone 

may, and must, if directed to do so by the Minister, make a coastal zone 
management plan in accordance with this Part. 

(2)   Two or more councils whose areas adjoin may decide to join in the making of a 
coastal zone management plan in accordance with this Part. 

(3)   If, under subsection (2), two or more councils decide to join in the making of a 
coastal zone management plan, a reference in this Part: 
(a)  to a council includes a reference to those councils, and 
(b)   to an area includes a reference to the areas of those councils. 

(4)   A coastal zone management plan may be made in relation to the whole, or any part, 
of the area included within the coastal zone. 

(5)   A council must, if directed to do so by the Minister, review the council’s existing 
coastal zone management plan and make a new plan in accordance with this Part to 
replace the existing plan. 

(6)   A council required under this section to review its existing coastal zone management 
plan and make a new plan to replace that existing plan must do so: 
(a)  within 12 months after being directed to do so by the Minister, or 
(b)   within such longer period as may be agreed to by the Minister. 

(7)   If a council fails to comply with this section, the Minister may: 
(a) review the council’s existing plan and make a new plan to replace that existing 

plan, and 
(b) recover from the council the costs of doing those things, and 
(c) publish the new plan in the Gazette. 
Such a new plan is taken to have been made by the council in accordance with this 
Part. 

(8)   For the avoidance of doubt, the Minister may give a direction under subsection (1) or 
(5) in relation to part of an area included within the coastal zone. 

(9)   In this section, coastal zone includes land that adjoins the tidal waters of the 
Hawkesbury River, Sydney Harbour and Botany Bay, and their tributaries. 

 
55C  Matters to be dealt with in coastal zone management plans 

(1)   A coastal zone management plan must make provision for: 
(a)   protecting and preserving beach environments and beach amenity, and 
(b)   emergency actions carried out during periods of beach erosion, including the 

carrying out of related works, such as works for the protection of property 
affected or likely to be affected by beach erosion, where beach erosion occurs 
through storm activity or an extreme or irregular event, and 

 
 



 

(c)   ensuring continuing and undiminished public access to beaches, headlands and 
waterways, particularly where public access is threatened or affected by 
accretion, and 

(d)   where the plan relates to a part of the coastline, the management of risks 
arising from coastal hazards, and 

(e)   where the plan relates to an estuary, the management of estuary health and 
any risks to the estuary arising from coastal hazards, and 

(f)  the impacts from climate change on risks arising from coastal hazards and on 
estuary health, as appropriate, and 

(g)   where the plan proposes the construction of coastal protection works (other 
than temporary coastal protection works) that are to be funded by the council or 
a private landowner or both, the proposed arrangements for the adequate 
maintenance of the works and for managing associated impacts of such works 
(such as changed or increased beach erosion elsewhere or a restriction of 
public access to beaches or headlands). 

(2)   A coastal zone management plan must not include the following: 
(a)   matters dealt with in any plan made under the State Emergency and Rescue 

Management Act 1989 in relation to the response to emergencies, 
(b)   proposed actions or activities to be carried out by any public authority or relating 

to any land or other assets owned or managed by a public authority, unless the 
public authority has agreed to the inclusion of those proposed actions or 
activities in the plan. 

(3)   Despite subsection (1), the Minister may give a direction under section 55B that a 
council make a coastal zone management plan that makes provision for only one or 
more of the matters referred to in that subsection as specified in the direction. 

55D    Guidelines for preparation of draft coastal zone management plans 
(1)   A council is to prepare a draft coastal zone management plan in accordance with 

the Minister’s guidelines. 
(2)   Without limiting the power of the Minister to determine the guidelines, the Minister 

may adopt as guidelines a manual referred to in section 733 (5) (b) of the Local 
Government Act 1993. 

(3)   The Minister is to ensure that notification of any guidelines is published in the 
Gazette. 

(4)   A copy of the Minister’s guidelines must be available for public inspection on the 
Internet website of the Office. 

55E    Public consultation 
After preparing a draft coastal zone management plan, the council is: 
(a)   to give public notice in a newspaper circulating in the locality of the place at 

which, the dates on which (comprising a period of not less than 21 days), and 
the times during which, the draft coastal zone management plan may be 
inspected by the public, and 

(b)   to publicly exhibit the draft plan at the place, on the dates and during the times 
set out in the notice. 

55F    Submissions 
(1)   During the period of public exhibition of a draft coastal zone management plan, any 

person may make a submission in writing to the council with respect to its 
provisions. 

(2)   The council must consider all submissions so made. 
(3)   The council may amend the draft coastal zone management plan as a result of the 

submissions. 
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55G    Certification by Minister 
(1)   After considering any submissions, the council is to submit the draft coastal zone 

management plan to the Minister for certification under this section. 
(2)   Before submitting the draft coastal zone management plan to the Minister under 

subsection (1), the council must consult with other public authorities in the manner 
specified in the Minister’s guidelines. 

(3)   Before certifying the draft coastal zone management plan submitted to the Minister 
under subsection (1), the Minister may refer the plan to the Coastal Panel for advice. 

(4)   The Minister may: 
(a)   certify, or refuse to certify, that a draft coastal zone management plan submitted 

to the Minister has been prepared in accordance with the requirements of this 
Act, or 

(b)   if the Minister has referred the plan to the Coastal Panel for advice under 
subsection (3) and the Coastal Panel has recommended changes to the plan—
return the plan to the council and direct the council to amend and resubmit the 
plan with the recommended changes. 

(5)   A council required to amend and resubmit a plan with recommended changes must 
do so: 
(a)   within 90 days after being directed to do so by the Minister, or 
(b)   within such longer period as may be agreed to by the Minister. 

(6)   If a council fails to amend and resubmit a plan as required by this section, the 
Minister may: 
(a)   make the plan with the recommended changes instead of the council, and 
(b)   recover the cost of making the plan from the council, and 
(c)   certify that the draft coastal zone management plan has been prepared in 

accordance with the requirements of this Act and publish it in the Gazette. 
Such a plan is taken to have been made by the council in accordance with this Part. 

55H    Gazettal and commencement of coastal zone management plans 
(1)   If the Minister certifies that a draft coastal zone management plan has been 

prepared in accordance with the requirements of this Act, the council is to make the 
plan and publish it in the Gazette. 

(2)   A coastal zone management plan takes effect on the date on which it is published in 
the Gazette or, if a later date is specified in the plan for its commencement, on the 
later date so specified. 

55I    Amendment and repeal of coastal zone management plans 
(1)   A coastal zone management plan may be amended (in whole or in part) or repealed 

by a coastal zone management plan. 
(2)   A coastal zone management plan can be repealed only by a coastal zone 

management plan that replaces it. 

55J    Availability of coastal zone management plans 
(1)   A copy of a coastal zone management plan must be available for inspection by the 

public without charge at the office of the council during ordinary office hours. 
(2)   A copy of a coastal zone management plan must be available for public inspection 

on the Internet website of the council within 7 days of its publication in the Gazette. 
 
 
 

 
 



 

Division 2 Enforcement 
55K    Breach of coastal zone management plan: offence 

(1)   A person must not carry out work for the purpose, or that has the effect, of 
preventing or remediating beach erosion, or for protecting property affected or likely 
to be affected by beach erosion, unless the work is: 
(a)   in accordance with the relevant coastal zone management plan, or 
(b)   development for which consent has been granted or exempt development under 

the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 or an approved project 
within the meaning of Part 3A of that Act or approved State significant 
infrastructure within the meaning of Part 5.1 of that Act, or 

(c)   temporary coastal protection works. 
Maximum penalty: 4,500 penalty units (in the case of a corporation) or 2,250 penalty 
units (in any other case). 

(2)   However, if: 
(a)   a person commits the offence under subsection (1) by placing material on a 

beach, or a sand dune adjacent to a beach, and 
(b)   the material is material of the kind referred to in section 55P (1) (a) or (b), 
the maximum penalty for the offence is 2,250 penalty units (in the case of a 
corporation) or 1,125 penalty units (in any other case). 

55L    Breach of coastal zone management plan: restraint 
(1)   The Minister or a council may bring proceedings in the Land and Environment Court 

for an order to remedy or restrain a breach of a coastal zone management plan. 
(2)   If the Land and Environment Court is satisfied that a breach of a coastal zone 

management plan has been committed or that a breach of a coastal zone 
management plan will, unless restrained by an order of the Court, be committed, it 
may make such order as it thinks fit to remedy or restrain the breach. 

(3)   The functions of the Land and Environment Court under this section are in addition 
to and not in derogation of any other functions of the Court. 

(4)   In this section, a breach of a coastal zone management plan means: 
(a)   a contravention of or failure to comply with a coastal zone management plan, 

and 
(b)   a threatened or apprehended contravention of or a threatened or apprehended 

failure to comply with a coastal zone management plan. 
(5)   This section does not apply to a breach of a coastal zone management plan that is 

an act or omission that is: 
(a)   development for which consent has been granted, exempt development or 

development that does not need consent under the Environmental Planning and 
Assessment Act 1979 or an approved project within the meaning of Part 3A of 
that Act or approved State significant infrastructure within the meaning of Part 
5.1 of that Act, or 

(b)   temporary coastal protection works. 
(6)   Despite subsection (1), a council may not bring proceedings under this section to 

remedy or restrain a breach of a coastal zone management plan by the State or a 
NSW Government agency 

  

 
 

http://www.legislation.nsw.gov.au/xref/inforce/?xref=Type%3Dact%20AND%20Year%3D1979%20AND%20no%3D203&nohits=y
http://www.legislation.nsw.gov.au/xref/inforce/?xref=Type%3Dact%20AND%20Year%3D1979%20AND%20no%3D203&nohits=y
http://www.legislation.nsw.gov.au/xref/inforce/?xref=Type%3Dact%20AND%20Year%3D1979%20AND%20no%3D203&nohits=y


 

CZMP ‘heads of consideration’ 
 
Table 1, details the alignment of the CZMP management objectives (MOs) with the CZMP 
‘heads of consideration’ – being the objectives of the CP Act, the NSW Coastal Policy (1997) – 
summarised at Figure 1, and the OEH Coastal Management Principles (CMPs) – Table 2. 
 
Table 2 details the OEH Coastal Management Principles (CMPs) and linkage to the most 
relevant Management Objective (MO) in this CZMP. The MOs may relate to the various ‘Parts’ 
of this CZMP. The Implementation Schedules in the ‘Parts’ of this CZMP, link MOs with 
proposed CZMP strategies or actions. 
 
Table 1 Alignment of the CZMP ‘heads of consideration’ with the CZMP Management 

issues and objectives and CZMP ‘heads of consideration’ 

Most 
relevant 

part of the 
CZMP 

Priority management issues / 
considerations relevant to the 

plan’s area, as identified 
through literature review and / 

or stakeholder engagement 

CZMP Management 
Objective (MO) 

To be revised when 
management approach 

clear 

Most relevant NSW 
Coastal Policy 1997 

Goals (CPG) and 
objectives (CPO) and 

/ or CP Act or 
Coastal Management 

Principle (CMP) 
Part B - 
Coastal 
hazards risk 
management 

Coastal hazards pose an 
immediate and future risk to public 
and private assets in several 
precincts.  
 
The historic approach taken 
towards the management of 
coastal hazard risks has included 
works, as well as the application 
of planning and development 
controls to provide for the 
adaptation and retreat of private 
development. 

MO 1. To achieve a 
‘balance’ between 
maintaining natural, coastal 
processes and enabling 
use and occupation of the 
coastal zone. 
 

CP Act Part1 (3)(b) 
CPG 1 
CPG 5 
- CPO 5.1 
CMP 8 

MO 2. To manage legacy 
issues and at ‘immediate 
risk’ coastal development, 
through an adaptive 
approach. 

CP Act Part1 (3)(b) 
CPG 5 
- CPO 5.3 
CPG 9 
- CPO 9.2 
CMP 4 
 

MO 3. To provide for 
resilient coastal 
development using 
planning controls and 
setbacks to minimise 
consequences and allow 
for adaptation to future 
coastal hazard risks and 
climate change. 
 
 

CP Act Part1 (3)(b) 
CP Act 55C(1)(f) 
CPG 2 
- CPO 2.2 
CPG 5  
- CPO 5.2  
CPG 6 
- CPO 6.1  
CPG 9 
- CPO 9.2 
CMP 7 

MO 4. To ensure property 
owners, current and 
prospective, are aware of 
immediate and future risks 
to property, and understand 
the implications of the 
coastal hazard risk 
management strategy in 
this CZMP. 
 

CPG 7 
- CPO 7.2 
CMP 2 
 

MO 5. To prioritise public 
expenditure for public 
benefit and apply principles 
of equity in determining 
who will fund the 

CP Act Part1 (3)(f) 
CPG 1 
- CPO 1.5 
CMP 2 
CMP 5 

 
 



 

Most 
relevant 

part of the 
CZMP 

Priority management issues / 
considerations relevant to the 

plan’s area, as identified 
through literature review and / 

or stakeholder engagement 

CZMP Management 
Objective (MO) 

To be revised when 
management approach 

clear 

Most relevant NSW 
Coastal Policy 1997 

Goals (CPG) and 
objectives (CPO) and 

/ or CP Act or 
Coastal Management 

Principle (CMP) 
implementation of 
management actions. 
 

 

Part C - 
Community 
uses of the 
coastal zone 

Beach access, recreational 
amenity and public safety are high 
priorities and are important to the 
economic, social and cultural well-
being of the community. 

MO 6. To maintain and 
improve, safe and 
appropriate public access 
and recreational use of the 
coastal zone. 
 

CP Act Part1 (3)(d) 
CP Act Part1 (3)(i) 
CP Act 55C(1)(a) 
CP Act 55C(1)(c) 
CPG 3 
- CPO 3.1 
CPG 7 
- CPO 7.1 
CMP 9 
CMP 10 
 

Part E -
Emergency 
Action Sub 
Plan 

Beach access, recreational 
amenity and public safety may be 
compromised during periods of 
coastal erosion. 

MO 7. To minimise and 
manage risks to beach 
access, recreational 
amenity and public safety 
by preparing for and 
responding to coastal 
erosion emergencies in a 
planned and coordinated 
manner. 
 

CP Act Part1 (3)(d) 
CP Act 55C (1)(a) 
CP Act 55C (1)(b) 
CP Act 55C (1)(c) 
CPG 7 
- CPO 7.2 
CMP 9 

Part B, C, D 
and E 

Improved knowledge of coastal 
processes, hazards and risk 
management, using data and 
evidence to base decision 
making. 
 
Improved knowledge 
communication to stakeholders 
and the general community. 

MO 8. To monitor the 
coastal zone and analyse 
and share information, 
enabling strategic and 
adaptable coastal zone 
planning and management. 

CP Act 55C(1)(d) 
CPG 2 
- CPO 2.1 
CPG 5 
CPG 9 
CMP 4 
CMP 6 
CMP 7 
 

Part D – 
Open Coast 
Ecosystem 
Health 

There are areas of high ecological 
value in the BBE and these values 
may be under threat as a result of 
human use and settlement within 
the coastal zone.  
 
Protecting / maintaining coastal 
ecological values is a high priority 
of the community. 

MO 9. To mitigate and 
manage human impacts on 
coastal ecological values 
and processes in 
accordance with 
ecologically sustainable 
development principles and 
evidence based best 
practice. 
 

CP Act Part1 (3)(a) 
CPG 5 
- CPO 5.3 
CMP 4 

Part C – 
Community 
Uses 

Cultural heritage values are 
important to the local indigenous 
community as well as the broader 
general public.  
 
There may be negative impacts 
on cultural heritage as a result of: 
coastal processes, development 
and /or other human activities. 
 

MO 10. To acknowledge, 
conserve and promote 
cultural heritage values, 
where appropriate. 
 

CP Act Part1 (3)(c) 
CPG 4 
- CPO 4.1 
CMP 3 

 
 



 

Most 
relevant 

part of the 
CZMP 

Priority management issues / 
considerations relevant to the 

plan’s area, as identified 
through literature review and / 

or stakeholder engagement 

CZMP Management 
Objective (MO) 

To be revised when 
management approach 

clear 

Most relevant NSW 
Coastal Policy 1997 

Goals (CPG) and 
objectives (CPO) and 

/ or CP Act or 
Coastal Management 

Principle (CMP) 
 
 
 

Part B, C, D 
and E 

Coastal land ownership and 
management arrangement are 
complex and public authorities 
and land managers need to adopt 
a strategic, integrated approach to 
managing the coastal zone. 

MO 11. To work together 
and provide for integrated 
planning and management 
of the coastal zone. 

CP Act 55C(1)(g) 
CPG 9 
 
 

 
  

 
 



 

Table 2 Coastal management principles (OEH 2013), consideration and incorporation 
 
Principle # Coastal Management Principle (CMP) Consideration and incorporation of 

CMP(e.g. most relevant MO and ‘Part’ 
of this CZMP) 

Principle 1 Consider the objectives of the Coastal 
Protection Act 1979 and the goals, objectives 
and principles of the NSW Coastal Policy 1997 
 

• Refer Table 1 (above) 

Principle 2 Optimise links between plans relating to the 
management of the coastal zone 
 

• MO11 - Part B, C and D 
 
 

Principle 3 Involve the community in decision-making and 
make coastal information publicly available 
 

• WRL (2016)inc. App M 
(consultation) 

• Section A3 and Appendix 3 (CZMP) 
• MO8 - Part B, C and D 
• MO10 – Part C 

Principle 4 Base decisions on the best available 
information and reasonable practise; 
acknowledge the interrelationship between 
catchment, estuarine and coastal processes; 
adopt a continuous improvement management 
approach 
 

• WRL (2016) 
• MO2 – Part B 
• MO3 – Part B 
• MO8 – Part B, D, E 

 

Principle 5 The priority for public expenditure is public 
benefit; public expenditure should cost 
effectively achieve the best practical long-term 
outcomes 

• MO5 
• Part B (CZMP) – funding model 
• WRL (2016)inc. App N (CBA) 
 

Principle 6 Adopt a risk management approach to 
managing risks to public safety and assets; 
adopt a risk management hierarchy involving 
avoiding risk where feasible and mitigation 
where risks cannot be reasonably avoided; 
adopt interim actions to manage high risks while 
long-term options are implemented. 
 

• Part B (CZMP) 
• MO2 – Part B 
• MO3 – Part B 

Principle 7 Adopt an adaptive risk management approach if 
risks are expected to increase over time, or to 
accommodate uncertainty in risk predictions 
 

• MO2 - Part B 
• MO3 – Part B 

Principle 8 Maintain the condition of high value coastal 
ecosystems; rehabilitate priority degraded 
coastal ecosystems 
 

• MO9 – Part B, C and D 
 

Principle 9 Maintain and improve safe public access to 
beaches and headlands consistent with the 
goals of the NSW Coastal Policy 
 

• MO6 - Part B and C 
• MO7 – Part E 

Principle 10 Support recreational activities consistent with 
the goals of the NSW Coastal Policy 
 

• MO6 - Part C 

 
  

 
 



 

 
Figure 1 NSW Coastal Policy 1997 summary (NSW Government, 1997) 
 
  

 
 



 

Appendix 2:  Appendix A: Review of Previous Studies; 
Coastal Hazard Study Management Study- 
Byron Bay Embayment (WRL, 2016) 
BSC #E2016/29145 
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19. Appendix A: Review of Previous Studies 

Previous coastal studies pertaining to the Byron Bay embayment are laid out in chronological 
order.  Following the coastal studies, a brief summary of coastal aspects of Belongil Creek flood 
studies is provided.  Many of these studies have become the basis of Council resolutions, 
however, this report is not a repository for these resolutions. 
 

19.1 Byron Bay – Hastings Point Erosion Study (Gordon et al, PWD, 1978) 

This seminal work was the first comprehensive coastal hazard and management study 
undertaken by the state government of NSW.  Due to the resources invested in the study over 
two (2) years, it arguably remains the most comprehensive coastal study undertaken in NSW. 
 
Utilising photogrammetry, computer modelling, geology and data collection, the study found that 
the recession rate in the Byron Bay-Belongil region was approximately 1.5 m/year.  This was 
primarily due to sediment budget imbalances resulting from: 
 

� Differential littoral drift; 
� Episodic sand bypassing of Cape Byron; and 
� Offshore losses due to the interaction of the East Australian Current with Cape Byron. 

 
Extrapolated recession lines for 50 and 100 year planning horizons were developed and were 
later adopted as the “Part J” coastal planning lines by Byron Shire Council.  These incorporated a 
factor of safety of 2. 
 
The study suggested a range of management options, namely: 
 

1. No co-ordinated management plan; 
2. A re-zoning of affected areas; 
3. A policy of relocation; 
4. An insurance scheme; 
5. Engineering works. 

 
Potential engineering works considered in the study were: 
 

� Seawalls and rock revetments; 
� Groynes; 
� Submerged offshore breakwaters; and 
� Sand nourishment. 

 
A single Shire-wide management or engineering option was not recommended, however, “… as it 
was felt that social and economic factors other than those considered in the investigation should 
be accounted for before such a plan is formalised.” 
 
For the Byron Bay township area (to just north of Belongil Creek mouth), the recommended 
management options were: 
 

1. A groyne scheme; 
2. Sand nourishment; and 
3. An insurance scheme 
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19.2 Geomarine (1989) 

The Geomarine (1989) report has not been considered in previous recent hazard and 
management studies for Byron Bay.  It was only discovered/retrieved well into the course of this 
WRL study, and appears to be the first Byron Bay coastal engineering study to consider climate 
change/sea level rise over engineering planning horizons (50 to 100 years). 
 
Geomarine (1989) considered the viability of coastal engineering management options between 
Clarkes Beach and Belongil Creek.  It did not consider policy implications in depth, nor undertake 
extensive consultation.  Nevertheless, it did note that “Byron Shire Development Control Plan 
No.1, Part J … permits the planned and orderly development of the Shire….  There are 
shortcomings in applying the D.C.P. to existing developed areas of the Shire ….” 
 
Geomarine noted that an ad-hoc revetment existed along most of Belongil.  They noted that in 
isolation, a terminal revetment is unlikely to be a viable management option due to cost and 
impacts to the north. 
 
They suggested ongoing nourishment of 65,000 m3/year.  This could be achieved from sand 
bypassing from Tallow to Clarkes Beach (method not stated), with other potentially viable 
sources being: 
 

• The Cape Byron sand lobe; 
• Nearshore dredging off Clarkes Beach; 
• Importation of sand from outside the active coastal zone; and 
• Beach scraping (“skimming”). 

 
They noted that available funding would be unlikely to be sufficient to continue ongoing 
nourishment, but that additional measures (most likely groynes) could enhance beach amenity. 
 
The main elements of Geomarine’s recommendations were: 
 

1. Commitment by Council to protect/upgrade town centre. 
2. Reassess hazard lines in town centre and Clarkes Beach. 
3. Redefine erosion escarpment. 
4. Adopt soft management for Clarkes Beach. 
5. Train Belongil Creek. 
6. Dune works and beach nourishment along Belongil. 
7. Reassess hazard lines for Belongil. 
8. Construct rock groynes between Belongil Creek and the town centre, which may be at: 

• Manfred St; 
• The second jetty site; 
• The town centre (possibly in conjunction with a tourist jetty. 

9. Dune maintenance. 
 
WRL notes that elements 1, 2, 3, 4 and 7 have been implemented.  Element 9 has been 
implemented at some locations.  Elements 5, 6 and 8 have not been implemented. 
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19.3 Coastal Engineering Advice to the Department of Planning 
(Moratti/PWD, 1990) 

The Moratti/PWD (1990) report was entitled: “Coastal Engineering Advice to the Department of 
Planning in Relation to Lots 11 – 14, Section 3, D.P.1623, Childe Street, Byron Bay”.  It 
considered the impacts of the following factors on the subject properties: 
 

� Long-term coastline recession; 
� Short-term storm fluctuations; 
� Greenhouse effect; 
� Oceanic inundation/flooding. 

 
The Moratti/PWD study quoted the analysis from Gordon et al (1978) which found average 
recession rates for Belongil from 1947 to 1977 of 1 m/year.  While acknowledging the potential 
limitations and inaccuracies of historical surveys, a brief analysis was undertaken of historical 
surveys from 1885, 1914 and 1921, which found average recession rates of 0.5 m/year since 
1885 or 0.7 m/year since 1921. 
 
The Moratti/PWD study estimated a “design” storm erosion volume of 200 m3/m. 
 
It was one of the first coastal hazard studies to consider climate change/sea level rise over 
engineering planning horizons (50 to 100 years) and adopted a Bruun Factor of 50, utilising the 
following sea level rise scenarios: 
 

� 50 year period: 
o Low scenario: 0.15 m; 
o Mid scenario: 0.26 m; 
o High scenario: 0.37 m. 

 
� 100 year period: 

o Low scenario: 0.43 m; 
o Mid scenario: 0.84 m; 
o High scenario: 1.26 m. 

 
Moratti/PWD noted that: “A land survey was taken through the dune fronting Manfred Street on 
8 February 1990 to align with a photogrammetric profile … dated 23 June 1987.  Application of a 
short term storm demand figure of 200 m3/m … shows that the entire dunal system could be 
removed during a severe storm event … Without a dunal buffer, oceanic inundation across 
Manfred Street is likely under combined conditions of severe wave attack and elevated ocean 
levels.”   
 
The relevant figure from Moratti/PWD is reproduced in Figure 19.1 below.  Note that this part of 
Moratti’s analysis did not include climate change and ongoing recession, but was “present day” 
for 1990. 
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Figure 19.1: Storm Demand applied to Manfred Street (Figure 17 of Moratti/PWD, 1990) 

 

19.4 Byron Shire Coastline Hazard Definition Study Final Report (WBM, 2000) 

WBM (2000) provided the first revision of coastal hazards since the PWD (1978) study.  It was 
undertaken within the guidelines of the NSW Government (1990) Coastline Management Manual 
and considered hazards for immediate, 2050 and 2100 planning horizons.  The principal physical 
hazards and their quantification as derived by WBM are listed below: 
 

� Storm erosion: 
o Cape Byron to The Pass: 100 m3/m above AHD (50 m3/m relative to 1990); 
o The Pass to Memorial Pool: 150 m3/m above AHD (100 m3/m relative to 1990); 
o Memorial Pool to Belongil Creek: 250 m3/m above AHD (200 m3/m relative to 

1990). 
 

� Ongoing recession: 
o The Pass to Memorial Pool: 0.10 m/year (range 0.05 to 0.20 m/year); 
o Memorial Pool to Border Street: 1.20 m/year (range 0.90 to 1.50 m/year); 
o Border Street to Belongil Creek: 0.80 m/year (range 0.60 to 1.00 m/year). 

 
� Recession due to sea level rise (Bruun Factor) for Belongil Spit: 70 times the sea level 

rise. 
 

� Sea level rise projections: 
o 2050: 0.2 m; 
o 2100: 0.5 m. 

 
WBM’s ongoing recession measurement involved more than 20 years of additional data 
compared with PWD (1978).  WBM’s best estimates of recession were lower than PWD (1978).  
This was rationalised as being due to stormier conditions prevailing in the 1960s and 1970s 
being tempered by milder conditions in the 1980s and 1990s. 
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The sea level rise projections used by WBM were (and are) consistent with “mid-range” 
emissions/sea level rise scenarios and were commonly adopted at the time of publication.  Later 
planning guidance and policies adopted “high-range” emissions/sea level rise scenarios. 
 

19.5 Byron Coastline Values Study (Byron Shire Council, 2000) 

The Byron Coastline Values Study consisted of background information on the main ecological, 
social and economic values of the coastline in Byron Shire.  It covered the intertidal zone, flora 
and fauna, cultural heritage, landscape, recreation, economic and residential values.  The study 
area was limited to the immediate coastline and any parcels of land that adjoin the high water 
mark or the 2050 erosion hazard line. 
 
It considered the following values: 

� Ecological values: 
o Intertidal zone; 
o Flora and fauna. 
 

� Social Values: 
o Cultural heritage; 
o Landscape; 
o Recreation. 
 

� Economic values. 
 

19.6 Scoping Study on the Feasibility to Access the Cape Byron Sand Lobe for 
Sand Extraction for Beach Nourishment (PBP, 2006) 

Following the recommendation of WBM (2003), a scoping study was undertaken by Patterson 
Britton & Partners (2006).  This study relied predominantly on existing information rather than 
collection of new data. 
 
Patterson Britton & Partners (2006) found that accessing the Cape Byron sand lobe for beach 
nourishment was technically feasible, however, the depths of water within the “general use” 
zone of the Cape Byron Marine Park were beyond the reach of Australian-based dredges, 
necessitating an international vessel. 
 
Patterson Britton & Partners (2006) found that the unit rates for sand extraction were less than 
those estimated in WBM (2003) but the volume needed may be 2.85 times the original estimate 
– with an increase from 1,000,000 m3 to 2,850,000 m3.  This was primarily due to finer 
sediment indicated to be present in the sand lobe than within the active beach profile.  However, 
both these volumes were predicated on providing a volume equivalent to 250 m3/m above the 
water, plus the associated underwater component.  This is notionally sufficient to offset a 100 
year ARI erosion event. 
 
Unit rates for sand dredging and placement on Belongil were found to be: 
 

� Pump ashore:        $5.80 per m3; 
� Rainbowing (jetting into the air): $4.00 per m3; and 
� Bottom dump:        $2.80 per m3. 

 
This compared with an adopted rate of $8 per m3 determined in WBM (2003). 
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Patterson Britton & Partners (2006) estimated costs for nourishment of Belongil were: 
 

� Initial nourishment:     $18.8 M 
� End control structure (groyne): $  4.1 M 
� Seawall upgrading:     $  6.2 M 

 
� Dune stabilisation:     $  0.5 M 
� Contingencies:      $  5.9 M 
� Detailed design and supervision: $  2.2 M 

 
� Total initial cost:     $37.9 M 

 
Future maintenance of the structures plus one episode of renourishment was estimated to cost: 
 

� At 7% discount over 50 years: $  3.0 M 
� At 0% discount over 50 years: $14.0 M 

 
The main gaps identified by Patterson Britton & Partners (2006) were: 
 

� There is only limited data available regarding sediment characteristics in the borrow and 
deposition zones. 

� The Patterson Britton & Partners (2006) study did not include ecological investigation, 
but included generic information from other sites. 

 
Patterson Britton & Partners (2006) recommended that a scenario of nourishment without an 
end control structure be investigated. 
 
Due to the potential difficulties in gaining access to sand within the Marine Park, PBP also noted 
that an alternative potentially suitable sand lobe was present offshore from New Brighton.  Less 
information is available about this lobe, however, it is outside the Marine Park boundaries and 
limited samples indicate that it has coarser sand than the Cape Byron lobe. 
 

19.7 Modelling Byron Bay Erosion and Effects of Seawalls (Patterson, 2010) 

This study utilised computer modelling to estimate the coastal evolution of the Byron Bay 
embayment (with and without the presence of seawalls, including the Jonson Street seawall) due 
to the processes of sediment imbalance, alongshore impacts of structures and sea level rise.  
The study was primarily a research exercise based on the author’s PhD (completed 2013) which 
considered coastal evolution in northern NSW and south-east Queensland. 
 
The study found that the numerous seawalls (from Jonson Street to northern Belongil Spit) have 
acted as mini headlands, stabilising the coast to their south-east and exacerbating recession to 
their north-west, however, the overall recessionary trend (over the past 50 years) was an 
underlying one and was not the sole result of the seawalls. 
 
The study found that the Jonson Street seawall alone had an incremental recessionary impact for 
approximately 4 km to its north-west for modelling taken out to 2050.  Patterson noted: 
“Correspondingly, the seawall at Jonson St has affected Belongil Spit erosion as an incremental 
increase in addition to what would have occurred naturally in its absence, but is thus not the 
whole contributor to the erosion that has occurred. This incremental effect has an unusual and 
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unexpected longshore distribution, being of relatively modest extent (approx. 20m) extending 
over a long section of shoreline rather than a more extensive effect over a limited distance …” 
 

19.8 Peer Review of Report on Byron Bay Coastal Modelling by Dean 
Patterson (WRL, 2010) 

WRL (2010) undertook a review of Patterson/WBM (2010).  WRL commended the commissioning 
and undertaking of such a modelling exercise, as it allows greater insight into the coastal 
processes of Byron Bay. 
 
The review noted that the Patterson/WBM (2010) work contained sophisticated enhancements of 
the modelling of some physical processes compared with several commercially available models.  
The complexity and difficulty of the processes being modelled was noted by WRL.  Due to lack of 
field data, there is considerable uncertainty regarding the magnitude of cross embayment 
transport. 
 
Due to the in-house and experimental nature of the model, WRL cautioned against an 
overreliance on the model for future planning. 
 

19.9 Draft Coastal Zone Management Plan for Byron Shire Coastline (BSC, 
2010) 

The extensive Draft Coastal Zone Management Plan (CZMP) for Byron Shire Coastline (BSC, 
2010) covered the entire Shire and coordinated the previous studies. 
 
The Draft CZMP (2010) enshrined planned retreat as the preferred management option, with the 
exception of the Byron Bay town centre, where protection through the Jonson Street protection 
works was to be retained and upgraded into the future. 
 
Many of the actions detailed in the Draft CZMP (2010) have since been undertaken or 
commenced.  Examples include: 
 

� Beach scraping design and trials at New Brighton; 
� Modelling of the impacts of the Jonson Street works and other seawalls on 

erosion/recession; 
� Risk assessment of coastal structures on Belongil; and 
� Design for upgrade of Jonson Street works. 

 
The Draft CZMP was adopted by Council and submitted to the Minister for certification under the 
Coastal Protection Act 1979.  Council subsequently withdrew the Draft CZMP from the Minister 
and resolved instead to prepare a new draft CZMP in accordance with the new statutory 
guidelines and amended Coastal Protection Act (BSC resolution 11-276). 
 

19.10 Byron Shire Coastal Audit Conducted May 2010 to May 2011, Ordinary 
Meeting 30 June 2011, Report No.12.19 

 
As a result of Council Resolution 04-1059, BSC conducted an audit of properties which may be 
impacted by coastal hazards.  The coastal audit was focussed on New Brighton and Belongil. 
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The project involved (/will involve) eight stages (Stages 1 to 4 and 6 partially or substantially 
completed as at 30 June 2011, Stages 5, 7 and 8 still to be completed as at 30 June 2011), 
namely: 
 

� Stage 1: Ownership, restrictions on title and zoning certificates; 
� Stage 2: Planning instrument review; 
� Stage 3: Review of consents and certificates; 
� Stage 4: Audit of erosion protection works; 
� Stage 5: Road Reserve ownership and gazettal; 
� Stage 6: Ground truthing; 
� Stage 7: Legal interpretation; and 
� Stage 8: Financial analysis. 

 
The following information was relied upon: 
 

� All development applications and planning certificates; 
� Conveyancing Act 1919, Section 88E title restrictions; 
� Director-General Concurrence (where applicable); 
� NSW Land and Environment Court decisions; 
� Site plans; 
� File notes; 
� Media publications; and 
� Distances to the erosion escarpment (where ground-truthed). 

 
An erosion escarpment was surveyed on 10 May 2011 by Cantys Surveyors in response to 
Council Resolution 09-407.  Ground truthing for Belongil was undertaken in May 2011. 
 
It was found that “the coastal audit has suffered some difficulties due to the poor or incomplete 
condition of historical property files.  Issues encountered include: poor image quality, absence of 
site plans, absence of planning documents that validate the legality of structures (DA, 15 BA, 
building permits, construction certificates, occupation certificates, Ministerial concurrence etc.), 
and incomplete documentation such as files not dated or signed.” 
 
A total of 483 individual properties were identified as being located within the immediate and 50 
year coastal erosion zones (precincts 1 and 2 of DCP 2010 Part J).  New Brighton and Belongil 
were not separated in these numbers, however, they could be separately tabulated from the 
source documents. 
 
There were 16 properties located at Belongil Beach and New Brighton Beach where the buildings  
were in close proximity to the erosion escarpment and did not have development restrictions 
relating to the proximity of the whole dwelling to the erosion escarpment and did not have post 
1988 purchases/transfers. 
 
There were 33 properties within Belongil Beach and New Brighton Beach where the buildings  
were in close proximity to the erosion escarpment that had development consent conditions that 
supported the removal or relocation of residences in relation to the proximity of development to 
the erosion escarpment. 
 
The ground-truth survey of Belongil Beach immediate beachfront development indicated that 
there were five (5) dwellings that may have triggered development consent conditions, requiring 
the removal or re-location of structures due to proximity to the erosion escarpment.  Three (3) 
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lapsed development consents were also found for restricting the use of parts of dwellings as 
opposed to restricting use on the whole dwelling. 
 
The coastal audit identified 41 properties (that is, contiguous land parcels under private 
ownership) located along the immediate beachfront at Belongil, and a further 15 “second row” 
properties there seaward of Childe Street.  That is, there were 56 Belongil properties potentially 
subject to retreat at Belongil.  It found that 11 of the beachfront Belongil properties were 
purchased prior to 1988 and a further three “second row” properties, that is there were 14 
properties purchased pre-1988.  WRL notes that under a retreat management option, many 
“second row” properties may become “beachfront” in the future. 
 

19.11 Investigating the Re-design of the Jonson Street Protection Works 
(WorleyParsons, Revision 6 11/02/2014) 

The WorleyParsons report presented the modelling and evaluation of preliminary design options 
to upgrade the Jonson Street Protection Works. 
 
Wave modelling of the 1 year, 10 year and 100 year ARI wave and water level conditions was 
undertaken to determine appropriate design parameters for the existing structure, as well as 
assess the existing risks associated with the structure (including wave overtopping and 
associated safety of the public), ability to withstand storm events of a particular magnitude and 
the future effects of climate change. 
 
A range of potential management options for the upgrade of the Jonson Street Protection Works 
was canvassed.  The following options may be appropriate: 
 

� Rigid near-vertical and stepped gravity structures; 
� Sloping pattern-placed unit revetments with a wave return wall; 
� Flexible near-vertical rock gravity structures; and 
� Flexible sloping rock rubble revetments. 

 
In addition to the various types of structures available, various structure alignments were 
considered for the upgrade of the works, including: 
 

� Maintaining the existing structure alignment; 
� Removing the spur groynes from in front of the structure; and 
� Moving the structure landward to restore as closely as possible the natural beach 

alignment and natural longshore sediment transport regime. 
 
Modelling (using contemporary modelling techniques) and data analysis was undertaken to 
examine the potential impact of the various options for structure alignment.  It was found that 
removal of the spur groynes would help restore some of the natural longshore sediment 
transport, but that the structure would continue to interrupt sediment transport into the future 
unless it is moved landward. 
 
Initial assessment by Council and State agency stakeholders using multiple criteria assessment 
ranked the rock rubble revetment as the highest scoring option.  This was followed by the near-
vertical rock gravity structure ranked second.  Then the stepped seawall option and sloping 
pattern placed unit revetment was ranked equal third.  The near-vertical seawall option was 
ranked last out of the five options.  A hybrid option was also presented comprising a stepped 
concrete seawall with access ramps in front of the surf club and reserve to the north, and a 
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rebuilt rock revetment fronting the car park, memorial pool and First Sun caravan park.  The 
same assessment process ranked “removing the spur groynes from in front of the structure” as 
the most favoured alignment. 
 
WorleyParsons recommended that the highest priority area for upgrading was the section 
fronting the car park, due to its status as an iconic coastal location, the potential for public injury 
as a result of wave overtopping and the ability of the present seawall in this area to withstand 
storm events. 
 
Council made resolutions regarding this document, however, such resolutions do not form part of 
the document being reviewed. 
 

19.12 Byron Bay Erosion Protection Structures – Risk Assessment 
(WorleyParsons, 2013) 

WorleyParsons (2013) undertook a risk assessment of coastal structures located between Byron 
Bay SLSC and the northernmost private property on Belongil Spit.  Seventeen separately 
identifiable structures were considered. 
 
These structures were variously constructed of: 
 

� Sand filled geotextile containers; 
� Rock rubble; and 
� Concrete cubes and demolition concrete. 

 
The study utilised contemporary coastal and geotechnical engineering techniques. 
 
Risk (likelihood times consequence) was assessed with regard to: 
 

� Structure resilience; 
� Coastal processes; 
� Coastal ecology; and 
� Public safety and amenity. 

 
Of the 10 rock structures considered, WorleyParsons (2013) estimated that during eroded beach 
conditions: 
 

� Eight would fail in less than 1 year ARI conditions; 
� Two would fail in approximately 10 year ARI conditions. 

 

19.13 Design of Interim Beach Access Stabilisation Works – Belongil, Byron 
Bay (WRL, 2013) 

WRL (2013) produced a design for interim beach access stabilisation works at Manfred Street, 
Don Street and Border Street on Belongil. 
 
These works are proposed to replace existing sandbag structures which have been in place since 
approximately 2001.  The sandbag structures have been damaged on numerous occasions due 
to overtopping and/or container displacement.  Council resolved to investigate replacing these 
sandbag structures with rock and/or hard materials. 
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The WRL works were designed to contemporary engineering standards and comprised 3 tonne 
primary armour, with a crest at 6 m AHD and a toe founded at -2 m AHD.  A Review of 
Environmental Factors (REF) was undertaken by Umwelt as part of the design process. 
 

19.14 Coastal Aspects of Belongil Creek Flood Studies 

Only aspects of Belongil Creek flood study documents relevant to coastal management at 
Belongil are detailed below. 
 

19.14.1 SMEC (2009) Belongil Creek Flood Study 

SMEC (2009) used the following wave setup values for a closed and open entrance respectively, 
with the value for an open entrance adopted for the flood study: 
 

� 5 year ARI: 0.52 m closed;   0.32 m open; 
� 10 year ARI: 0.55 m closed;   0.35 m open; 
� 20 year ARI: 0.57 m closed;   0.37 m open; 
� 50 year ARI: 0.62 m closed;   0.44 m open; 
� 100 year ARI: 0.65 m closed;  0.45 m open. 

 
Table 10 of SMEC (2009) presented the following values for various tailwater components for 
100 year ARI conditions: 
 

� Spring tide:       0.87 m; 
� Barometric setup:     0.60 m; 
� Wind setup:       0.40 m; 
� Wave setup:       0.55 m; 
� Ongoing sea level rise:    0.12 m; 
� Additional SLR:      0.18 m; 
� Accelerated ice melt:    0.10 m; 
� Total:         2.82 m AHD 

 
The total sea level rise component for the 100 year ARI tailwater level used was 0.4 m which is 
consistent with the previous NSW government benchmark for 2050. 
 
For present day conditions, the SMEC (2009) 100 year ARI ocean tailwater condition is therefore 
2.42 m AHD. 
 

19.14.2 BMT WBM (2013b) Belongil Creek Floodplain Risk Management Study and Plan 
Discussion Paper 4: Flood Modification Measures Assessment April 2013 
Revision 2 

This document fed into the BMT WBM (2014) Belongil Creek Floodplain Risk Management Study 
Summary (August 2014 Revision 4).  The 2014 document does not cover additional coastal 
material, so is not discussed in this WRL report. 
 
With regard to entrance management, BMT WBM noted: “Since 2001, Council has operated 
under a licence condition (granted as an interim licence) which allows the Council to open the 
creek entrance when water levels reach 1.0 m AHD at the Ewingsdale Bridge (WBM, 2007). 
These works are undertaken to reduce flood levels under Council’s duty of care responsibility to 
the community. The current sand extraction licence is valid until 11th September 2019.” 
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They investigated the training of Belongil Creek and noted: 
“The impacts of training the Belongil Creek entrance on the catchment flood behaviour are 
complex and varied. These impacts have been assessed using the Belongil Creek catchment 
flood model, updated to represent the following two catchment states. 

1. Closed Creek Entrance Scenario (Beach berm = 1.6 m AHD); and 
2. Open Creek Entrance Scenario (Trained creek entrance combined with a scoured channel 

depth to -2 m AHD).” 
 
Table 3-1 from BMT WBM is reproduced in Figure 19.2 below, and shows the potential impacts of 
Belongil Creek training walls on flood levels.  This shows minor increases in flood levels for low 
(frequent) ARI (which are storm tide dominated) and minor to moderate reductions in larger 
(infrequent) ARI events where the flooding is catchment runoff dominated.  The improvement 
would be more substantial away from the peak of the tide, noting that even under storm tide 
conditions, the astronomical component means that the peak ocean level will only persist for 
approximately 1 to 2 hours before dropping.  During times of spring tides, the diurnal inequality 
means that there is only one large high tide per day. 
 
Table 3-2 from BMT WBM indicates that under PMF (probable maximum flood) conditions, with 
training walls the number of flood affected properties would: 
 

� Reduce by 78 residential properties (from 626 to 584); 
� Reduce by 16 commercial properties (from 131 to 115). 

 
The monetary benefit of this reduction was low relative to the cost of training walls, so from a 
flood management economic perspective, BMT WBM found that the cost of training walls was not 
justified.  BMT WBM did note: “Construction of a trained entrance to Belongil Creek may act to 
stabilise the beach orientation, mitigating the persistent longshore sediment transport erosion …” 
 
WRL notes that more recent guidelines (described below) regarding the incorporation of wave 
setup into tailwater levels may provide additional flood reduction from a trained entrance. 
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Figure 19.2: Flood Impact of Training Wall Option (Table 3-1 from BMT WBM, 2013b) 

 

19.14.3 OEH Tailwater Guidelines 

Recent OEH (Toniato, McLuckie and Smith, 2014) guidance for estuaries north of Crowdy Head 
suggests the following present day peak tailwater levels be used for flood modelling: 
 

� Untrained ICOLL (Intermittently closed or open lake or lagoon; Type C): 
o 20 year ARI:   2.45 m AHD; 
o 100 year ARI:   2.65 m AHD. 
 

� Trained open estuary (Type B; small, non-navigable): 
o 20 year ARI:   2.00 m AHD; 
o 100 year ARI:   2.10 m AHD. 

 
That is, (subject to detailed modelling) under 100 year ARI conditions, the tailwater level may be 
reduced by 0.45 to 0.55 m for a trained entrance.  The reduced tailwater level for the trained 
entrance is due to reduced wave setup. 
 
  



 

Appendix 3 CZMP Consultation Activities 
Section 2.2 of the Guidelines details the approaches which are to be considered for the 
preparation of the CZMP. How these approaches were incorporated into the preparation of the 
CZMP is detailed at Table 1. 
 
Table 1 Consideration and incorporation of consultation approaches as per Section 

2.2.2 of the Guidelines (page 8, OEH, 2013) 
 
Approach as per Guideline BSC Consideration 
• establishing a community 

advisory or reference panel to 
provide ongoing feedback… 

The CZMP Project Reference Group (PRG) was 
established in 2015. The first meeting was held on 15 
October 2015. The group includes representation from 
state agencies, Bundjalung of Byron Bay Aboriginal 
Corporation (Arakwal), Belongil landowners (Byron 
Preservation Association), community/environmental 
organisation (Byron Environment and Conservation 
Group / Byron Residents Action Group).  
 
Further information, including the objectives and 
constitution of the CZMP PRG, can be accessed at:  
 
http://www.byron.nsw.gov.au/committees/coastal-zone-
management-plan-byron-bay-embayment-project-
reference-group-czmp-bbe-prg 
 
 

• running community focus groups 
or workshops, or providing 
community discussion papers or 
carrying out surveys on particular 
issues or at particular stages of 
the planning process… 

A discussion paper, community workshop, survey and 
submissions process was undertaken as part of 
developing the Coastal Hazard Management Study 
Byron Bay Embayment (refer Appendix M, WRL, 
2016).This report can be accessed at: 
http://www.byron.nsw.gov.au/coastal-hazard-
management-study-for-the-byron-bay-embayment 
 

• providing regular updates to the 
community on the preparation of 
the CZMP… 

Regular updates have been provided to the community 
through Council reports and through a dedicated web 
page(s).  
 
Regular updates have been provided through the 
Coastal E News, a web based / subscription newsletter 
on coastal matters. Refer: 
http://www.byron.nsw.gov.au/coastal-management 
and 
http://www.byron.nsw.gov.au/publications/development-
of-the-2014-coastal-zone-management-plan-for-byron-
bay-embayment-draft 
 

Specific consultation activities carried out as part of preparing the draft CZMP, excluding 
consultation activities carried out as part of exhibiting the draft CZMP, are detailed at Table 2. 
Consultation activities carried out as part of exhibiting the draft CZMP, are detailed at Section 
A3.1.  
 
Table 3 details the Councillor workshops convened as part of preparing the draft CZMP, Table 4 
details key Council reports and resolutions, pertaining to the preparation of the draft CZMP. 

 
 

http://www.byron.nsw.gov.au/committees/coastal-zone-management-plan-byron-bay-embayment-project-reference-group-czmp-bbe-prg
http://www.byron.nsw.gov.au/committees/coastal-zone-management-plan-byron-bay-embayment-project-reference-group-czmp-bbe-prg
http://www.byron.nsw.gov.au/committees/coastal-zone-management-plan-byron-bay-embayment-project-reference-group-czmp-bbe-prg
http://www.byron.nsw.gov.au/coastal-hazard-management-study-for-the-byron-bay-embayment
http://www.byron.nsw.gov.au/coastal-hazard-management-study-for-the-byron-bay-embayment
http://www.byron.nsw.gov.au/coastal-management
http://www.byron.nsw.gov.au/publications/development-of-the-2014-coastal-zone-management-plan-for-byron-bay-embayment-draft
http://www.byron.nsw.gov.au/publications/development-of-the-2014-coastal-zone-management-plan-for-byron-bay-embayment-draft
http://www.byron.nsw.gov.au/publications/development-of-the-2014-coastal-zone-management-plan-for-byron-bay-embayment-draft


 

Table 2 Specific consultation carried out as part of preparing the draft CZMP 
(excludes CZMP exhibition activities) 

 
Who When How 

Bundjalung of Byron Bay 
Aboriginal Corporation 
(Arakwal) 

17/10/14(Board Meeting) 

14/05/15 (MoU* meeting) 

25/11/15 (MoU meeting) 

 

Invitations to workshops as part of 
preparing the Management Study 
(WRL, 2016), refer Appendix M. 

Presentation of information and 
general discussion, feedback 
sought on draft chapters of CZMP 
prior to adoption. 

Membership of CZMP PRG. 

Office of Environment and 
Heritage 

Throughout (2011 to 
2016) 

Technical input and review 
throughout the scoping, 
preparation and development of 
relevant technical studies: Hazard 
Study Update (BMT WBM, 2013), 
the Management Study (WRL, 
2016), review and input into draft 
CZMP. 

Refer Council Report No. 13.9 
Ordinary Meeting 19 November 
2015. 

Membership of CZMP PRG. 

Byron Shire Councillors Throughout (2011 to 
2016) 

Participation in workshops as part 
of preparing the Hazard Study 
Update (BMT WBM, 2013), and 
Management Study (WRL, 2016), 
refer Table 3 and Appendix M 
(WRL, 2016). 

Tabling Council reports on the 
preparation of the Hazard Study 
Update (BMT WBM, 2013), the 
Management Study (WRL, 2016) 
and the draft CZMP, Council 
resolutions. Refer Table 4. 

Immediate Belongil beachfront 
landowners 

2013 to 2016  

 

Participation in workshops as part 
of preparing Coastal Hazard 
Management Study – Byron Bay 
Embayment (refer Appendix M, 
WRL, 2016). 

Submissions as part of preparing 
Management Study (WRL, 2016), 

 
 



 

Who When How 

refer Appendix M (WRL, 2016) and 
Council Report No. 13.9 Ordinary 
Meeting 19 November 2015. 

Representation on CZMP PRG 

Crown Lands 2013 to 2016 Participation in workshops as part 
of preparing Management Study 
(WRL, 2016), refer Appendix M 
(WRL, 2016). 

Review of Management Study 
(WRL, 2016), as well as review and 
input into draft CZMP.  

Refer Council Report No. 13.9 
Ordinary Meeting 19 November 
2015. 

Representation on CZMP PRG 

Cape Byron Marine Park 2013 to 2016 Invitations to workshops as part of 
preparing Management Study 
(WRL, 2016), refer Appendix M. 

Review and input into draft CZMP. 

Representation on CZMP PRG. 

Byron Environment and 
Conservation Group / Byron 
Residents Action Group 
(BEACON/BRAG) 

2013 to 2016 Invitations to workshops as part of 
preparing Management Study 
(WRL, 2016), refer Appendix M 
(WRL, 2016). 

Representation on CZMP PRG. 

Other community groups e.g. 
Surfriders Foundation, Angling 
Club, youth representative, 
Surf Lifesaving Club, Byron 
United, Byron Bay 
Boardriders. 

2014 Invitations to and participation in 
workshops as part of preparing 
Management Study (WRL, 2016), 
refer Appendix M. 

 

General community 2013 - 2014 Public survey and submissions 
sought as part of preparing 
Management Study (WRL, 2016), 
refer Appendix M. 

 
Note: 
* In July 2013, the Arakwal Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) was signed by BSC to recognise the 
Bundjalung of Byron Bay Aboriginal Corporation (Arakwal) as traditional owners within Byron Shire and to 
recognise their importance as a stakeholder group with respect to matters that may affect the Arakwal 
community.   
 

 
 



 

Table 3 Councillor workshops and outcomes – for the preparation of the CZMP 

Workshop 
Date 

Councillor 
Workshops 

Workshop Outcomes Doc reference 

13/12/12 Draft Byron Shire 
Coastline Hazard 
Assessment Update  

From the workshop there were a number of tasks undertaken: 
• scope of the project and objectives 
• underlying assumptions 
• methodology 
• preliminary results (as presented in the Working Draft Byron Shire Coastline Hazards 

Assessment) 
• Q and A 

 

#E2012/24384 

12/09/13 Draft Byron Shire 
Coastline Hazard 
Assessment Update 

Presentation and Overview of Draft Byron Shire Coastline Hazard Assessment Update #E2013/59629 – 
Presentation 

13/03/14 Management Study 
Councillor Workshop 
with Councillors, staff 
and OEH 

The presentations from and the results of this workshop are documented in Report No.16.1., 
Ordinary Meeting 20 March 2014. 
The outcomes of the consultation process were the short listing of management options as 
reported to Council and senior management at a workshop on 13 March 2014. 

#E2014/17560 - 
Presentation WRL 

 
 



 

21/08/14 Councillor Workshop  

 

 

 

From the feedback provided there were a number of new tasks to be undertaken before finalising 
the study: 

• improved analysis of the environmental impacts of each of the potential management 
options considered in the study 

• the development of funding models for the potential management options, which itemise 
costs (capital, operational) to be incurred by Council, government (state, federal), private 
landholders and others 

• the development of an adaptive and staged engineering option, which considers the 
amount of funding likely to be available and incorporates: 
- seawalls, 
- if / when required, a beach nourishment / sand transfer system and / or an end control 

structure, 
- a monitoring program that informs the adaptive stages, and 
- appropriate planning / development controls 

The workshop was attended by Council staff, Councillors and representatives from the Office of 
Environment and Heritage. 
The preliminary findings from the draft coastal hazard management study and draft benefit cost 
analysis were overviewed by the consultants and discussed at this workshop.  This included the 
draft CBA results. Feedback was provided and the OEH brought forward the ‘Adaptive 
Management Scheme’. 

#E2015/51721 - 
WRL presentation 

27/11/14 Councillor Workshop  

 

The consultant provided an overview of outputs from the project variation, including: 
A conceptual engineering, adaptive strategy for managing the coastal erosion risk at Belongil,  
with the following stages: 

1. Seawalls (initially from Border Street to the northern most private property at  Belongil); 
2.a). An initial trial groyne; 
b). Additional groynes; 
3.   A small scale sand transfer plant. 

Possible configurations for a small scale sand transfer system based at Tallows Beach which 
would deliver sand to Belongil Beach via an outlet at Clarkes Beach. 

Presentations - 
#E2014/79094 

 
 



 

4/12/14 Councillor Workshop 

 

At this workshop, Councillors and Office of Environment and Heritage staff were given an 
overview of: potential draft strategic planning provisions for incorporation into the draft CZMP 
(staff presentation), speculative funding models, and advice from the OEH on the staging of the 
consultant’s draft recommended strategy. 
The draft planning measures included the following elements for consideration: 

• A standardised Belongil foreshore seawall design comprised of rock revetment and 
incorporating a shared alongshore pathway, 

• A Belongil foreshore seawall alignment prescribing the location of the crest of new and 
approved foreshore works along Belongil Beach, 

• A range of planning provisions designed to ensure coastal hazards are taken into 
adequate consideration with respect to new development and with a view to avoiding the 
intensification of risks associated with coastal hazards now and in the future, for example 
lightweight, modular development in the ‘immediate coastal hazard zone’ and a 20 m 
trigger for the relocation of development. 

#E2014/80953 - 
workshop 
presentation BSC 

28/01/15 ‘Directly Affected’ 
Belongil Beach 
Stakeholder Workshop  

 

This workshop led to the Belongil Landowners speaking with the minister and subsequent advice 
from the OEH on whether seawalls could occur before a nourishment scheme was in place. 
At this workshop, the most recent version of the draft Coastal Hazard Management Study (draft 
management study) was overviewed to ‘directly affected’ stakeholders – specifically public and 
private immediate beachfront landowners / representatives of Belongil Beach.  
Staff also presented a draft planning provisions overview. 
Councillors, staff, the consultants and representatives from Crown Lands and the Office of 
Environment and Heritage were also in attendance 

#E2015/3651 – 
WRL – 
Management 
Study 
#E2015/3649 - 
WRL sand transfer 
#E2015/3606  - 
BSC presentation 

13/08/15 Councillor Workshop At this workshop, the consultant provided Councillors and staff with an overview of the most 
recent draft of the Coastal Hazard Management Study Byron Bay Embayment (version 5). This 
included new and additional work undertaken on the economic cost benefit analysis of 
management options.  The additional work was undertaken in response to comments from the 
State Government Office of Environment and Heritage (OEH) and in accordance with Council 
Resolution 15-139. 
The workshop focussed on the outcomes of the: 

• probabilistic cost benefit analysis of the planned retreat (public / private) scenario; 
• cost benefit analysis of the ‘adaptive management’ protection scheme for Belongil Beach; 
• assessment of how economic costs and benefits would be distributed throughout the 

economy for the two main scenarios under consideration, being ‘planned retreat’ (public / 
private) and the ‘adaptive management’ protection scheme for Belongil Beach. 

#E2015/51721 – 
WRL presentation 

 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

31/3/16 Councillor Workshop  At this workshop, the consultant provided Councillors and staff with an overview of the most 
recent draft of the Coastal Hazard Management Study Byron Bay Embayment (version 5). This 
included new and additional work undertaken on the economic cost benefit analysis of 
management options.  The additional work was undertaken in response to comments from the 
State Government Office of Environment and Heritage (OEH) and in accordance with Council 
Resolution 16-028. 

#E2016/20359 
(WRL 
presentation) 
#E2016/20362 
(GCCM 
presentation) 

 
 



 

Table 4 Council resolutions relating to the preparation of the draft CZMP 
 
Meeting 
Date 

Council Report Resolution Doc Ref 

14/04/11 Notice of Rescission 
Motion Ministerial 
Direction – 
Certification of draft 
Coastal Zone 
Management Plan for 
Byron Shire Coastline 

11-276 Resolved that Council: 
1. Withdraw the current draft CZMP immediate and write to the Minister advising that Council will not be proceeding 

with that draft;  
2. Resolve to prepare instead a draft CZMP in accordance with the new statutory guidelines and new Coastal 

Protection Act regime; 
3. Note that a report will be put to Council on project planning and implications of the new CZMP project. 

#DM1078863 

28/04/11 Technical Peer Review 
– Report on Modelling 
Byron Bay Erosion and 
Effects on Seawalls.  

11-325 Resolved: 
That Council note the “Peer review of Report on Byron Bay Coastal Modelling by Dean Patterson (2010)”. 

#DM1074102 

09/06/11 Minister’s Direction 
regarding the 
withdrawal of the Draft 
Coastal Zone 
Management Plan for 
Byron Shire Coastline 

11-474 Resolved: 
1. That in relation to the Minister’s Direction that Council prepare a draft ‘emergency action subplan’ for the coastline 

for the Byron Bay embayment between the south extremity of the beach within Tyagarah Nature Reserve and 
Cape Byron by 30 November 2011, Council note:  
a) the Direction and the need for Council to commence work to comply with the Direction;  
b) that management have written to the Minister seeking clarification as to what was intended by the Direction 

and what statutory processes Council is required to follow to meet the requirements of the Directions;  
c) that Council’s ability to comply with the required timeframe of 30 November 2011 may be dependent on the 

Minister’s responses to Council’s request for clarification.  
2. That in relation to the Minister’s draft Direction that Council prepare a draft coastal zone management plan for the 

coastline for the Byron Bay embayment between the south extremity of the beach within Tyagarah Nature 
Reserve and Cape Byron by 31 December 2012, Council:  
a) advise the Minister that Council would like to proceed with preparation of this CZMP as soon as possible but 

that it is currently unable to advise on its ability to comply with the proposed deadline of 31 December 2012 
due to the lack of clarity regarding the processes required to meet the Direction already issued referred to in 
1(b) above;  

b) ask for an extension of time for Council to advise on its ability to meet the proposed deadline of 31/12/12, for a 
period of time sufficient to enable the clarification sought in 1(b) above to be provided to Council and to allow 
Council time to consider same before responding. 

#DM1094422 

30/06/11 Results of the Byron 
Shire coastal audit 
conducted May 2010 to 

11-517 Resolved: 
1. That Council note the progression of the coastal audit to date and the summary of findings attached to this report 

(Annexure 5(a) #1089490). 

#DM1092457 

 
 



 

Meeting 
Date 

Council Report Resolution Doc Ref 

May 2011 2. That Council advise landowners of the proximity of development to the erosion escarpment and any associated 
risks for their consideration. 

3. That the outcomes of the coastal audit including the process developed to undertake the ground-truth survey of 
Belongil Beach be considered in the progression of the Draft Coastal Zone Management Plan. 

4. That development consent conditions for development within Coastal Precincts (under Chapter 1 Part J, 
Development Control Plan 2010) be reviewed to ensure consistency and that standard conditions be included in 
the Draft Shire-wide Development Control Plan.  

11/08/11 Minister’s Direction 
under Section 55B of 
the Coastal Protection 
Act 1979 to submit an 
emergency action sub 
plan for the Byron Bay 
Embayment by 30 
November 2011 

11-632 Resolved:  
1. That Council prepares the draft Coastal Zone Management Plan/Emergency Action Subplan (EASP) for the Byron 

Shire Coastline in accordance with the approach outlined in this report and the process outlined in Table 1, noting 
that the area covered by the draft EASP can be kept to that defined in the Minister s Direction, which is “the 
stretch of coastline that is a beach between the south extremity of the beach within Tyagarah Nature Reserve and 
Cape Byron”, if necessary in order to meet statutory requirements and the Minister’s 30 November 2011 deadline. 

2. That Council note that due to the 30 November 2011 deadline imposed by the Minister’s Direction, preparation of 
the draft EASP will be the only coastal project which will be able to be progressed until such time it is complete.  

3. That Council allocate $2,100 from account number 2605.43 (Far North Coast Monitoring) towards the 
development of the draft Coastal Zone Management Plan/Emergency Action Subplan (EASP) for the entire Byron 
Shire coastline.  

4. That the progress of this emergency action Subplanbe discussed at the Strategic Planning Committee Meeting to 
be held on 22 September 2011 and that an officer from the Office of Environment and Heritage be requested to 
provide a briefing to Council.  

#DM1111089 

11/08/11 Minister’s draft 
Direction under 
Section 55B of the 
Coastal Protection Act 
1979 to submit a 
coastal zone 
management plan for 
the Byron Bay 
Embayment by 31 
December 2012 

11-633 Resolved that Council write to the Minister to clarify the intent of her letter of 26 May 2011 and the draft 
direction in relation to the extent/area of the CZMP (entire Byron Shire Coastline or Byron Bay embayment).  
 
11-634 Resolved that Council: 
1. Notes that meeting the Minister’s proposed deadline of 31 December 2012 for submitting a draft coastal zone 

management plan for the Byron Bay Embayment has resource and finance implications that are difficult for 
Council to resolve given the currently constrained fiscal environment. 

2. Requests a 12 month extension to the deadline proposed by the Minister for submitting a draft coastal zone 
management plan for the Byron Bay Embayment, i.e. a deadline that is 31 December 2013 as opposed to 31 
December 2012. 

3. Prepares the Draft Coastal Zone Management Plan for the Byron Bay Embayment (CZMP for the BBE) in 
accordance with the approach outlined in this report and the process detailed in Table 1 ‘Proposed methodology 
for preparing a CZMP for the BBE. 

4. Funds the preparation of the Draft Coastal Zone Management Plan for the Byron Bay Embayment by: 

#DM1088377 
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a) committing $42,000 from unallocated Environmental Levy carryover, and 
b) seeking $42,000 in funds from the Office of Environment and Heritage under the Coastal Management 

Program.  
5. Notes the prioritised coastal work program in Table 2 ‘Coastal work program for the next 12-18 months’, in this 

report.  

20/10/11 Proposed public 
exhibition of the draft 
Byron Shire Coastline 
Emergency Action Sub 
Plan  

11-851 Resolved that Council endorses the draft Byron Shire Coastline Emergency Action Sub Plan, Annexure 17(a) 
(#1148716 and #1146249), for public exhibition purposes and proceed immediately with public exhibition for a period 
of 21 days in accordance with section 55E of the Coastal Protection Act 1979.  

#DM1137603 

3/11/11 Grant to investigate 
the re-design of the 
Jonson Street 
Protection Works and 
the Ministerial 
Direction to submit a 
draft coastal zone 
management plan by 
June 2013 

11-883 Resolved: 
1. That Council accepts the Office of Environment and Heritage’s funding offer of $27,500 to undertake a technical 

investigation into the re-design of the Jonson Street Protection Works, Byron Bay and ensure that in the brief the 
previous studies are acknowledged and reviewed. 

2. That Council allocates $27,500 from the unallocated carryover from the Environmental Planning Reserve to meet 
the balance of funds required to undertake the technical investigation into the re-design of the Jonson Street 
Protection Works, Byron Bay. 

3. That in response to the Ministerial Direction to submit a draft coastal zone management plan by 30 June 2013, 
Council request the secondment of an appropriately qualified officer or additional funding from the Office of 
Environment and Heritage to assist with managing the tasks and projects associated with the coastal and estuary 
program.  

#DM1151229 

15/12/11 Draft Byron Shire 
Coastline Emergency 
Action Sub Plan 
Submissions Report 

11-1031 Resolved that Council: 
1.  Adopt the Draft Byron Shire Coastline Emergency Action Sub Plan, as amended at Annexure 40(b) (#1170366 & 

#1146249). 
2. Delegate authority to the General Manager and Executive Manager Environment and Planning to amend the Draft 

Byron Shire Coastline Emergency Action Sub Plan prior to submission to the Minister for the Environment in 
relation to any minor editorial amendments.   

3.  Authorise the General Manager to submit the amended Draft Byron Shire Emergency Action Sub Plan to the 
Minister for the Environment for certification under Section 55G of the Coastal Protection Act 1979.  

 

09/08/12 Notice of Motion 
(#DM1257107) 
 

12-630 Resolved that Council note the staff comments within the Report (Staples/Tabart) 
Staff comments included the following: 
Under the Coastal Protection Act 1979, Council has been given a Direction by the Minister for the Environment to 
prepare a coastal zone management plan for the Byron Bay Embayment (CZMP) by 30 June 2013. The preparation of 
the CZMP is a high priority project and the matter of the interim protection measures at Belongil Beach should be 

#DM1257107 
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considered as part of the broader CZMP preparation process. 
Council’s policy position regarding the interim protection measures is a matter of consideration as part of the broader 
CZMP preparation process. 

25/10/12 Review of Sea Level 
Rise Planning 
Benchmarks 

12-867 Resolved:  
1.  That Council notes that a review of the Climate Change Parameters in the Climate Change Strategic Planning 

Policy has been undertaken as a result of the withdrawal of the NSW Sea Level Rise Policy Statement (DECCW, 
2009), and that as a result of the review, the Climate Change Parameters are considered adequate in light of 
existing scientific data and available information.  

2.  That Council re-confirms its commitment to the Climate Change Strategic Planning Policy as formerly adopted by 
Council on 12 November 2009.   

3.  That Council supports the motion put forward by Port Macquarie - Hastings Council to the Local Government and 
Shires Association Conference in Dubbo 28 to 30 October as follows:  
In light of the evolving understanding of the complex issues surrounding future sea levels, councils note that the 
report Assessment of the science behind the NSW Government’s sea level rise planning benchmarks (NSW Chief 
Scientist and Engineer, April 2012) confirms that “the way the science has been used to date to determine 
benchmarks for sea level rise in NSW is adequate”. A consistent framework in which to undertake planning in the 
coastal zone is required. Therefore, councils call for the NSW Government to provide a scientifically based sea 
level rise benchmark for use in planning for the coastal zone. 

#E2012/12053 

06/12/12 Investigating the Re-
design of the Jonson 
Street Protection 
Works, Byron Bay 

12-944 Resolved that Council suspend standing orders and move into committee to receive a briefing from the 
consultants concerning the project ‘Investigating the Re-design of the Jonson Street Protection Works, Byron Bay’.  
12-945 Resolved that Council resume standing orders. 
12-946 Resolved that Council note the Working Draft Jonson Street Protection Works Modelling and Evaluation of 
Design Options Report (Revision 2), Annexure 27(b) (#E2012/20182), and that the draft final report will be presented 
to Council at a future meeting and that the final draft report be presented to Council at a workshop prior to submission 
to a meeting.  

#E2012/19965 

20/12/12 Coastal Zone 
Management Plan for 
the Byron Bay 
Embayment 

12-983 Resolved 
1.   That Council notes the progress on the Draft Coastal Zone Management Plan for the Byron Bay Embayment 

including the working draft report at Annexure 8(a) (#E2012/24321) which is applicable to the Byron Shire 
Coastline Hazard Study Update. 

2. That Council endorse the proposed variation to the Byron Shire Coastline Hazard Study Update, as documented 
at CONFIDENTIAL Annexure 8(b) (#E2012/24045) to incorporate 2012-13 photogrammetry should this data 
become available in early 2013 and that funds to subsidise the additional cost of $7,500 associated with this 
variation are sought from the state government. 

3. That an additional $34,500 of Council funds be allocated towards the preparation of the Draft Coastal Zone 
Management Plan for the Byron Bay Embayment and that Council amends the current 2012/2013 budget as per 

#E2012/22481 
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Table 4 of this report, noting that the total allocation of $106,500 funds will be sourced from account 2605.005 
(Coastal Management Plan Preparation), Environment and Planning Reserve, the Environmental Levy Reserve 
and grant revenue of $67,000 from the Office of Environment and Heritage.  

 

14/02/13 Coastal Update 
 
 
 

13-21 Resolved that Council note: 
1. That resolution 06-721, which applied to the preparation of the Draft Byron Shire Coastal Zone Management Plan 

(2010) does not apply to the preparation of the draft Coastal Zone Management Plan for the Byron Bay 
Embayment which is being prepared in accordance with resolutions 11-276 and 11-634. 

2. That the ‘management options evaluation’ stage of preparing the draft Coastal Zone Management Plan for the 
Byron Bay Embayment will include consideration of a range of potential actions to manage the risks from coastal 
hazards, including but not limited to: building and infrastructure setbacks (planning and development controls), 
coastal protection works (short-term or long-term), beach nourishment and emergency management, as detailed 
in Table 3 of the statutory ‘Guidelines for Preparing Coastal Zone Management Plans’ (DECCW 2010). 

3. That representations have been made by private landowners with respect to the implementation of protective 
coastal management actions in the Byron Bay Embayment, these private landowners have been advised that 
Council will determine its strategy for managing the risks from coastal hazards in the Byron Bay Embayment as 
part of the coastal zone management plan process. 

4. That staff prepare a report providing Council information regarding: 
a) Council initiated Development Applications for interim coastal protection works (utilising rocks) within the 

Belongil 7(f1) & 7(f2) coastal zones under the provisions of Section 39(3) of the Coastal Protection Act. 
b) Factors to be considered within a Review of Environmental Effects, and any specific issues which are likely to 

be a barrier to the use of rock revetment protection.  
c) Application to the Coastal Panel under s129 of the Infrastructure SEPP for rock revetment protection works as 

an interim coastal protection measure subject to completion of our Coastal Zone Management Plan. 
5. That Council urgently secures all suitable rocks available at the Ewingsdale highway site for future use in 

protection works (estuary, coastal, waterways, road works and the like) conditional on existing budget allocations 
or alternately report back to Council on potential fund sources.  

#E2013/3559 

28/02/13 Mayoral Minute 13-89 Resolved that complimentary to the matters identified in Resolution 13-21 Council confirm: 
1. The report will only relate to the Border, Don and Manfred Streets, beach access sites at Belongil, not the 

coastline, and is to include information on potential funding sources, preconditions that might arise and any other 
issues that may need to be considered, eg any positive issues as well as potential barriers. 

2.  That Council note that: 
(i)  the request for a report does not alter landowners’ rights or obligations to lodge their own development 

applications for any type of interim or permanent protection works they want and,  
(ii)  landowners should not delay their own actions on the matter. 

#E2013/10463 
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3. The consideration of these issues is additional to the work required for preparation of the Coastal Zone 
Management for the Byron Bay Embayment (CZMP (BBE)) and the outcome of that process cannot be 
predetermined or influenced by any interim decisions of Council.  

14/03/13 Byron Bay Erosion 
Protection Structures – 
Risk Assessment 
The risk assessment 
found that the interim 
works were generally in 
poor condition. 

13-119 Resolved: 
That Council note the report Byron Bay Erosion Protection Structures – Risk Assessment (#E2013/13695) by Worley 
Parsons and notify relevant landowners of the availability of the report on Council’s website for their consideration.  

#E2013/10431 

21/03/13 Interim Rock 
Protection Works - 
Border, Don and 
Manfred Streets, 
Belongil 

13-146 Resolved: 
1.  That Council authorise the General Manager to expediently pursue options for rock/hard materials for the purpose 

of providing interim protection at Manfred, Border and Don Streets, Belongil; noting that this is an interim position 
until a long term coastal management policy has been adopted. 

2.   That within the Belongil Beach area the prioritisation of sites for reconsideration of interim protection works be 
Manfred, Border then Don Street sites (noting that this is an internal prioritisation only for these sites and 
depending on prevailing circumstances there may be higher priority areas or projects in the Shire).  

3. That the Old Jetty Site not be considered further by Council as it is owned and managed by Crown Lands Division 
of NSW Trade & Investment (formerly Crown Lands).  

4.  That Council confirm that it does not object to the concept of interim erosion control works on the Old Jetty Site 
provided any specific design will not adversely impact the environment or the public interest including beach 
users.  

5. That Council delegate authority to the General Manager to advance the consideration of rock/hard materials, 
including without limitation:  
a) securing external funding from, for example, landowners or State or Federal Government funding (to the extent 

that any funds beyond current budget allocations are required); 
b) applying for and obtaining all necessary approvals and permits including  without limitation from State 

Government, Crown Lands, the Marine Park Authority and all affected landowners;  
c) proceeding to construction if all preconditions are able to be satisfied; 
d) that if the Coastal Panel does not support or recommends against the proposal the matter be brought back to 

Council; 
and that Council require periodic reports to be provided to Council. 

6. That Council note that the matter will be reported back if any preconditions are unable to be satisfied. 
7.  That Council recognise that interim and unapproved works may, one day, have to be removed from the area.  

#E2013/17240 
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08/08/13 Update on Coastal 
Matters  

13-395 Resolved: 
 That Council note the progression of major coastal projects from February to August 2013 

#E2013/36711 

10/10/13 Byron Shire Coastline 
Hazards Assessment 
Update Report 

13-542 Resolved: 
1. That Council endorse the report Byron Shire Coastline Hazards Assessment Update (BMT WBM, 2013), 

Annexure 4 (#E2013/62937), for informing and incorporation into the draft Coastal Zone Management Plan for the 
Byron Bay Embayment. 

2. That an additional budget allocation of $35,000 be provided from unallocated environmental levy funds for the 
preparation of the CZMP for the BBE, and that an additional $35,000 variation to the CZMP grant be requested 
from the state government through the Coastal Management Program for the preparation of the CZMP for the 
BBE.  

#E2013/50121 

31/10/13 Update on Coastal 
Matters 

13-580 Resolved that Council note the progression of major coastal projects from August to October 2013 including 
timeframes for CZMP, IBAS and OEH funding agreement 

#E2013/66249 

19/12/13 PLANNING - Belongil 
Interim Beach Access 
Stabilisation Works 
 

13-713 Resolved that in relation to the proposed Belongil Interim Beach Stabilisation Works, Council resolves: 
1. That the Review of Environmental Factors satisfies the Provisions of Section 111 of the Environmental Planning 

and Assessment Act 1979 and that the proposed works are considered unlikely to significantly affect the 
environment (including critical habitat) or threatened species, populations or ecological communities, or their 
habitats. 

2. That Council endorses the Review of Environmental Factors for the Interim Beach Access Stabilisation Works at 
Belongil, Byron Bay (Annexure 1(b)) and adopts the design for the Belongil Interim Beach Access Stabilisation 
Works (Annexure 1(a) #E2013/79294) subject to: 
a) the inclusion of a modular stair structure and/or stairs, that can be removed in order to restrict access when 

beach conditions are unsafe; and 
b) the removal of the reference to the sandbagging of kerb inlet in Table 5.6 of the REF. 

3. That a project plan be received at the next council meeting in February 2014 outlining the steps forward. 
4. That Council invite the NSW Coastal Panel (and other relevant agencies) to provide a presentation in February 

2014 on the matters raised in correspondence dated 28 November 2013 with a view to clarifying how these 
proposed works will inform and compliment the Coastal Zone.  

13-714 Resolved: 
1. That legal advice be obtained in relation to the Belongil Interim Beach Stabilisation Works and issues raised in the 

REF including: 
a) the precedent nature of the works in relation to other areas of the Byron Shire 
b) the procedural requirements and responsibility associated with the acceptance of any contribution of funds 

from private landowners in relation to the works 
c) the need for council to consider any conditions or provisions associated with the implementation of the works, 

#E2013/75722 
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in particular the procedures and responsibility for monitoring and maintaining the works 
d) whether approval is required from the Native Title claimants for the works proposed 
e) Any other matter deemed appropriate when considering previous and current litigation concerning coastal 

matters 
2. That Councillors be provided with copies of all legal advice already obtained on the draft REF.  

27/02/14 Belongil Interim Beach 
Access Stabilisation 
Works 

14-53 Resolved that Council note the progress on the Belongil Interim Beach Access Stabilisation Works.  
14-54 Resolved that Council negotiate a voluntary contribution from directly benefiting affected landowners to assist 
with the construction of the Belongil Interim Beach Access Stabilisation Works. This voluntary contribution to fund 
some or all of the calculated short fall for construction of the proposed interim works. This voluntary contribution 
affords the opportunity for directly benefiting landowners to donate in a meaningful and reasonable way to the project 
construction.  
14-55 Resolved that all the legal advice available (including the advice sought in February) be considered by Council 
prior to tenders being called (Step 22 in Table 1 of Report 13.14) for the proposed Belongil Interim Beach Stabilisation 
Works.  

#E2014/6280 

27/02/14 Investigating the Re-
Design of the Jonson 
Street Protection 
Works Final Report 
and Design and 
Coastal Update 
 

14-66 Resolved: 
1.  That with respect to the report “Investigating the Redesign of Jonson Street Protection Works”, as contained in 

Annexure 12, #E2014/8731, Council: 
a)  Re-confirm its commitment to protecting the Byron Bay town centre through the provision of coastal protection 

works at Jonson Street, Byron Bay. 
b)  Adopt the final report, including the recommended alternative option of upgrading the rock revetment 

protection works with stepped concrete seawall and removing the spur groynes. 
c)  Include as actions in the implementation schedule of the draft Coastal Zone Management Plan for the Byron 

Bay Embayment the following: 
(i)  refining the consultant’s recommended design to incorporate a viewing and meeting platform area along 

the proposed rock revetment protection works; 
(ii)  investigating funding sources to enable the detailed design approval, construction and ongoing 

maintenance of the proposed works. 
2.  That Council note the progression of major coastal projects from November 2013 to February 2014.  

#E2013/70353 

20/03/14 Coastal Hazard 
Management Study 
Byron Bay Embayment 
 
 

14-124 Resolved that the following management options progress to the benefit cost analysis stage of the Coastal 
Hazard Management Study Byron Bay Embayment: 

a) seawall plus nourishment plus end control structure 
b) seawallplus nourishment plus groynes 
c) planned retreat (under public and private ownership) 

#E2014/17517 
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d) seawall plus end control structure  

10/04/14 Belongil Interim Beach 
Access Stabilisation 
Works Update 

14-151 Resolved that in relation to the suggested realignment of the Manfred Street Interim Beach Access 
Stabilisation Works following consultation with Directly Affected Landholders in March 2014 Council adopt: 
Option A - Council affirm Resolution 13-713 (1 and 2) which relates to the endorsement of the Review of 
Environmental Factors for the Interim Beach Access Stabilisation Works at Belongil, Byron Bay and adopts the design 
for the Belongil Interim Beach Access Stabilisation Works.  

#E2014/19979 

30/10/14 Update on Proposed 
Belongil Beach Access 
Interim Stabilisation 
Works 

14-549 Resolved: 
1. That Council note the proposed Belongil Beach Access Interim Stabilisation Report (E2014/66280).  
2.  That Council approves the construction the proposed Interim Beach Access Stabilisation (“IBAS”) Works at 

Manfred Street, Belongil subject to: 
a) the following documents being received and signed by all the owners of Lots 11-14 Section 3 DP 1623 Byron 

Bay: 
(i)  s88b Instrument, plans and associated documents;  and 
(ii)  Deed of Agreement for Access and Grant of Easement; by no later than 5:00pm Monday 3 November 

2014; and  
b) the design plans meeting the design brief requirements. 

3. That Council approve funding the Manfred Street IBAS in accordance with Scenario 2 of Confidential Annexure 
18(g). 

4. In the event that the requirements of 2. above are not satisfied, the construction of the proposed IBAS works at 
Manfred street be deferred, and that focus shift to Don Street site and Council approve the funding for Don Street 
IBAS in accordance with Scenario 3 of Confidential Annexure 18(g). 

5. That Council authorise the affixing of the seal to s88B Instruments granting easements and all other documents 
required for the purposes of implementing IBAS at any of the Manfred, Don or Border Street Belongil sites.   

14-554 Resolved that, as soon as funding arrangements with the benefitting neighbours are in place for the interim 
works at Belongil, Councillors be advised and the Confidential Annexure referred to in Part 3 Resolution 14-549 be 
released to the public.  

#E2014/66280 

30/10/14 Coastal Zone 
Management Plan 
Byron Bay Embayment 

14-560 Resolved: 
1. That Council note: 

a) The preliminary findings and feedback provided at the 21 August 2014 coastal workshop and the progression 
of the management study phase of the draft Coastal Zone Management Plan Byron Bay Embayment. 

b) That for the purpose of finalising the Coastal Hazard Management Study Byron Bay Embayment, additional 
tasks will need to be undertaken and an additional amount of $36,000 will be required to fund these tasks. 

c) That staff have submitted a request to vary the state government grant ‘2012-13-CM-0024 Coastal Zone 

#E2014/62483 
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Management Plan Byron Bay Embayment – update and preparation’ and this includes a request for additional 
funds of $18,000 which are being matched by BSC funds of $18,000. 

d) That staff have written to the Minister for the Environment requesting an extension to the submission date of 
the draft Coastal Zone Management Plan Byron Bay Embayment, from 31 December 2014 to 30 June 2015. 

2. That Council approve the transfer of $6,000 from the Land and Natural Environment Reserve to account 2605.083 
CZMP Byron Bay Embayment.  

26/02/15 Coastal Zone 
Management Plan 
Byron Bay Embayment 
 
 

15-065 Resolved: 
1.  That Council note staff have written to the NSW Coastal Panel to request an urgent meeting to discuss the 

implications of advice provided by the Office of Environment and Heritage on the draft Coastal Hazard 
Management Study Byron Bay Embayment. 

2.  That a response be sought from the authors of the cost benefit analysis to the comments made by the Office of 
Environment and Heritage regarding the two assumptions discussed in this report.  

#I2015/75 

19/03/15 Confidential - Belongil 
Interim Beach Access 
Stabilisation Works 
Contract Update 
 

15-112 Resolved: 
1. That pursuant to Section 10A(2)(c) and (d)i of the Local Government Act, 1993, Council resolve into Confidential 

Session to discuss the report Belongil Interim Beach Access Stabilisation Works Contract Update. 
2. That the reasons for closing the meeting to the public to consider this item be that the report contains:  

a) information that would, if disclosed, confer a commercial advantage on a person with whom the Council is 
conducting (or proposes to conduct) business 

b) commercial information of a confidential nature that would, if disclosed prejudice the commercial position of the 
person who supplied it 

3. That on balance it is considered that receipt and discussion of the matter in open Council would be contrary to the 
public interest, as: Information that would, if disclosed, confer a commercial advantage on a person with whom 
Council is conduction (or proposes to conduct) business. 
Commercial information of a confidential nature that would, if disclosed prejudice the commercial position of the 
person who supplied it. 

4. That in accordance with Sections 10A(4) of the Local Government Act 1993, that the Chairperson allow members 
of the public to make representations as to whether this part of the meeting should be closed.  

15-115 Resolved:  
1.  That Council notes Resolutions 14-498 and 14-549 which, inter alia, delegates authority “to the General Manager 

to negotiate and enter into contracts on terms and conditions deemed suitable”.  
2.  That an urgent Councillor workshop with staff be convened no later than 2 April 2015, to provide updated 

information on the construction contract quotations.  
3.  That Council notes the Byron Preservation Association’s advice that landowners are willing to make a voluntary 

contribution of $300,000 towards the costs of construction.  

#I2015/102 
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4.  That Council provide the landowners with an Agreement for signature and return to Council which confirms their 
collective voluntary contribution of $300,000 (excluding GST) secured by a bank guarantee, or cash payment on 
trust, to be released to Council upon Council, before 30 June 2015, entering into a construction contract.  

5.  That Council approves the construction of the proposed Interim Beach Access Stabilisation works subject to:  
a)  the General Manager negotiating and enter into contracts on terms and conditions deemed suitable; and  
b)  all owners who are making payments towards the $300,000 contribution, signing and returning the Agreement 

referred to in point 4 above, by 29 April 2015; and  
c)  the s88b Instrument, plans and associated documents properly signed by all owners of Lots 11 – 14 Section 3 

DP 1623 being returned to Council by 29 April 2015.   

09/04/15 Coastal Zone 
Management Plan 
Byron Bay Embayment 
 
 

15-139 Resolved that Council: 
1.  Instructs WRL to finalise the management study as per variation quotation at attachment 5, taking into 

consideration recently received constructive comments from OEH's Chief Economist on the CBA component of 
the Coastal Hazard Management Study.  

2.  Extend the scope of the WRL variation at attachment 5 to include an economic analysis for alternative models of 
retreat to that used in the CBA (as per OEH recommendation), to be included in an appendix to the revised CBA, 
or as otherwise deemed appropriate by WRL. 

3.  Authorises an amount of $6,950 be transferred from the Land and Natural Environment Reserve to the coastal 
zone management plan Byron Bay Embayment account 2605.083, for the purpose of: covering the cost of seeking 
a formal response from the consultants in accordance with resolution 15-065, and undertaking a variation of the 
contract with the consultant as per quotation at attachment 5. 

4.  Authorises an additional amount of $15,000 be allocated from account the Byron Bay embayment account for the 
variation in point two above and delegate the General Manager to identify the most appropriate account if the 
funds are not available. 

5.  Notes that  the Minister for Environment has extended the submission date for the coastal zone management plan 
Byron Bay Embayment to 30 June 2015, and that Council is under Ministerial Direction to complete the draft 
CZMP by that date.  

6.  Notes that the Minister has advised Council that failure to complete the CZMP within the deadline will preclude 
Council from receiving any funding in the 2015/16 financial year for emergency protection works until the CZMP is 
completed.  

7.  Thanks OEH for their assistance with technical review of plans, studies and designs to date for compliance with 
Government objectives and Project aims and requirements. 

8.  Council establishes a community advisory/reference panel to provide ongoing feedback during the preparation of 
the CZMP containing key stakeholders and Councillors (as per CZMP guideline 2.2.2).  

#I2015/212 

30/04/15 Coastal Zone 
Management Plan 

15-173 Resolved: 
1. That Council, pursuant to Section 55 (3) of the Local Government Act 1993, does not call tenders for the works to 

#I2015/357 
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Update progress the draft Coastal Hazard Management Study Byron Bay Embayment including the additional work on the 
Cost Benefit Analysis (resolution 15-139 (parts 1 and 2)) because to do that would not achieve a satisfactory result 
due to the following extenuating circumstances:  
a) The variation at resolution 15 -139 embodies both additional works and revisions to the work already 

performed as part of the original WRL contract 2013-0034. 
b) The completion of contract 2013-0034, which entails the finalisation of a cost benefit analysis, management 

study report and the preparation of a management recommendation, is reliant on the works not yet undertaken 
as per the variation at resolution 15 -139. 

c) Through carrying out a large proportion of the original contract of works, WRL have developed a significant 
body of specialist knowledge and expertise. This knowledge and expertise will be integral to undertaking the 
additional works. 

d) Their extensive background and involvement in the management study project to date, place WRL in a 
competitive position with respect to carrying out the additional works at resolution 15-139. 

e) Council is under a Ministerial Direction to submit the CZMP by 30 June 2015. The Direction is under section 
55B of the Coastal Protection Act 1979. In accordance with the CP Act, if Council fails to comply with section 
55B then the Minister may: 
(i)  review the council’s existing plan and make a new plan to replace that existing plan, and 
(ii)  recover from the council the costs of doing those things, and 
(iii) publish the new plan in the Gazette. 

f)  Council has successfully sought extensions to the Minister’s Direction on a number of occasions. The latest 
advice from the state government is that until the CZMP is submitted and certified, further grant funding 
applications from Council, under the NSW Government’s Coastal Management Program, will not be 
considered. 

g) The time pressure exerted by the Minister’s Direction, and the implications regarding funding under the 
Coastal Management Program, provide an imperative to carry out the additional works, and finalise the 
management study, in an expeditious fashion. 

2. That Council delegate authority to the General Manager to negotiate and enter into a variation to contract 2013-
0034 with the consultancy Water Research Laboratory, for the purpose of procuring the additional works at 
Council resolution 15-139. 

3. That Council note the progress to date on carrying out resolution 15-139. 

21/05/15 CONFIDENTIAL - 
Proposed Belongil 
Interim Beach Access 
Stabilisation Works 
Update 

15-219 Resolved that in relation to the proposed Interim Beach Access Stabilisation (IBAS) Works at Manfred Street, 
Belongil, Council: 
1. a) Adjust the 2014/15 budget allocation from $907,000 to $1,267,000 to include the additional funding of 

$300,000 provided by the landowners and a further $60,000 from Council funded from the Infrastructure 
Renewal Reserve. 

#I2015/377 
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 b) Accept the quotation from Hardings Earthmoving to the value of $1,225,047 (ex GST). 
2.  That report 15.2 be made public except for the “commercial in confidence” information commencing on page 240 

under the heading “appointment of contractors for the proposed works” (resolution 14-498) to the end of the report 
and confirm that Attachment 1 (quotation evaluation) remain confidential. 

3.  That Council formally thank the three contributors for their donation of $300,000 and generate a media release to 
advise the community of this generosity. 

4.  That Council write to the Minister advising of our progress and request a reconsideration of the original $300,000 
grant, or part thereof considering this donation.  

27/08/15 Update Coastal Zone 
Management Plan 
Byron Bay Embayment 
 

15-410 Resolved: 
1. That the draft constitution at Attachment 1 (#E2015/45369) be amended at various sections to include the 

following information: 
a) Section 4.1 - 4 Councillor Members, and these Councillors are Crs Ibrahim, Cameron, Wanchap and Dey 
b) Section 4.1 - 2 Community Members, and these Community Members will be one from the Byron Preservation 

Association and one from either BEACON or Byron Residents Group 
c) Document History – Relevant dates and resolution numbers pertaining to Council’s consideration of this 

Report (#I2015/704). 
d) Delete clauses 9 and 10 from the constitution for the PRG 
e)  Clause 18 - delete point 18(b) (point 12(a) is identical to point 18(b))  
f)  Clause 18 - delete first 5 words from 18(d). 

2. That Council adopt the amended draft constitution at Attachment 1 (#E2015/45369). 
3. That the process at Table 2 of this Report (#I2015/704) be implemented for establishing the Coastal Zone 

Management Plan Byron Bay Embayment Project Reference Group.  

#I2015/704 

17/9/15 CZMP Update 15-476 Resolved: 
1. That Council reaffirms its commitment to the previously resolved timeframes for the public exhibition of the draft 

Coastal Zone Management Plan Byron Bay Embayment (CZMP BBE).  
2. That Council will incorporate consideration of any OEH advice received into the draft CZMP BBE up to the 

adopted exhibition date.  
3.  Any submissions or advice from OEH received after the commencement of the draft CZMP BBE exhibition period 

will be considered along with all other submissions.  
4. That Council rejects consideration of any sand nourishment schemes at Tallow Beach on the grounds of its 

potential detrimental impacts on the environment, incursions into Aboriginal land and National Parks, disruption 
and impacts to public amenity, and cost.  

5. That the General Manager is delegated the authority to engage suitably qualified consultants on fair and 

#2015/944 
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reasonable terms to complete preparation of the draft CZMP BEE by the adopted exhibition date. Funds are to be 
sourced by a transfer from account 1501.64 to account 26 605.083, as well as appropriate general revenue 
sources if additional funds are required. 

19/11/15 Coastal Hazard 
Management Study 
Byron Bay Embayment 

15-593 Resolved: 
1. That Council notes: 

a) Version 5 “Coastal Hazard Management Study Byron Bay Embayment” submitted in November 2015 by 
Council’s consultants at the Water Research Laboratory of the University of NSW and the incompleteness of 
Stage 3 investigations for Sand Nourishment. 

b) Office of Environment and Heritage comments in its letter of 18/8/15 (E2015/53385; page 458) including the 
need for further investigations if an “adaptive management approach” is adopted, especially the need to 
investigate the Dedication of an appropriate long-term sand nourishment source. 

c) Office of Environment and Heritage comments in its letter of 28/10/15 (E2015/72885; page 463) on the Cost 
Benefit Analysis where OEH found after correcting errors and assumptions that the ranking of options changed 
and that Planned Retreat has become the top performing option. 

d) DPI Crown Lands comments of 16/10/15 (E2015/72888; page 468). 
e) Rob Stokes Minister of Planning letter of 19/10/15 on the Draft Coastal Zone Management Plan (S2015/13004; 

page 476) including that Council cannot expend state grant funds for this CZMP after December 2015. 
2. That Council also notes that as a result of Office of Environment and Heritage comments on 28/10/15 about the 

Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA; Appendix N of WRL’s “Coastal Hazard Management Study Byron Bay Embayment”) 
a workshop will be convened with the objective of reviewing and revising the CBA is a collaborative fashion and 
that a further Council report will detail the outcome of that workshop, which will include the WRL consultants and 
their sub-consultants Griffith Centre for Coastal Management plus OEH, Council staff and Councillors. 

#I2015/873 

19/11/15 Coastal Hazard 
Management Study 
Byron Bay Embayment 

15-595 Resolved: 
1.  That Council commission an independent report from a qualified practitioner with experience in coastal 

morphology that provides a review and explanation of Planned Retreat methodology and options that may be 
considered in a Coastal Zone Management Plan (CZMP) specifically written to assist community understanding of 
Planned Retreat options and methodology prior to and during consultation for and consideration of a CZMP and 
associated documents. 

2.  That Council undertake appropriate analysis of sand transfer/nourishment methodology, including source of sand, 
frequency of transfer and costs prior to exhibition of the draft CZMP. 

3.  That funding for points 1 and 2 above be drawn from the Risk Management Reserve (5013.209) up to $40,000. 

#I2015/873 

19/11/15 Report of 15 October 
2015 meeting of the 
Coastal Zone 
Management Plan 

15-580 Resolved: 
1. That Council note the minutes of the Coastal Zone Management Plan Byron Bay Embayment Project Reference 

Group held on 15 October 2015 
2. That the Constitution of the Coastal Zone Management Plan Byron Bay Embayment Project Reference Group be 

#I2015/1300 
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Byron Bay Embayment 
Project Reference 
Group 

amended such that: 
a) The timeframe for the PRG shall conclude when the CZMP is certified by the Minister. 
b) A quorum is to constitute at least half the number of members, 2 of which are to be councillors. i.e. 7 

members. 

10/12/15 Coastal Hazard 
Management Study 
Byron Bay Embayment 
(Resolution 15-593) 

15-654 Resolved that Council rescind Resolution Nos. 15-593 from its Ordinary meeting held on 19 November 2015  

10/12/15 Coastal Hazard 
Management Study 
Byron Bay Embayment 
(Resolution 15-593) 

15-655 Resolved: 
1. That Council notes the Coastal Hazard Management Study Byron Bay Embayment November 2015, as prepared 

by the consultants at the Water Research Laboratory, University of NSW. 
2. That Council notes that as a result of the Office of Environment and Heritage (OEH) comments on the Cost 

Benefit Analysis (CBA) at Appendix N of the Coastal Hazard Management Study Byron Bay Embayment, 
November 2015, a workshop was held with theconsultants, Water Research Laboratory and Griffith Centre for 
Coastal Management (sub consultant), OEH and Council staff, with the objective of reviewing and revising the 
CBA, where necessary, in a collaborative fashion, and that a further Council report will detail the outcome of this 
workshop. 

#I2015/1469 

10/12/15 Coastal Hazard 
Management Study 
Byron Bay Embayment 
(Resolution 15-595) 

15-656 Resolved: 
The Council rescind Resolution Nos. 15-595 from its Ordinary Meeting held on 19 November 2015 … 
 

#I2015/1470 

4/2/16 Cost Benefit Analysis 16-028 Resolved that Council: 
1. Notes that the Draft NSW Coastal Management Manual, which includes the document ‘Using Cost-Benefit 

Analysis to Assess Coastal Management Options: Guidance for Councils’ (Draft CBA Guidelines) is a 
CONSULTATION DRAFT currently on exhibition until 29 February 2016. 

2. Notes that additional elements of the proposed new framework are to be released later for public comment. 
3. Notes that the principles of good faith consultation demand that draft materials are genuinely open to revision and 

change. 
4. Notes that the most recent advice from the OEH states that our CZMP CBA contains errors that require correction. 

However, some of these claimed ‘errors’ originate from the Draft CBA Guidelines. Therefore they carry no 
statutory obligation. 

5. Notes that the repeal date for the Coastal Protection Act 1979 is currently set for 30 June 2016. Transitional 
arrangements in the Coastal Management Bill 2015 allow the Minister a further six months to certify any CZMPs 
submitted before the repeal date. 

6. Notes that the Minister has instructed Councils that have made significant progress in preparation of a CZMP to 

#I2016/11 
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complete and submit it as soon as possible. 
7. Urgently instructs consultants Water Research Laboratory and sub-consultants Griffith Centre for Coastal 

Management that in addition to the latest commissioned work, the revised CBA must: 
a) Include Benefit Cost Ratio (BCR) tables which apply the original consideration of allaffected properties 

irrespective of their owner-occupier status. 
b) Include BCR tables which apply the current Valuer General valuation of all affected properties. 
c) Include BCR tables which apply the original tourist expenditure values (i.e. not reduced by a factor of 0.3). 
d) Include BCR tables which retain the one-off property uplift factor (14% reverse premium) to property values. 

8. Authorizes the General Manager to adjust the agreed price for the latest commissioned work should point 7 above 
require additional consultant hours. 

9. Amends the indicative CZMP BBE time-frames contained on page 82 of report 13.10 as follows: 
a) Task 2(f). A report will be presented to Council at the 7 April Ordinary Meeting containing the management 

strategy for the draft CZMP BBE for adoption, as well as all other draft sections of the CZMP for consideration. 
b) Tasks 7 & 8. Prepare first draft CZMP for adoption at and Extraordinary meeting of Council on 12 May 2016. 
c) Task 9. CZMP is exhibited for 28 days from 12 May to 10 June. 
d) Task 9. PRG reviews submissions and reports to Council. 
e) Task 10. An Extraordinary Meeting will be convened on 29 June to adopt a final draft CZMP for adoption and 

immediate submission on 30 June 2016. 
10. Will convene an Extraordinary Meetings on 12 May 2016 to consider and adopt a draft CZMP, and on 29 June 

2016 to consider and adopt a final draft CZMP for immediate submission to the relevant Minister for certification. 
11. Authorizes the General Manager to approve a reasonable allocation from the Legal Services budget for expert 

external legal advice to inform point 12 below. 
12. Receives a report at the 4 April Ordinary Meeting explaining the legal barriers; legal avenues; previous relevant 

advice or rulings on file; and the likely financial implications; of a Planned Retreat policy of forced removal of 
buildings and coastal protection works at Belongil on: 
a) All properties directly behind existing coastal protection works, 
b) Nearby properties and businesses approved by Council which may be impacted by removal of the coastal 

protection works. 

17/03/16 Progress report 
Coastal Zone 
Management Plan 
Byron Bay Embayment 
Project Reference 
Group 

16-083 Resolved that Council note the report. #I2016/116 
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07/04/16 Draft Coastal Zone 
Management Plan 
Byron Bay Embayment  

Resolved: 16-169 
2.  That Council adopt the following management strategies for incorporation into the draft coastal zone management 

plan Byron Bay Embayment: 
a)  an adaptive ‘seawall with walkway’ strategy for managing coastal hazard risks at Belongil Beach, with seven 

main components:  
(i)  Develop funding Model.  
(ii) Develop impact monitoring program.  
(iii) Design ‘seawalls with walkway’.  
(iv) Develop planning and development controls and conditions for ‘seawalls with walkway’.  
(v) Construct ‘seawalls with walkway’ – incorporating two public beach accesses (plus the Manfred Street 

access) and dune revegetation works.  
(vi) Revise and update coastal hazard land use and development planning controls – providing for adaptation 

of development.  
(vii) Compliance and enforcement.  

b)  Jonson Street Protection Works - upgrade works, remove spur groynes and improve beach access and 
amenity, as per Council resolution 14 – 66, and monitor impacts.  

c)  Revise and update coastal hazard land use and development planning controls - for development at The Pass 
to Clarkes Beach, Main Beach, Cavvanbah (First Sun Caravan Park to Border Street), and North Beach, 
providing for adaptation of development.  

d)  Dune revegetation and ‘soft’ dune stabilisation - for all precincts, as a ‘supporting’ coastal hazard risk 
management strategy.  

e)  Emergency action sub plan for coastal erosion emergencies - applicable to all precincts, as a ‘supporting’ 
coastal hazard risk management strategy.  

f)  Coastal hazard investigation Lighthouse Road and Captain Cook Car Park - investigation of future coastal 
hazard risks and bedrock levels at and adjacent to Lighthouse Road and Captain Cook Car Park.  

g)  Coastal hazard investigation Marine Parade, Wategos Beach - investigation of future coastal hazard risks 
(inundation) and integrity of existing ad hoc coastal protection works at, Wategos Beach.  

h)  Monitor coastal processes and impacts on North Beach.  

#I2016/216 

12/5/16 Public Exhibition of 
Draft Coastal Zone 
Management Plan 
Byron Bay Embayment 

Resolved 16-233 
That Council endorse the draft Coastal Zone Management Plan Byron Bay Embayment, at Attachments 1 to 5, for 
public exhibition and proceed with the public exhibition for a period of not less than 21 days, from 14 May 2016 to 6 
June 2016, in accordance with section 55E of the Coastal Protection Act 1979, as per the Exhibition Activities detailed 
within the report. Prior to exhibition amend Table 1 in reference to the PRG feedback provided to staff, the date to be 

#I2016/469 
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amended from 10 June to 11 June. Two days to be listed in the Details column. 
 
Note: A motion to rescind resolution 16-233 was lodged and declared lost at the 19 May 2016 Council Ordinary 
Meeting.  As a consequence, the public exhibition dates in resolution 16-233 were adjusted. 
 

29/6/16 Draft Coastal Zone 
Management Plan 
Byron Bay Embayment 
– Public Exhibition 

For resolution refer to Council meeting minutes at: 

http://www.byron.nsw.gov.au/meetings  
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Appendix 4 Exhibition Submissions report 
Draft Coastal Zone Management Plan Byron Bay Embayment 

Public Exhibition Submissions Report 
 
Introduction 
The draft Coastal Zone Management Plan Byron Bay Embayment (draft CZMP) was 
publicly exhibited under section 55E of the Coastal Protection Act 1979 (CP Act) from 
21 May to 14 June 2016. 
 
Public notice of the draft CZMP BBE public exhibition was given in the 23 May 2016 
edition of the Northern Star, as per Section 55E of the CP Act.  
 
Results 
A total of 689 submissions were received. 46 additional submissions were received 
outside of the statutory exhibition period (up to 22 June 2016). 
 
Copies of all public submissions were provided to Councillors for their consideration. 
All submissions received during the exhibition period were read and considered by 
staff. Key issues raised in the submissions are detailed at Table 1 and 2, as well as a 
response to these issues. 
 
Emailed submissions received an auto-generated acknowledgement response and a 
further email advising that the matter will be considered at the 29 June Extraordinary 
Meeting. Submissions received by mail were sent an acknowledgement letter in the 
post. 
 
Submissions were assessed quantitatively, reflecting on three considerations: 
 

1. Overall view with respect to the draft CZMP BBE 
2. Response to the Belongil Beach seawall (strategy) 
3. Response to the upgrade of the Jonson Street seawall 

 
The results of the analysis are depicted at Figure 1, 2 and 3. 
 

 
Figure 1 Overall view of submissions on the draft CZMP BBE 
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Figure 2 Response of submissions to the proposed Belongil Beach 

strategy 
 
 

 
 
Figure 3 Response of submissions to the proposed upgrade of the 

Jonson Street seawall 
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Consultation Activities  
 
Information Stands 
These were held at: 

• New Brighton, 24 May  
• Suffolk Park, 26 May 
• Brunswick Heads, 30 May  
• Byron Library, 7 & 8 June 
• Byron Farmers Market, 9 June 

 
The stands were well attended, with staff providing an overview of key elements of 
the draft CZMP BBE, answering questions and encouraging the public to visit the 
website and make submissions. 
 
Facilitated Workshops 
Facilitated workshops for directly affected landowners, key community groups and 
businesses were help on 30 & 31 May.  Feedback materials from the workshops 
were provided to Councillors for their consideration.  Key messages from the 
workshops are provided in Table 1. 
 
Table 1 Key messages from facilitated workshops 
 

Workshop Attendees Key Messages* 
Belongil 
landowners 

18 • Get on with it – protection plan and cancel 
planned retreat (21) 

• Funding – who pays – equitable allocation (16) 
• Funding and Build Process – disaggregated (5) 
• What’s the benefit of the walkway (4) 
• Investigate $70million funding from State (4) 
• Report needs to also look at North Beach and 

impacts (4) 
• Access to Beach (3) 
• Council & State should be responsible for the 

beach amenity – funding (3) 
• Facilities & amenities – implement plan (2) 
• Council should get additional funding (1) 

 
Business 4 (1 left 

before the 
end voting 
process) 

• More in depth analysis of removing groyne at 
Main Beach (3) 

• Design of concrete steps needs to be more 
‘Byron’ (2) 

• Getting funding option agreed to with Belongil 
landowners (1) 

Community 30 • Shire wide referendum on rock wall (18), 
Opposed (2) abstained (3) 

• Assessment of impact of rock wall on beach 
spit  & bird area ecosystem (15) 

• Option 6.1 not supported (14) 
• Extension of submission time (7) 
• No valid option presented – illegal option 

against NSW Government (groynes, sand 
nourishment will be required) hiding the 
inevitable from the community (7) 
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Workshop Attendees Key Messages* 
• Implement CZMP – planned retreat is failed 

planning (6) 
• Erosion of Clarkes Beach from caravan park 

not addressed (4) 
• The public consultation is a fraud (3) 
• Realistic and honest appraisal of planned 

retreat (3) 
• Reject engineering plan for socio ecological 

problem (2) 
• Formalised structure between government 

bodies / authorities to coordinate ongoing 
beach management (2) 

• Impossible time frame to consider major 
impacts (1) 
 

* Each table reported back to the wider group on their key issues.  The numbers in 
brackets reflect the key messages, as voted upon by the wider group.  The key 
messages that attracted votes are reflected in the table. 
 
Draft CZMP BBE exhibition web based platform 
 
A dedicated ‘Have Your Say’ web based platform was developed for the purpose of 
the exhibition. The following information was provided: 

• Draft CZMP BBE (Part A to E) 
• Frequently Asked Questions 
• Submit a question 
• Document library 
• ‘Key Dates’ 
 

There were approximately 844 visits to the ‘Have Your Say’ website. Of these, 322 
visitors accessed the document library - with 722 downloads in total of the 
documents provided there.  
 
The top three downloaded documents were: 

• Part A – 202 
• Part B – 175 
• Part E – 101 

 
There were 17 views over the 42 ‘Frequently Asked Questions’ 
 
14 questions were asked by 12 persons. 
5 visitors were advised to send their comments in as a submission. 
 
Media Coverage 
 
The statutory advertisement for public exhibition was placed in the Northern Star on 
21 May 2016.  Coloured advertisements were placed in the Byron News on 26 May, 
2 & 9 June and the Echo on 25 May, 1 & 8 June. 
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Media releases 
 

• 12 May 2016 - Draft Coastal Zone Management Plan for the Byron Bay 
Embayment 

 
• 20 May 2016 - Draft Coastal Zone Management Plan for the Byron Bay 

Embayment on public exhibition 
 
Byron Shire Facebook postings  

• 7 June 
• 27 May 
• 24 May 
• 23 May x 2 

 
Front page of Byron Shire website - http://www.byron.nsw.gov.au/ (duration of 
exhibition) 
 
Byron Shire News 
 
Date Article Link 
16 June Richmond 

candidates: coastal 
protection 

http://www.byronnews.com.au/news/richmond-
candidates-coastal-protection/3045820/  
 

9 June Is Byron facing 
King Canute 
moment 

http://www.byronnews.com.au/news/editorial-
is-byron-shire-facing-its-king-canute-
mo/3042017/ 
 

2 June Byron’s 
embattlement 
embayment plan 

http://www.byronnews.com.au/news/byrons-
embattled-embayment-plan/3037634/ 
 

26 May Take a look at the 
draft plan for 
Byron’s coast 

http://www.byronnews.com.au/news/take-a-
look-at-the-draft-plan-for-byrons-
coast/3033427/ 
 

13 May Byron coastal plan 
up for debate next 
week 

http://www.byronnews.com.au/news/byron-
coastal-plan-up-for-debate-next-
week/3025496/ 
 

 
Northern Star 
Date Article Link 
2 June Byron’s 

embattlement 
embayment plan 

http://www.northernstar.com.au/news/byrons-
embattled-embayment-plan/3037634/ 
 

26 May Take a look at the 
draft plan for 
Byron’s coast 

http://www.northernstar.com.au/news/take-a-
look-at-the-draft-plan-for-byrons-
coast/3033427/ 
 

 
ABC North Coast 
7 June  Byron Bay divided by Belongil Beach rock wall plans 
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ZZZ2LM 
News reports - 23 May 2016 
Byron Shire Echo 
 
Date Article Link 
16 June 2016 
 

You will never 
guess what 
happened 
Thursday (page 1 
and 8) 
 

http://www.echo.net.au/issues/3101/ 
 

 Letter to editor Rocking results (page 14) 
 Full page advert by 

Byron Preservation 
Association 

Page 15 

8 June  
 

Seawall shemozzle 
without legal clarity 
(page 1 and 8) 
 

http://www.echo.net.au/downloads/byron-
echo/volume-30/byronecho3052.pdf 
 

 Reminders of 
water’s power 
remain in the land 

Page 17 

 Letter to editor Plans to rock the coast still appal (page 13) 
1 June Cartoon  Page 9 
25 May Coastal policy now 

over to community 
(page 1 and 3) 
 

http://www.echo.net.au/downloads/byron-
echo/volume-30/byronecho3050.pdf 
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Table 1:  Key issues raised in submissions that are ‘against’ the draft CZMP BBE 
  Note: Dailan Pugh (BEACON / BRAG) submission has been analysed with the PRG feedback (#E2016/40822) 
 
Ref.# Most relevant part of 

draft CZMP BBE 
Theme Key Issues Staff Response/Recommendation^ 

1.  Technical study Coastal Hazard 
Management Study BBE 
(WRL, 2016) 

Focus on engineering measures, not 
adequately consider environmental, social 
impacts, planning measures.  

Analysis as per the Guidelines (OEH, 2013). 
Planned retreat scenario analysed in detail, 
consultant responded to OEH concerns. 

2.  Technical study Coastal Hazard 
Management Study BBE 
(WRL, 2016) 

Planned retreat not adequately considered, 
e.g. not take account of illegal development, 
post planned retreat purchasers, detailed 
analysis of structures. 

Planned retreat scenario analysed in detail, 
consultant responded to OEH concerns. 

The data that was available was used. 

3.  Technical study Coastal Hazard 
Management Study BBE 
(WRL, 2016) 

CBA concerns, assumptions incorrect, OEH 
concerns, third party review required. 

Additional work undertaken on the CBA, 
consultant responded to OEH concerns. 

4.  Technical study Coastal Hazard 
Management Study BBE 
(WRL, 2016) 

Artificial reef should have been considered, 
why not in the draft CZMP BBE. 

Consultants did consider this option, it was 
not short-listed for further consideration. 

5.  General comment Process Submissions period too short Timeframes as per Council resolution. 

6.  General comment Process Preparation of CZMP BBE rushed. Timeframes as per Council resolution. 

7.  General comment Process Should wait until NSW coastal reforms are 
settled 

Timeframes as per Council resolution. 

8.  Part A Process Community values and feedback, 
consultation, not undertaken adequately in 
preparing the draft CZMP, or reflected upon 
accurately in the document. 

Timeframes as per Council resolution. 
Community values included in Part B and C. 

9.   Flood risk Flood risk from Belongil Creek should be 
incorporated into analysis. 

Flood plain management and flood risk is 
dealt with in the Belongil Creek Floodplain 
Risk Management Plan. 

10.  Part B Legislation Non compliance with CP Act (especially 
Section 55C). 

Draft CZMP BBE seeks to strike a balance and 
an improvement on the status quo. 
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Ref.# Most relevant part of 
draft CZMP BBE 

Theme Key Issues Staff Response/Recommendation^ 

11.  Part B, C, D and E Legislation Non compliance with Coastal Management 
Principles. 

Draft CZMP BBE seeks to strike a balance and 
an improvement on the status quo. 

12.  Part A CZMP timeframe 15 year timeframe too short. Impacts to 100 
years should be considered. 

The CZMP provides for a 15 year 
implementation period, which is in 
accordance with the statutory guidelines, in 
consideration of current and forecasted 
coastal hazards and risks for 2050 and 2100. 

13.  Part B Planned retreat Concern with overturning 30 years of 
‘planned retreat’ and ‘buyer beware’ 
principle. 

 
Inadequate consideration of planned retreat. 

Management Actions 1(d), 1(f) and 3 -  
planning controls to be revised and updated 
to provide for adaptation of development. 
Planned retreat scenario analysed in detail in 
Coastal Hazard Management Study BBE (WRL, 
2016). 

14.  Part B Planned retreat Analysis and data on planned retreat, 
especially as applied to Belongil Beach, 
incomplete. 

Data as per 2011 coastal audit. Most recent 
data available. 

15.  Part B Jonson Street Protection 
Works 

Removal of spur groynes concern (surf break 
impacts, public safety, beach width). 

Consultant (WorleyParsons, 2014) advised 
that impacts will be minimal in consideration 
of the overall sediment budget and current 
coastal processes. 

16.  Part B Belongil seawall Will fail under climate change, ever increasing 
costs to maintain. 

Design process to determine design life will 
consider climate change projections. 
Adaptive management principles allow for 
maintenance, upgrade, or eventual removal 
of the works. Refer Management Action 1(d). 

17.  Part B and C Belongil seawall with 
walkway 

Walkway does not provide for adequate 
beach access. 

Walkway seeks to provide an improvement on 
the status quo. 

18.  Part B and C Belongil seawall with 
walkway 

Walkway is unfeasible, unsafe, liability issues. Walkway is an important component of the 
Belongil strategy, providing beach access and 
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Ref.# Most relevant part of 
draft CZMP BBE 

Theme Key Issues Staff Response/Recommendation^ 

amenity.  
Design and asset management process to 
incorporate consideration of and mitigation of 
public safety risks. 

19.  Part B Belongil Seawall Ownership arrangements for proposed 
seawall should be determined, many details 
outstanding. 

Management Actions at Section B3.6 will 
work through the details. 
Timeframes as per Council resolution. 

20.  Part B Belongil Seawall Breakthrough to estuary to the north of wall. 
 

Breakthrough to the estuary likely under 
planned retreat scenario – refer BMT WBM 
(2013). 

21.  Part B and D Impacts from Belongil 
Seawall 

Impacts on ecological values including 
threatened sea and shorebirds, surf breaks, 
beach width/loss of beach, tourism. 

As per the requirements of the Environmental 
Planning and Assessment Act 1979, 
investigations concerning impacts on coastal 
processes and the environment, will be 
undertaken as part of the approvals process 
for the Belongil rock walls, refer Management 
action 1(e). 
Breakthrough to the estuary likely under 
planned retreat scenario – refer BMT WBM 
(2013).  
Walkway seeks to provide an improvement on 
the status quo. 
Impacts to be monitored, adaptive 
management allows for this issue to be 
investigated / mitigated in the future. 
Recommendation: 
Amend Management Action 1(e) to clarify the 
need to conduct necessary investigations 
concerning impacts to coastal processes and 
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Ref.# Most relevant part of 
draft CZMP BBE 

Theme Key Issues Staff Response/Recommendation^ 

the environment, as required under the 
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 
1979. 

22.  Part B Impacts from Belongil 
Seawall 

Impacts on Elements Beach Resort Complex coastal and estuarine processes at 
mouth of estuary. BMT WBM (2013) note the 
cumulative impact of current works affecting 
North Beach area –both crown reserve and 
private land. 
Recommendation: 
Amend Management Action 8 Monitor 
coastal processes and impacts on North Beach 
by adding: 

The identification of appropriate 
management and mitigation measures by 
the owner of Elements of Byron and the 
potential submission of applications to 
address impacts.’ 

23.  Part B Impacts from Belongil 
seawalls 

Belongil landowners should pay for impacts Recommendation: 
Amend Management Action 1(a) ‘Develop 
funding model (private/public)’ and / or 1(d) 
‘Develop planning and development controls 
and conditions for ‘seawalls with walkway’- to 
provide for satisfactory arrangements for the 
mitigation of impacts from works e.g. 
increased erosion of the beach or adjacent 
land. 

24.  Part B Adaptive management Seawalls not ‘adaptive’ Planning controls to provide for adaptation of 
development, including adaptation of seawall. 
Refer Management Action 1(d). 
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Ref.# Most relevant part of 
draft CZMP BBE 

Theme Key Issues Staff Response/Recommendation^ 

25.  Part B Adaptive management Will need to implement groynes and sand 
nourishment eventually 

In accordance with adaptive management 
approach, the potential need to move to 
these stages would trigger a revision of the 
draft CZMP BBE in accordance with the 
relevant legislative framework. 

26.  Part B Adaptive management No feasible sand nourishment source. Adaptive management provides for this 
uncertainty. 

27.  Part B Funding model No guarantees from landowners over funding, 
risk to ratepayers and state government. 

The development of the funding model is the 
first action in the Belongil strategy, refer 
Management Action 1(a). This draws on 
Management Objective 5: 

To prioritise public expenditure for public 
benefit and apply principles of equity in 
determining who will fund the 
implementation of management strategies 
/ actions. 

Part A, Section A1.2.1 details the strategic 
nature of the draft CZMP and notes: 

Nothing in this CZMP requires the 
expenditure of public funds on, or for the 
sole benefit of, private land or assets. 

28.  Part C Aboriginal cultural 
heritage 

The Aboriginal Cultural Heritage protection 
component is ‘shallow’ and lacks the 
acknowledgement of the ever present risk in 
the exposing of sites along the coast. 

Arakwal comments were sought on draft 
chapter and incorporated into exhibition 
draft.  

Recommendation: 
Liaise with Arakwal to include more 
information on the ever present risk in the 
exposing of sites along the coast. 

29.  Part B The Pass Bedrock investigation lighthouse Road Noted. 
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^ Staff have prepared responses and/or recommendations having regard to the timeframes as per Res 16-233, noting:  
- responses have not been provided to expressions of opinion and/or issues raised that are not related to the content of the draft CZMP;  
- the responses/recommendations do not represent Council agreement with a submission comment or statement, unless agreement is expressly 
stated; and 
- there will be genuine differences of professional and community opinion on some of these matters. 
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Table 2: Key issues raised in submissions that are ‘for’ or ‘mixed’ concerning the draft CZMP BBE 
 
Ref # Most relevant part of 

draft CZMP BBE 
Theme Key Issues Staff Response/Recommendation^ 

30.   Process Balanced, well researched, input from a 
range of experts. 

Noted 

31.   Planned retreat Unworkable, illegal, unfair. Noted. 
32.  Part A Land ownership and 

management arrangements 
Part A , section A1.7.7 incorrectly states that 
there is no Plan of Management for the park. 
A Plan of Management was adopted 10 
November 2009. 

Recommendation: 
Amend Section A1.7.7, noting that a Plan of 
Management was adopted 10 November 
2009. 

33.   Planned retreat Breakthrough to Belongil Creek, 
environmental impacts on Belongil Estuary. 

Noted. 

34.  Part B Jonson Street Protection 
Works 

Removal of spur groynes supported, increase 
sand transport. 

Noted. 

35.  Part B Jonson Street Protection 
Works 

Current works causing erosion impacts to 
Belongil, strategies proposed remedy this. 

Noted. 
 

36.  Part B Jonson Street Protection 
Works 

Proposed works an enhancement to the 
community and beach users 

Noted. 

37.  Part B Belongil seawall with 
walkway 

Will protect Belongil, important part of 
Byron Bay 

Noted. 

38.  Part B Belongil seawall with 
walkway 

Proposed works an enhancement to the 
community and beach users 

Noted. 

39.  Part B and C Belongil seawall with 
walkway 

Walkway is unfeasible, unsafe, liability 
issues. 

Walkway is an important component of the 
Belongil strategy, providing beach access and 
amenity.  
Design and asset management process to 
incorporate consideration of and mitigation 
of public safety risks. 

40.  Part B Belongil seawall with 
walkway 

Vegetation plans Noted. 
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Ref # Most relevant part of 
draft CZMP BBE 

Theme Key Issues Staff Response/Recommendation^ 

41.  Part B Belongil seawall with 
walkway 

Funding model supported, local and state 
government should partly fund 

Noted. 

42.  Part B North Beach The design and construction of groynes 
should be included for North Beach, CBA 
determined this measure is economically 
justified. 

Noted. 

43.  Part B North Beach In addition to monitoring coastal processes 
and impacts at North Beach: 

The identification of appropriate 
management and mitigation 
measures by the owner of Elements 
of Byron and the potential 
submission of applications to address 
impacts.’ 

Noted. 

44.  Part B Impacts from seawalls Broader community should pay for impacts 
because of the Jonson Street Protection 
Works. 

There will be genuine differences of 
professional and community opinion on 
some of these matters. 

45.  Part E Compliance with the CP Act Council should provide for the protection of 
property, urgent works needed in interim 
period. 

There will be genuine differences of 
professional and community opinion on 
some of these matters. 

46.  Part B B3.3. Adaptive Management Clarkes Beach Caravan Park contains cabins, 
a heritage building and reception building in 
the 2050 and 2100 hazard zones. Support 
provisions for ongoing, adaptive use of sites 
affected by coastal erosion enabling 
recreational opportunities and economic 
potential to be maintained. 
A small scale sand nourishment program is 
supported – to ensure the long term viability 
of the Holiday Park and Clarkes Beach. 

A sand nourishment scheme is not being 
proposed in the draft CZMP. 
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Ref # Most relevant part of 
draft CZMP BBE 

Theme Key Issues Staff Response/Recommendation^ 

47.  Part B Management Action 3 
Revise and update coastal 
hazard land use and 
development 
controls…Clarkes Beach 

A planning framework is required that allows 
land managers to make their own 
assessment of risk and make commercial 
decisions about retreat or relocation of 
infrastructure. The plan should include 
options for innovation in managing risk and 
commercial outcomes against the liabilities 
of Council and the Crown, to avoid 
unnecessary and premature retreat from 
sites. 
Further consultation with key stakeholders 
required. 

Noted. 
Recommendation: 
Amend Management Action 3 to 
acknowledge the need to engage with key 
stakeholders e.g. NSW Crown Holiday Parks 
Trust and Department of Industry Lands. 

48.  Part C Indigenous cultural heritage The Trust supports the objective to 
acknowledge, conserve and promote cultural 
heritage values, where appropriate.  

Noted. 

49.  Part B Wategos Upgrade of coastal protection works, Marine 
Parade, is considered necessary and urgent, 
road at risk. 

Recommendation: 
Change timeframe to ‘medium’ in 
management action 7. 

50.  Part C Wategos Management arrangements at Wategos 
complex and unworkable 

Recommendation: 
Include management action to consider 
establishment of a coastal management 
group to assist with implementation of 
relevant actions in the draft CZMP BBE. 

 
^ Staff have prepared responses and/or recommendations having regard to the timeframes as per Res 16-233, noting:  

- responses have not been provided to expressions of opinion and/or issues raised that are not related to the content of the draft CZMP;  
- the responses/recommendations do not represent Council agreement with a submission comment or statement, unless agreement is expressly 
stated; and 
- there will be genuine differences of professional and community opinion on some of these matters. 
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E2016/46159 
 

Appendix 5 Agency Feedback on draft CZMP  
 
Table 1  Agency Feedback (as per Section 55C(2) (b) of the CP Act) 
 

Ref. 
No. 

Most relevant part of draft 
CZMP BBE Agency Feedback Staff Response/ Recommendation* 

NSW Police E2016/41879 

1.  Part E   Section E2 Update all DISPLAN references to EMPLAN and in this context, 
change terminology to events (i.e. DISPLAN or NON-DISPLAN 
events as opposed to emergencies). 

Recommendation: 
Agree, where this is confirmed by the SES. 

2.  Part E Section E3 Table 3.1 - Page 10 - 'NSW Police' - Remove specific reference to 
SERM Act 1989 and replace with 'Legislation'. 

Agree, where this is confirmed by the SES. 

Department of Planning and Environment E2016/43555 

3.  Part B  Management 
Action 1(d) 

The KPI’s are based on the preparation of development controls 
for the seawall. Council may wish to consider whether they want 
private landholders to be constructing or maintaining this 
structure, or whether construction and maintenance is best done 
by or on behalf of a public authority to ensure consistency and 
integrity across the structure. If Council determines that the 
works are best undertaken by a public authority it should be 
noted that the seawall and walkways are permitted without 
consent pursuant to clause 129 of the State Environmental 
Planning Policy (Infrastructure) 2007, and as such there may be 
no need to develop additional planning controls. If no additional 
planning controls are necessary the KPI could not be met, I would 
suggest the KPI be amended to include, “if required”. 

Recommendation: 
Amend Management Action 1(d) ‘Develop 
planning and development controls and 
conditions for ‘seawalls with walkway’ KPIs to 
include 'if required'. 
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Ref. 
No. 

Most relevant part of draft 
CZMP BBE Agency Feedback Staff Response/ Recommendation* 

4.  Part B  Management 
Action 1(f) 

The ‘Description of Task’ section may be updated to include the 
gathering of information relating to existing controls, for 
example how many houses (or parts of houses) are within the 
existing immediate hazard zone and technically required to be 
relocated, compared to the impacts of the proposed controls. 
Perhaps even an asset assessment ie age of structures, and 
structural failings etc.  
 
With regard to s55C(2)(b) of the Coastal Protection Act 1979 I do 
not believe that the inclusion of our organisation as a support 
organisation in the implementation of these actions. These 
actions do not relate to any land or other assets merely to our 
staff resources which are employed to assist Local Government 
in projects such as this one. 
 
With regard to the allotments identified as potentially being land 
owned by the Department of Planning and Environment I have 
attached the land titles and transfer documents for the identified 
allotments demonstrating these allotments have now been 
transferred to the Department of Lands. 

Recommendation: 
Amend Management Action 1(f) ‘Revise and 
update coastal hazard land use and  
development planning controls’ - Description 
of Task to include a new sub action: 'audit 
development activity against existing and 
proposed controls'. 

Office of Environment and Heritage E2016/49996 

5.  General  Section B3.6 The Guidelines for Preparing Coastal Zone Management Plans, 
and the Act makes specific requirements for CZMPs to include 
where a plan proposes the construction of coastal protection 
works, that are funded by council or a private landowner or both, 
the proposed arrangements for the adequate maintenance of 
the works and for managing associated impacts of such works, 
see section 55C(1)(g) of the Act. 

 
The draft CZMP as circulated for public exhibition does not 
adequately comply with these provisions and is therefore 

The development of the funding model is the 
first action in the Belongil strategy; refer 
Management Action 1(a). This draws on 
Management Objective 5: 

To prioritise public expenditure for 
public benefit and apply principles of 
equity in determining who will fund 
the implementation of management 
strategies / actions. 
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Ref. 
No. 

Most relevant part of draft 
CZMP BBE Agency Feedback Staff Response/ Recommendation* 

unlikely to meet requirements for certification under the Act. Part A, Section A1.2.1 details the strategic 
nature of the draft CZMP and notes: 
 

Nothing in this CZMP requires the 
expenditure of public funds on, or for 
the sole benefit of, private land or 
assets. 

 
Management Action 1(d), Desired Outcome 
includes  ‘Planning and development controls 
and conditions shall provide for maintenance 
and adaptation* of the seawall in response to 
physical/environmental conditions and 
established triggers.  
 
Management Action 2 Jonson Street 
Protection Works includes in the Description 
of Task, the following sub-action: ‘Funding 
model - Investigate funds to construct and 
maintain the work’. 
 
Recommendations: 
Amend Management Action 1(a) ‘Develop 
funding model (private/public)’ - to provide for 
the maintenance of works. 

 
Amend Management Action 1(a) ‘Develop 
funding model (private/public)’ and / or 1(d) 
‘Develop planning and development controls 
and conditions for ‘seawalls with walkway’- to 
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Ref. 
No. 

Most relevant part of draft 
CZMP BBE Agency Feedback Staff Response/ Recommendation* 

provide for satisfactory arrangements for the 
mitigation of impacts from works e.g. 
increased erosion of the beach or adjacent 
land. 

6.  General  Further the CZMP must make provision for protecting and 
preserving beach environments and beach amenity, see section 
55C( 1)(a) of the Act.  
 
The draft CZMP as circulated for public exhibition does not 
adequately comply with these provisions and is therefore 
unlikely to meet requirements for certification under the Act. 

The walkway is an important component of 
the Belongil strategy, providing beach access 
and amenity. Walkway seeks to provide an 
improvement on the status quo. 
 
Adaptive management principles provide 
provision for protecting and preserving beach 
environments and amenity. 

7.  Part B  Table 10 According to section 55C(2)(b) of the Act, the CZMP must not 
nominate OEH as having a financial commitment, be it 
hypothetical or otherwise, for the implementation of actions as 
detailed in the 'hypothetical' funding model in Table 10 of Part B. 
It would be appropriate to describe the current funding 
framework in NSW, that once council's CZMP is certified, funding 
assistance for the implementation of relevant actions may be 
sought through the Coastal Management Program. Funding 
applications will be assessed on a competitive basis against state 
wide priorities at the time. 

Recommendation: 
Amend Tables 10 and 11 to remove reference 
to state government funding. 

8.  Part B, C 
& D  

CZMP 
Management 
Actions 

Remove OEH as a 'support organisation' from the following 
CZMP management actions (MA): 

• Part B, Section B3.6: MA 1(a), 1(b), 1(c),  1(d), 1(e), 1(f); 
MA 2; MA 3; MA 6; MA 7; MA 8  

• Part C, Section C7.5: MA 2.1.11; MA 3.1.11 
• Part D, Section 01.5, Table 2: MA 1.4.6; 1.5.2; 1.5.6 

Recommendation: 
Agree. 
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Ref. 
No. 

Most relevant part of draft 
CZMP BBE Agency Feedback Staff Response/ Recommendation* 

9.  Part C Management 
Action 1.1.1 

Remove OEH from the 'Responsibility' column for Management 
Action 1.1.1. This action, as included in council's CZMP, is the 
responsibility of council if they are a 'proponent to an activity'. 
OEH is able to provide advice to council on this action if 
requested and in accordance with its core business. 

Recommendation: 
Agree. 

10.  Part C Management 
Action 2.1.15 

Relates to providing support to State Government initiatives 
concerning shark activity. Please remove 'State Government' 
from the 'Responsibility' column, and list council as being 
responsible for providing the support (where appropriate). 

Recommendation: 
Agree. 

NPWS 

11.  General   Refer to 'Cape Byron State Conservation Area' not 'Cape Byron 
Headland Reserve' 

Recommendation: 
Agree. 

12.  Part B  Section B3.6 The plan does not address the high potential for coastal erosion 
to occur within the Cumbebin Swamp Nature Reserve and 
Tyagarah Nature Reserve as a result of seawalls being built along 
Belongil Beach. 

As per the requirements of the Environmental 
Planning and Assessment Act 1979, 
investigations concerning impacts on coastal 
processes and the environment, will be 
undertaken as part of the approvals process 
for the Belongil rock walls, refer Management 
action 1(e). 
 
In addition, adaptive management principles 
provide for impacts to be investigated / 
mitigated in the future, if/when required. 
 
Recommendation: 
Amend Management Action 1(e) to clarify the 
need to conduct necessary investigations 
concerning impacts to coastal processes and 
the environment, as required under the 
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Ref. 
No. 

Most relevant part of draft 
CZMP BBE Agency Feedback Staff Response/ Recommendation* 

Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 
1979. 
 

13.  Part B 
Appendix 
1 

Table 6 - 
Summary of 
preliminary 
environmental 
assessment 

Sand transfer- Under the column Physical Impact it states. "Sand 
bypassing from Tallow Beach may be undertaken with low 
environmental impacts". 
 
No sand transfer activities will be permitted from national park 
estate (i.e. Tallow Beach located within the Cape Byron State 
Conservation Area and Arakwal National Park). This activity is not 
permissible under the NPW Act 1974 and NSW Coast Policy 1997. 
Any reference in the CZMP to sand transfer from Tallow Beach 
must be clear this activity will not occur within national park 
estate. 
 
Refer Part A, Table 4 - Council resolutions relating to the 
preparation of the draft CZMP BSC resolution 15-476 (17/09/15) 
- that Council rejects consideration of any sand nourishment 
schemes at Tallow beach on the grounds of its potential 
detrimental impacts on the environment, incursions into 
Aboriginal/and National Parks, disruption and impacts to public 
amenity, and cost. 

Noted. 

14.  Part B B3.6.4 Dune 
revegetation 
and soft dune 
stabilisation 

It would be considered more appropriate to identify that in 
general terms NPWS will continue to work with council on 
coastal zone management issues (including management 
actions) where requested and where deemed appropriate. 
 
NPWS will continue to manage the coastal zone lands within the 
Byron Bay embayment under its care, control and management 
in accordance with the NPWS plans of management for each 
reserve, and OEH policy. 
 

Recommendation: 
Agree. 
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Ref. 
No. 

Most relevant part of draft 
CZMP BBE Agency Feedback Staff Response/ Recommendation* 

NPWS does not agree to the inclusion in the CZMP the listing of 
NPWS (or the Cape Byron Trust) as the responsible or support 
agency for the following management activities: 

• 3.6.4 Delete reference to OEH (National Parks) in 
Support Agency column. 

15.  Part C Table 5 - 
Implementatio
n Schedule 
Community 
Uses 

In the table reference is made to Cape Byron Trust and NPWS. 
Delete all references to Cape Byron Trust and refer only to 
NPWS: 

Recommendation: 

Agree. 

16.  Part C Table 5 - 2.1.4 Delete reference to NPWS in Responsibility column. Recommendation: 
Delete action as responsibility cannot be 
reassigned. 

17.  Part C Table 5 - 2.1.5 Delete reference to NPWS in the Support Agency column. Recommendation: 
Agree 

18.  Part C Table 5 - 2.1.6 Delete reference to NPWS in Responsibility column. Include as 
Support Agency  

Recommendation: 
Delete action as responsibility cannot be 
reassigned. 

19.  Part C Table 5 - 2.1.7 Delete reference to NPWS in Support Agency column Recommendation: 
Agree. 

20.  Part C Table 5 - 2.1.8 Delete reference to NPWS in Support Agency column Recommendation: 
Agree. 

21.  Part C Table 5 - 2.1.9 Delete reference to NPWS in Support Agency column Recommendation: 
Agree. 

22.  Part C Table 5 - 3.1.1 Delete reference to NPWS in Support Agency column Recommendation: 
Agree. 

23.  Part C Table 5 - 3.1.6 Delete reference to NPWS in Support Agency column  Recommendation: 
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Ref. 
No. 

Most relevant part of draft 
CZMP BBE Agency Feedback Staff Response/ Recommendation* 

Agree. 

24.  Part C Table 5 - 3.1.9 Delete reference to NPWS in Support Agency column Recommendation: 
Agree. 

25.  Part C Table 5 - 3.1.10 Delete reference to NPWS in Responsibility column Recommendation: 
Agree. 

26.  Part D Table 2 -
Implementatio
n Schedule 
Open Coast 
Ecosystem 
Health 

In the table, reference is made to Cape Byron Trust and NPWS. 
Delete all references to Cape Byron Trust and refer only to NPWS 

Recommendation: 
Agree. 

27.  Part D Table 2 - 1.1.2 Delete reference to NPWS in Support Agency column Recommendation: 
Agree. 

28.  Part D Table 2 - 1.1.3 Delete reference to Cape Byron Headland reserve PoM. Delete 
reference to NPWS in Support Agency column 

Recommendation: 

Agree. 

29.  Part D Table 2 - 1.1.7 Delete reference to NPWS in Support Agency column Recommendation: 
Agree. 

30.  Part D Table 2 - 1.1.8 Delete reference to NPWS in Support Agency column Recommendation: 
Agree. 

31.  Part D Table 2 - 1.1.15 Delete reference to NPWS and ORCA in Responsibility column. 
Action is the responsibility of BSC (e.g. contact NPWS; 
Remove/dispose of whale) Include NPWS and ORCA in Support 
Agency 

Recommendation: 
Agree and amend action wording accordingly. 

32.  Part D Table 2 - 1.1.16 Delete reference to NPWS in Responsibility column Recommendation: 
Delete action as responsibility cannot be 
reassigned. 
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Ref. 
No. 

Most relevant part of draft 
CZMP BBE Agency Feedback Staff Response/ Recommendation* 

33.  Part D Table 2 - 1.3.1 Delete reference to NPWS fire management plans from 1.3.1 
from table. Not relevant to CZMP BBE. Delete reference to NPWS 
in Responsibility column 

Recommendation: 
Delete action as responsibility cannot be 
reassigned. 

34.  Part D Table 2 - 1.4.6 Delete reference to NPWS in Responsibility column Recommendation: 
Agree. 

35.  Part C Figure 63 Old photo. New access steps to beach have been built Photos are a point in time and date of photo 
has been included. 

 
* Staff have prepared responses and/or recommendations having regard to the timeframes as per Res 16-233, noting:  

- responses have not been provided to expressions of opinion and/or issues raised that are not related to the content of the draft CZMP;  
- the responses/recommendations do not represent Council agreement with a submission comment or statement, unless agreement is expressly 
stated; and 
- there will be genuine differences of professional and community opinion on some of these matters. 
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Appendix 6 PRG Feedback on draft CZMP 
Staff Consideration of CZMP BBE PRG Feedback Submissions on the Draft Coastal Zone Management Plan, Byron Bay Embayment 7 April 
2016 version (except where otherwise indicated). 

Reference 
Number  

Date  Document Number PRG Member 

A.  22/04/16 E2016/26611 Cape Byron Marine Park 
B.  27/04/16 E2016/27355 Office of Environment and Heritage/Department of 

Planning 
C.  27/04/16 E2016/27355 Department of Planning 

D.  21/04/16 E2016/26395 Byron Preservation Association 
E.  25/4/2016 E2016/42257 BEACON/ BRAG – as per advice, previous feedback 

E2016/27351(dated 25/4/16) replaced by formal 
BEACON/BRAG submission on exhibition version of 
draft CZMP 

 

  

 
 



 

Table 1 Staff consideration of written feedback from Project Reference Group members 
 
Ref 
# 

Page #, Section 
# 

 

Selected representative comments 
 

Staff Response^ Recommendation^ 

A Cape Byron Marine Park 
1.  General Plan requires a summary of information (with 

links to the actual reports) that has contributed 
to major decisions arrived at in the plan (e.g. 
recommendation on pg. 20 of Part B of the 
plan) is needed. 

Comments relate to an earlier version of the draft 
CZMP. 
 
Summary information provided at Part B and the 
associated Appendices. 
 

 

B Office of Environment and Heritage 
2.  General Draft CZMP preliminary and does not meet the 

requirements for certification under the CP Act  
 
Section B3.2 preliminary, key elements missing 
or transferred to a future juncture. 
 
May not meet the requirements of the CP Act, 
for example: 

• Funding model – evidence of the level 
of funding commitment from 
nominated parties needs to be 
furnished with the CZMP to satisfy 
requirements of Section 55C(1)(g) and 
55C(2)(b) of the CP Act. 

 
A clear and detailed approach to manage the 
impacts of proposed coastal protection works 
e.g. downdrift impacts, is required to satisfy 
section 55C(1)(g) of the CP Act, noting 1989 
Supreme Court Case Egger v Gosford City 
council. 

Comments relate to an earlier version of the draft 
CZMP 
 
Further information provided in detailed 
Management Actions, refer Section B3.6. 
 
For indication of funding commitments, refer 
Council Report – Financial Implications section. 
 
 
 
The adaptive management approach outlined in 
the Management Actions at Section B3.6, with 
recommended amendments, provides for a clear 
and detailed approach towards managing impacts 
associated with works. Refer Section B3.6 and the 
detailed Management Actions. 
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# 
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# 
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Staff Response^ Recommendation^ 

3.  Coastal Hazard 
Management 
Study Byron 
Bay 
Embayment 
(CHMS) and 
Cost Benefit 
Analysis (CBA) 

OEH have not been asked to comment on final 
version of the CHMS, concern with the final 
results of the CBA. 

Extensive reviews of the CHMS and CBA have 
been undertaken by OEH. Additional work 
undertaken on the CBA, consultant responded to 
OEH concerns.  
 
The CBA is publicly available and may be reviewed 
by the OEH at any time. 
 

 

It is not clear the priority the CBA has been 
afforded in the decision making framework. 

Comments relate to an earlier version of the draft 
CZMP. 
 
Further information provided in Part B and 
associated Appendices.  
 

 

Further detail should be provided in the draft 
CZMP on the CBA analysis that underpins the 
recommended management approach. 

Noted. Recommendation: 
Include the assumptions 
table from the CBA in Part B, 
Appendix 1. 
 

C Department of Planning and Environment (submitted by Office of Environment and Heritage) 
4.  General Little detail from a planning perspective. 

Support the proposed revision and update of 
coastal hazard land use and development 
planning controls. 
 
Would appreciate being included in future 
discussions and the drafting of any proposed 
land use and development planning controls. 
 

Comments relate to an earlier version of the draft 
CZMP. 
 
Further information provided in detailed funding 
actions, Section B3.6. 
 
Refer Agency Feedback (E2016/46159) for 
response to most recent Department of Planning 
advice (E2016/43555). 
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D Byron Preservation Association 
5.  General Implementation of the strategy is needed 

NOW…actioned as soon as possible… 
Comments relate to an earlier version of the draft 
CZMP. 
 
The preparation of the draft CZMP is being 
undertaken in accordance with the Coastal 
Protection Act 1979. The implementation of the 
draft CZMP BBE is dependent upon the plan being 
submitted to and certified by the Minister. 
 

 

The landowners I was authorised to speak for 
supported bearing the cost of the rockwalls 
[though would prefer to save costs by repairing 
and re-using existing walls where feasible] and 
had no issue with making a proportionate cost 
to end control/nourishment relative to the 
responsibility/benefit provided there was 
recognition of Council’s responsibilities to deal 
with the downstream erosion effects incidental 
to any decision to upgrade the Jonson Street 
Protective Works and subject to reserving all 
their rights against the insurers/Council in tort 
and at law. 
 
The main benefactors of the artificially accreted 
beaches should be responsible for funding the 
lion’s share of the later stages of the adaptive 
management program (end 
control/nourishment).  
 

Comments relate to an earlier version of the draft 
CZMP. 
 
Section B3.6 - Hypothetical funding model reflects 
private landowner contribution proportionate to 
beachfront adjacent private property. Principle 
that benefactors of works should be responsible 
for mitigation of impacts. 
 
 

Recommendation: 
Amend Management Action 
1(a) ‘Develop funding model 
(private/public)’ and / or 
1(d) ‘Develop planning and 
development controls and 
conditions for ‘seawalls with 
walkway’- to provide for 
satisfactory arrangements 
for the mitigation of impacts 
from works e.g. increased 
erosion of the beach or 
adjacent land. 

6.  Seawall design 
– walkway 

Two principles should be enshrined in the draft 
CZMP: 

Comments relate to an earlier version of the draft 
CZMP.  
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• the proposed wall alignment would be 
located so that the crest of the new 
wall would be in a very similar position 
to the crest of the existing walls (give or 
take a few metres) and that it would be 
advisable to re-use as much of the 
existing sea walls (that were in good 
condition) as feasible… a critical issue 
to minimise any material loss of land. 

• …the walls be authorised to be built to 
a specified design and alignment in a 
similar manner to the "A" line principle 
in place at the Gold Coast so that these 
walls can be built over time upon 
landowners as a condition of 
development approvals… this will assist 
the landowners ability to contribute the 
funding of the sea walls as envisaged 
by the draft CZMP. 

 

 
Management Action 1(c) ‘Design seawalls with 
walkway’ provides for a standardised seawall 
design(s) and/or design objectives to provide for: 

• a specified longshore alignment; 
• a specified design life and level of 

engineered, coastal hazard protection; 
• two public beach accesses (in addition to 

Manfred St); 
• a public alongshore walkway as per the 

WRL concept (refer Part B, Figure 18); 
• incorporation of  existing structures 

where appropriate; and 
• adaptation of the structure 

 

7.  Seawall design 
– walkway 

Should be subject to the following: 
• Minimisation of loss of private land to 

accommodate the marginal width of 
the extended nature of the structure. 

• Allocation of the proportionate costs of 
the later stages of the adaptive 
management program (end 
control/nourishment) should be 
reflective of the extent to which the 
walkway directly reduces beach width. 

• Engineering advice on the effectiveness 
of a concrete surface given the likely 

Comments relate to an earlier version of the draft 
CZMP.  Management Action 1(c) provides for a 
standardised seawall design(s) and/or design 
objectives. Refer above for more details. 
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ongoing movement in the underlying 
rock wall. 

• Consideration of the ongoing cost of 
maintaining this concrete surface to a 
standard that meets a “duty of care” 
and who is to bear this cost [as well as 
other safety issues such as safety 
railings etc to provide safety from wave 
overtopping]. 

• The walkway cannot sit on private land 
from a liability perspective and 
confirmation of adequate public liability 
insurance cover for the walkway 
situated on Council or Crown land. 

 
8.  Planning 

controls 
We support the following: 

• all existing developments would be 
protected [even a couple that Council 
had identified where the houses were 
within 6 metres of the escarpment] and 
that trigger distances wouldn’t apply 
[but you could not build any closer to 
the escarpment] 

• the single level and 200m2 cap were 
not set in stone and had been queried 
by 

Councillors already and are due to be reviewed 
• the intent was for the crest of the new 

wall to follow as closely as possible the 
crest of the existing wall 

 
…we would urge Councillors to remove the 

Management Actions 1(d), 1(f) and 3 provide for 
revising and updating coastal hazard land use and 
development planning controls. 
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proposed single level and 200m2 cap. 
 
Now that planned retreat is no longer 
recommended in the draft CZMP, it would also 
be inappropriate to now consider an E2 Zone 
for Belongil. 
 
Furthermore, many permissible land uses were 
removed in the 2001 Amendment 66 to the LEP 
as a consequence of planned retreat becoming 
a consideration. These restrictions should be 
reversed, restoring these possible land uses at 
Belongil Beach [such a Tourist Establishments 
etc] to pre 2001 intensities. 
 
This would be consistent with recent Council 
resolutions to remove the DCP constraints and 
rezone land previously identified as subject to 
coastal hazard ( 7f2 ) south east of the Jonson 
St structure. 

9.  Planning 
controls 

The definitions section of the draft CZMP refers 
to “coastal planning precincts” as per Part J of 
the DCP. These definitions may be irrelevant 
once Council decides on its preferred hazard 
management strategy. The definition is not 
suitable unless it is intended for the final CZMP 
to inform corresponding amendments to the 
coastal hazard planning precincts. There may 
be significant consequential amendment to 
Part J of the DCP required to give effect to the 
final CZMP. 
 

‘Coastal planning precincts’ definition is relevant 
as it refers to current arrangements as per Part J 
of the DCP, and as per the discussion of current 
coastal hazard risk management at Part B, 
Appendix 3. 
 
Management Actions 1(d), 1(f) and 3 provide for 
revising and updating coastal hazard land use and 
development planning controls. 
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10.  Urgency for 
interim works 
 

There are presently no effective coastal erosion 
measures in place at Belongil Beach… 
 
…Council should immediately:- 

• Proceed with the interim rock 
protective works at Don & Border 
Streets; and 

• Authorise and encourage landowners 
to maintain and repair their existing 
walls 

Council currently has in place the following 
resolution: 
 
13-146 Resolved:  
  
1. That Council authorise the General Manager to 
expediently pursue options for rock/hard materials 
for the purpose of providing interim protection at 
Manfred, Border and Don Streets, Belongil; noting 
that this is an interim position until a long term 
coastal management policy has been adopted.  
 
As the draft CZMP BBE represents a long term 
coastal management policy with an adaptive 
Belongil seawall with walkway strategy, then Res 
13-146 and interim seawall protection has not 
been included as actions in the draft CZMP BBE. 
 
Landowners may lodge development applications 
for coastal protection works at any time and 
landowners should not delay their own actions on 
the matter in the context of the interim works 
(refer Res 13-89). 
 
Part E acknowledges that there is provision under 
the Coastal Protection Act 1979, for the 
placement of ‘temporary coastal protection 
works’ at Belongil Beach. 
 

 

11.  Proposed 
upgrade of 
Jonson Street 

…there seems little logic in Belongil landowners 
agreeing to fund the seawalls if the upgrade of 
the Jonson Street Protective Works is imminent. 

Refer above re interim works.  
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Protective 
Works 
 

 
The longer the delay in implementing the 
recommended coastal management strategy, 
the less justification for allocating substantial 
portions of the costs of the recommended 
strategy to stakeholders other than Council. 
 
We view this as another reason to justify 
authorisation for the urgent interim protective 
works and construction of the final sea walls as 
quickly as possible. 
 

12.  Planned 
Retreat 

Legal advice on ‘planned retreat’ should be 
tabled as it would contribute to the public 
debate and the public’s understanding of the 
legal impediments to planned retreat. 
 

Legal advice is confidential and privileged.  

13.  Table 1, Page 
10 of Part A 

It is misleading to suggest that the lack of an 
overarching strategic plan for the management 
of coastal risks has been “accepted by the 
community”. We have litigated many Supreme 
Court and Land & Environment Court 
proceedings to try to make council recognise its 
obligations in this regard. 

Comments relate to an earlier version of the draft 
CZMP.  
 
Column 2 of Table 1 (Part A) reads: 

The historic approach taken towards the 
management of coastal hazard risks has 
included works, as well as the application 
of development controls to provide for the 
adaptation and retreat of development. 
 

 

14.   The current wording of the Section 149 
Certificates should be re-worded to identify that 
Council has endorsed the BMT WBM Hazard 
Study… 
 

The wording of Section 149 Certificates is subject 
to advice from the Department of Planning.  
 
This action is beyond the scope of the draft CZMP. 
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15.  Table 2, Page 
14 of Part D 

Belongil Beach should not be excluded from the 
benefit of management actions 1.1.3 and 1.1.4 
relating to dune and vegetation management. 

These actions relate to those precincts that 
already have Vegetation Management Plans in 
place – which require revision. Dune revegetation 
actions have been included in the Belongil Beach 
adaptive seawall strategy; refer Part B, 
Management Action 1(e). 
 

 

16.  Part E, 
Emergency 
Action Sub-
Plan 

With reference to the attached letter from the 
BPA dated 26 October 2011... 
 
…Section 55C(1)(b) requires that an emergency 
action sub-plan include provision for protection 
of property affected or likely to be affected by 
beach erosion. 
 
Concerns reiterated that Part E, draft EASP, 
does not make provision for ‘protecting’ 
property. 
 

Part E refers to intended actions in an emergency 
event, the focus is on actions to provide for public 
health and safety.  
 
Part E acknowledges that there is provision under 
the Coastal Protection Act 1979, for the 
placement of ‘temporary coastal protection 
works’ at Belongil Beach. 
 
 
 

 

E BRAG/BEACON 
(also a 
submission) 

As per advice, previous feedback provided through the PRG has been replaced by formal BEACON/BRAG submission 
(E2016/42257) 

17.  Cover pages Removal of groynes and sand nourishment 
from the Belongil strategy means that there is 
no mitigation of environmental, social and 
economic impacts. 
 

Refer detailed Management Actions – which 
provide for monitoring and arrangements for the 
mitigation of impacts if/when required. 

 

18.  Cover pages 
 

Downdrift impacts of the Belongil seawalls on 
Belongil Spit, Endangered Ecological 
Communities and Belongil Shorebird precinct 
have not been assessed / identified. 
 

Development application and approvals processes 
will require detailed environmental assessment. 
Costs associated with this assessment have been 
included in Management Action 1(e). 
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19.  Cover pages The Office of Environment and Heritage (OEH) 
and the Minister for Planning have advised that 
a feasible sand nourishment scheme is required 
to protect and preserve beach environments 
and beach amenity.  
 

The economic analysis (CBA) found that small 
scale nourishment was not economically viable. 

 

20.  Cover pages The OEH advised Council that there were errors 
in the CBA. 
 

On the basis of OEH advice, additional work was 
undertaken on the CBA. 

 

21.  3.1 Rock 
Seawalls 

Problems with seawalls including: 
• Intensified surf zone processes 
• Loss of beach in front 
• Increased erosion at their end 
• Interruption of longshore transport 
• Increases in wave runup 
• Steepens beach profile 

 
These become more apparent after storms. 
 

It is acknowledged that seawalls cause impacts. 
The draft CZMP BBE is underpinned by the 
consultant’s recommendation, which provides for 
an improvement upon the status quo. 
 

 

22.  3.1 Rock 
Seawalls 

Seawall proposal is incomplete, further design 
development required. 
 

Management Action 1(c) details a process for 
design of the seawall. 

 

23.  3.1 Rock 
Seawalls 

The proposed design for a walkway at 3 m 
above sea level and a crest at 6 m (AHD) poses 
risks to houses behind the wall and people 
using the walkway. As sea levels rise, these 
risks will increase. 

The seawall would be designed by an 
appropriately qualified engineer, this would 
consider coastal processes over the design life of 
the wall.  
 
Risks may be mitigated through management 
measures including education and awareness, 
temporary closure of the walkway etc. 
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24.  3.1 Rock 
Seawalls 

Risks to swimmers and surfers will increase. Risks may be mitigated through management 
measures including education and awareness, 
temporary closure of the walkway etc. 
 

 

25.  Cover pages 
4.3.4 Cost 
Benefit 
Analysis 
 
 
 

The latest version of the CBA ignores tourism 
impacts, putting planned retreat as the worst 
option.  
 
Recreational values are undervalued in the 
CBA. 
 

Tourism impacts have been included and 
quantified in the CBA.  
 
OEH concerns were responded to by the 
consultant. 

 

26.  3.3 Sand 
Nourishment 

CBA costings for small scale sand nourishment 
in error - reduced capital costs used. 
 
 

The costings at Table 11.13 reflect a mid range 
capital value, in consideration of the 4  sand 
transfer options, and associated costs, 
investigated in Appendix K and shown at Table 
29.2. 
 
The CBA found that small scale nourishment was 
not economically feasible. It has not been 
recommended in the draft CZMP BBE. 
 

 

27.  4.3.4 Cost 
Benefit 
Analysis 

The CBA erroneously assumes that impacts will 
only be adjacent the Belongil seawalls, the CBA 
should have valued impacts ‘updrift’ of the 
walls. 
 
.…all the beach updrift from the Belongil rock 
walls will be subject to accelerated erosion 
because of the Belongil rock walls, (as well as 
becoming inaccessible when there is no beach 
in front of the rock walls - except along a track 
ontop the walls, partially requiring trespass 

From the context provided, it is assumed that the 
term ‘updrift’ has been used incorrectly and is 
meant to read ‘downdrift’ of the Belongil seawall. 
 
The CBA quantified and assessed costs and 
benefits relative to the status quo. The economic 
values associated with the beach downdrift of the 
seawalls were considered to be neutral for all of 
the options. 
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through private property). 
 

28.  4.3.4 Cost 
Benefit 
Analysis 

Planned Retreat analysis - it was wrong for WRL 
(2016) to value all houses the same. 

The data that was available at the time, was used 
to inform the CBA and analysis of costs associated 
with planned retreat. 
 
Land values are based on Valuer General figures 
(unimproved capital value). 
 
The values used in the CBA for relocatable houses 
were based on a relocation cost of $10,000, values 
for non-relocatable houses were informed by 
desktop analysis of high resolution photographs to 
determine building footprints, classification into 
number of storeys, and reference to Rawlinsons 
(2015) for Tweed Heads ‘high standard framed 
house with no air conditioning’. 
 
The analysis is comprehensive. 
 

 

29.  Cover pages The CZMP PRG process has not been 
meaningful, comments provided in this forum 
have not been adequately responded to. 

The provisions of comments from PRG members 
have been considered and have and continue to 
result in amendments and additional work. 
 

 

30.  3.3 Sand 
Nourishment 

The proposal for a Belongil seawall as a stand 
alone option, and the CZMP timeframe of 15 
years, means that consequences have not been 
adequately considered. 

There are consequences associated with both 
planned retreat and the Belongil seawall option, 
including breakthrough to the Belongil Estuary 
under both scenarios (refer hazard lines, BMT 
WBM, 2013). 
 
The draft CZMP is underpinned by the 
consultant’s recommendation (WRL, 2016). 
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The adaptive management approach provides for 
monitoring and the mitigation of impacts if/when 
required. 
 
The CZMP has been prepared in accordance with 
the Guidelines (p. 7, OEH, 2013): 

Relevant time periods will include the 
long-term planning horizon (e.g. 50 to 100 
years to set strategic directions for coastal 
hazard areas)… 
 

Consideration of the long term planning horizon, 
and coastal hazards as assessed by BMT WBM 
(2013) for 2050 and 2100, and WRL (2016) for 
2050, has set the strategic direction for the draft 
CZMP. Noting that the CBA considered costs and 
benefits associated with each management option 
to 2050. 

 
… the period for implementing proposed 
management actions (e.g. 5 to 10 years) … 
 

In consideration of the time taken to prepare the 
draft CZMP BBE, the period for implementing the 
actions has been nominated as 15 years. 
 
…and the period for reviewing the CZMP (e.g. 
towards the end of the implementation period). 
 
With reference to Part A, Section A3.2, the review 
timeframe for the draft CZMP has been 
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nominated as 10 – 15 years, noting that: 
In accordance with the adaptive 
management approach adopted in this 
CZMP, specific actions in this CZMP will 
require ongoing monitoring and review, as 
detailed in the implementation schedules. 

 
31.  1.4 The 

Headland 
Effect 

On a receding beach such as Belongil, rock 
walls will result in loss of the beach in front of 
the wall and the environmental and 
recreational benefits they provide, increased 
erosion of beaches and ecosystems downdrift 
(to the north-west at Belongil), and increased 
risk for recreational users. 

The proposal seeks an improvement on the status 
quo by formalising ad hoc works and providing for 
an alongshore walkway on the works. 
 
The adaptive management process acknowledges 
that impacts may need to be mitigated at some 
time in the future, or the seawall may need to be 
removed. Refer Management Actions at Section 
B3.6. 
 

 

32.  3.3 Sand 
Nourishment 

The BMT WBM (2013) projections 
underestimate the likely increase in erosion at 
the end of the Belongil seawalls. 
 
Recent hazard studies have revised the 1978 
(PWD) erosion precincts and reduced them; 
there is a danger that they are under-
estimated. 

Council endorsed BMT WBM (2013) for preparing 
the draft CZMP BBE (Res 13-542).  The study was 
prepared with funding through the NSW 
Government’s Coastal Management Program, 
with involvement and reviews by OEH. The grant 
has been fully acquitted, with the project 
outcomes found to be ‘excellent’ (OEH letter, 
18/12/13). 
 

 

33.  3.3 Sand 
Nourishment 

In the absence of identified source for sand 
nourishment, the option for rock walls and 
groynes cannot be the preferred outcome, 
noting section 55(C) of the CP Act, planned 
retreat must be maintained and properly 
implemented. 

In relation to section 55(c), there are 
consequences associated with both planned 
retreat and the Belongil seawall option, including 
breakthrough to the Belongil Estuary under both 
scenarios (refer hazard lines, BMT WBM, 2013). 
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The draft CZMP is underpinned by the 
consultant’s recommendation (WRL, 2016). 
 

34.  3.3 Sand 
Nourishment 

There is no intent to undertake a monitoring 
program that will enable the environmental 
consequences of the proposed works to be 
identified and trends documented. 
 

There is an intention to undertake a monitoring 
program, refer Management Action 1(b). 

 

35.  3.3 Sand 
Nourishment 

Council may be taking on a legal liability to 
maintain the works in perpetuity, leaving itself 
vulnerable to legal action and large 
compensation if it later attempts to abandon 
the works. 
 

Council’s maintenance responsibilities would 
extend to Council’s works. Private landowners 
would be responsible for maintaining their works. 
Refer Management Action 1(d). 

 

36.  3.2 Groynes 
3.3 Sand 
Nourishment 
4.1.1 North 
Beach 

Council needs to consider its legal obligations 
and associated costs, to ensure that the beach 
environment and amenity are protected, 
including impacts to private land at North 
beach. 

The adaptive management approach, as 
embodied in Management Actions 1(a) (subject to 
recommendation) to 1(g) provide for 
consideration and mitigation of impacts to the 
beach environment and amenity.  
 

Recommendation: 
Amend Management Action 
1(a) ‘Develop funding model 
(private/public)’ and / or 
1(d) ‘Develop planning and 
development controls and 
conditions for ‘seawalls with 
walkway’- to provide for 
satisfactory arrangements 
for the mitigation of impacts 
from works e.g. increased 
erosion of the beach or 
adjacent land.  
 
Recommendation: 
Amend Management Action 
8 Monitor coastal processes 
and impacts on North Beach 
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by adding: 
The identification of 
appropriate 
management and 
mitigation measures 
by the owner of 
Elements of Byron 
and the potential 
submission of 
applications to 
address impacts.’ 

 
37.  4.1 Physical 

Impacts 
There is a need to assess the beach relative to 
mean sea level and adjacent beaches to 
determine the extent of beach loss and project 
this forward.  
 

Management Action 1(b) provides for an impact 
monitoring program; this shall determine base 
line conditions and triggers. 

 

38.  4.1 Physical 
Impacts 

The BMT WBM (2013) claim that there is a 
likelihood of a landward migration of the 
estuary in response to erosion of the Belongil 
Spit is unlikely, it is most likely that there will 
be an abrupt migration of the mouth to the end 
of the rockwalls.  
 
The likelihood of landward migration of the 
estuary should have been assessed. 

Council endorsed BMT WBM (2013) for preparing 
the draft CZMP BBE (Res 13-542).  The study was 
prepared with funding through the NSW 
Government’s Coastal Management Program, 
with involvement and reviews by OEH. The grant 
has been fully acquitted, with the project 
outcomes found to be ‘excellent’ (OEH letter, 
18/12/13). 
 
As per the requirements of the Environmental 
Planning and Assessment Act 1979, investigations 
concerning impacts on coastal processes and the 
environment, will be undertaken as part of the 
approvals process for the Belongil rock walls, refer 
Management action 1(e). 

Recommendation: 
Amend Management Action 
1(e) to clarify the need to 
conduct necessary 
investigations concerning 
impacts to coastal processes 
and the environment, as 
required under the 
Environmental Planning and 
Assessment Act 1979. 
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Conversely, without a Belongil seawall, BMT WBM 
(2013) noted that the estuary mouth could 
migrate further south to the Manfred Street area, 
whilst the  consultants (WRL, 2016) found that a 
breach of Belongil Creek at Manfred Street (based 
on the 2012 profile, no seawall) could occur under 
a 5 year ARI erosion event (refer Part B, Section 
B1.2.1). 
 

39.  4.1 Physical 
Impacts 

To date, the rock rubble walls are incomplete, 
with a major break at the Jetty Site, and until 
recently Manfred St, and breaks in their 
continuity and structure elsewhere. Their 
reconstruction into a continuous seawall will 
significantly increase their impact, which will 
accelerate. 

Expert analysis is required to determine the 
additional impacts that may be associated with 
formalising rock protection at the Jetty Site. 
 
However, the consultant (WRL, 2013), made the 
following statements regarding off site impacts as 
they apply to the proposed interim beach access 
stabilisation works: 

• They make up only a small proportion (< 
10%) of hard structures on the beach; 

• They are a replacement for an existing 
protection structure, so they would have 
no incremental (additional) impact 
beyond the status quo; and 

• They would reduce the likelihood of 
flanking failure to surrounding protection 
works. 

 

Recommendation: 
Amend Management Action 
1(e) to clarify the need to 
conduct necessary 
investigations concerning 
impacts to coastal processes 
and the environment, as 
required under the 
Environmental Planning and 
Assessment Act 1979. 

40.  4.1.1 North 
Beach 

Council should have investigated the likely 
consequences of this erosion on the resort and 
proposed any mitigation measures. 
 

Management Action 8 would benefit from the 
inclusion of sub actions to investigate risks and 
potential mitigation measures. 
 

Recommendation: 
Amend Management Action 
8 Monitor coastal processes 
and impacts on North Beach 

 
 



 

Ref 
# 

Page #, Section 
# 

 

Selected representative comments 
 

Staff Response^ Recommendation^ 

Once Council reconstructs the Belongil rock 
seawalls they take responsibility for them and 
the erosion they cause. 

The draft CZMP BBE  does not specify that Council 
would construct, own or take responsibility for the 
Belongil rock walls where they are adjacent 
private property. 

by adding: 
The identification of 
appropriate 
management and 
mitigation measures 
by the owner of 
Elements of Byron 
and the potential 
submission of 
applications to 
address impacts.’ 

41.  4.2.2 Belongil 
Estuary 

The "beach" is defined by the Coastal 
Protection Act to include "the area of 
unconsolidated or other readily erodable 
material between the highest level reached by 
wave action and the place where tidal or lake 
waters reach a depth of 10 metres below 
Australian Height Datum". The sand-flats in the 
mouth of the estuary and the sandbar 
responsible for closing the estuary are clearly 
part of the beach. 
 
The CZMP should have considered the whole 
area likely to be affected by increased erosion 
due to the Belongil seawalls, which includes the 
lower reaches of the Belongil estuary. 
 

Agree. This definition is included in the Part A - 
definitions table. 
 
The draft CZMP does consider the area likely to be 
affected by the seawalls and the Belongil estuary, 
refer Section B1.2 and B2.2. 

 

42.  4.2.2 Belongil 
Estuary 

Byron Shire Council does not have a legal ICOLL 
entrance management policy that complies 
with the CZMP Guidelines 4.1. and 4.2.5 
requirements. 

Feedback from the OEH has not indicated that 
Section 4.1 of the OEH Guidelines is a requirement 
of this draft CZMP. Refer OEH letter attached to 
this Council Report.  
 

 

 
 



 

Ref 
# 

Page #, Section 
# 

 

Selected representative comments 
 

Staff Response^ Recommendation^ 

Noting Part D Management Action 1.1.5 addresses 
this issue: 

Review Belongil Estuary Management 
Plan to align with this CZMP and the 
statutory framework. 

 
43.  4.2.2 Belongil 

Estuary 
Council needs to consider the likely impacts on 
the estuary, how these impacts will be affected 
by the proposed rock walls, and prepare an 
ICOLL entrance management policy for the 
Belongil estuary. 

As per the requirements of the Environmental 
Planning and Assessment Act 1979, investigations 
concerning impacts on coastal processes and the 
environment, will be undertaken as part of the 
approvals process for the Belongil rock walls, refer 
Management action 1(e). 
 
Part B, Management Action 1(b) identifies the 
need to monitor and assess impacts to the 
Belongil Creek estuary. 
 

 

44.  4.2.3 Belongil 
Shorebird Area 

The rock walls will accelerate erosion of the 
sand flats, coastal defences at the estuary will 
cause coastal squeeze. Resulting in diminished 
shorebird roosting and nesting areas. 
 

  

45.  4.2.3 Belongil 
Shorebird Area 

A major problem affecting the shorebird area is 
recreational use, particularly by patrons of the 
resort. 

As part of the resort’s consent conditions (No. 13 
Development Consent No. 5.1987.208.1 and No. 
23 Development Consent No.10.2013.562.1), the 
North Byron Beach Resort Estuarine and Dunal 
Management Plan (Wetland Care Australia, 2015) 
was developed. This includes strategies for 
managing recreational impacts on the shorebird 
area. 
 
Part D Management Action 1.1.7 addresses this 

 

 
 



 

Ref 
# 

Page #, Section 
# 

 

Selected representative comments 
 

Staff Response^ Recommendation^ 

need to ensure compliance with the condition of 
consent: 
 

Ensure implementation of and compliance 
with the North Byron Beach Resort 
Estuarine and Dunal Management Plan 
(Wetland Care Australia, 2015 . 
 

46.  4.2.3 Belongil 
Shorebird Area 

Regular estuary openings have been moved 
further to the south-east, reducing the area of 
sandflats available for roosting and nesting by 
most shorebirds. These combined impacts have 
seen a significant reduction in the area 
available for roosting by migratory shorebirds. 

There are complex and dynamic processes 
operating at the estuary mouth. Isolating the 
impacts associated with the location of the 
mechanical opening of the estuary would require 
detailed investigation. This may be undertaken as 
part of Management Action Part D, 1.1.5: 

 
Review Belongil Estuary Management 
Plan to align with this CZMP and the 
statutory framework. 

 

 

47.  4.2.3 Belongil 
Shorebird Area 

The ecological assessment of the shorebird 
area is incomplete, it does not identify the full 
suite of threatened species known to utilise the 
area and does not explore the area that is 
utilised by shore and seabirds.  

This section would benefit from more detail 
concerning the location of the seabird/shorebird 
nesting site and the species known to utilise the 
area, where reliable information is readily 
available. 

Part D - Where reliable 
information is readily 
available, provide more 
detail concerning the 
location of the 
seabird/shorebird nesting 
site and the species known 
to utilise the area. 
 

48.  Legal 
Compliance 

The draft CZMP does not satisfy the 
requirements of the Coastal Protection Act 
1979 (CP Act). The adaptive management 
approach has been used to justify not 

The consultant (WRL, 2016) identifies impacts 
under the status quo and under each short-listed 
management scenario. The draft CZMP is 
underpinned by the consultant’s 

 

 
 



 

Ref 
# 

Page #, Section 
# 

 

Selected representative comments 
 

Staff Response^ Recommendation^ 

committing to or implementing or funding the 
identified impact mitigation measures of 
groynes and/or sand nourishment. 

recommendation, which considered these various 
impacts and arrived at a recommendation.  
 
The adaptive management approach was first put 
forward by the OEH. It recognises uncertainty and 
provides for an iterative process of monitoring, 
assessing risks and impacts, identifying, appraising 
and implementing future management options.  
 

49.  Legal 
Compliance 

DECCW (2011) identify minimum information 
required for assessing the ecological impacts of 
seawalls and specify that a draft seawall 
management plan be included in development 
applications associated with a seawall.  

DECCW (2011) is a draft document, with no formal 
status. 
 
As per the requirements of the Environmental 
Planning and Assessment Act 1979, investigations 
concerning impacts on coastal processes and the 
environment, will be undertaken as part of the 
approvals process for the Belongil rock walls, refer 
Management action 1(e). 
 
Management Action 1(d) ‘Develop planning and 
development controls and conditions for ‘seawalls 
with walkway’ includes making provision for 
adaptation principles including: maintenance, 
potential upgrade, modification and/or potential 
removal of the works and rectification of the 
beach’. This could be made more explicit in terms 
of arrangements for the mitigation of impacts 
from the seawalls. 
 

Recommendation: 
Amend Management Action 
1(a) ‘Develop funding model 
(private/public)’ and / or 
1(d) ‘Develop planning and 
development controls and 
conditions for ‘seawalls with 
walkway’- to provide for 
satisfactory arrangements 
for the mitigation of impacts 
from works e.g. increased 
erosion of the beach or 
adjacent land. 

50.  Legal 
Compliance 

A significant part of the works are to be 
undertaken on Crown Land. The DPI have 
previously advised that draft cost-sharing 

Council has met with agencies and is working with 
them in relation to satisfying section 55C(2) of the 
CP Act. 

 

 
 



 

Ref 
# 

Page #, Section 
# 

 

Selected representative comments 
 

Staff Response^ Recommendation^ 

arrangements are not supported, that a 
comprehensive cost benefit analysis is 
required, and that a more detailed assessment 
is required of the Old Jetty Site. 
 

 
Refer Council Report. 

51.  Legal 
Compliance 

It would appear that Council does not have any 
landowner agreement to the proposed actions 
or activities to be carried out by any public 
authority or relating to any land or other assets 
owned or managed by a public authority. 
Proceeding without this approval is a 
contravention of Section 55C(2) of the CP Act. 
 

Council has met with agencies and is working with 
them in relation to satisfying section 55C(2) of the 
CP Act. 
 
Refer Council Report. 

 

 
^ Staff have prepared responses and/or recommendations having regard to the timeframes as per Res 16-233, noting:  
- responses have not been provided to expressions of opinion and/or issues raised that are not related to the content of the draft CZMP;  
- the responses/recommendations do not represent Council agreement with a submission comment or statement, unless agreement is expressly stated; 
and 
- there will be genuine differences of professional and community opinion on some of these matters. 
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Dailan Pugh Comments to PRG 18_6_16 on: 

Draft Coastal Zone Management Plan Byron Bay Embayment  
DRAFT Public Exhibition Submissions Report 

This summary of submissions is too incomplete to inform me as to what occurred.  I have 
thus been denied an opportunity to comment on the partially completed document in an 
informed manner. 

There has been no  attempt to analyse submissions for and against according to type (form 
letter, petition, personal submission, email, substantive submissions) and origin (Byron 
Bay/Sufolk Park. Byron Shire, elsewhere). This must be done. 

There is no numerical breakdown of submissions, this information must be provided.  

The number of submissions received after the cut-off time need to be separately identified. 

Proper practice is to identify the number of submissions supporting each assertion, this 
needs to be done. 

The reporting of salient points from submissions appears to be biased in favour of the 'for' 
submissions. Many of the issues I have raised time and again are still missing from the 
summary, over generalised, or grossly misrepresented. 

The pretend "response to submissions" is a sham, the issues are not fairly documented and 
the responses are for most part superficial denials that there are any problems. It is apparent 
that no genuine attempt has been made to consider issues raised in submissions on their 
merits. For example  

• In response to the concern "Impacts on ecological values including threatened sea 
and shorebirds, surf breaks, beach width/loss of beach, tourism", it is simply claimed 
"Breakthrough to the estuary likely under planned retreat scenario", makes no 
attempt to consider how rock walls are affecting this or what the impacts will be, and 
then states "Impacts to be monitored, adaptive management allows for this issue to 
be investigated / mitigated in the future". No attempt what-so-ever is made to fairly 
reflect the concerns or consider them or to identify how they may be later mitigated.  

• In response to the concern "No feasible sand nourishment source", staff respond 
"Adaptive management provides for this uncertainty", yet nowhere is a feasible 
source of sand identified - this displays contempt for community concerns and an 
refusal to consider the issue.  

• In response to the simplistically presented concern "Impacts on Elements Beach 
Resort" the only proposed action is put forward is " The identification of appropriate 
management and mitigation measures by the owner of Elements of Byron and the 
potential submission of applications to address impacts.’ This is not addressing the 
issues raised in submissions, and there is still no attempt to identify appropriate 
management responses for the site, or the impacts of protection works on that site. 

There has yet been no consideration of OEH comments, with it simply stated "Defer action 
until comments on exhibition version of draft CZMP are received". This too is repeated for 
Byron Preservation Association. It is apparent that many submissions are yet to be 
considered, so distribution is clearly premature. 

BEACON BRAG Feedback to draft submissions report



Once again Council is refusing to consider or respond to my submission, once again saying 
that the issues I identify may be considered later.  At every step in this sham process I have 
submitted detailed written submissions in a timely manner, only to have Council staff refuse 
to incorporate or consider them in redrafting the document.  I am still waiting for Council to 
give them the consideration they deserve. I am again being denied an opportunity to see 
how they have been considered and dealt with (if at all). 

The Council's community workshop at Byron Community Centre held on 31st of May 
identified issues, identified priority issues and passed a resolution requesting a referrendum 
- these were part of the exhibition process and all issues need to be clearly identified and 
responded to in the Public Exhibition Submissions Report.  It is assumed that the business 
workshop identified issues in a similar process - these too must be reported and addressed. 

BEACON BRAG Feedback to draft submissions report



Subject: RE: CZMP PRG Update - review of draft CZMP exhibition / submissions report
Date: Monday, 20 June 2016 4:46:20 PM

Dear Catherine/Michelle
 
As you will be aware, the Byron Preservation Association has long considered “planned retreat” to
be a lawfully invalid coastline management policy under the various forms of NSW legislation
regulating coastline management and protection from time to time.
 
We maintain that the previous draft CZMP was withdrawn by Council in 2011 based upon legal
advice to this effect.
 
We have also articulated the following propositions by way of submission within the draft CZMP
process and in Supreme Court Proceedings 2010/426979:-

·         That Council has a duty to protect given it built the Jonson Street Structure and the reports
that Council has had for decades about the downstream erosion impact caused by that
structure;

·         This fundamental legal issue goes to the heart of, and must inform, Council in its
preparation of a coastal zone management plan for the Byron Bay embayment;

·         That Council faces many legal impediments in any attempt to practically implement
“planned retreat”; and

·         That Council has known for more than ten (10) years that it faced significant legal
impediments in enforcing Part J conditions on the majority of properties affected by those
conditions.

 
We are aware that Council has obtained legal advice in relation to these matters both in response
to Supreme Court Proceedings 2010/426979 and separately.
 
We are aware that Council cannot reveal the substance of the legal advice it has obtained in
relation to Supreme Court Proceedings 2010/426979 for fear of waiving privilege.
 
As acknowledged by Council within this submissions report, Council also considers the legal advice
it has received in relation to “planned retreat” to be confidential and privileged.
 
We have no issue with Council wishing to maintain privilege, but it must be recognised by Council
that:-

·         the public debate over the relative merits of “planned retreat” vs “protection” is significantly
hamstrung if Council is not in a position to reveal to the public the possible legal
constraints it faces in formulating its policy; and

·         the results of the submissions should be viewed in that context.
 
By way of illustration, and without asserting this to be the case, Council would not be able to give
any weight to submissions that were received 100% in favour of a particular course of action, if
Council has advice that it cannot undertake that course of action for various legal reasons.
 
We would respectfully submit Council ought to consider this important issue in any consideration of
the overall tone of submissions and the response to the Belongil Beach strategy and upgrade of
Jonson Street Protective Works.
 
Kind Regards
 
John James

Byron Preservation Association Feedback to draft submissions report
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Byron Shire Council recognises the Bundjalung of Byron Bay 
Aboriginal - Arakwal People as traditional owners and custodians 
within this local Government area. Byron Shire Council and the 
Aboriginal community are committed to working together in the 
process of reconciliation. 
 
Council recognises that the most enduring and relevant legacy 
the Indigenous people offer, is their understanding of the land and 
local and deep commitment to place. 
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B1 Coastal hazards 
The Byron Shire Coastline Hazards Assessment Update (BMT WBM, 2013), referred to herein 
as the Hazard Study Update, re-assessed and updated the coastal hazards and coastal erosion 
hazard extents for the Byron Shire coastline, including the coastal precincts of the Byron Bay 
Embayment. The assessment updated the Byron Coastline Hazard Definition Study (WBM 
Oceanics Australia 2000) in relation to: 

• Changes to the Coastal Protection Act 1979 and the new ‘Guidelines for Preparing 
Coastal Zone Management Plans’, gazetted by the NSW Government in 2010, which 
advocates a risk based approach to coastal hazards management;  

• Adoption of sea level rise benchmarks for 2050 and 2100 by Council; and 
• New and updated data on coastal processes and new analytical techniques for 

assessing coastal hazards. 
 
The Hazards Study Update was endorsed by Council on 10 October 2013 (Res 13-542). The 
project was completed with technical and funding assistance from the NSW State Government 
Office of Environment and Heritage (OEH) under the Coastal Management Program. The 
Hazard Study Update can be accessed via Council’s website, at: 
http://www.byron.nsw.gov.au/publications/byron-shire-coastline-hazards-assessment-update-
bmt-wbm-2013 
 

B1.1 Coastal erosion hazard 
The coastal erosion hazard was assessed as follows, for the three CZMP planning timeframes: 

1. Immediate erosion hazard-Design storm bite, and provision for the effects of wave 
climate variability (baseline shoreline position). 

2. 2050- Design storm bite, underlying shoreline recession and sea level rise of 0.4m 
relative to 1990(0.34m relative to 2010). 

3. 2100 -Design storm bite, underlying shoreline recession, and sea level rise 0.9m 
relative to 1990 (0.84m relative to 2010). 

 
Two coastal erosion hazard scenarios were assessed for the Byron Bay Embayment (BBE): 

Scenario 1: Retention and ongoing maintenance of all existing coastal erosion protection 
works and interim beach access stabilisation works along the BBE, such that the entire 
shoreline from Border Street to the northern end of the existing most northern seawall 
(north of Manfred Street) is protected and maintained to prevent recession along the 
existing seawall alignment, including the presently unprotected section north of Don 
Street, and the dune strengthened to prevent overtopping. 

Scenario 2: Retention of only the Jonson Street protection works and removal of all other 
coastal erosion protection works and interim beach access stabilisation works along the 
BBE. 

 
A summaryof the major findings from the Hazard Study Update, as relevant to this CZMP, is 
provided at Figure 1. A summary table of the coastal erosion hazard, including provision for long 
term recession and sea level rise over the CZMP planning timeframes, is provided at Table 1 
(Scenario 1) and Table 2 (Scenario 2).The results of the coastal erosion hazard assessment in 
terms of mapped erosion hazard extents across the planning timeframes for the two modelled 
scenarios are provided at Figure 6 through to Figure 10. 
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Table 1 Scenario 1 – BMT WBM (2013) coastal erosion hazard summary table, adapted 
from WRL (Table 5.1, 2016) 

 

Precinct Storm 
demand 

Dune 
stabilit
y (a) 

Recession SLR 
recession 

Hazard distance 
(a) 

 SD DS  R R SLR SLR SD+DS+R+SLR 
m3/m 
abov
e 
AHD 

(m) 
for 
7m 
AHD 
dune 

(m) for 
7m 
AHD 
dune 

(m/yr) 2050 
(m) 

2100 
(m) 

2050 
(m) 

2100 
(m) 

Pres 
(m) 

2050 
(m) 

2100 
(m) 

Clarkes 
 

150 21 14 0.20 8 18 35 73 35 78 126 

Main 
Beach 

150 21 14 0.09 4 8 15 28 35 54 71 

North 
Jonson St 

250 36 14 0.24 12 22 33 65 50 95 137 

Kendall St 250 36 14 0.17 11 15 22 39 50 83 104 

Border St 
 

250 36 14 0.11 10 10 15 18 50 75 78 

North 
Belongil 

250 36 14 0.46 21 41 20 72 50 91 163 

North 
Beach 

250 36 14 0.44 20 40 18 50 50 88 140 

 
Table 2 Scenario 2 - BMT WBM (2013) coastal erosion hazard summary table, adapted from 

WRL (Table 5.1, 2016) 
 

Precinct 

 

Storm 
demand 

Dune 
stability 
(a) 

Recession SLR 
recession 

Hazard distance 
(a) 

 SD DS  R R SLR SLR SD+DS+R+SLR 
m3/m 
above 
AHD 

(m) 
for 
7m 
AHD 
dune 

(m) for 
7m 
AHD 
dune 

(m/yr) 2050 
(m) 

2100 
(m) 

2050 
(m) 

2100 
(m) 

Pres 
(m) 

2050 
(m) 

2100 
(m) 

Clarkes 
 

150 21 14 0.20 8 18 35 73 35 78 126 

Main 
Beach 

150 21 14 0.09 4 8 15 28 35 54 71 

North 
Jonson St 

250 36 14 0.44 19 40 33 65 50 102 188 

Kendall St 250 36 14 0.43 18 39 24 39 50 92 160 

Border St 
 

250 36 14 0.41 16 37 17 18 50 83 136 

North 
Belongil 

250 36 14 0.39 14 35 16 72 50 80 123 

(a) Dune Stability not included in BMT WBM hazard lines, WRL adopted value of 7m AHD dune. 
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Figure 1 Byron Bay Embayment Coastline Hazards Summary (adapted from BMTWBM, 2013 

and WRL, 2016) 
 

B1.2 Belongil Creek entrance instability 
The Belongil Creek is a small intermittently opening estuary (Parker and Pont, 2001), or ICOLL, 
located north-west of the Byron Bay township and the most northern development at Belongil 
Beach (refer Figure 2). 
 
The Belongil Creek entrance is untrained and is frequently blocked by a natural sand berm, 
deposited by longshore wind and wave currents moving northwards(WP Geomarine, 1997).This 
berm is an extension of Belongil Spit (WP Geomarine, 1997). 
 
There is a tendency for the entrance to close at times of low catchment run-off, and to open 
during high wave energy storm events or as a result of catchment flooding (WP Geomarine, 
1997). Council has in place an artificial entrance opening strategy, triggered by a specified 
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water level under Ewingsdale Bridge. The primary objective of this strategy is to mitigate 
flooding of the Byron Bay township. 
 
The meandering of the creek and the estuary entrance, affects the adjacent beaches. The 
entrance has shown a trend of migration north along the coast under the influence of the 
prevailing longshore transport and progressive recession of the shoreline (BMT WBM, 2013).   
 
Figure 2illustrates the nature and extent of the entrance changes relative to the cadastral 
boundaries defined a century or more ago.  This shows that the western creek bank has eroded 
substantially over that time. 

 
Figure 2 Belongil Creek mouth: morphology and cadastral boundaries 

 

B1.2.1 Future creek entrance behaviour 
The behaviour of Belongil Creek entrance in response to shoreline recession and wave 
overtopping is uncertain as is reflected in this extract from the Hazards Study Update (p109, 
BMT WBM, 2013): 
 

The behaviour of the creek in response to shoreline recession that would break through 
to the creek behind Belongil Spit is somewhat speculative and uncertain. The entrance 
could shift south to the Manfred Street area where the creek turns northward behind the 
Spit … leaving the North Shore shoreline to adjust its form and alignment to the receded 

 

North Shore

Belongil
Spit

Region of shoreline 
erosion affected to 

date by creek 
meandering

Former creek 
channel 

indicated by 
cadastre

Belongil
Creek
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shoreline alignment. Alternatively, the creek may again meander towards the north in a 
manner similar to that which formed the Spit previously, at a more landward alignment 
commensurate with the receding shoreline position. 

 
The region of the creek potentially affected by estuary entrance instability is shown at Figure 8 
and Figure 10 for the two modelled scenarios assessed by BMT WBM (2013). Noting the region 
potentially affected by entrance instability is greater for Scenario 2 (no Belongil seawalls), 
extending from Manfred Street to North Beach (Figure 10), compared to a region from north of 
the last Belongil seawall to North Beach under Scenario 1 (Belongil seawalls, Figure 8). 
 
For the purpose of comparing the costs and benefits of options under consideration in the 
Management Study, the potential for a break-through to the estuary under a ‘planned retreat’ / 
no seawalls scenario was assessed. This was done by repeating the analysis of Moratti/PWD 
(1990), to assess the potential of a breach at Manfred Street to Belongil Creek, from either the 
creek or the ocean side.  
 
It was found that, absent seawall protection and assuming a dune volume based on the 2012 
photogrammetry, there was sufficient volume in the Manfred Street dune to withstand a 2 year 
ARI event; however the dune would be breached in a 5 year ARI erosion event (WRL, 2016). 
The concept of this breach is depicted at Figure 3, and the results of the assessment are 
illustrated at Figure 4. 

 
Figure 3 Concept of a breach of a sand spit (Figure C4.1, NSW Government, 1990) 
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Figure 4 Potential erosion breach at Manfred Street (Figure 2.6, WRL, 2016) 
 

B1.3 Coastal and estuary inundation hazard 

B1.3.1 Wave overtopping of dune 
Potential wave run-up levels vary along the embayment and are higher on seawalls than on 
natural sand beach profiles.  The Hazards Assessment Update calculated ‘immediate’ wave 
run-up levels on a 1.84m (AHD) storm tide for Scenarios 1 (seawall) and 2(no seawall) (Refer 
Table 3) (WBT WBM 2013).  
 
 
Table 3 Calculated ‘Immediate’ wave run-up levels on 1.84m (AHD) storm tide (BMT WBM, 

2013) 
 

Location 

Incident 
Local 

Significant 
Wave 
Height 

(m) 

Seabed 
Level 

Seaward 
of Seawall 
(m AHD) 

Run-up Component 
(m) 

Run-up Level 
on Storm Tide 

(m) 

   No seawall Seawall No seawall Seawall 

Main Beach 2.85 N/A 2.43 N/A 4.27 N/A 
Jonson St 3.00 -2.0 2.49 3.1 4.33 4.94 
Belongil 3.58 -2.0 2.73 3.1 4.57 4.94 
North Shore 4.30 N/A 3.00 N/A 4.84 N/A 
 
Figure 5highlights areas that may be subject to ‘immediate’ wave run-up and overtopping 
hazards. Noting that the Hazard Study Update was conducted prior to the construction of 
Interim Beach Access Stabilisation works at Manfred Street. 
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Figure 5 Dune heights along Belongil Spit and Byron North Shore, arrows indicate areas 

that may be subject to ‘immediate’ wave runup and overtopping hazard(BMT WBM, 
2013). 

 
From Figure 5,the existing ‘immediate’ wave run-up and overtopping hazards are: 

• Minor overtopping potential at the eastern end of the Jonson Street Protection Works. 
• A clear potential for overtopping and/or inundation within the mouth area of Belongil 

Creek. 
• Significant overtopping potential at Manfred Street, noting that the Hazard Study Update 

was conducted prior to the construction of Interim Beach Access Stabilisation works at 
Manfred Street. 

 
As future shoreline recession proceeds under both scenarios, and with future sea level rise, the 
potential for overtopping will increase further due to: 

• Potential shoreline recession into the lower hind-dune areas along Belongil Spit where 
the prevailing dune levels are relatively low (refer Figure 5) and 

• The higher sea levels relative to the existing dune and seawall crest levels. 
 
Table 4provides calculated wave run-up levels when projected sea level rise is incorporated 
(WBT WBM 2013). 
 
Table 4  Calculated future wave run-up levels: with sea level rise 
 

Location 2050 
(m AHD) 

2100 
(m AHD) 

 No seawall Seawall No seawall Seawall 

Main Beach 4.6 N/A 5.1 N/A 
Jonson St N/A 5.3 N/A 5.8 
Belongil 4.9 5.3 5.4 5 
North Shore 5.2 N/A 5.7 N/A 
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Figure 6 Erosion Hazard Zones – Scenario 1 & Scenario 2: Byron Bay – Main / Clarkes Beach  
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Figure 7 Erosion Hazard Zones – Scenario 1 (Belongil Spit seawalls retained): Belongil Spit
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Figure 8 Erosion Hazard Zones – Scenario 1 (Belongil Spit seawalls retained): Belongil Spit and North Beach
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Figure 9 Erosion Hazard Zones – Scenario 2 (Belongil Spit seawalls removed): Belongil Spit
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Figure 10 Erosion Hazard Zones – Scenario 2 (Belongil Spit seawalls removed): Belongil Spit and North Beach
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B2 Coastal Hazards Risk Assessment 
B2.1 Audit of assets at risk (WRL, 2016) 
As part of the Coastal Hazard Management Study – Byron Bay Embayment (WRL, 2016), an 
audit was undertaken of the ‘properties’, ‘structures’ and ‘significant infrastructure’ at risk from the 
coastal hazards beach erosion, shoreline recession and the sea level rise component of climate 
change.  The risk was assessed with reference to the ‘best estimate’ erosion hazard lines as 
prepared by BMT WBM (2013) for the 2050 and 2100 timeframes. 

The two erosion scenarios assessed by BMT WBM (2013), refer Section B1.1, were: 

Scenario 1 (S1): Jonson Street works and continuous Belongil Beach works in place; 

Scenario 2 (S2): Retention of Jonson Street works only. 

In the context of the audit, the main asset classes were as follows: 

• Properties - ‘rateable addresses containing single or multiple cadastre parcels’ 

• Structures – any type of building and sub categorised into ‘houses’ and ‘cabins and 
amenities’ 

• Significant infrastructure - assets such as water, stormwater and sewer infrastructure, 
public assets such as streets, footpaths, amenity blocks, car parks, playgrounds and picnic 
areas 

• Road reserve and railway corridor – the footprint area (m2) of these assets was also 
calculated for the audit. 

A summary table of the audit by coastal precinct is provided in Table 5and Table 6, whilst  

Table 7 depicts the significant infrastructure at risk for all assessed precincts of the BBE.  These 
tables reflect on audit data from WRL (2016) as well as desk-top analysis of the S1 and S2 
hazard lines from the Hazard Study Update (BMT WBM, 2013).  The data presented does not 
reflect on data analysed for the ‘probabilistic assessment’ of planned retreat (refer Section 2.5 of 
WRL, 2016). 

Appendix H of WRL (2016) provides a more detailed audit of assets potentially at risk from the 
coastal hazards beach erosion, shoreline recession and the sea level rise component of climate 
change.  

FromTable 5 and Table 6, the Belongil Beach precinct has the greatest number of properties, 
structures and infrastructure at risk from coastal hazards for all of the planning timeframes under 
the S2 scenario; hence the Belongil Beach precinct is the focus of much of the analysis in the 
Coastal Hazard Management Study – Byron Bay Embayment (WRL, 2016), as well as Section B3 
of this CZMP ‘Coastal Hazard Risk Management Strategy and Implementation Schedules’. 
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Table 5 Property and development threatened by coastal erosion and recession in 
combination with projected sea level rise using ‘best estimate’ hazard lines (BMT 
WBM, 2013), adapted from WRL (2016) 

 

Scenario 
(S) and 
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S1  
Immediate          1   4 2 2 10 34 2 

S2  
Immediate     33     1 1  4 2 2 10 114 2 

S1  
2050        16  1   5 4 2 11 36 3 

S2 
2050     56   16  1 1  4 2 2 11 144 3 

S1 
2100    3 1   36  15   5 4 2 24 44 6 

S2 
2100    5 71   36  29 12  6 3 2 38 175 6 

 
Notes:  

• Commercial structures include short and long term accommodation such as backpackers, 
caravan parks and strata title premises providing holiday lettings. 

• Structures, such as houses and accommodation venues may spread over multiple lots / cadastre 
parcels. 

• Structures at risk in the North Beach precinct may not capture latest developments. 
 
 
Table 6 Significant infrastructure (BSC and Crown) at risk from coastal erosion and 

recession in combination with projected sea level rise, ‘best estimate’ hazard lines 
(BMT WBM, 2013), adapted from WRL (2016) 
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S1  
Immediate          1       1        
S2  
Immediate          1       3     1   
S1  
2050          1       1     1   
S2 
2050          1       3   1  1   
S1 
2100 1 1     1 1  1   1 1  1 1  1 5  1   
S2 
2100 1 1     1 1  4 3  1 1  4 5  1 5  1   
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Table 7 Best estimate for recession hazard to significant infrastructure (BSC and Crown) 

potentially at risk from erosion. 
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(m
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S1  
Immediate 

0 0 1 0 1   

S2  
Immediate 

12 0 1 0 1 4,260  

S1 
2050 

3 0 1 0 4  5,930 

S2 
2050 

28 1 1 0 6 9,460 11,050 

S1 
2100 

12 2 1 0 10  20,600 

S2 
2100 

64 36 1 3 19 34,190 37,560 

*These figures calculated by BSC through GIS analysis 
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B2.2 Other assets at risk from coastal hazards 
The Coastal Hazard Management Study – Byron Bay Embayment (WRL, 2016)did not audit the 
assets at risk from coastal hazards such as coastal inundation, or estuary entrance instability.  
These hazards were not mapped in the Hazard Study Update (BMT WBM, 2013). 

In addition the Wategos Beach precinct was not the subject of a detailed assessment of coastal 
hazard or risk; for the reasons articulated at Section B2.2.2. The sections below discuss assets 
that may be at risk from coastal hazards for the North Beach and Wategos areas. 

B2.2.1 North Beach 

As this CZMP was being prepared, the ‘Elements of Byron Beach Resort’ (formerly North Byron 
Beach Resort) commenced the construction of a first stage of development, including the 
modernisation and reconstruction of 75 tourist cabins, being a sub-set of 193 approved holiday 
cabins in total.  The location of the resort and the tourist cabins in relation to Belongil Creek is 
depicted at Figure 11 and Figure 12. In response to recent westward migration of the estuary 
mouth, ‘temporary coastal protection works’, as per Part 4C of the Coastal Protection Act 1979, 
were constructed by the resort in March 2016, refer Figure 13. 
 

 
 

Figure 11 North Byron Beach Resort Proposed Development Site (WetlandCare Australia, 
  2015) 
 
It is possible that a combination of coastal and estuarine processes, notably Belongil Creek 
entrance instability and wave propagation across the entrance of Belongil Creek, will pose a risk 
to existing or future development and property located in the North Beach precinct over the 
CZMP planning timeframes (WRL, 2016). 
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With reference to the Hazard Study Update (BMT WBM, 2013), the erosion hazard lines are 
discontinuous at the Belongil Creek entrance, refer Figure 15. This is a reflection of the 
dynamic, complex and interacting processes occurring at this part of the coastline, which are 
difficult to isolate and map. 
 
Future changes to the shoreline position at North Beach, including the location of the Belongil 
Creek entrance, will be affected by the management strategies implemented for Belongil (WRL, 
2016). This influence is somewhat reflected in the shoreline modelling undertaken by BMT 
WBM (2013) in response to coastal erosion and recession, which shows that Scenario 1 
(Belongil seawalls) results in a greater area of land at risk from coastal erosion at North Beach 
than Scenario 2 (no Belongil seawalls) for the 2050 and 2100 timeframes, refer Figure 15. 
Further discussion on the estuary entrance location is at Section B1.2.1. 
 

 
 
Figure 12 An aerial view of the resort at North Beach16/09/2015 (Source: 

www.ozaerial.com.au) 
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Figure 13 North Byron Beach Resort (Ganra Pty Ltd) temporary coastal protection works16 

March 2015 (Source: Jeremy Holmes, Ganra Pty Ltd) 
 

 
 
Figure 14 North Byron Beach Resort (Ganra Pty Ltd) temporary coastal protection works16 
March 2015 (Source: Jeremy Holmes, Ganra Pty Ltd)
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Figure 15 Coastal erosion hazard both scenarios North Beach (adapted from BMT WBM, 2013) 
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B2.2.2 Wategos Beach 
WBM Oceanics (2000), noted that the sheltered beaches in the lee of Cape Byron, such as 
Little Wategos and Wategos, are not fully exposed to storms from south of east, and that the 
shallow offshore profile to Julian Rocks reduces the storm intensity from the east and north. 
Hence, the measured short term changes to the dunes at Wategos are significantly less than 
the more exposed beaches of the Shire. 
 
In addition, the erosion risk at Wategos Beach is expected to be constrained by bedrock (WBM 
Oceanics, 2000), as well as limited protection works along Marine Parade (BMT WBM, 2013). 
According to WBM Oceanics (p 3-14, 2003): 
 

…there are no specific beach erosion issues apart from some potential damage to the 
Marine Parade foreshore during major storm events. Such events may result in 
inundation of the lower sections of Marine Parade. 

 
In terms of the potential inundation risk referred to by WBM Oceanics, further investigation was 
not undertaken as part of the Hazard Study Update (BMT WBM, 2013).  
 
With reference to Figure 16, the elevation of Marine Parade is in the order of 5 to 10 m AHD for 
much of the road, increasing in height towards the east. Further investigation may be warranted 
to determine if the lower part of Marine Parade is likely to be subject to a future coastal 
inundation risk. 

 
 
Figure 16 Elevations at Wategos Beach (elevation derived from NSW Land and Property 

Information, LiDAR data captured 28/08/10) 
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B3 Coastal Hazards Risk Management Strategy 
and Implementation Schedules 

B3.1 Introduction 
As part of preparing the CZMP for the BBE, Council engaged the consultants Water Research 
Laboratory (WRL), to prepare the ‘Coastal Hazard Management Study Byron Bay 
Embayment’(WRL, 2016), herein referred to as the Management Study. 
 
In accordance with the Guidelines, the Management Study included the following analyses as 
part of considering options for managing coastal hazards and risks in the BBE: 

• Technical feasibility assessment 
• Community consultation (survey, workshop, submissions) 
• Reasonableness assessment (economic, social, environmental, policy) 
• Councillor consultation (Res 14-124) 
• Cost benefit analysis 
• Economic distribution analysis 
• Preliminary environmental assessment 
• Consideration of Coastal Management Principles (OEH, 2013) 

 
The above analyses, and the process that was followed in the Management Study, is 
conceptualised at Figure 17, with further details provided in Appendix 1. 
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Figure 17 Process for consideration of coastal hazard management options as undertaken in 

the Management Study (WRL, 2016) - more details provided at Appendix 1 
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Upon consideration of the above analyses, the consultants developed a number of 
management recommendations for each of the coastal areas of the BBE. From the 
Management Study, the consultant’s recommendation for Belongil Beach is as follows: 
 

WRL recommends that as a minimum, the status quo be improved with Stage 1 
(engineered seawall with walkway) of Option 6, the adaptive scheme. This sub option as 
a stand alone measure has the best economic performance. Many parties who 
participated in the consultation process expressed a view that no form of coastal 
protection works were acceptable for Belongil, however, protection was supported by 
many other parties involved. The engineered seawall with walkway offers an 
improvement on the status quo. The full three stage adaptive management protection 
scheme has components of: 

• Stage 1: Seawall with walkway (Figure ES.2); 
• Stage 2a: An initial self-filling trial groyne; 
• Stage 2b: Additional groynes; and 
• Stage 3: Small scale sand nourishment. 

Progress to later stages would be warranted if triggers within the adaptive scheme are 
reached, however, economic modelling indicates that, relative to the status quo, the cost 
of increasing beach width (above the status quo) over a 1 km stretch of Belongil is not 
economically viable. 

 
The WRL preliminary design for the ‘seawall with walkway’, which is Stage 1 of the adaptive 
scheme, is depicted at Figure 1 below. 
 

 
Figure 18 Preliminary seawall design incorporating alongshore access (Figure ES.2,WRL, 

2016) 
 
A summary of the Management Study recommendation, for all of the coastal areas of the BBE, 
is at Section ES.8 of the Management Study (WRL, 2016), at Appendix 2. 
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B3.2 Council Resolution 16-169 
 
After consideration of the Management Study recommendations, Council resolved (Res 16-169) 
to adopt a number of coastal hazard risk management strategies for the coastal areas of the 
BBE. The resolution is reproduced below. 
 

Resolution 16-169 (relevant part only) 
 
That Council adopt the following management strategies for incorporation into the draft 
coastal zone management plan Byron Bay Embayment:  

 
a) an adaptive ‘seawall with walkway’ strategy for managing coastal hazard risks at 
Belongil Beach, with seven main components:  

i) Develop funding Model.  
ii) Develop impact monitoring program.  
iii) Design ‘seawalls with walkway’.  
iv) Develop planning and development controls and conditions for ‘seawalls with 
walkway’.  
v) Construct ‘seawalls with walkway’ – incorporating two public beach accesses 
(plus the Manfred Street access) and dune revegetation works.  
vi) Revise and update coastal hazard land use and development planning 
controls – providing for adaptation of development.  
vii) Compliance and enforcement.  
 

b) Jonson Street Protection Works - upgrade works, remove spur groynes and improve 
beach access and amenity, as per Council resolution 14 – 66, and monitor impacts.  
 
c) Revise and update coastal hazard land use and development planning controls - for 
development at The Pass to Clarkes Beach, Main Beach, Cavvanbah (First Sun 
Caravan Park to Border Street), and North Beach, providing for adaptation of 
development.  
 
d) Dune revegetation and ‘soft’ dune stabilisation - for all precincts, as a ‘supporting’ 
coastal hazard risk management strategy.  
 
e) Emergency action sub plan for coastal erosion emergencies - applicable to all 
precincts, as a ‘supporting’ coastal hazard risk management strategy.  
 
f) Coastal hazard investigation Lighthouse Road and Captain Cook Car Park - 
investigation of future coastal hazard risks and bedrock levels at and adjacent to 
Lighthouse Road and Captain Cook Car Park.  
 
g) Coastal hazard investigation Marine Parade, Wategos Beach - investigation of future 
coastal hazard risks (inundation) and integrity of existing ad hoc coastal protection works 
at, Wategos Beach.  
 
h) Monitor coastal processes and impacts on North Beach.  
 

 
The above strategies provide for an ‘adaptive management approach’ to coastal hazard risk 
management in the BBE, refer Section B3.3. 
 
The relevant coastal hazard risk management strategies for each precinct are summarised at 
Table 9, which is adapted from Table 3 of the Guidelines. A financial summary of the strategies 
is at Section B3.6.9, Table 10 and Table 11. 
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In accordance with the Guidelines, all private property subject to coastal erosion and recession 
hazard (immediate, 2050 and 2100 timeframes), is to be categorised according to the degree of 
the hazard and the category of Council’s intended response (as per Table 5 and 6 of the 
Guidelines). As per Res 16-169 (Part 2), this categorisation is provided at Table 8. 
 
Table 8 Private property coastal hazard response category, as per Guidelines (adapted 

from Table 5 and 6, OEH, 2013) 
 

Timeframe 
of risk 

Hazard 
vulnerability/risk

category 
Residential 

houses* 
Commercial 
structures** 

Total affected parcels (public 
and private) 
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Immediate 1 
 33  1 1 4 2 2 10 114 2 

S2 
2050 

2 
 56 16 1 1 4 2 2 11 144 3 

S2 
2100 

3 
5 71 36 29 12 6 3 2 38 175 6 

 
Key: Response Categories 
 

A 

Coastal protection works are considered likely to be technically feasible and potentially cost-
effective, as per the findings in the Management Study – noting especially the findings of the 
cost benefit analysis, and the economic distribution analysis which assumes a hypothetical 
private/public funding model based on land ownership adjacent the beach (WRL, 2016). The 
technical feasibility and cost-effectiveness of the works to the 2050 timeframe, will be 
dependent on a variety of factors for which sufficient information is currently not available. 
 

B 
Coastal protection works are considered technically feasible but not cost-effective for public 
funding – unlikely to be implemented by a public authority 

C 
Coastal protection works are not considered technically feasible – no intended public authority 
works 

D 
For a variety of reasons, the categories at Table 6 of the Guidelines (OEH, 2013) are not 
applicable or sufficient information / certainty is not available. 

 
Notes:  
 

*Structures, such as houses and accommodation venues may spread over multiple lots / cadastre 
parcels. 
 
** Commercial structures include short and long term accommodation such as backpackers, caravan 
parks and strata title premises providing holiday lettings. 

 
The strategies relative to each coastal area of the BBE are detailed in Sections B3.4 to B3.5. 
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B3.3 Adaptive Management 
In the context of the BBE and managing coastal hazard risks for the current, 2050 and 2100 
timeframes, an adaptive management approach is required, providing for flexibility and a 
process of adjustment and iteration. The adaptive management decision making framework is 
conceptualised at Figure 19. 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 19 The UK Climate Impacts Programme (UKCIP) adaptation pathways model (from 

Willows and Connell, 2003) 
 
This approach is necessary due to uncertainties associated with climate, which is a key driver of 
coastal processes and shoreline response over time. These uncertainties are largely a result of 
climate variability and anthropogenic climate change, but also reflect knowledge gaps at the 
local level, especially in consideration of the 2050 and 2100 timeframes and the impacts that 
may arise from coastal works. 
 
In addition, there are implementation uncertainties associated with the strategic nature of this 
CZMP (see discussion at A1.2).  
 
As a result of these uncertainties, the coastal hazard risk management strategies proposed in 
this CZMP are limited to a 15 year timeframe, during which time monitoring and evaluation will 
occur, and after which time, the CZMP will be subject to review.  
 
It is acknowledged that over the 15 year timeframe, additional measures may be required that 
have not been profiled or costed in this CZMP; specifically ‘impact mitigation measures’ 
associated with proposed coastal protection works. The scale and nature of these measures is 
unknown, however the adaptive management approach provides for a process of responding to 
impacts, should this be necessary, at some time in the future. 
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To provide for adaptive management and the process of iteration and adjustment, the 
development of planning and development controls for seawalls and coastal development is an 
integral part of the Belongil Beach strategy. The controls will also provide for the potential 
modification, upgrade or removal of proposed coastal protection works, and the coastal 
development that benefits from the works, should this be required at some time in the future. 
 

B3.4 Belongil Beach 
 
As per Council Resolution 16-169 (Part 2a), the coastal hazard risk management strategy for 
Belongil Beach, is an adaptive ‘seawall with walkway’. 
 
The strategy for Belongil Beach is underpinned by the Management Study recommendation; 
refer Section B3.1, and the concept of adaptive management; providing for flexibility and a 
process of adjustment and iteration in the context of uncertainty (refer B3.3).  
 
The measures that provide for adaptive management are as follows: 

• Tailored planning controls and conditions for the ‘seawalls with walkway’, with 
conditions on the works for: monitoring, maintenance, management of impacts, potential 
modification, upgrade or removal. 

• Revised and updated, adaptive planning controls and conditions on development in 
coastal hazard areas. 

• As per the Management Study recommendation, other stages in the ‘adaptive 
management protection scheme’ may be implemented at some time in the future e.g. 
groyne(s), small scale beach nourishment to mitigate the impacts of the seawalls. 
These stages are beyond the scope of this CZMP implementation timeframe of 15 
years, and will require further investigation, including monitoring and analysis of the 
impacts of implementing Stage 1 - adaptive ‘seawall with walkway’. 

 
The adaptive ‘seawall with walkway’ strategy has seven main components: 
 

1. Develop funding Model (private/public). 
 

2. Develop impact monitoring program. 
 

3. Design ‘seawalls with walkway’. 
 

4. Develop planning and development controls and conditions for ‘seawalls with walkway’. 
 

5. Construct ‘seawalls with walkway’ – incorporating two public beach accesses (in addition 
to Manfred Street access) and dune revegetation works. 
 

6. Revise and update coastal hazard land use and development planning controls – 
providing for adaptation of development. 
 

7. Compliance and enforcement. 
 
Noting: Actions are not necessarily sequential and may be implemented in parallel. 
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B3.5 Other areas 
 

As per Council Resolution 16-169 (Part 2b to 2h), the coastal hazard risk management 
strategies for managing coastal hazard risks in other areas of the Byron Bay Embayment, are 
as follows: 
 

a) Jonson Street Protection Works - upgrade works, remove spur groynes and improve 
beach access and amenity, as per Council resolution 14 – 66, monitor impacts. 

 
b) Revise and update coastal hazard land use and development planning controls - for 

development at The Pass to Clarkes Beach, Main Beach, Cavvanbah (First Sun 
Caravan Park to Border Street), and North Beach, providing for adaptation of 
development. 

 
c) Dune revegetation and ‘soft’ dune stabilisation - for all precincts, as a ‘supporting’ 

coastal hazard risk management strategy. 
 

d) Emergency action sub plan for coastal erosion emergencies - applicable to all precincts, 
as a ‘supporting’ coastal hazard risk management strategy. 
 

e) Coastal hazard investigation Lighthouse Road and Captain Cook Car Park - 
investigation of future coastal hazard risks and bedrock levels at and adjacent to 
Lighthouse Road and Captain Cook Car Park. 
 

f) Coastal hazard investigation Marine Parade, Wategos Beach - investigation of future 
coastal hazard risks (inundation) and integrity of existing ad hoc coastal protection works 
at, Wategos Beach. 
 

g) Monitor coastal processes and impacts on North Beach. 
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Table 9 Summary of coastal hazard risk management actions for each precinct (Adapted from Table 3, OEH, 2013) 
 

✓ Primary action 
✓ Supporting action 

Option category Avoiding the risk Changing the likelihood Changing the 
consequence 

Managing 
residual risks 
by informed 

decision1 

Managing 
residual risks, 

including 
impacts from 

coastal 
protection 

works, through 
informed 

decision making 
Option 
 
 
 
 
Precinct 

Building and 
infrastructure 
setbacks 
(planning and 
development 
controls)2 

Building design 
criteria (adaptive) 

Coastal or flood 
protection works 
(short term or 
long term) 
 
Seawalls 

Revegetation 
programs (e.g. 
dunes) 

Compliance 
action relating to 
illegal work on 
beaches 

Building and 
infrastructure 
relocation or 
modification 

Emergency 
management2 
 
Refer EASP, 
section X 

Monitoring / 
analysis and 
technical 
investigations 

North Beach ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Belongil Beach ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Cavvanbah ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Main Beach ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Clarkes Beach ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

The Pass ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Wategos    ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓ 

1.e.g. through environmental planning instruments and, potentially, through time or trigger dependent consent conditions (see Department of Planning 2010) 
2 including monitoring and warning 
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B3.6 Coastal Hazard Risk Management Implementation Schedules 

B3.6.1 Belongil Beach adaptive seawall with walkway 

Actions are not necessarily sequential and may be implemented in parallel. 

MANAGEMENT ACTION: 1(a) Develop funding model (private/public) 
DESIRED OUTCOME: 
A funding model shall provide for negotiated and confirmed private landowner, Council and 
state government financial contributions towards implementing the adaptive seawall with 
walkway, including funds for maintenance of works and to provide for satisfactory arrangements 
for the mitigation of impacts from works e.g. increased erosion of the beach or adjacent land. 
 
The logical underpinning the model shall be Management Objective 5, as follows: 
 

To prioritise public expenditure for public benefit and apply principles of equity in 
determining who will fund the implementation of management strategies / actions. 

 
In this context, the funding model would be based on the following logic: 

• Private landholder funds – proportional, based on a measure of benefit e.g. beach 
frontage. 

• Public – proportional, based on a measure of benefit e.g. beach frontage. 
 
DESCRIPTION OF TASK: 
The development of a funding model will require the following sub-actions for implementation: 
 

1) Establish funding requirements. 
2) Enter negotiations and agreements with private landowners. 
3) Enter negotiations and agreements with state government, including preparing and 

submitting funding applications. 
4) Identify and confirm BSC funding source and commitment. 

 
Lead organisation 1 BSC and private landowners 

2 BSC and private landowners 
3 BSC and state government 
4 BSC 
  

Support organisation NSW Government , Crown Lands 
Cost estimate (capital) $200,000 
Potential Funding Private landowners  

BSC 
NSW Government (Coastal Management Program) 
Crown Lands 

Timing# Immediate  
Priority High 
KPIs Funding model developed for actions (b) and (c) of the strategy. 
Most relevant 
Management 
Objective(s)  

MO5 

# Timing 
Immediate  within 1 year 
Short   within 2 – 5 years 
Medium   within 6 – 10 years 
Long   10 to 15 years 
Ongoing   required on a regular basis 
As needed  required on an ‘as needs’ basis 
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MANAGEMENT ACTION: 1(b) Develop impact monitoring program 
DESIRED OUTCOME: 
A monitoring program shall provide information on baseline conditions and the response of the 
beach and Belongil Estuary to coastal physical processes and works over time. This information 
will inform the preparation of triggers for review of the strategy and potential adaptation over 
time, including a review of this CZMP. 
 
This action will need to consider the current regime for artificially opening the entrance to the 
Belongil Creek Estuary. 

 
DESCRIPTION OF TASK: 
The provision of a monitoring program will require the following sub-actions for implementation: 
 

1) Investigate, design and implement program, including consideration of the current 
regime for artificially opening the entrance to the Belongil Creek Estuary. 

2) Establish base line condition and triggers for review. 
3) Ongoing monitoring – coastal processes and impacts up and downdrift of, and adjacent 

to coastal protection works, impacts on the Belongil Estuary, creek mouth and shorebird 
habitat / nesting area. 

4) Ongoing monitoring of seawall condition. 
5) Analysis, evaluation and reporting. 

 
Lead organisation 1 - 5 BSC, private landowners 
Support organisation NSW Government ( DPE) 
Cost estimate (capital) $50,000 

 
Cost estimate 
(operational p.a.) 

$30,000 p.a. 

Potential funding Private landowners  
BSC 
NSW Government (Coastal Management Program) 
 

Timing# 1 – 2 Immediate 
3 - 5 Ongoing 

Priority High 
Location To be determined, subject to sub-action (1) 

 
KPIs Monitoring program designed. 

Baseline conditions established. 
Triggers for review established. 
Monitoring program implemented. 
Data analysed, evaluated and reported on. 
 

Most relevant 
Management 
Objective(s)  

MO2 
MO8 
 

# Timing 
Immediate  within 1 year 
Short   within 2 – 5 years 
Medium   within 6 – 10 years 
Long   10 to 15 years 
Ongoing   required on a regular basis 
As needed  required on an ‘as needs’ basis 
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MANAGEMENT ACTION: 1(c) Design ‘seawalls with walkway’ 
DESIRED OUTCOME: 
Standardised seawall design(s) and/or design objectives, will provide for: 

• a specified longshore alignment; 
• a specified design life and level of engineered, coastal hazard protection; 
• two public beach accesses (in addition to Manfred St); 
• a public alongshore walkway as per the WRL concept (refer Figure 18); 
• incorporation of  existing structures where appropriate; and 
• adaptation of the structure in accordance with the principles below. 

 
Adaptation principles shall be incorporated into the seawall design to accommodate 
uncertainties concerning climate and coastal, physical and ecological processes, including 
climate change and the impacts that may arise from the works. To achieve this, the design will 
provide for maintenance, potential upgrade, modification and/or potential removal of the works 
and rectification of the beach. 

 
DESCRIPTION OF TASK: 
Development of the seawall design will include the following sub-actions: 
 

1) Stakeholder consultation and collaboration. 
2) Longshore alignment of seawall developed, as per the outcomes detailed above. 
3) Development of a standardised, adaptable seawall design and/or design objectives as 

per the outcomes detailed above. 
 

Lead organisation 1 - 3 BSC and private landowners 
Support organisation NSW Government (DPE) 

 
Cost estimate $1,074,375 

 
Potential funding Private landowners  

BSC 
NSW Government (Coastal Management Program) 
 

Timing# 1 Immediate 
2 Short 
3 Short 
 

Priority High 
KPIs Stakeholders engaged and parties collaborate. 

Longshore alignment developed and agreed as per specified 
outcomes. 
Standardised seawall design and/or objectives developed and 
agreed, in accordance with specified outcomes. 
Standardised seawall design adopted by stakeholders and 
incorporated into development applications. 

Most relevant 
Management 
Objective(s)  

MO2 
MO6 
 

# Timing 
Immediate  within 1 year 
Short   within 2 – 5 years 
Medium   within 6 – 10 years 
Long   10 to 15 years 
Ongoing   required on a regular basis 
As needed  required on an ‘as needs’ basis 
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MANAGEMENT ACTION: 1(d) Develop planning and development controls and 
conditions for ‘seawalls with walkway’ 
DESIRED OUTCOME: 
Planning and development controls and conditions shall provide for: 

• maintenance and adaptation* of the seawall in response to physical/environmental 
conditions and established triggers. 

• satisfactory arrangements for the mitigation of impacts from works e.g. increased 
erosion of the beach or adjacent land. 

 
*Adaptation principles include providing for: maintenance, potential upgrade, 
modification and/or potential removal of the works and rectification of the beach. 

DESCRIPTION OF TASK: 
The provision of seawall planning and development controls and conditions will require the 
following sub-actions for implementation: 
 

1) Review relevant legislation, state planning policies and directions. 
2) Prepare and incorporate development controls and conditions into relevant planning 

instruments / corporate documents. 
3) Apply controls and conditions e.g. through the development application and approvals 

process (links to action (e)). 
 

Lead organisation 1 - 4 BSC and private landowners 
 

Support organisation NSW Government (DPE) 
 

Cost estimate (capital) Expert advice 
$25,000 

 
Cost estimate 
(operational) 

BSC staff 
 

$25,000 
Potential funding BSC 

 
Timing# 1-2 Short 

3 Ongoing 
4 As needed 
 

Priority High 
 

KPIs Development controls prepared, if required, and incorporated into 
planning instruments / materials. 
Development controls, if required, applied to coastal protection 
works. 
High level of compliance, limited need for enforcement. 
 

Most relevant 
Management 
Objective(s)  

MO2 
MO6 
 

#Timing 
Immediate  within 1 year 
Short   within 2 – 5 years 
Medium   within 6 – 10 years 
Long   10 to 15 years 
Ongoing   required on a regular basis 
As needed  required on an ‘as needs’ basis 
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MANAGEMENT ACTION: 1(e) Construct ‘seawalls with walkway’– incorporating two 
public beach accesses (plus the Manfred Street access) and dune revegetation works. 
DESIRED OUTCOME: 
 
Construct seawalls with walkway at Belongil Beach, including public alongshore walkway and 
two public beach accesses (in addition to Manfred Street), in accordance with approved 
design(s). 
 
Dune revegetation works and ongoing maintenance. 
 
DESCRIPTION OF TASK: 
 
The provision of the works will require the following sub-actions for implementation: 
 

1) Expert advice obtained, conduct necessary investigations concerning impacts to coastal 
processes and the environment, as required under the Environmental Planning and 
Assessment Act 1979, approvals sought and confirmed, relevant planning controls and 
conditions applied to works (links to action (d)). 

2) Construction of seawalls, including public alongshore walkway and beach accesses. 
3) Dune revegetation works, using the methods and techniques described in the ‘Coastal 

Dune Management: A Manual of Coastal Dune Management and Rehabilitation 
Techniques (Department of Land and Water Conservation, 2001). 

4) Ongoing monitoring and maintenance of seawalls, including public alongshore walkway 
and beach accesses (links to action (a) through (d)). 

 
Lead organisation 1 – 3 Private landowners, BSC, Crown 

 
Support organisation NSW Government (DPE) 

 
Cost estimate 
(planning approvals) 

7.5% of seawall construction costs 
Total $1,074,375 

Cost estimate 
(capital)* 
 
*based on WRL 
preliminary design, 
excludes Manfred St 

i) Seawalls with walkway  $ 14,325,000 
ii) Beach accesses x 2 (new)  $     200,000 
iii) Dune re-vegetation   $     573,000 
 

Total $15,098,000 

Maintenance and 
recurrent cost (per 
year) estimate 

i) Seawalls with walkway (1%)  $127,800 
ii) Maintain beach accesses x 3 (2.5%) $        $7,500 
iii) Dune maintenance and reveg.(5%) $        31,950 
 

Total $167,250 
Potential funding Private landowners  

BSC 
NSW Government (Coastal Management Program) 
Crown 
 

Timing# 1 Short 
2 Short 
3 Ongoing 

Priority  
Location Belongil Beach precinct (Border Street to northern most private 

property) 
KPIs Approvals obtained. 

Seawalls constructed and design objectives met. 
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MANAGEMENT ACTION: 1(e) Construct ‘seawalls with walkway’– incorporating two 
public beach accesses (plus the Manfred Street access) and dune revegetation works. 

Dunes revegetated. 
Seawalls are adequately maintained and/or adapted. 

Most relevant 
Management 
Objective(s) 

MO1 
MO2 
MO5 
MO6 
MO7 

#Timing 
Immediate  within 1 year 
Short   within 2 – 5 years 
Medium   within 6 – 10 years 
Long   10 to 15 years 
Ongoing   required on a regular basis 
As needed  required on an ‘as needs’ basis 
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MANAGEMENT ACTION: 1(f) Revise and update coastal hazard land use and 
development planning controls – providing for adaptation of development. 
DESIRED OUTCOME: 
Coastal hazard land use and development planning controls will be revised and updated, 
providing for the minimisation of residual coastal hazard risks through the potential adaptation of 
development.  
 
In this context, adaptation of development shall mean providing for the potential relocation 
and/or removal of development in response to coastal hazards and dynamic 
physical/environmental conditions e.g. the landward movement of the erosion escarpment, or, 
where relevant, the damage, loss or removal of approved coastal protection works.  
 
Controls shall facilitate the potential relocation and/or removal of development through 
consideration of elements such as structure design, materials and spatial dimensions. 
 
The review and update of coastal hazard land use and development planning controls will also 
consider: 

• current controls and conditions with respect to coastal hazards; 
• state government coastal management and planning framework; 
• contemporary coastal hazard assessment including the Hazard Study Update (BMT 

WBM, 2013). 
 

DESCRIPTION OF TASK: 
The review of coastal hazard planning controls will require the following sub-actions for 
implementation: 
 

1) Review relevant legislation, state planning policies and directions, currentBSC planning 
controls and ‘best practice’ elsewhere. 

2) Develop and prepare new controls etc. 
3) Audit development activity against existing and proposed controls. 
4) Report to council and/or state government, undertake public consultation. 
5) Make necessary amendments to EPIs and other documents, brief / train relevant BSC 

staff. 
 

Lead organisation BSC 
 

Support organisation NSW Government (DPE) 
 

Cost estimate (capital) Expert advice 
Total $ 25,000 

Cost Estimate 
(operational) 

BSC staff 
Total $25,000  

 
Potential Funding BSC 

 
Timing# Immediate 
Priority High 
Location Belongil Beach precinct (Border Street to northern most private 

property) 
KPIs Review undertaken. 

Consultation undertaken. 
New controls and provisions incorporated into EPIs and relevant 
documents. 
Staff briefed and applying provisions correctly. 
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MANAGEMENT ACTION: 1(f) Revise and update coastal hazard land use and 
development planning controls – providing for adaptation of development. 

 
Most relevant 
Management 
Objective(s) 

MO1 
MO2 
MO5 
MO6 
MO7 

#Timing 
Immediate  within 1 year 
Short   within 2 – 5 years 
Medium   within 6 – 10 years 
Long   10 to 15 years 
Ongoing   required on a regular basis 
As needed  required on an ‘as needs’ basis 
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MANAGEMENT ACTION: 1(g) Compliance and enforcement. 
DESIRED OUTCOME: 
 
To ensure that the planning controls and conditions that have been developed and adopted by 
Council, at action 1(d) and 1(f), are complied with appropriately, so that the outcomes at action 
1(d) and 1(f) are achieved. 
 
This action has application to all coastal areas of the BBE, noting action (3). 
 
DESCRIPTION OF TASK: 
 
Compliance and enforcement may be undertaken in two main ways: 

1) Proactive – education and community engagement, audit of development activity, site 
inspections, reporting and notification, potential legal action. 

2) Reactive – development certification processes, responding to complaints, reporting and 
notification, potential enforcement action. 
 

Lead organisation BSC 
 

Support organisation  
 

Cost estimate 
(operational) 
-for all coastal hazard 
risk areas of the BBE 

Total $100,000 p.a. 

Potential Funding BSC 
 

Timing# Ongoing 
 

Priority High 
 

Location Belongil Beach precinct (Border Street to northern most private 
property) 

KPIs Planning controls and conditions are complied with. 
 

Most relevant 
Management 
Objective(s) 

MO1 
MO2 
MO3 
MO4 
MO5 
MO6 
MO8 
MO9 
MO10 
MO11 

 
#Timing 
Immediate  within 1 year 
Short   within 2 – 5 years 
Medium   within 6 – 10 years 
Long   10 to 15 years 
Ongoing   required on a regular basis 
As needed  required on an ‘as needs’ basis 
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B3.6.2 Jonson Street Protection Works - Upgrade 
 
On 27 February 2014, Council resolved as follows: 
 

14-66 Resolved (relevant part only): 
1. That with respect to the report “Investigating the Redesign of Jonson Street Protection 
works”, as contained in Annexure 12, #E2014/8731, Council: 
 
a) Re-confirm its commitment to protecting the Byron Bay town centre through the 
provision of coastal protection works at Jonson Street, Byron Bay. 
 
b) Adopt the final report, including the recommended alternative option of upgrading the 
rock revetment protection works with stepped concrete seawall and removing the spur 
groynes. 
 
c) Include as actions in the implementation schedule of the draft Coastal Zone 
Management Plan for the Byron Bay Embayment the following: 

(i) refining the consultant’s recommended design to incorporate a viewing and 
meeting platform area along the proposed rock revetment protection works; 
(ii) investigating funding sources to enable the detailed design approval, 
construction and ongoing maintenance of the proposed works. 
 

The endorsed concept design is depicted at Figure 20. 
 
The full report on the development of the upgrade and design, ‘Investigating the Re-Design of 
the Jonson Street Protection Works’ (WorleyParsons, 2014), is available on Council’s website. 
 
The project included agency and Councillor consultation, detailed at Chapter 5 of the report 
(WorleyParsons, 2014), and in Council Report No.13.5, Ordinary Meeting 27 February 2014. 
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Figure 20 Concept design upgrade Jonson St Protection Works – Council endorsed (Res 14-

66) rock revetment and stepped concrete seawall option (Figure 65, 
WorleyParsons, 2014) 
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Management Action 2: Jonson Street Protection Works - upgrade works, remove spur 
groynes and improve beach access and amenity, as per Council resolution 14 – 66, 
monitor impacts. 
DESIRED OUTCOME: 
 
In accordance with Resolution 16-169 (Part 2(b)), the Jonson Street Protection Works will be 
upgraded, involving the removal of the spur groynes and improved beach access and amenity 
as per Council resolution 14 – 66, as well as the monitoring of impacts. 

DESCRIPTION OF TASK: 
 
The upgrade of the Jonson Street Protection Works will require the following sub-actions for 
implementation: 
 

1) Funding model - Investigate funds to construct and maintain the works, including 
identifying and confirming BSC funding source and commitment, as well as potential 
grant funding. 

2) Detailed design and approvals - refine the adopted design to incorporate a viewing and 
meeting platform area along the proposed works (res 14-66). 

3) Construction – noting this may occur in stages. 
4) Monitoring of impacts. 
5) Maintenance. 

 
Lead Organisation 1 – 5 BSC 

 
Support organisation 
 

NSW Government (DPE), Crown Lands 

Total capital cost 
estimate* 
 
 
*Figures from 
WorleyParsons (2014) 

 
a) Funding Model      $5,000 

 
Item 

Total $ 

b) Design and approvals    200,000 

c) Site establishment and dis-
establishment 85,000 
c) Rock revetment 2,809,120 
c) Concrete stepped seawall 

1,408,075 
c) Rock revetment toe protection 

   447,144 
c) Contingency 30% 

1,484,801 
Total 

$ 6,434,140 
 

Maintenance cost 
estimate 
 

d) Seawalls 1% $ 64,000 
d) Beach accesses $ 36,000 
 

$100,000 p.a. 
Potential Funding NSW Government (Coastal Management Program) 

BSC 
Crown Lands 

Timing# 1 Short term 
2 Short term 
3 – 4 Medium term 
5 Ongoing 
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Management Action 2: Jonson Street Protection Works - upgrade works, remove spur 
groynes and improve beach access and amenity, as per Council resolution 14 – 66, 
monitor impacts. 
Location Eastern end Jonson Street, Byron Bay 

 
KPIs Detailed design completed 

Funding and approvals obtained 
Upgrade constructed 
Monitoring and maintenance 
 

Most relevant 
Management 
Objective(s) 

MO1 
MO2 
MO5 
MO6 
 

 
#Timing 
Immediate  within 1 year 
Short   within 2 – 5 years 
Medium   within 6 – 10 years 
Long   10 to 15 years 
Ongoing   required on a regular basis 
As needed  required on an ‘as needs’ basis  
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B3.6.3 Revise and update coastal hazard land use and development planning controls 

MANAGEMENT ACTION 3: Revise and update coastal hazard land use and development 
planning controls - for development at The Pass to Clarkes Beach, Main Beach, 
Cavvanbah (First Sun Caravan Park to Border Street), and North Beach, providing for 
adaptation of development. 
 
DESIRED OUTCOME: 
 
For development at The Pass to Clarkes Beach, Main Beach, Cavvanbah (First Sun  
Caravan Park to Border Street), and North Beach the existing coastal hazard planning 
provisions will be reviewed and updated, providing for the minimisation of coastal hazard risks 
through the potential adaptation of development. 
 
In this context, adaptation of development shall mean providing for the potential relocation 
and/or removal of development in response to coastal hazards and dynamic 
physical/environmental conditions e.g. the landward movement of the erosion escarpment, or, 
where relevant, the severe damage, loss or removal of approved coastal protection works.  
 
Controls shall facilitate the potential relocation and/or removal of development through 
consideration of elements such as structure design, materials and spatial dimensions. 
 
The review and update of coastal hazard land use and development planning controls will also 
consider: 

• current controls and conditions with respect to coastal hazards; 
• state government coastal management and planning framework; 
• contemporary coastal hazard assessment including the Hazard Study Update (BMT 

WBM, 2013). 
 
DESCRIPTION OF TASK: 
 
The review of coastal hazard planning controls will require the following sub-actions for 
implementation: 
 

1) Review relevant legislation, state planning policies and directions, current BSC planning 
controls and ‘best practice’ elsewhere. 

2) Develop and prepare new controls etc. 
3) Report to council and/or state government, undertake public consultation. 
4) Engage with key stakeholders e.g. NSW Crown Holiday Parks Trust and Department of 

Industry Lands on draft controls. 
5) Make necessary amendments to EPIs and other documents, brief / train relevant BSC 

staff. 
 

Lead organisation BSC 
 

Support organisation 
 

NSW Government (DPE) 

Cost Estimate 
(operational) 
 

$30,000 p.a. 

Potential Funding BSC 
 

Timing# 

 
Immediate 

Priority 
 

High 
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MANAGEMENT ACTION 3: Revise and update coastal hazard land use and development 
planning controls - for development at The Pass to Clarkes Beach, Main Beach, 
Cavvanbah (First Sun Caravan Park to Border Street), and North Beach, providing for 
adaptation of development. 
 
Location The Pass to Clarkes Beach, Main Beach, Cavvanbah (First Sun 

Caravan Park to Border Street), and North Beach 
KPIs Review undertaken. 

Consultation undertaken. 
New controls and provisions incorporated into EPIs. 
Staff briefed and applying provisions correctly. 
Provisions are minimising coastal hazard risk and providing for the 
adaptation of development. 
 

Most relevant 
Management 
Objective(s) 

MO1 
MO2 
MO5 
MO6 
MO7 

#Timing 
Immediate  within 1 year 
Short   within 2 – 5 years 
Medium   within 6 – 10 years 
Long   10 to 15 years 
Ongoing   required on a regular basis 
As needed  required on an ‘as needs’ basis 
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B3.6.4 Dune revegetation and ‘soft’ dune stabilisation 

MANAGEMENT ACTION 4: Dune revegetation and ‘soft’ dune stabilisation - for all 
precincts, as a ‘supporting’ coastal hazard risk management strategy. 
 
DESIRED OUTCOME: 
 
Recognising that sand dune systems are an integral part of the coastal environment and 
provide a reserve supply of sand for the action of waves during storms, this action aims to 
revegetate and restore the sand dune ecosystems of the BBE, using the methods and 
techniques described in the ‘Coastal Dune Management Manual’ (Department of Land and 
Water Conservation, 2001). 
 
NB This action specifically applies to Council managed areas only, however measures will be 
encouraged on coastal land under other land ownership arrangements, noting the various plans 
of management relevant to the BBE, as detailed at Part A (Section A1.5) may also contain dune 
revegetation and stabilisation actions to be carried out by other agencies, groups and private 
landowners. This action does not relate to the Belongil Beach area as dune revegetation is a 
separate sub-action of the Belongil Beach coastal hazard risk management strategy (refer 
B3.6.1). 
 
DESCRIPTION OF TASK: 
 
Dune revegetation and stabilisation will require the following sub-actions for implementation: 
 

1) Consult with stakeholders. 
2) Review current practices including updating relevant BSC Vegetation Management 

Plans. 
3) Implement works on an ongoing basis. 

 
Lead organisation BSC 

 
Support organisation 
 

Voluntary Dunecare groups 
 

Cost Estimate 
(operational) $20,000 p.a. 

Potential Funding BSC 
OEH 

Timing# Ongoing 
Priority 
 

High 

Location All precincts (except Belongil beach). 
 

KPIs Consultation undertaken. 
Review and updates undertaken. 
Implementation. 

Most relevant 
Management 
Objective(s) 

MO9 
MO1 
MO11 

#Timing 
Immediate  within 1 year 
Short   within 2 – 5 years 
Medium   within 6 – 10 years 
Long   10 to 15 years 
Ongoing   required on a regular basis 
As needed  required on an ‘as needs’ basis 
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B3.6.5 Emergency action sub plan for coastal erosion emergencies 
The cost estimate for implementing the EASP is $20,000 p.a. (operational). 
 
The emergency action sub plan specifies actions in the event of a coastal erosion emergency.  
Refer PART E of this CZMP for further details and implementation schedules. 
 

B3.6.6 Coastal hazard investigation Lighthouse Road and Captain Cook Car Park 
 
MANAGEMENT ACTION 6: Coastal hazard investigation Lighthouse Road and Captain 
Cook Car Park - investigation of future coastal hazard risks and bedrock levels at and 
adjacent to Lighthouse Road and Captain Cook Car Park. 
 
DESIRED OUTCOME: 
 
Greater understanding of the coastal hazard vulnerability of Lighthouse Road and Captain Cook 
Car Park, to facilitate the consideration of an appropriate management response in the future. 
 
DESCRIPTION OF TASK: 
 
The investigation will require the following sub-actions for implementation: 

1) Source and confirm funding. 
2) Investigate bedrock surface using ground penetrating radar technique or similar. 
3) Investigate potential coastal erosion hazard. 
4) Consider management options, develop management recommendation and costings. 

 
Lead organisation BSC 

 
Support organisation 
 

NSW Government (National Parks) 
 

Cost Estimate (capital) 
 $35,000 p.a. 

Potential Funding BSC 
OEH (Coastal Management Program) 
 

Timing# 

 
Medium 

Priority 
 

Low 

Location Lighthouse Road and Captain Cook Car Park 
 

KPIs Investigation undertaken 
Management recommendation and costings prepared. 
Management recommendation and associated budget endorsed by 
Council. 

Most relevant 
Management 
Objective(s) 

 

#Timing 
Immediate  within 1 year 
Short   within 2 – 5 years 
Medium   within 6 – 10 years 
Long   10 to 15 years 
Ongoing   required on a regular basis 
As needed  required on an ‘as needs’ basis 
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B3.6.7 Action 7 Coastal hazard investigation Marine Parade, Wategos Beach 
 
MANAGEMENT ACTION 7: Coastal hazard investigation Marine Parade, Wategos Beach - 
investigation of future coastal hazard risks (inundation) and integrity of existing ad hoc 
coastal protection works at, Wategos Beach. 
 
DESIRED OUTCOME: 
 
Greater understanding of the coastal hazard vulnerability of Marine Parade, to facilitate the 
consideration of appropriate management response in the future. 
 
DESCRIPTION OF TASK: 
 
The investigation will require the following sub-actions for implementation: 

1) Source and confirm funding. 
2) Investigate potential coastal inundation hazard. 
3) Investigate bedrock surface using ground penetrating radar technique or similar. 
4) Investigate structural integrity of seawall / protective structures. 
5) Consider management options, develop management recommendation and costings. 

 
Lead organisation BSC 

 
Support organisation 
 

NSW Government (National Parks) 
 

Cost Estimate (capital) 
 $35,000 p.a. 

Potential Funding BSC 
OEH (Coastal Management Program) 
 

Timing# 

 
Short 

Priority 
 

Low 

Location Wategos Beach 
 

KPIs Investigation undertaken 
Management recommendation and costings prepared. 
Management recommendation and associated budget endorsed by 
Council. 

Most relevant 
Management 
Objective(s) 

 

#Timing 
Immediate  within 1 year 
Short   within 2 – 5 years 
Medium   within 6 – 10 years 
Long   10 to 15 years 
Ongoing   required on a regular basis 
As needed  required on an ‘as needs’ basis 
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B3.6.8 Monitor coastal processes and impacts on North Beach. 
 
MANAGEMENT ACTION 8: Monitor coastal processes and impacts on North Beach. 
 
DESIRED OUTCOME: 
 
An improved understanding of the coastal processes occurring in the vicinity of the Belongil 
Creek mouth and the shorebird habitat / nesting area, and the impacts (physical, ecological) 
that may occur there as a result of coastal protection works updrift of the area. 
 
The identification of appropriate management and mitigation measures by the owner of 
Elements of Byron and the potential submission of applications to address impacts. 
 
DESCRIPTION OF TASK: 
 
This action will be undertaken as part of the Belongil Beach strategy – action B3.6.1 (b). 
Lead organisation BSC 

Private landowners 
 

Support organisation 
 

NSW Government (National Parks) 
 

Cost Estimate 
 - costs included in action B3.6.1 (b)   

Potential Funding BSC 
OEH (Coastal Management Program) 
 

Timing# 

 
Short 

Priority 
 

High 

Location Belongil Creek / North Beach 
 

KPIs Data collected. 
Analysis undertaken. 
Data is used to inform decision making and potential impact 
mitigation strategies. 
 

Most relevant 
Management 
Objective(s) 

MO9 

 
 
#Timing 
Immediate  within 1 year 
Short   within 2 – 5 years 
Medium   within 6 – 10 years 
Long   10 to 15 years 
Ongoing   required on a regular basis 
As needed  required on an ‘as needs’ basis 
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B3.6.9 Coastal Hazards Risk Management Strategies - financial summary 
Table 10 Coastal Hazard Risk Management Strategies, summary financial implications (capital estimates), assuming hypothetical private/public  
  funding model  (WRL, 2016) but that Crown Lands do not participate in funding the coastal hazard risk management strategy for Main  
  Beach (JSPW) or Jetty Site (Belongil) 
 
Coastal Area Action 

Number 
Sub Action  Landowners ($)   Council  

($)  
 Estimated Total 

 ($)  
Timing1 

Belongil 1a) Funding Model (private/public)                   200,000  200,000  Immediate 

Belongil 1b) Monitoring* 40,000 10,000                   50,000  Immediate 
Belongil 1c) Design 'seawalls with walkway'** 913,219  161,156            1,074,375  Immediate 

Belongil 1d) 
Planning and development controls and 
conditions for 'seawalls with walkway'   25,000                   25,000  Short 

Belongil 1e)i) 
Construct 'seawalls with walkway'** (955 
m x $15,000) includes contingency 20% 12,150,000 2,175,000          14,325,000  Short 

Belongil 1e)ii) 
Construct 'seawalls with walkway'** - 
beach accesses x 2   200,000                200,000  Short 

Belongil 1e)iii) Dune revegetation 486,000 87,000               573,000  Short 

Belongil 1f) 

Revise and update coastal hazard land 
use and development planning controls – 
expert advice  25,000 25,000 Immediate 

Main Beach 2b) JSPW Detailed design and approvals   200,000                200,000  Short 

Main Beach 2c) 
JSPW Construction – noting this may 
occur in stages   6,234,140            6,234,140  Medium 

The Pass 6) Investigation Lighthouse Rd   35,000                  35,000  Long 
Wategos 7) Investigation Wategos Pde   35,000                  35,000  Long 

  

 
Total             13,589,219  9,387,296          22,976,515    
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Table 11 Coastal Hazard Risk Management Strategies, summary financial implications (operational estimates), assuming hypothetical private/public 
  funding model (WRL, 2016) but that Crown Lands do not participate in funding the coastal hazard risk management strategies for Main  
  Beach (JSPW) or Jetty Site (Belongil) 
  
Coastal 
Area 

Action 
Number 

Sub Action  Landowners 
($)  

 Council  
($)  

Estimated 
 ($)  

Timing2 

All (except 
Belongil) 3) Revise and update coastal hazard planning controls   

                              
30,000  

                           
30,000  Immediate 

All (except 
Belongil) 4) Dune revegetation and ‘soft’ dune stabilisation   

                              
20,000  

                           
20,000 p.a. Ongoing 

Belongil 1f) 
Revise and update coastal hazard land use and development planning 
controls   

                              
25,000  

                           
25,000  Immediate 

Belongil 1d) 
Develop planning and development controls and conditions for ‘seawalls 
with walkway’  20,000 20,000 Immediate 

All 5) Implement Emergency Action Sub Plan (Part E)   
                              

20,000  
                           

20,000 p.a. Ongoing 

Belongil 1b) 1b) Monitoring* 
                           

24,000  
                                

6,000  
                           

30,000 p.a. Ongoing 

Belongil 1e)i) Maintain 'seawalls with walkway' (1%) 
                         

102,240  
                              

25,560  
                        

127,800 p.a. Ongoing 

Belongil 1e)ii) Maintain 'seawalls with walkway' - public beach accesses x 3 (2.5%)   
                              

7,500  
                           

7,500 p.a. Ongoing 

Belongil 1e)iii) Ongoing dune revegetation (Belongil) 
                           

25,560  
                                

6,390  
                        

31,950 p.a. Ongoing 

Main Beach 2a) JSPW Funding model / grant application 
                                  

5,000  
                             

5,000  Short 

Jon St 2d) JSPW Monitoring and maintenance 
                              

100,000  
                        

100,000 p.a. Ongoing 

All 1g) Coastal hazard - compliance and enforcement 
                              

100,000  
                        

100,000 p.a. Ongoing 
 
Note: Please note that some of these costs are on-off, those that are ongoing, annual costs are identified (p.a.)  
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Notes to Tables: 
Table 10: 
* Monitoring 1(b) based on hypothetical private/public funding model based on beach frontage (m), includes Manfred St = 1065 m:  

• Private property: 850 m or 80%,  
• Council (and Crown) frontage: 215 m or 20%, 
•  

 
** Capital works 1(c) and (e) based on hypothetical private/public funding model based on beach frontage (m), excludes Manfred St = 1065-110 = 55m):  

• Private property: 810 m or 85%,  
• Council (and Crown) frontage: 145 m or 15% 

 
 
Table 10 and11: 
1. Timing - refer table below: 
 
Timing   Timeframe 

  
 Budget Years 

 Immediate   1 - 2 years  2016/17 - 2017/2018 
 Short   2 – 5 years  2017/18 - 2020/2021 
 Medium   6 – 10 years  2021/2022 - 2025/2026 

 Long   10 to 15 years  2026/2027 - 2030/2031 
 Ongoing    required on a regular basis  
 As needed   required on an ‘as needs’ basis  
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Appendix 1  Key analyses undertaken in Coastal Hazard 
Management Study Byron Bay Embayment  
(WRL, 2016) 

 
The Management Study process canvassed a range of technically feasible management 
options in the early parts of the study, and these were overviewed and explained to the 
community at a workshop.  
 
The key findings from the consultation activities undertaken as part of the Management Study 
(WRL, 2016), are summarised at Table 1. The table also depicts the alignment of the key 
consultation findings with the Coastal Management Principles (refer Part A of the CZMP). 
 
A number of options were discarded as a result of the Management Study process, reflecting on 
the technical feasibility assessment in conjunction with the community consultation. These 
discarded options are documented at Table 2. 
 
Remaining feasible options were subject to a preliminary ‘reasonableness assessment’ by the 
consultant. Refer Table 3. 
 
The results of the community consultation and the reasonableness assessment were presented 
to Councillors at a workshop. Subsequently, Council short-listed four management options for 
economic assessment (Res 14-124). The Office of Environment and Heritage also introduced a 
fifth option for economic assessment and further investigation at a later workshop. The options 
that progressed to the economic assessment were as follows: 
 

1. Planned Retreat (public/private) 
2. Groyne + seawall + nourishment 
3. End control + seawall + nourishment 
4. End control + seawall + no nourishment 
5. Adaptive Management Protection Scheme (seawall + groyne(s) + small scale beach 

nourishment) 
 

The results of the economic assessment, or cost benefit analysis (CBA) are provided at Table 4 
and the base case assumptions that underpin Table 4 are included at Table 5.  
 
The Management Study also incorporated an economic ‘distribution analysis’, to determine the 
distribution of the economic costs and benefits across key stakeholder groups within the 
community. This analysis was undertaken for all options using the following funding models: 

• Planned Retreat (public/private) – private landowners bear the costs/losses associated 
with properties purchased post1988. Council and the state government bear the 
costs/losses associated with properties purchased pre 1988. 

• Protective options (options (2) to (5) – private landholders pay for works based on their 
proportion of beach frontage, Council and state government pay for works based on their 
proportion of public land. The results of the distribution analysis are at Table 6. 

 
The short-listed options were also subject to a preliminary environmental assessment by the 
consultant. This assessment process is summarised at Table 7. 

 
The short-listed options were also subject to consideration in terms of the Coastal Management 
Principles (OEH, 2013). The results of this analysis are at Table 8. 
 
Reflecting on the totality of the analysis conducted as part of the Management Study, the 
consultant prepared a management study recommendation. The Executive Summary from the 
Management Study documents the results of this consideration, refer Appendix 2. 

 



 

Table 1  Summary of major findings and alignment from the community consultation (Table 6.1, Umwelt in WRL, 2016) 
 

Survey – Strong Positive Views Workshop – Strong Positive Views Submissions – Strong Positive Views 
• Overwhelming support for maintaining a healthy 

ocean environment, with clean water and lots of 
marine species. 

• Strong support for maintaining safe access to and 
along at least one sandy beach, for a wide range of 
people. 

• The important contribution that the combination of 
natural beauty, safe access and beach amenity 
makes to the economy of Byron Bay, by attracting 
visitors, as well as supporting the lifestyle of local 
people. 

• The coastal landscape is a dynamic and changing 
place, with many moods and varying condition. 

• Management options should give priority to 
protecting beach amenity and the beauty of the 
coastline. 

• Beach visual and recreational amenity (sandy 
beach landscape, with rocky headlands) should be 
maintained. 

• Robust monitoring and reporting of coastal 
condition is essential (Coastal Zone Management 
Principle 3). 

• Community involvement in coastal management 
processes and activities is important (Coastal Zone 
Management Principle 3).  

• Clear policy and planning guidance for landholders, 
including clear processes, triggers and timeframes 
for how/when coastal management strategies will 
change would be well received (Coastal Zone 
Management Principles 3, 4, 6 and 7). 

• Existing ‘temporary’ protection works for public 
access ways and public land should be maintained 

• A visually attractive, accessible coastline is valued 
by everyone as part of the lifestyle of the area. 

• A willingness to share costs if benefits are also 
shared. Landholders whose property is affected by 
immediate and mid-term coastal erosion hazard 
indicated a willingness to pay for coastal protection 
works for their property. They do not expect 
Council to pay for these works. 

• The State government should make a significant 
contribution to the management of coastal hazards 
at Byron Bay Embayment. 

• Participants favoured a whole of embayment 
solution, one that makes sense and is equitable for 
all beaches and residents in the embayment. 

• There was strong support for flexible combinations 
of options (such as sea wall, plus nourishment, plus 
end control structure). Adaptive pathways were 
viewed positively (Coastal Zone Management 
Principles 6 and 7). 

• Not all beaches within the embayment have to 
provide all values, all the time. 

• Participants considered that Council should look for 
ways to design/manage coastal planning and 
protection works to maintain multiple community 
values (social and ecological) (Coastal Zone 
Management Principles 4, 8, 9). 

• Costs and benefits of all options need detailed 
scrutiny and testing of assumptions. Economic 
issues are important but not the only factor in 
getting the best outcome for the community. 

• Solutions should consider benefit and impacts on 
the open coast but also on sensitive habitats and 

• The need to work with nature but also 
acknowledge the history of existing development 
and community in the embayment. 

• The value of a staged approach, involving a hybrid 
of protection options, which could be adapted over 
time (Coastal Zone Management Principles 6 and 
7). 

• A consistent approach for the whole embayment, 
particularly applying robust logic to decisions for 
both Main Beach and Belongil Beach. 

• Council should not move away from its previously 
stated planned retreat policy. 

• Management choices should maintain the 
reputation of the Byron Bay Embayment as a place 
of natural beauty which provides outstanding 
beach recreation opportunities for locals and 
visitors (Coastal Zone Management Principles 8, 9 
and 10). 

• Implications of all options for public safety need to 
be further explored. 

 



 

Survey – Strong Positive Views Workshop – Strong Positive Views Submissions – Strong Positive Views 
until appropriate permanent protection works can 
be established. 

• Private landholders should be able to maintain 
private protection works, and potentially construct 
more permanent protection works, but the broader 
community and Council are not responsible for 
costs. 

• Existing development in coastal hazard areas 
should be allowed to continue, but no new 
development that increases risk should be allowed 
in high hazard areas (100 year hazard lines). 

• The State government should make a significant 
contribution to the cost of coastal zone 
management in this locality (Coastal Zone 
Management Principle 5). 

• Private landholders should take responsibility for 
their decision to locate in coastal hazard zones. 
 

assets in the Belongil Creek estuary (Coastal Zone 
Management Principles 4, 8). 

Survey – Strong Disappointment Workshop – Strong Negative Views Submissions – Strong Disagreement 
• Coastal protection works should be installed 

regardless of the detriment to beach amenity, 
which underpins the local economy. 

• The cost of protection of private property should be 
shared across the community with a rate levy. 

• Council should be responsible for buy back of 
private coastal properties affected by coastal 
hazards. 

• If beach nourishment is needed to maintain a 
sandy beach landscape, it should not come from 
within the marine park. 

• In this mixed group of stakeholders, Planned 
Retreat of part of the Byron community/township 
was not favoured, primarily because of social and 
economic factors. 

• The consequences of most options are relative 
unknowns/uncertain for residents and they do not 
understand the consequences of implementation of 
key management options. 

• Submissions opposed to Planned Retreat 
expressed the view that it was not fair that to date 
Council had taken the view that it would protect 
(and allow protection of) assets at Main Beach, but 
not those at Belongil, even if costs were shared. 

• Submissions in favour of planned retreat at 
Belongil Beach expressed a strong view that no-
one could be in any doubt about Council’s position, 
since 1988. Affected landholders do not accept this 
position (and certainly do not accept the DCP as 
the only relevant instrument). 

 
 
 

 



 

Table 2 Unfeasible or marginally feasible coastal hazard management options for areas with existing development under threat prior to 2050 
(Table 25.1, WRL, 2016) 

 

Option 
Category Option Sub-Option Basis for Unfeasibility 

Changing the 
Likelihood 

Coastal or flood protection works (short or long 
term) 

Henkelriff System (interlocking 
concrete units placed on the bed of 
the ocean) 

There is no available design guidance and no known 
applications on the open coast. 

Coastal or flood protection works (short or long 
term) 

Foil System (aerofoil shaped 
structures constructed offshore) 

There is no available design guidance and no known 
applications on the open coast. 

Coastal or flood protection works (short or long 
term) 

Permeable Groynes There are no long-lasting permeable groynes on 
marine coastlines in Australia or worldwide.  
Furthermore, there are problems associated with 
damage to these structures from wave impacts 
(Coghlan et al, 2013). 

Coastal or flood protection works (short or long 
term) 

Permeable Offshore Breakwaters 
(i.e. floating breakwaters, skirt 
breakwaters, wavescreen 
breakwaters) 

Only suitable for low wave energy environments; 
they are susceptible to storm damage and their 
performance is tuned to a narrow range of wave 
periods. 

Coastal or flood protection works (short or long 
term) 
Nourishment 

Nourishment  
Seawall 

Marginally feasible.  Imported sand would be “lost” 
without an end control groyne or groyne field. 

Coastal or flood protection works (short or long 
term) 
Nourishment 

Nourishment  
Offshore Breakwaters (Emergent) 

Marginally feasible.  Imported sand would be “lost” 
without an end control groyne or groyne field. 

Coastal or flood protection works (short or long 
term) 
Nourishment 

Nourishment  
Offshore Breakwaters (Submerged 
Reef) 

Marginally feasible.  Imported sand would be “lost” 
without an end control groyne or groyne field. 

Nourishment Nourishment Alone Marginally feasible.  Imported sand would be “lost” 
without an end control groyne or groyne field. 

Beach Scraping N/A Insufficient sand available.  Most suited for isolated 
low points. 

Beach Dewatering N/A Beach dewatering systems are only suitable for low 
wave energy environments (if ever).  They are 
susceptible to storm damage and they do not provide 
adequate protection from storm erosion (Mariani, 
2012). 

 



 

Option 
Category Option Sub-Option Basis for Unfeasibility 

Re-vegetation programs (e.g. dunes) Dune Re-vegetation Alone Insufficient sand to be standalone measure. 
Re-vegetation programs (e.g. dunes) Planting of coastal vegetation (i.e. 

seagrasses, salt marshes and 
mangroves) 

Insufficient sand to be standalone measure.  This 
option is only suitable for low wave energy 
environments such as estuaries and deep 
embayments and would provide little beach 
erosion/recession protection on the open coast 
(Mariani, 2012). 

Compliance action relating to illegal works on 
beaches 

N/A This option is a necessary part of BBE foreshore 
management for safety reasons but it is not relevant 
to mitigating long term coastal hazards. 

Cliff and slope stabilisation works N/A Only suitable for mitigating the hazard of coastal 
cliffs instability. 

Changing the 
Consequence 

Catch walls N/A This option is unfeasible as does not mitigate the 
hazard of beach erosion/recession. 

Access control N/A This option is only suitable for mitigating the hazard 
of coastal cliffs instability, or as interim management 
of erosion or inundation. 

Public education N/A This option is a necessary part of BBE foreshore 
management but it is not relevant to mitigating long 
term coastal hazards. 

Sharing the 
Risk with 
Another Party 

Insurance N/A Insurance against the primary coastal hazards within 
the BBE (beach erosion/recession and coastal 
inundation) is not generally available in Australia. 

Retaining the 
Risk by 
Informed 
Decision 

Emergency management (including monitoring 
and warning) 

N/A This option is a necessary part of BBE foreshore 
management for safety reasons but it is not relevant 
to mitigating long term coastal hazards. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

Table 3 Reasonableness assessment - Preliminary positives and negatives of 12 feasible management options (Table 7.1, WRL, 2016). 
 
 

Main Factors Economic Social Environmental 
 

Policy 
 

 Hybrid: Seawall + Nourishment + End Control Structure 

Positives Staged protection and 
amenity 

BCR 3 to 8 High certainty and 
performance 
High protection 
High amenity 
Potential surf break 
Popular for walking 

Natural erosion accretion 
Dune restoration 
Preservation of mangroves 
and bird habitat 

Multiple objectives 
and staged 
Soft component 
Enhanced access 

Negatives Expense of three options High cost Public safety Disturbance Permit to access 
sand 
Off site impacts 
Hard structures 

 Hybrid: Seawall + Nourishment + Groynes 

Positives Staged protection and 
amenity  
Reduced sand requirement 

BCR 3 to 7 
Reduced nourishment 
needed 

High certainty and 
performance 
High protection 
High amenity 
Potential surf break 
Popular for walking 

Natural erosion accretion 
Dune restoration 
Preservation of mangroves 
and bird habitat 

Multiple objectives 
and staged 
Soft component 
Enhanced access 

Negatives Expense of three options High cost Public safety Disturbance Permit to access 
sand 
Off site impacts 
Hard structures 

 Hybrid: Nourishment + Groynes 

Positives Sand protection buffer, 
amenity, surfing 

BCR 2 to 5 
Reduced nourishment 
needed 

Mod certainty and 
performance 
High amenity  
Some protection  
Potential surf break 
Popular for walking 
 

Natural erosion accretion 
Dune restoration 
Preservation of mangroves 
and bird habitat 

Multiple objectives 
and staged 
Soft component 
Enhanced access 

 



 

 
Main Factors Economic Social Environmental 

 
Policy 

 
Negatives No structural protection Moderate to high cost 

Higher cost than single 
groyne 

Public safety 
Lower protection 

Disturbance Permit to access 
sand 
Off site impacts 
Hard structures 

 Nourishment + End Control 

Positives Natural beach without 
seawall 

BCR 2 to 6 Mod certainty and 
performance 
High amenity 
Some protection 
Potential surf break 
Popular for walking 

Natural erosion accretion 
Dune restoration 
Preservation of mangroves 
and bird habitat 

Multiple objectives 
Soft component 
Enhanced access 

Negatives Less physical protection Moderate to high cost Public safety 
Lower protection 

Disturbance Permit to access 
sand 
Off site impacts 
Hard structures 

 Hybrid: Nourishment + Groynes 

Positives Sand protection buffer, 
amenity, surfing  

BCR 2 to 5 
Reduced nourishment 
needed 

Mod certainty and 
performance 
High amenity  
Some protection 
Potential surf break 
Popular for walking 

Natural erosion accretion 
Dune restoration 
Preservation of mangroves 
and bird habitat 

Multiple objectives 
and staged 
Soft component 
Enhanced access 

Negatives No structural protection Moderate to high cost 
Higher cost than single 
groyne 

Public safety 
Lower protection 

Disturbance Permit to access 
sand 
Off site impacts 
Hard structures 

 Seawall Alone 

Positives High certainty of protection
   

BCR 3 to 7 High Protection 
Long life 
Builds on existing 
Status quo 
 

Habitat  

 



 

 
Main Factors Economic Social Environmental 

 
Policy 

 
Negatives Loss of beach amenity Moderate performance 

Moderate cost 
Low amenity subject to 
detailed design 

Off site recession 
Limits erosion-accretion 

Less consistent with  
Coastal Policy 1997 
Single objective, not 
staged 

 Groynes Alone 

Positives Natural processes shape 
coast at less cost 

BCR 3 to 8 
Low – mod performance  

Some protection 
Potential surf break 
Popular for walking 

Natural erosion accretion 
Dune restoration 
Preservation of mangroves 
and bird habitat 

Some objectives 

Negatives Less physical protection Moderate cost Some protection Off site recession Off site impacts 
Hard structures 
Not staged 

 Retreat (Private/Public Ownership) 

Positives Natural processes prevail 
Informed acceptance of 
hazards 

BCR 0.5 to 1.5 Some amenity Potential return to natural 
state 

Consistent with 
Coastal Policy 
1988, 2010 BSC 
DCP 
Staged 

Negatives Spatial and social limits High cost to govt. and 
landowners 
Replacement of 
infrastructure 
High litigation costs 

No protection 
Displaced landowners 
Social and spatial limits 

Substantial clean up needed 
Breakthrough of spit 

Single objective  
Legal challenges 

 Retreat (Public Ownership) 

Positives Natural processes prevail BCR 0.5 to 1.5 Some amenity Potential return to natural 
state 

Consistent with 
Coastal Policy 1997 
Staged 

Negatives Spatial and social limit 
High burden to tax/rate 
payers 

High cost to govt. 
Replacement of 
infrastructure 
High litigation costs 

No protection 
Displaced landowners 
Social and spatial limits 

Substantial clean up needed 
Breakthrough of spit 

Not consistent with 
1988, 2010 BSC 
DCP 
Single objective 
Legal challenges 

 



 

 
Main Factors Economic Social Environmental 

 
Policy 

 
 Retreat (Private Ownership) 

Positives Natural processes prevail BCR 0.5 to 1.5 Some amenity Potential return to natural 
state 

Consistent with 
Coastal Policy 1997 
Staged 

Negatives Spatial and social limits 
High burden to landholders 

High cost to landowners 
Replacement of 
infrastructure 
High litigation costs 

No protection 
Displaced landowners 
Social and spatial limits 

Substantial clean up needed 
Breakthrough of spit 

Not consistent with 
1988, 2010 BSC 
DCP 
Single objective 
Legal challenges 

 
 
Table 4 Summary of cost benefit analysis results (Table 12.1, WRL, 2016) 
 
  Net present value (NPV)* over planning 

period ($ million) 
Benefit Cost Ratio (BCR)* 

Option Description Best Estimate BSC Base Case Best Estimate BSC Base Case 
2 Planned retreat -28.26 -40.79 0.35 0.40 
3 Groyne Seawall Nourishment -23.13 11.62 0.56 1.22 
4 End Control Seawall Nourishment -16.45 15.88 0.63 1.36 
5 End control Seawall no Nourishment -2.10 25.15 0.92 1.91 
6 Adaptive management - all components -7.25 22.51 0.79 1.66 
6.1 Adaptive management- seawall only 7.24 31.94 1.42 2.87 
6.2 Adaptive management - Seawall + single groyne 5.19 31.86 1.26 2.59 
6.3 Adaptive management - Seawall + groyne field -3.76 24.42 0.87 1.82 
 
  

 



 

Table 5 Base case assumptions (Table 1 & Table 22, Appendix N, WRL, 2016) 
 
Factor Best estimate base case assumptions BSC base case assumptions 
Land values 2015 Valuer General figures 2015 Valuer General figures 
Discount rate 0.07 0.07 
Tourism – producer surplus 
adjustment 

Scaled by 0.3 Full value of tourism expenditure included 

Recession of beach Recedes to 50% availability over 35 years (from 80%) Recedes to 50% availability over 35 years (from 80%)# 
Marginal value of sand Constant benefit (18.75% initial improvement in tourism 

revenue), scaled by beach availability and effectiveness 
factor of each option 

Constant benefit (18.75% initial improvement in tourism 
revenue), scaled by beach availability and effectiveness 
factor of each option# 

Retreat implementation Year 0, all walls removed except Jonson St Year 0, all walls removed except Jonson St 
Buffer zone (20m) Buffer (20m) applied Buffer (20m) applied 
Proportion of property losses 
considered (based on owner-occupied 
ratio when <100%) 

55% 100% 

Property uplift facator Not applied Applied 
Manfred St Repaired at cost of $1m when breach occurs, only for 

retreat option, only for first 5 years. 
Repaired at cost if $1m when breach occurs, only for 
retreat option, only for first 5 years# 

 
# Not specified by BSC. Chosen based on consultant’s best estimate or advice from OEH. 

  

 



 

Table 6 Summary of distribution of benefits (%) under consultant and OEH base case assumptions (non-resident landowners added) (Table 
12.4, WRL, 2016) 

 
  Byron residents - 

recreation 
Tourists Belongil residents Belongil non-resident 

land owners 
Council (a) NSW 

Government (a) 
   Benefits in % 
1 Status Quo 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

2 Planned retreat 2.7% 34.2% 0.0% 0.0% 63.1% 0.0% 

3 Groyne Seawall 
Nourishment 

0.8% 10.5% 36.2% 29.6% 22.9% 0.0% 

4 End Control Seawall 
Nourishment 

0.7% 8.2% 37.2% 30.4% 23.6% 0.0% 

5 End control Seawall no 
Nourishment 

0.2% 3.1% 39.4% 32.3% 25.0% 0.0% 

6 Adaptive management - 
all components 

0.5% 5.6% 38.3% 31.4% 24.3% 0.0% 

6.1 Adaptive management- 
seawall only 

0.0% 0.0% 40.8% 33.4% 25.8% 0.0% 

6.2 Adaptive management - 
Seawall + single groyne 

0.2% 2.3% 39.8% 32.6% 25.2% 0.0% 

6.3 Adaptive management - 
Seawall + groyne field 

0.3% 3.9% 39.1% 32.0% 24.8% 0.0% 

Notes: (a) All protection options are likely to result in an additional NPV of rates revenue and land tax revenue (see below). 
  

 



 

Table 7 Summary of preliminary environmental assessment (from Chapter 13, WRL, 2016) 
 

Issue Precedent within Byron 
Shire Physical Impacts 

 
Ecological Impacts 

 
Retreat  • Substantial strengthening of 

dune needed to prevent 
breakthrough of river 

• May be a breakthrough of northern 
Belongil Spit. 

• Railway line and crossing may be lost 
under retreat.  

• Removal of road access to properties. 
Demolition and cleanup is likely to 
uncover substantial domestic and 
industrial waste. 

 

• Impacts of human visitation will persist. 
Breakthrough of Belongil Spit will impact 
Belongil Creek.  

Seawalls • Existing seawalls along 
Belongil, Jonson Street and 
Wategos Beach.  

• “End effects” when the beach erodes or 
recedes to the north of the structure.  

• Prevent alongshore access on the sand 
during eroded beaches, large waves 
and/or high tides.  

• Seawalls proposed for this project provide 
provision for a public promenade.  

 

• Presence of voids in a seawall can provide 
ecological habitat  

Groynes  • Similar structures called 
breakwaters in NSW. Byron 
Shire has groynes in Jonson 
Street and medium sized river 
training walls at Brunswick 
Heads.  

 

• Generally stabilise land to the south and 
recede land to the north. Recession can 
be positive as it may uncover reef 
systems previously buried in sand.  

• Alter water levels and ecology in the creek.  
• Alter ecological habitat of a site which is 

otherwise sandy.  

Large Scale 
Nourishment  

• No previous works within NSW, 
but is regular on the Gold 
Coast.  

• Incident waves reaching the beach may 
be altered and change the shoreline, 
however it can be avoided with 
appropriate project design.  

• Increased turbidity at both the extraction 
and deposition sites, however, recent 
advances in dredging technology can 
reduce this impact.  

• Organisms living in extraction zone may be 
killed, and others living in the placement zone 
may be buried. 

• Placed sand may bury near shore reefs.  
• Careful project design can assist re-colonisation 

in extraction and placement areas.  
• Placement of nourishment sand is often less 

ecologically disruptive than normal surf zone 
processes.  

 

 



 

Issue Precedent within Byron 
Shire Physical Impacts 

 
Ecological Impacts 

 
Sand Transfer • Not presently undertaken 

within Byron Shire. 
• Beach scraping is undertaken 

annually in New Brighton.  
• Sand bypassing is undertaken 

at Tweed and Nerang River 
mouths, Currumbin and Noosa.  

• Extraction below water may cause local 
deepening, which is dangerous for 
swimmers. 

• Alter sand banks for surfing, however 
unsure if this will be positive or negative. 

• Sand bypassing from  
Tallow Beach may be undertaken with 
low environmental impacts. 

• Increased turbidity at deposition sites.  

• No negative ecological impacts from current 
New Brighton beach scraping. Possibly due to 
aggressive environment present within the surf 
zone and the relatively small extraction and 
deposition zone.  

 
 
Table 8 Consideration of short-listed management options in terms of compliance with the Coastal Management Principles (Table 14.1, WRL, 

2016) 
Principle from 
OEH (2013) 

Option 1 
Status Quo 

Option 2 
Planned Retreat 
(Public-Private) 

Option 3 
Groynes Seawall 
Nourishment 

Option 4 
End Control, 
Seawall, 
Nourishment 

Option 5 
End Control, 
Seawall, NO 
Nourishment 

Option 6 
Adaptive 
Management 

OEH Principle 1       
NSW Coastal 
Protection Act 
(CPA) Objectives 

      

CPA Section 3 (a) No Complies best Partly complies Partly complies Partly complies Partly complies 
CPA Section 3 (b) No No Complies Complies Complies Complies best 
CPA Section 3 (c) i No Complies best Partly complies Partly complies Partly complies Partly complies 
CPA Section 3 (c) ii No Partly complies Partly complies Partly complies Partly complies Complies best 
CPA Section 3 (c) iii Partly complies Partly complies Partly complies Partly complies Partly complies Complies best 
CPA Section 3 (c) iv Involved in consultation process, but unknown 
CPA Section 3 (d) Partly complies Complies best Complies Complies Complies Complies 
CPA Section 3 (e) No Partly complies No No No No 
CPA Section 3 (f) No Complies Complies Complies Complies Complies 
CPA Section 3 (g) No Complies Complies Complies Complies Complies 
CPA Section 3 (h) No Complies Complies best Complies Complies Complies 
CPA Section 3 (i) No Complies best Complies Complies No Complies 
       
NSW Coastal Policy       

 



 

Principle from 
OEH (2013) 

Option 1 
Status Quo 

Option 2 
Planned Retreat 
(Public-Private) 

Option 3 
Groynes Seawall 
Nourishment 

Option 4 
End Control, 
Seawall, 
Nourishment 

Option 5 
End Control, 
Seawall, NO 
Nourishment 

Option 6 
Adaptive 
Management 

(CP) goals 
CP Goal 1 No Complies best Complies Complies No Complies 
CP Goal 2 No Complies best Complies Complies No Complies 
CP Goal 3 No Complies best Complies Complies Complies Complies 
CP Goal 4 Partly complies No Complies best Complies Complies Complies 
CP Goal 5 No Complies best Partly complies Partly complies Partly complies Partly complies 
CP Goal 6 No No Complies best Complies Complies Complies 
CP Goal 7 Partly complies Complies best Partly complies Partly complies Partly complies Partly complies 
CP Goal 8 Complies Complies Complies Complies Complies Complies 
CP Goal 9 No Complies Complies Complies Complies Complies 
       
OEH Principle 2 No Complies best Partly complies Partly complies Partly complies Partly complies 
OEH Principle 3 No Complies Complies Complies Complies Complies 
OEH Principle 4 No Complies Complies Complies Complies Complies 
OEH Principle 5 Partly complies Partly complies Partly complies Partly complies Partly complies Partly complies 
OEH Principle 6 No Complies Complies Complies Complies Complies best 
OEH Principle 7 No Complies Complies Complies Complies Complies best 
OEH Principle 8 Partly complies Complies best Complies Complies Complies Complies 
OEH Principle 9 Partly complies Complies best Complies Complies Complies Complies 
OEH Principle 10 Partly complies Complies Complies Complies Complies Complies best 
       
TOTALS       
Total criteria 29 29 29 29 29 29 
No 20 3 1 1 4 1 
Partly complies 8 4 8 8 8 6 
Complies 1 10 17 20 17 16 
Complies best 0 12 3 0 0 6 
       
Percentages       
No 69% 10% 3% 3% 14% 3% 
Partly complies 28% 14% 28% 28% 28% 21% 
Complies 3% 34% 59% 69% 59% 55% 
Complies best 0% 41% 10% 0% 0% 21% 
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Executive Summary 

ES.1 Introduction 
The Water Research Laboratory (WRL) of the School of Civil and Environmental Engineering at 
UNSW Australia was engaged by Byron Shire Council to undertake a Coastal Hazard 
Management Study for the Byron Bay embayment.  The study area extends northward from 
Cape Byron to the southern extremity of Tyagarah Beach (Figure ES.1). 
 
The NSW North Coast is the traditional country of the Bundjalung people.  The Byron Bay 
embayment has had a long history of coastal development since European colonisation.  Belongil 
spit was subdivided into 200 lots with 33 feet (approximately 10 m) frontages in 1886.  The first 
jetty was constructed off Jonson Street in 1888 and was removed in 1949.  A second jetty was 
built (between Don and Manfred Streets) in 1928, was severely damaged in 1954 and was 
removed in 1972.  The war memorial pool near Jonson Street was opened in 1966, with the 
pool, adjacent car park and surf life saving club protected by a seawall.  All private development 
on Belongil spit now has some form of rock, concrete or geotextile container coastal protection – 
with most of these structures not designed to contemporary engineering standards.  A partial 
seawall also fronts the Marine Parade foreshore at Wategos Beach. 
 
The most recent study (BMT WBM, 2013) indicates that Belongil is receding at approximately 
0.45 m/year, with additional recession expected to occur due to projected sea level rise. 
 
ES.2 Assets at risk 
Table ES.1 details the principal assets vulnerable in 2050 to coastal erosion/recession based on 
the “best estimate” hazard lines produced by BMT WBM (2013) for a retreat scenario involving 
removal of all seawalls except Jonson Street.  Approximately $189 million of private land and 
buildings are potentially affected to 2050.  Additional scenarios and probabilities were considered 
in the economic analysis, and substantial urban infrastructure is also vulnerable. 

Table ES.1: Assets Vulnerable to Erosion/Recession in 2050 with Seawall Removal 

 Number or m2 of Vulnerable Structures or Assets 

Asset Clarkes 
Beach 

Main Beach Cavvanbah 
(First Sun to 
Border St) 

Belongil 
(Border St 
to Creek) 

Total 
(No or m2) 

Houses (No) 4 0 0 56 60 No 

Cabins & amenities (No) 16 2 0 0 18 No 

Road reserve (m2) 0 0 0 9,458 m2 9,458 m2 

Railway corridor (m2) 0 0 25,275 m2 0 25,275 m2 

Private land 0 0 0 71,332 m2 71,332 m2 

 
ES.3 Shortlisted Management Options 
In addition to the status quo, five shortlisted management options were developed in 
conjunction with stakeholders and Councillors as part of this study.  These options were: 
 

1. Status quo. 
2. Planned Retreat (Public-Private). 
3. Groynes, seawall, nourishment. 
4. End Control, seawall, nourishment. 
5. End Control, seawall, NO nourishment. 
6. Adaptive scheme comprising seawall, groynes and small scale nourishment. 
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The Public-Private model of Planned Retreat means that landowners who purchased prior to 
1988 would be compensated with public funds for losses associated with Planned Retreat, while 
landowners who purchased after 1988 would bear their own losses (Private).  The justification 
for this split is Council’s 1988 development control plan which advised of the vulnerability of 
some properties to coastal erosion and recession, and therefore those who purchased after this 
date should have been aware of coastal hazards. 
 
ES.4 Previous Studies 
Three coastal management studies have been undertaken in the past. 
 
The Gordon, Lord and Nolan (PWD 1978, 243 pages) study recommended: 
 

� Groynes + nourishment. 
 
The Geomarine (Lord and Nielsen, 1989, 65 pages) study recommended the following actions 
(the majority of which have since been undertaken): 
 

1. Commitment by Council to protect/upgrade town centre. 
2. Reassess hazard lines in town centre and Clarkes Beach. 
3. Redefine erosion escarpment. 
4. Adopt soft management for Clarkes Beach. 
5. Train Belongil Creek. 
6. Dune works and beach nourishment along Belongil. 
7. Reassess hazard lines for Belongil. 
8. Rock groynes between Belongil Creek and the town centre, at: 

a. Manfred St; 
b. The second jetty site; 
c. The town centre (possibly in conjunction with a tourist jetty. 

9. Dune maintenance. 
 
The WBM (Patterson and Witt, 2003, 433 pages) study recommended the following option for 
Belongil: 
 

� Seawall + nourishment + end control structure. 
 
WBM recommended Planned Retreat if sand nourishment was not found to be viable, but noted 
many impediments to its implementation, and therefore recommended further alternative 
protection options. 
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ES.5 Economics of Options in this WRL Study 
A cost benefit analysis (CBA) was undertaken in accordance with NSW Treasury guidelines and 
recent draft guidelines supporting a revised draft NSW Coastal Management Manual, for a 
planning horizon to 2050.  A Benefit to Cost Ratio (BCR) greater than one and/or a Net Present 
Value (NPV) greater than zero means a project is economically viable.  A summary of the CBA 
results is shown in Table ES.2.  Within this table, the consultants’ best estimate values are based 
on values for inputs determined by WRL and/or GCCM, together with interpretation and advice 
provided by OEH.  Byron Shire Council (resolution 16-028) also directed WRL and GCCM to adopt 
certain values for variables within the CBA, with the results of these also shown in Table ES.2.  
Details of this analysis are shown in Appendix N.  It can be seen that the best economic option is 
6.1, the adaptive scheme with engineered seawall only. 
 

Table ES.2: Summary of CBA Results 

  NPV ($ million) BCR 
Option Description Best 

Estimate 
BSC Base 

Case 
Best 

Estimate 
BSC Base 

Case 
2 Planned retreat -28.26 -40.79 0.35 0.40 
3 Groyne Seawall Nourishment -23.13 11.62 0.56 1.22 
4 End Control Seawall 

Nourishment 
-16.45 15.88 0.63 1.36 

5 End control Seawall no 
Nourishment 

-2.10 25.15 0.92 1.91 

6 Adaptive management - all 
components 

-7.25 22.51 0.79 1.66 

6.1 Adaptive management- 
seawall only 

7.24 31.94 1.42 2.87 

6.2 Adaptive management - 
Seawall + single groyne 

5.19 31.86 1.26 2.59 

6.3 Adaptive management - 
Seawall + groyne field 

-3.76 24.42 0.87 1.82 

 
Transfer payments (e.g. Council rates or land tax) were not included in the CBA, however, this 
revenue stream is of interest to stakeholders.   
 
Council rates revenue for properties in the Byron Bay embayment (virtually all in Belongil 
precinct) potentially affected by erosion/recession to 2050 is: 
 

� Present rates revenue:            $407,000 per annum 
� NPV of present rates revenue to 2050:      $7 million 

 
The potential range of land tax revenue for properties in the Byron Bay embayment (virtually all 
in Belongil precinct) potentially affected by erosion/recession to 2050 is: 
 

� Present land tax revenue:           $0.6 to $2.4 million per annum 
� NPV of present land tax revenue to 2050:     $10 to $41 million 
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ES.6 WRL Comments on Planned Retreat (Public-Private) 
Planned Retreat most closely aligns with the NSW Coastal Policy 1997 and Coastal Protection Act 
1979, however, this is not unequivocal.  Planned Retreat was the preferred management option 
by Byron Shire Council in the draft 2010 CZMP and has appeared within development control 
plans since 1988, but it has not been adopted within an operational CZMP.   
 
Planned Retreat has received backing in court rulings regarding setbacks for new development 
and removable buildings.  However, during this time, coastal protection works (seawalls of 
varying coastal engineering standard) have proliferated.  Seawalls now protect all private 
Belongil beachfront properties and are the status quo.  Planned Retreat could only be 
implemented with the orderly removal of all seawalls on Belongil. 
 
Planned Retreat (Public-Private) offers the main advantages of: 
 

� Restoration of a more natural ecological environment (however, human use is likely to 
remain medium to high); and 

� Improved alongshore pedestrian access and beach amenity. 
 
Planned Retreat (Public-Private) also offers economic benefits due to increased beach 
availability, but this would be outweighed by property losses.  The predominant economic 
benefits of Planned Retreat accrue to tourists/tourism and the general public in the form of 
enhanced natural beaches, but the Public-Private model involves this being funded 
predominantly by landowners. 
 
The main disadvantages of Planned Retreat (Public-Private) are: 
 

� Low economic viability: 
o NPV -$28 million and BCR = 0.35 (consultants’/OEH best estimates), 
o NPV -$41 million and BCR = 0.40 (BSC inputs); 

� Funding inequity; 
� Likely protracted resistance from affected landowners, including attribution of recession 

hazard to Jonson Street works and/or climate change; and 
� High probability of a breakthrough of Belongil Spit at Manfred Street during a major 

storm. 
 
Subject to funding agreements being reached, the predominant distribution of costs and benefits 
for Planned Retreat (Public-Private) relative to the status quo would be: 
 

� Funding (costs):       Private Landowners:   69% ($31 M) 
Public sector    31% ($12 M) 

� Beneficiaries:        Council      63% ($9.5 M) 
Tourists:      34% ($5.5 M) 

 
That is, the Planned Retreat (Public-Private) option would require $12 million of public funding 
relative to the status quo.  If a 20 m buffer (from the face of the erosion escarpment) is applied 
to Planned Retreat, private property losses would increase by approximately $30 million. 
 
A range of useable public beaches, from urban to nature reserve wilderness will still be available 
within the 37 km of coastline in Byron Shire without Planned Retreat. 
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ES.7 WRL Recommended Option for Belongil 
WRL recommends that as a minimum, the status quo be improved with Stage 1 (engineered 
seawall with walkway) of Option 6, the adaptive scheme. This sub option as a standalone 
measure has the best economic performance.  Many parties who participated in the consultation 
process expressed a view that no form of coastal protection works were acceptable for Belongil, 
however, protection was supported by many other parties involved.   The engineered seawall 
with walkway offers an improvement on the status quo.  The full three stage adaptive 
management protection scheme has components of: 
 

� Stage 1:  Seawall with walkway (Figure ES.2); 
� Stage 2a:  An initial self-filling trial groyne; 
� Stage 2b:  Additional groynes; and 
� Stage 3:  Small scale sand nourishment. 

 
Progress to later stages would be warranted if triggers within the adaptive scheme are reached, 
however, economic modelling indicates that, relative to the status quo, the cost of increasing 
beach width (above the status quo) over a 1 km stretch of Belongil is not economically viable. 
 
The adaptive management scheme is flexible and staged, without large scale nourishment, and 
aims to minimise the financial commitment of Council and the State, while providing engineered 
protection to the built environment and alongshore access to residents and visitors. 
 
Stage 1 of Option 6 staged adaptive management protection scheme offers the main advantages 
of: 
 

� Technical feasibility; 
� Economic feasibility; 
� Funding equity – beneficiaries are predominant funders; 
� Low financial commitment from Byron Shire Council and the State; 
� Improved alongshore pedestrian access; and 
� An improvement on the status quo for all parties. 

 
The approximate capital funding requirements for the adaptive scheme (subject to funding 
negotiations) are: 
 

� Stage 1 (year 1): Seawall with walkway 
o Landowners:          $12 M (80%) 
o Council:            $1 M (7%) 
o State Government coastal program:  $1 M 
o State Government other:      $1 M 

 
� Total (over approximately 10 years, if latter stages are undertaken): 

o Landowners:          $21 M (62%) 
o Council:            $6 M (18%) 
o State Government coastal program:   $6 M 
o State Government other:      $1 M 

 
Provided that a funding model, public access and a wall alignment can be negotiated, the outlay 
from Council and the State for Stage 1 of Option 6 staged adaptive scheme is only about 15% of 
other options including Planned Retreat (public-private).  The scheme offers benefits to all 
parties compared with the status quo. 
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Subject to the realisation of more extreme scenarios of projected global climate change and sea 
level rise, ongoing recession of the beach and ongoing monitoring, there may be a time in the 
future when protection options are no longer viable. 
 
Retreat may then become a viable option, however, this may be more than 100 years into the 
future.  Climate, environmental, economic, social, political, regulatory and technological change 
over this time means that accurate planning of coastal management on a century timescale may 
be unrealistically speculative. 
 
 
ES.8 Recommendation for other Areas in Byron Bay Embayment to 2050 
 
Wategos 
The following actions are recommended: 
 

� Accurately map the bedrock surface and existing seawall extent; 
� Check the stability of the existing seawall; and 
� Consider rebuilding the seawall and/or partial retreat of Marine Parade which may 

involve conversion to one way traffic flow. 
 
The Pass to Clarkes Beach 
BMT WBM (2013 Figure 4-41) noted that “the erosion hazard at The Pass extends to bedrock”.  
The erosion hazard lines extend into the Captain Cook car park (slightly by 2050) and 
Lighthouse Road for 2100, however, bedrock levels there are uncertain.  Due to the requirement 
for road access to Wategos, additional geotechnical works to retain Lighthouse Road may be 
required.  Given the proximity to bedrock, these would not displace substantial portions of sandy 
beach and would not be required prior to 2050. 
 
Options for the Captain Cook car park are minor retreat by 2050 or similar works to those 
suggested for Lighthouse Road.  These would not be needed immediately. 
 
The following actions or considerations are recommended: 
 

� Accurately map bedrock surface to confirm hazard lines relative to structures. 
� The small number of structures potentially vulnerable to hazards may make retreat of 

these structures more justifiable than more intensely developed areas. 
 
Main Beach 
Generally continue dune management to allow natural processes to prevail, in conjunction with 
upgrading the Jonson Street seawall structure.  Monitor beach change, particularly if 
modifications are undertaken to Jonson Street works. 
 
Cavvanbah 
Future changes to this beach will be affected by management options for Belongil.  There are no 
buildings within the erosion/recession hazard zone to 2050.  The railway corridor is within the 
erosion/recession hazard zone in 2050 but not in the immediate hazard zone.  If nourishment is 
undertaken for Belongil, Cavvanbah would be a potential placement site.  Based on present land 
use, there is no economic justification for protection of Cavvanbah with a seawall (north from 
First Sun towards Border Street) to 2050.  However, reopening or alternative use of the railway 
line/corridor would necessitate a review of the need for protection in the future. 
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North Beach 
Future changes to this beach will be affected by management options for Belongil, however, 
there are no structures within the coastal erosion/recession hazard zones to 2050 or 2100.  
Impacts on North Beach need to be considered in the design of any (groyne) structures for 
Belongil.  Some existing or future developed areas may be vulnerable to coastal lake or 
watercourse entrance instability and wave propagation across the entrance of Belongil Creek.  
This could be managed through monitoring and/or the groyne schemes proposed, and is 
presently partially managed through the existing Belongil creek entrance opening management 
procedures. 
 
 
ES.9 Overall Summary 
The Byron Bay embayment has had a long history of development within the active coastal zone, 
with jetties, seawalls, groynes, shipwrecks and dune management on the open coast, and 
bridges (road and rail), seawalls and entrance management for Belongil Creek having altered 
coastal processes for over 100 years.  Land subdivisions undertaken in the 1880s still remain. 
 
Planned Retreat as a response to this legacy would allow a return to a more natural ecological 
beach state.  The Planned Retreat (Public-Private) model option within this study would also 
involve  high economic cost, low economic viability, social disruption and unresolved, funding, 
equity and logistical issues.  A publically-funded Planned Retreat (Public) model (effectively a 
“buyout”) may resolve many of these issues, but would involve substantially higher economic 
cost to the public sector. 
 
All management options including Planned Retreat will involve sand being transferred from one 
location to another.  Due to the predominantly developed nature of much of the urban 
environment in the Byron Bay embayment, engineered management which improves upon the 
status quo is recommended in the most vulnerable locations, with continued soft management 
(through dune works and planning controls) recommended for those areas where sufficient 
buffer exists to separate urban areas from coastal hazards. 
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Figure ES.1: Study Area (Source BSC) 
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Figure ES.2: Preliminary Seawall Design incorporating Alongshore Pedestrian Access 
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Appendix 3 Historic approach towards coastal hazard 
risk management in the Byron Bay 
Embayment 

 
1. A history of storms and coastal erosion – headings need to be 

sorted 

The Byron Bay Embayment has endured a long history of large coastal storms and coastal 
erosion and has historically been identified as an area that is undergoing long-term coastal 
recession (PWD, 1978); WBM Oceanics, 1999; BMT WBM, 2013). A brief history of storms and 
coastal damage in the Byron Shire between 1888 and 2014 is provided at Table 1 below. 

Table 1 Summary of major coastal erosion events and the damage caused since 1988 
 

Year/period Summary of event and the damage caused 

1888  First Jetty built (402 m long) in Byron Bay. 

1889 to 1896  Numerous shipwrecks in the area from easterly gales and storms. 

1921  “MV Wollongbar” wrecked off Byron Bay in an easterly gale. 

1928  New jetty built (610 m long) due to damage to old jetty from heavy seas. 

1933 to 1936  Period of severe and extensive beach erosion. 

1948  New jetty damaged and six fishing boats lost. 

1954  Cyclone, extensive and severe erosion, damage to new jetty, all 26 fishing 
boats lost. 

1955 to 1956  Period of severe coastal erosion. 

1972 to 1973  Severe coastal erosion, remains of jetty removed. 

1974  February - Cyclone Pam caused extensive and severe coastal erosion and 
property loss including Sheltering Palms Village. 

May/June – severe coastal erosion. 

1984  Esplanade Road on Belongil Beach lost to the sea via erosion. 

1996  Extensive erosion from East Coast Low. 

1999  Extensive erosion from storms and a large swell event. 

2001  Extensive erosion from an East Coast Low. 

2009  May: Extensive erosion from an East Coast Low and following swell on 
King Tides. 

2013 Ex tropical cyclone Oswald marked the beginning of an erosion cycle 
sustained for a number of months by moderate easterly swell events / east 
coast lows on spring tides. 

 



 

2. A history of our understanding of coastal erosion 

Following the stormy period of the 1970s, which resulted in the rapid landward movement of the 
shoreline at key locations and the loss of several houses to coastal erosion in the period 1972 
to 1974 in the northern part of Byron Shire, the state government funded a detailed examination 
of the erosion trend and the coastal processes impacting the Byron Shire coastline. In 1978 the 
NSW Public Works Department (PWD) completed the study titled ‘Byron Bay to Hastings Point 
Erosion Study’ (PWD, 1978). 

The PWD study adopted a rigorous scientific approach and gained a detailed understanding of 
the coastal processes operating within the study area, being Byron Bay to Hastings Point. After 
analysing erosion history and relevant data, geology and geomorphology, climatological and 
oceanographic factors and coastal processes, a conceptual sediment model was developed 
that led the authors to conclude that the high observed coastal erosion rates for the Shire’s 
coastline were due to an “underlying long term erosional trend”, otherwise known as ‘long term 
recession’. This trend was found to be a result of an underlying imbalance in the sediment 
budget caused by “…both an offshore current loss and an unfavourable coastal alignment to the 
dominant wave condition.” (PWD,1978). The recession rate for the entire study area was found 
to be 0.6 metres per year but reaching 1.5 metres per year at Byron Bay and 2.0 metres per 
year at New Brighton.  

In subsequent years, the scale of the long term recession trend has been re-examined, 
predominantly by specialist consultants engaged by Byron Shire Council.  The high long-term 
recession rates observed during the 1960s and 70s are higher than those observed in more 
recent studies; for example the Byron Coastline Hazard Definition Study(WBM Oceanics, 2000) 
nominated an average recession rate for the Byron Bay Embayment of 1.0 metres per year; 
attributing the high PWD rates to the very stormy period preceding the PWD study. 

The most recent study, Byron Shire Coastline Hazard Assessment Update (BMT WBM, 2013) 
concluded that the Byron Bay Embayment is undergoing an average long term recession rate 
of0.25 metres per year, varying from 0.09 metres per year at Main Beach, to 0.43 metres per 
year at Belongil Beach, and 0.39 metres per year at North Beach (assuming no seawalls at 
Belongil, but a seawall at Jonson Street).  

The study also found that, imposed on the long term recession trend, there are short to medium 
term cycles of variability: 

The beaches along the study region experience considerable short term (days; weeks; 
months;years) fluctuation and short to medium term (years) variability due to changes in 
the prevailing wave and water level conditions, including storm events and shifts in the 
predominant wave direction. Additionally, previous studies (e.g. WBM Oceanics 
Australia 2000; 2001) have established that there is a general regional trend of long term 
shoreline recession… 

The complex nature of these cycles of variability is depicted conceptually in Figure 1 below. 

 

 



 

 
Figure 1 Conceptual shoreline variability (Figure 3-6, BMT WBM 2013,) 
 
 
3. Coastal planning and development control 
Development along the Byron Shire coastline, between 1968 and 1988 was controlled under 
Interim Development Order No 1 – Shire of Byron. In 1979 this instrument was amended to 
include specific coastal zones and referral / concurrence requirements for new development. 

There were also a number of DCPs that accompanied the IDO that further guided development. 
A draft DCP on coastal erosion was developed in the mid 1980s which preceded the DCP 
prepared in 1988. 

In 1988 Byron Shire Council adopted the Byron Local Environment Plan 1988 (Byron LEP 1988) 
and Development Control Plan No 1 (DCP 1988) which included Part J that related to 
development on coastal lands. Importantly, the planning instruments were developed under 
recognition of the long-term erosion trend of the Byron-Hastings coastal embayment as 
identified in the PWD Study(Gordon, Lord, & Nolan, 1978). This marked the beginning of Byron 
Shire Council’s development control on coastal lands in accordance with a ‘policy of relocation’ 
as was described in the earlier PWD (1978) study.  

Part J of Byron Shire Council’s Development Control Plan No 1 (1988) and the more recent 
Byron Shire Development Control Plan (2010) are the basis of Council’s historic planning 
approach to development at risk from coastal hazards. 

The coastal hazard provisions in Part J of the DCP (the Part J provisions) are tailored to three 
defined coastal hazard planning precincts as per the PWD (1978) study: immediate coastal 
hazard, 50 year coastal hazard, 100 year coastal hazard. The Part J provisions are applied to 
new development, through the development application and approval process. DCPs provide 
for a measure of flexibility in applying provisions. 

A summary of the Part J planning precincts and relevant provisions is provided at Table 2. 
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Table 2 Summary of DCP 2010 Part J planning precinct provisions 

 
 
3.1 Part J Case Law 
 
Since the Part J provisions have been in place, the courts have upheld the Part J provisions in a 
number of significant cases. A summary table of significant cases is provided below. 
 
Table 3 Significant court cases concerning the Part J DCP planning provisions 
 

Date LEC No. Matter Decision 
21/6/06 10734/05 BSC ats Van Haandel 

Appeal against refusal of 
application to replace a previously 
existing building in the same 
location. 

Dismissed, Court upholds 
Council’s refusal 

15/6/04 10897/01 BSC ats Parkes 
Appeal against refusal of 
application for ‘change of use’ of 
house to ‘bed and breakfast’. 
 

Dismissed, Court upheld 
Council’s refusal. 
 
House already at a distance 
from the escarpment that is 
‘…unacceptable…it is not 
acceptable for a new 
development, albeit a change 
of use, to be approved with 
such constraints.’ 

2/3/04 40059/02 BSC ats Kendall Street 
Developments  
Appeal seeking declaration that 
property has ‘existing use rights’, 
being of a commercial nature. 

Appeal refused by the Court. 
Court declared the 
commercial development 
unlawful because there were 
no existing use rights due to 
consent conditions. 

DCP 2010 Part J 
planning precincts 

DCP 2010 Part J planning precinct provisions 

Planning precinct 1 
From the beach 
escarpment to the 
immediate impact line 
Immediate coastal hazard 

 Trigger distance for relocation of development – 20 m 
from the erosion escarpment 

 No buildings to be located within 20 m of escarpment 

 Buildings to be entirely modular and relocatable 

 No more than 3 modules, relocated by 4WD 

 Alts / adds – not greater than 100m2, if already > 
100m2, then not more than 10 % increase, one 
extension since 1989 

Planning precinct 2  
Between the Immediate 
Impact line and the 50 
year erosion line 
50-year coastal hazard 

 Trigger distance for relocation and/or demolition of 
development – 50 m from the erosion escarpment 

 All Class 1 buildings – (house residential) must be 
relocatable 

Planning precinct 3  
Between the 50 year and 
100 year erosion lines 
100-year coastal hazard 

 Trigger distance for relocation and/or demolition of 
development – 50 m from the erosion escarpment 

 



 

Date LEC No. Matter Decision 
30/8/89 10472/88 BSC ats Vella 

Challenge to validity of a condition 
of consent requiring the coastal 
erosion s88E Restriction on Use 

Court upheld the s88E 
Restriction on Use as valid. 

 
 
3.2 Coastal Audit 2011 
 
An audit of properties and the application of the Part J provisions was undertaken in 2011 for 
the beach front area of Belongil Beach. This included a survey of the position of the coastal 
‘erosion escarpment’ and measurement of the distance of development to the erosion 
escarpment.  The results of the 2011 audit were reported to Council on 30 June 2011, Report 
No.12.19; and may be accessed via Council’s website. 
 
The audit yielded the following results for the period 1988 to May 2011, on Belongil beach front 
property: 
 

• There were 28 Belongil beach front, residential ‘properties’. Noting that properties are 
defined as contiguous land parcels under the same owner. 

• 9 properties were developed with approved new residential structures, and Part J 
provisions had been placed on the entirety or the ‘whole’ of this new development. 

• 7 properties had been partially developed, i.e. through an approved alteration or addition 
to an existing structure, e.g. games room or verandah, with Part J provisions placed on 
this new part of the development. 

• 16 of 28 properties had some form of modular and relocatable development located on 
them (whole dwelling or alteration / addition to existing dwelling). 

• 5 properties may have ‘triggered’ whole development consent restrictions in relation to 
proximity of the development to the mapped, coastal erosion escarpment line. This 
development had not been relocated, to Council’s knowledge. 

• 3 properties may have ‘triggered’ partial development consent conditions in relation to 
proximity to the erosion escarpment line. This development had not been relocated, to 
Council’s knowledge. 

• 17 structures were located within 20 m of the erosion escarpment, and 13 structures 
were located within 10 m of the erosion escarpment. 

• 12 properties had not been formally re-developed since 1988, noting the legal status of 
development on these properties is unknown. 

 
The coastal audit did not include a detailed audit of the application of planning controls at North 
Beach or other parts of the BBE. 
  

 



 

4. Coastal protection works 
 
Since the 1960s the placement of coastal protection works at various locations in the BBE has 
occurred. These works include the followingstructures sited at or adjacent public lands 
(reserves):  

• Jonson Street Protection Works (JSPW) at Main Beach; 
• Interim beach access stabilisation works at Manfred Street (upgraded in 2015 from 

geofabric to rock revetment), Don Street, Border Street, Belongil Beach; and 
• Wategos Beach. 

 
There are also a number of works at Belongil Beach, these are sited at or adjacent privately 
owned beach front property: 

• Geofabric structures; 
• rock revetment structures; and 
• concrete cube and rubble structures. 

 
Further information on the coastal protection works in the BBE, may be found at the report 
‘Byron Bay Erosion Protection Structures – Risk Assessment’ (WorleyParsons, 2013). An 
extract of the findings from the risk assessment (WorleyParsons, 2013) is in Box 1 below, with a 
summary provided at Table 3, noting that the Manfred St interim beach access stabilisation 
works had not been upgraded at the time of the risk assessment. 
 
In general terms, WorleyParson (2013) found that coastal protection works at both Main Beach 
and Belongil Beach pose current risks in terms of: structure resilience (against wave impact, 
wave overtopping and geotechnical stability), impacts on coastal processes (including impact on 
foreshore alignment downdrift and updrift as well as beach width), coastal ecology and public 
use and amenity. 

 



 

 
Table 3 Summmary of findings from risk assessment, Table 1, WorleyParsons, 

2013  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 



 

 
 
Box 1 Extract from WorleyParsons (Conclusion, p 110-111, 2013,) 
 
The Risk Assessment has been based on a number of factors, including: 
 

• Background research and review of previous studies. 
• On site inspection of erosion protection structures. 
• Analysis of capacity of structures to withstand a design storm event and structural integrity 
under a range of conditions. 
• Overview and analysis of coastal and environmental processes occurring in the embayment 
and the impact of the erosion protection structures on coastal processes. 
• Overview and analysis of public use of the area and amenity values associated with the 
embayment. 

 
While the criteria presented are subjective, the risk assessment provides an effective tool to assess 
management actions for each structure and prioritise the management actions for the structures with 
the highest risk score. 
 
The highest risk structures in terms of their resilience against wave impact, wave overtopping and 
geotechnical stability were found to be: 
 

• Structure 3.4 – The privately constructed rock protection works at Belongil Spit north of 
Manfred Street. 
• Structure 3.1 – The privately constructed rock protection works north of the Old Jetty Site 
• Structure 1.4 - The rock protection works in front of the main reserve at Jonson Street. 
• Structure 3.3 – The privately constructed geotextile container revetment north of Manfred 
Street. 

 
The highest risk structures in terms of their impact on coastal processes, including impact on 
foreshore alignment downdrift and updrift as well as beach width: 

• Structure 3.4 – The privately constructed rock protection works at Belongil Spit north of 
Manfred Street. 
• Structure 3.1 – The privately constructed rock protection works north of the Old Jetty Site 
• Structure 3.3 – The privately constructed geotextile container revetment north of Manfred 
Street. 

 
The highest risk structures in terms of their impact on coastal ecology were found to be: 

• Structure 3.4 – The privately constructed rock protection works at Belongil Spit north of 
Manfred Street. 
• Structure 3.1 – The privately constructed rock protection works north of the Old Jetty Site 
• Structure 2.4 – The privately constructed concrete cube and rubble works adjacent to Don 
Street and 
• Structure 2.2 – The privately constructed rock protection north of Border Street. 

The highest risk structures in terms of their impact on public use and amenity were found to be: 
• Structure 3.4 – The privately constructed rock protection works at Belongil Spit north of 
Manfred Street. 
• Structure 3.1 – The privately constructed rock protection works north of the Old Jetty Site 
• Structure 2.4 – The privately constructed concrete cube and rubble works adjacent to Don 
Street and 
• Structure 2.2 – The privately constructed rock protection north of Border Street. 
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Cover photo: Main Beach, Byron Bay, ex Tropical Cyclone Winston swell, 27 February 2016 (Byron Shire 
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process of reconciliation. 
 
Council recognises that the most enduring and relevant legacy 
the Indigenous people offer, is their understanding of the land and 
local and deep commitment to place. 
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C1 Introduction 
This chapter of the CZMP specifically addresses Section 5 of the Guidelines, Community Uses 
of the Coastal Zone.  
 
The objectives of this chapter are: 
 

a. Identify and describe the cultural heritage, community values and recreational 
significance within the plan’s area. 

b. Identify and describe the current access arrangements to beaches, headlands and 
waterways in the plan’s area and the adequacy of these arrangements 

c. Identify and describe the potential environmental impacts of the current access 
arrangements. 

Management actions are provided in the implementation schedules that: 
 

a. Protect and promote cultural heritage (MO10) 

b. Protect and preserve beach environments and beach amenity (MO6) 

c. Ensure continuing and undiminished public access to beaches, headlands and 
waterways, particularly where public access is threatened by accretion or erosion 
(MO6) 

d. Manage environmental or safety impacts from current access arrangements (MO7). 

 
The way in which the proposed management options were identified is conceptualised in Figure 
1.This process does not include the consultation activities associated with the exhibition of the 
draft CZMP BBE, refer Part A. 
 

 
Figure 1 How the ‘Community Uses’ management actions were identified (pre the exhibition 
 phase of the draft CZMP BBE) 
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C2 Indigenous Cultural Heritage 
The Bundjalung of Byron Bay, Arakwal people, herein referred to as ‘Arakwal people’, have 
lived in the coastal landscape of Byron Bay for at least 22,000 years (Arakwal, 2014).  Arakwal 
Country extends from Seven Mile Beach south of Broken Head, north to the Brunswick River, to 
the escarpment west of Byron Bay, and east into the Tasman Sea (Arakwal, 2014). 
 
The Bundjalung of Byron Bay Aboriginal Corporation(Arakwal), herein referred to as BOBBAC, 
was established in 1996, and primarily works for the betterment of the Arakwal people, land and 
waters, initially through native title negotiations. 
 

It is important to the Bundjalung of Byron Bay Aboriginal Corporation (Arakwal) people 
that their cultural traditions and associations are maintained. Maintenance of cultural 
traditions and associations contributes to identity and well-being and shows respect to 
their ancestors. (NPWS, 2012:9) 

C2.1 Indigenous cultural heritage values and resources 
The Arakwal people have lived and moved through the coastal landscape of the BBE, using 
areas such as the Cumbebin Swamp for its food and medicinal resources, finding shelter and 
camping in the dunes, and obtaining food from the beaches and the coastal creeks e.g. Belongil 
Creek (NPWS, 2012). Favoured food of the Arakwal people include fish, pipis, crabs, prawns, 
cobras (wood borers) and ducks, as well as the berries and fruits of coastal plants (NPWS, 
2012). Coastal animals and plants are also important for totemic, wild resources and other 
values (NPWS, 2012). 
 
There are a variety of culturally significant areas located in the general BBE study area, 
including pathways, middens (physical remains of food and materials), stone arrangements, 
stone resource sites, ceremonial sites and burials (Stewart, Y. pers. comm. in NPWS, 2012 and 
WBM Oceanics, 2003).  
 
Three open camp / midden sites have been recorded in the Cape Byron State Conservation 
Area, and The Pass midden is the oldest (circa 1,440) and only large and substantially 
undisturbed pippi midden between Ballina and the Queensland border (Wildsite Ecological 
Services, 2002). 
The Pass midden was a fishing camp comprising of fish e.g. bream and shellfish), animals and 
plants nearby were also prepared here (Wildsite Ecological Services, 2002).  
 
A search of the Aboriginal Heritage Information Management Service (AHIMS) website 
indicates that there may be at least 8 ‘Aboriginal sites’ within the geographic scope of the BBE – 
these sites record Aboriginal objects and declared Aboriginal places. Box 1 contains a 
description of significant coastal sites within or adjacent the BBE study area. 
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Box 1 Significant coastal sites located within or adjacent to the BBE study area (Arakwal 

website, 2014) 
 
Currenba (Palm Valley) - Currenba is located at The Pass. The Arakwal, as well as 
other tribes of the Bundjalung Nation, camped in this area and ate pipis, fish and other 
abundant sea tucker, which they caught at the Pass and Wategos. The surviving midden 
and campsite at Palm Valley is the oldest of its type in the region, estimated to be 
approximately 1,500 years old. 
 
Cavvanbah (Byron Bay) – With its sweeping beachfront and sheltered places, this was 
a favourite home base and meeting place for the Arakwal people and other Bundjalung 
nation tribes. In 1881 when Europeans first arrived, ‘King’ Bobby, an important Arakwal 
ancestor, was the leader of a large group of around 80 people in Cavvanbah. 
 
Nguthungulli (Julian Rocks) - This group of small islets out in the Bay are very 
significant to the Arakwal. It is also an important habitat area for Binguing (turtle) and 
many species of fish, some of which are endangered such as the Grey Nurse shark. 
There are several important Dreaming stories associated with Julian Rocks. 
 
Walgun (Cape Byron) - Walgun plays an important role in many Dreaming stories, and 
was a special place for ceremony, learning and spiritual inspiration. Due to its elevation 
and panoramic views, Walgun, which means ‘the Shoulder’ also played an important 
strategic role as a lookout point. A ‘dancing circle” is believed to have once been located 
on the crest of the headland which was used in initiation ceremonies for boys. 
 
Cumbebin Swamp - A place of plenty, supporting sustainable living and hunting and 
gathering, associated with separate men’s and women’s business. Men would go to the 
swamp to catch food such as birds, eels, turtles and snakes. Women would gather bush 
tucker and materials from the swamp including ferns for making baskets and paperbark 
to build their homes. 

 
 

C2.2 Impacts on Indigenous cultural heritage values and 
resources 

 
Indigenous cultural resources located in the coastal zone have been significantly impacted by 
coastal erosion and sand mining (WBM Oceanics, 2003). For example wind and wave action 
can affect the survival and integrity of archaeological sites, whilst sand mining, which began 
along the Byron coastline in the 1930s, undoubtedly resulted ‘…in the destruction of numerous 
sites’ (WBM Oceanics, 2003). 
 
Despite these losses, it is likely that undiscovered and important indigenous cultural sites are 
located around the shorelines of Byron Bay, especially near freshwater springs at Cosy Corner, 
Tallow Beach and Clarkes Beach (Wildsite Ecological Services, 2002). This may include 
Aboriginal burials lying undetected beneath the foredunes, as noted by Collins in a 
comprehensive study of Aboriginal cultural heritage in the area (Collins, 1991) who also made 
the following recommendation with respect to development within coastal areas: 
 

Because it is likely that those sites recorded within the Coastline Zone already represent 
but a small sample of those originally present, it is recommended that complete 
conservation of the archaeological resource be effected wherever possible. All 
designated developments which will affect this Zone should be preceded by 
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archaeological surveys and developers should be required to retain all undisturbed sites 
located and implement appropriate management procedures (e.g. the revegetation and 
stabilisation of exposed sites. (Collins, 1995:56) 
 

C2.3 Arakwal People Native Title Claim 
 
In 1994 the Arakwal Elders lodged a Native Title Claim over areas of Crown Land that included 
beaches and coastal waters between Belongil Creek at Byron Bay and Jews Point near Broken 
Head in the south. The Arakwal people lodged further claims in 1997 and 2001 over additional 
land in the Byron Shire. The Arakwal Native Title claims are depicted at Figure 2.  
 

C2.4 Indigenous Land Use Agreement 
 
In August 2001 an historic Indigenous Land Use Agreement (ILUA1), between the Government 
and the Bundjalung Arakwal People of Byron Bay was registered to implement part of the first 
and second Native Title Claims (BSC 2013a). The ILUA1 recognised the Arakwal people as the 
traditional owners of the area of the Arakwal National Park. Accordingly, the Park is jointly 
managed by the Bundjalung People of Byron Bay (Arakwal) and the National Parks and Wildlife 
Service (NPWS). This has subsequently been strengthened with ILUA 2. 
 

C2.5 Heads of Agreement with Byron Shire Council 
 
In October 1998, Byron Shire Council became the first Council in New South Wales to establish 
a formal relationship with Native Title Claimants. A Heads of Agreement with the Arakwal 
people was established, resulting in the creation of an Aboriginal Consultative Committee. The 
Heads of Agreement sets out a framework for ongoing consultation, ensuring the Arakwal 
People are involved in the management and protection of culturally significant places within the 
Byron Shire. 
 
This formal relationship with BSC has now evolved into a ‘Memorandum of Understanding’ 
between Byron Shire Council and the BOBBAC. The Memorandum of Understanding, signed in 
2013, is based around five key priorities. 

1. Culture and Heritage 
2. Participation in Governance 
3. Cultural and Economic Development 
4. Caring for Country 
5. Social Justice and Community Development.  
 

C2.6 Summary 
 
A timeline of key recent events in the formal involvement of the Arakwal people in land 
management, protection and governance of the Byron Bay Embayment is detailed below: 
 

• 1997 – Cape Byron Headland Reserve Trust Agreement between the Arakwal people 
and the NSW Government. 

• 1998 – Heads of Agreement with Byron Shire Council. 
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• 2001 –ILUA Stage 1 entered onto the ILUA register of the Native Title Tribunal. 
Celebration at Cape Byron Lighthouse with Premier and Minister for the Environment, 1 
November 2001. Arakwal National Park gazetted on 28 October 2001, co-management 
agreement established. 

• 2007 – ILUA 2 and 3 entered onto the ILUA register of the Native Title Tribunal. 
Celebration at Cape Byron Lighthouse with Premier and Minister for the Environment, 8 
February 2007. 

• 2010 – ILUA Stage 2 additions to Arakwal National Park, Broken Head Nature Reserve 
and Cumbebin Swamp Nature Reserve gazetted. 

 
In summary, there are two significant ways that Arakwal people care for country, as relevant to 
the Byron Bay Embayment: 

1. Through participating in Joint Management Committees (Cape Byron Reserve Trust, 
Arakwal National Park, Byron Coast Area Committee).  

2. Through the operation of the Bundjalung of Byron Bay Aboriginal Corporation.  
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Figure 2 Arakwal Native Title Claims, Byron Shire (Arakwal, 2014) 
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C3 Non-indigenous cultural heritage 
 
Cape Byron received its name from Captain James Cook in May 1770, when sailing the 
Endeavour along the far north coast of NSW. It was named after Cook’s friend, Captain John 
Byron, father of George Gordon (Lord) Byron. Several decades later, William Johns created a 
plan of Cape Byron Bay (Figure 3) while on voyage with the HMS Rainbow in 1828. 
 
The first documented European settlement in Byron Shire was the Brunswick River cedar camp 
in 1849 (BSC, 2006), by 1857 the area contained squatters with 150,000 head of cattle (1978). 
 
Since European settlement, the uses of the coastal zone in Byron Shire have been many and 
varied. The following themes reflect these uses (BSC, 2006): 

• Discovery and exploration 
• Transport and communication 
• Forest industry and forest conservation 
• Fishing and whaling 
• Quarrying, mining, and mineral processing 
• Leisure and tourism 

 
Jetty remnants are another European heritage feature found in the BBE. Two old jetties, one 
dating back to 1888, are located adjacent to Belongil Beach and are protected under the 
provisions of the NSW Heritage Act 1977 (Marine Parks Authority, 2010). There are remnants of 
the second jetty in the face of the Belongil dune escarpment. Interpretive signage has been 
placed in the park (crown reserve) adjacent the jetty site. 
 
Perhaps the most significant European heritage site in Byron Shire is the Cape Byron 
lighthouse and keepers’ cottages. The lighthouse opened in late 1901 and still remains today as 
an aid for ships travelling along the Australian east coast, with the lights visible from 27 nautical 
miles offshore (Marine Parks Authority, 2003). The lighthouse attracts many visitors and lies 
within the Cape Byron State Conservation Area. During the whale migration season it is a 
popular viewing point. 
 
The keepers’ cottages and buildings are listed as being of local heritage significance (BSC, 
2007), and are used for a number of purposes, including: 

• Tourist information and kiosk 
• Events, for example weddings and ceremonies 
• Premium holiday accommodation (Assistant Lighthouse Keeper’s Cottage).  
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Figure 3 William Johns’ plan of Cape Byron Bay, from a voyage in 1828 (BSC 2006) 
 

C3.1 Non-indigenous cultural heritage sites 
There are a number of shipwrecks within the Cape Byron Marine Park area, with 15 vessels 
known to have been wrecked or grounded in and around Byron Bay (WBM Oceanics, 2003). 
The Wollongbar and Tassie III are the most prominent, being located offshore from Jonson 
Street and Main Beach (Marine Parks Authority, 2003). In the present day under certain 
conditions, these wrecks are popular surf breaks and snorkel/swim sites.  
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C4 Cultural heritage management issues 
Table1 provides a summary of cultural heritage management issues, including cross references to the most relevant CZMP Management 
Objective. 
 
Table1 Cultural heritage management issues 
 
Issue 
Number 

CZMP 
Management 
Objective 

Threat / Management Issue Source(s) 

H1.  MO10 Cultural and heritage resources (i.e. places, material items and landscapes) may not be 
identified, mapped or managed appropriately. 

NPWS, 2012 
 
Wildsite Ecological 
Services, 2002 

H2.  MO10 Coastal processes such as coastal erosion and recession have impacted or may impact in 
the future upon cultural heritage resources and sites e.g. middens.  

Collins, 1992 
Wildsite Ecological 
Services, 2002 
 

H3.  MO10 Development and recreational usage may impact on cultural heritage resources e.g. 
disturbance of The Pass midden. 

Collins, 1992 
Wildsite Ecological 
Services, 2002 

H4.  MO10 The construction and implementation of development including coastal infrastructure or 
coastal protection works may impact on cultural heritage resources. 

Collins, 1992 
Wildsite Ecological 
Services, 2002 
 

H5.  MO10 Coastal processes such as coastal erosion and recession have impacted or may impact 
upon non indigenous cultural heritage sites of significance e.g. Old Jetty Sites. 
 

WorleyParsons, 2013 
WBM Oceanics, 2003 

H6.  MO10 Human impacts and activities, for example sandmining and residential development have 
resulted in the loss of cultural heritage sites. 
 

Collins 1991 and 1992 
WBM Oceanics, 2003 
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C5 Community Values 
A number of consultation activities have been carried out over the past fifteen years concerning 
the community values associated with the Byron Bay Embayment / Byron Shire Coastline and 
how these may translate into perspectives on managing the coastal zone. The two most recent 
consultation activities carried out were the 2007 stakeholder workshop carried out as part of the 
preparation of the draft CZMP for the Byron Shire Coastline (2010) and the Stakeholder 
Engagement Strategy (Umwelt in WRL, 2016), which was part of the larger project to prepare a 
Coastal Hazard Management Study for the Byron Bay Embayment(WRL, 2016).  
 
From the most recent stakeholder engagement activity in 2014 (Umwelt in WRL, 2016) the 
following values are consistently viewed as the most important drivers for managing the coastal 
zone of the BBE: 
 

• natural, ecological values and a healthy coastal environment 
• access to beaches 
• recreational and aesthetic amenity 

 
This finding aligns with previous coastal studies which found that the natural environment and 
landscape amenity were particularly important values with respect to the Byron Shire coastline 
(BSC 2000; WBM 2003; BSC 2010). 
 
The values analysis has been used to inform the preparation of this CZMP, for example to 
assist with developing the CZMP management objectives, identifying and prioritising 
management issues, and with assessing potential management options. 
 

C6 Recreation and Amenity 
The recreation and amenity values of the planning area are significant by virtue of: 

• The outstanding scenic and natural beauty of the BBE; for example the iconic vista as 
observed from Cape Byron, composed of sweeping beaches, Julian Rocks in mid view, 
and topographic features such as Wollumbin (Mount Warning) in the background. 

• The relatively sheltered nature of the embayment and generally calm coastal conditions 
experienced at Wategos and Main Beach, providing for excellent swimming, surfing and 
other water based activities. 

• A variety of surf breaks including the world class point break at The Pass. 
• The relatively pristine and ecologically diverse nature of the coastal waters of the BBE. 
• The relatively undeveloped, unhurried and uncrowded nature of the beaches and 

foreshores of the BBE. 
 
For the purpose of the Values Study conducted in 2000, five different landscape classes were 
defined and applied to the Byron Shire Coastline. Most of these classes apply to parts of the 
BBE, or lie just adjacent the BBE, as follows: 
 
Highly Developed: The most highly developed coastal setting is adjacent to Byron Bay Town 
Centre e.g. Main Beach, which is a highly modified coastal landscape with high levels of facility 
provision, regulation and social interaction. 
 
Developed: A developed coastal setting with moderate levels of facility provision, regulation and 
social interaction. Areas include parts of Cavvanbah, Belongil Beach (east), Clarkes Beach, The 
Pass and Wategos. 
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Developed Natural: Areas include North Beach, parts of Cavvanbah and Belongil Beach (west), 
Little Wategos. 
 
Near Natural: Developed nodes of recreation within an otherwise remote location. Areas include 
Grays Lane, Tyagarah Beach. 
 
Natural: Limited to protected areas and mostly areas associated with difficult access. Areas 
include: Julian Rocks Nature Reserve, Cumbebin Swamp Nature Reserve. 
 
Maintaining this diversity of coastal landscapes in the context of threats and pressures such as 
population growth, ongoing development pressure and increasing tourist visitation, as well as 
the risks arising from coastal hazards, is an important objective of this CZMP. 

C6.1 Recreational activities 
Popular coastal recreational activities in the Byron Bay Embayment include: walking, picnicking, 
whale watching, sea kayaking, surfing, swimming, snorkelling, scuba diving, stand up paddle 
boarding, kite surfing, hang gliding, beach volleyball, yoga, fitness classes, fishing (where 
permitted) and bird watching.  Other activities include water based sporting activities and 
organised events such as the Winter Whales Ocean Swim, Byron Bay Triathlon, surfing and 
surf life saving carnivals. 
 
In foreshore areas including Apex Park (adjacent Main Beach), activities such as wedding 
ceremonies, beachside markets and musical performances are also common. Some of these 
events may be scheduled for only certain times of the year or for the purpose of special 
celebrations e.g. New Years Eve, schoolies week. 
 
The community survey, conducted as part of preparing the Coastal Hazard Management Study 
for the Byron Bay Embayment (WRL, 2016), included a question on the recreational activities 
most important to survey participants. The results of this question are presented below at 
Table 2. 
 
Table 2 Community responses regarding important features of the Byron Bay Embayment 

as per community survey 2013/14 (Umwelt in WRL, 2016) 
 

Activity Main activity I do 
(identified as 1or 2), % 

An activity I do, but less 
important/frequent 

(nominated as 4 or 5), % 
Use the beach by myself (run, walk or 
other exercise 

65 20 

Use the beach with a 
friend/family/group or team, for 
exercise or relaxation 

71 16 

Use the beach with my pet  41 46 
Use the foreshore reserve for picnics 57 37 
Use the foreshore reserve for exercise 62 37 
Go for a surf  62 27 
Go for swim 79 12 
Go fishing 30 52 
Go boating/kayaking  33 52 
Practice Yoga  14 66 
Surfclub Activities 18 64 
Socialize with friends 48 29 
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Activity Main activity I do 
(identified as 1or 2), % 

An activity I do, but less 
important/frequent 

(nominated as 4 or 5), % 
Commercial activities (e.g. operating a  
business) 

7 87 

Community activities (e.g. Triathlon) 18 70 
Conservation activities (e.g. Dunecare) 51 32 

 
From Table 2, the most frequently nominated ‘main’ activities across all respondents were: 

• going for a swim 
• using the beach with family or friends or groups for exercise and relaxation 
• using the beach by myself – run, walk or other exercise 
• going for a surf 
• using the foreshore reserve for exercise and 
• conservation activities. 

 

C6.2 Tourism 
Byron Shire has a history of over 100 years as a tourism destination. Daytrip visitors were first 
attracted to the area from the early 1900s and camping and caravanning holidays became 
popular from the 1930s. From the 1960s,surfers were attracted to the area for the excellent 
surfing conditions. From the 1980s to mid 1990s tourism and development activity within the 
Shire, in particular Byron Bay, increased rapidly. This followed the decline of other industries 
that had supported the local economy including timber, dairying, agriculture, whaling and meat 
processing. It was also during this time that international backpackers discovered Byron Bay 
(BSC, 2006).  
 
Today, tourism is recognised as an important contributor to the Shire’s economic development 
with tourism recognised as the principal driver of the Shire’s economy (BSC website, undated). 
Based on a four year annual average to the year ending September 2013, the annual total 
tourism spends for the Byron LGA was $415 M (Destination NSW, 2013). It is estimated that in 
2011, employment arising from tourism expenditure was around 2,500 full time jobs (BSC 
website, undated). 
 
With reference to data collected by National Visitor Survey (Destination NSW, 2013), ‘going to 
the beach’ is in the second most popular activity for both domestic overnight and daytrip tourists 
to the Byron LGA, second only to ‘eating out at restaurants’. Comparative data for international 
tourists was not available from Destination NSW, however according to the Byron Shire Visitor 
Profile and Satisfaction project conducted in 2011, of both domestic and international tourists 
interviewed, ‘going to the beach’ was the second most popular activity at 76 per cent, second 
only to ‘general sightseeing’ at 79 per cent (Tourism Research Australia, 2011). 
 
From the cost benefit analysis undertaken as part of the Coastal Hazard Management Study 
Byron Bay Embayment (Appendix N of WRL, 2016), beach related tourism expenditure was 
estimated to amount to over $115 million annually. Noting this figure assumes that 50 per cent 
of daily tourism expenditure is spent on beach related activities (WRL, 2016 with data from 
Tourism Research Australia). 
 

C6.3 Surf safety and life saving services 
Council, in conjunction with Cape Byron Headland Trust and the Australian Lifeguard Service, 
provides beach surf life saving services to specific beaches within Byron Shire Council during 
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the NSW and Queensland School Holidays. Beach patrols are also provided by Surf Life Saving 
volunteers at Byron Bay Main Beach on weekends and Public Holidays during specified 
periods, for example from Saturday 19 September 2015 to Monday 26 April 2016. 
 
In addition to beach patrols, signage erected at beach accesses provides information related to 
risks such as rips and currents, as well as dangerous conditions brought about by coastal 
storms and erosion. Recently Council sought to improve this information with the placement of 
targeted signage on recognising and avoiding rips. In 2013, Council also embarked on a 
community education program concerning the risks associated with coastal storms and 
hazards, co-funded through the Natural Disaster Resilience Grants Scheme. 
 
In response to increased shark activity and associated incidents in the vicinity of the BBE and 
the North Coast generally, in 2014/15 Council funded a trial of aerial shark patrols during the 
school holidays of September / October 2015. The patrols were conducted by a Gyrocopter and 
were designed to provide instant shark sighting reports, radioed back to local life guards.  
 
The State Government also announced a suite of measures focused on the North Coast, 
including a program of shark tagging and monitoring, a review of shark management 
technologies, and a targeted community awareness campaign. 
 

C6.4 Water quality 
During the period November 2009 to September 2013, Byron Shire participated in the state 
government’s ‘Beachwatch’ water quality monitoring program. The program provided regular 
and reliable information on beach water quality via a website, enabling people to make informed 
decisions about where and when to swim, particularly after rain events. Analysis and 
subsequent ratings were based on microbial assessments (enterococci cfu) for total counts, in 
response to rainfall and trends through time. The following beaches were included in the 
program; Belongil Beach, Main Beach and Clarkes Beach. 
 
The monitoring program revealed that water quality at all beaches investigated rated as ‘very 
good’. This was in spite of higher than average rainfall events within this La Nina period. The 
Beach Suitability grade of Very Good indicates that the water quality is considered safe for 
swimming almost all of the time, with very few potential sources of faecal contamination 
(http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/resources/beach/bwar13/13757bwar13Byron.pdf ).  
 
In October 2013, the Beachwatch program was discontinued. 
 
A piped stormwater outfall diverts untreated stormwater to an outlet at Clarkes Beach. The 
outfall is important for reducing flood flows in the town centre yet is somewhat undesirable given 
untreated urban stormwater can present a health risk to beach users as well as transport litter to 
the beach (SMEC, 2010). Sometimes, when sand is actively accreting to Clarkes Beach, 
stormwater cannot flow directly to the ocean and pools on the beach behind the sand berm that 
builds up and a channel through the berm has to be dug to allow the stormwater to escape. As 
part of the recently adopted Belongil Creek Floodplain Risk Management Plan (BMT WBM, 
2014), an upgrade of the Clarkes Beach outfall is planned. This includes doubling the current 
capacity of the drain and incorporating a gross pollutant control device to catch debris. The 
preferred drainage strategy also includes a detention basin wetland adjacent the drain, to 
improve the water quality of stormwater exiting the outfall. 
 
There are several stormwater outlets at Wategos Beach. These outlets may impact on water 
quality and general amenity at Wategos Beach however the size of the urban stormwater 
catchment is relatively small (WBM Oceanics, 2003). 
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C6.5 Companion animals 
Council has a ‘Companion Animal Exercise Areas Policy’ which makes provision for companion 
animal off-lead and on-lead exercise areas (currently Policy 5.31, last reviewed October 2011). 
Within the BBE there is a ‘Companion animal off leash area’ located from a point adjacent 
Manfred Street, Belongil, extending in a south easterly direction to a point on the western side 
of Main Beach car park and including the Cavvanbah Reserve.  
 
Dogs and other domestic animals, with the exception of ‘registered assistance animals’, are not 
permitted at other beaches within the BBE, in the Cape Byron State Conservation Area or other 
national parks in the area. Further information regarding companion animals is available on the 
Byron Shire Council website at http://www.byron.nsw.gov.au/companion-animals. 
 

C6.6 Commercial activities 
There are a number of recreational and cultural activities which frequently take place on coastal 
reserves and foreshore areas of a commercial nature. For example, mobile food kiosks, 
weddings, yoga and fitness classes, commercial diving, surf school and sea kayak operators.  
 
In order to ensure that commercial activities are managed appropriately and do not result in 
negative environmental impacts, conflict between users, or diminish the recreational amenity of 
beaches and adjoining reserves, Council has in place a policy entitled ‘Commercial Activities on 
Coastal and Riparian Crown Reserves’ (currently Policy 5.52, last reviewed 8 December 2011) 
(BSC, 2011). This policy sets out licensing and operational requirements for commercial 
activities and restricts the number of licenses issued to commercial operators. Operators 
starting up commercial activities without an appropriate license are an ongoing compliance 
issue. 
 

C6.7 Vehicular access on beaches 
Within the Byron Bay Embayment, recreational and commercial vehicles are prohibited from 
driving on the beaches (BSC Policy 13/007).  
 

C6.8 Wheelchair access on beaches 
A ‘Sandcruiser’ beach wheelchair is available at Clarkes Beach for use by persons with a 
disability. It may be accessed through Pacific Apartments at Clarkes Beach, Byron Bay. There 
is scope for improving beach access for people with a disability and this objective has been 
considered as part of the re-design / upgrade of the JSPW.  
 

C6.9 Camping and holiday parks 
Council manages the First Sun Holiday Park located in the Byron Bay town centre whilst Crown 
Lands, through the North Coast Holiday Parks Trust, manage the Clarkes Beach Holiday Park. 
These parks provide beach front accommodation including cabins, camping and caravan sites. 
 
‘Illegal camping’ throughout the road and crown reserves of the BBE is an ongoing issue, often 
resulting in negative impacts on the environment as well as social and behavioural problems. 
Compliance activity often increases during summer and other peak holiday seasons, in an effort 
to manage this issue. 
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C6.10 Recreation and amenity management issues 
A summary table of recreational and amenity issues are provided at Table 3. This table has 
largely been informed by the community consultation activities undertaken in 2014 and as part 
of preparing the 2010 draft CZMP (BSC, 2010), as well as literature review. 
 
In addition Table 3has been informed by the report ‘Erosion Protection Structures – Byron Bay 
Embayment ‘where risks were assessed in relation to public use and amenity, a summary table 
of the findings is reproduced at Appendix 2(Table 25, WorleyParsons, 2013). 
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Table 3 Recreation and amenity management issues 
 
Issue 
Number 

Most Relevant 
CZMP Management 
Objective 

Threat / management Issue Location Source 

R1.  MO6 
MO9 

Socially and environmentally undesirable behaviours in beach and 
dune areas e.g. illegal camping, lighting of fires, alcohol and drug 
consumption, leading to environmental damage, habitat 
disturbance, negative impacts on amenity and public safety. 

All, notably Clarkes 
Beach, Belongil 
Beach, North Beach 

Byron Shire 
Council, 2010 

R2.  MO6 
MO9 

Terrestrial and marine pollution / littering (e.g. cigarette butts, plastic 
bags, fishing tackle and bait bags) negatively affecting beach 
amenity and the environment. 

All Byron Shire 
Council, 2010 

R3.  MO9 Unregulated commercial activities on the beaches and foreshores 
may impact negatively on environmental, social and amenity 
values. 

Main Beach to The 
Pass 

Regular site 
inspections 

R4.  MO9 Recreational activities and other human disturbances, such as 
informal access through dunes disposal of garden debris, leading 
to: 

 negative impacts on dune formation and stability 
 damage or other negative impacts on native, coastal 

vegetation and habitat values 
 negative impacts on native fauna 

All Byron Shire 
Council, 2010 

R5.  MO6 Shoreline alignment of Jetty Site provides for a small 
embayment/pocket beach under most conditions, however there is 
no formal access or management regime provided and it is often in 
a state of disrepair or closure following storm events. 

Belongil Beach – 
Jetty Site 

Appendix 1 

R6.  MO7 When beaches are eroded, debris and potentially dangerous 
materials such as car bodies may become exposed, leading to 
amenity and public safety impacts. 

Belongil Beach Byron Shire 
Council, 2010 
 
WorleyParsons, 
2013 

R7.  MO6 Access #17 and #18 may be restricted / undercut by Clarkes Beach 
stormwater drain under certain conditions. 

Clarkes Beach Appendix 1 

R8.  MO9 Clarkes stormwater drain may result in water quality and amenity 
issues. 

Clarkes Beach SMEC, 2010 
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Issue 
Number 

Most Relevant 
CZMP Management 
Objective 

Threat / management Issue Location Source 

R9.  MO9 Potential for oil/fuel leaks and spills from vehicles and vessels. 
 

The Pass 
Belongil Estuary 
 

 

R10.  MO6 Potential conflicts between surfers, swimmers and boats / vessels. The Pass Wildsite 
Ecological 
Services, 2002 

R11.  MO9 Stormwater drains at Wategos may result in water quality and 
amenity issues, erosion between road and beach. 

Wategos WBM Oceanics, 
2003 

R12.  MO6 Lacking provision of infrastructure at Belongil Beach for beach 
users e.g. pathways, formalised parking, amenities such as toilets, 
fresh water and showering facilities. 

Belongil Beach Regular site 
inspections 

R13.  MO6 
MO7 

Lacking provision of formalised emergency access at Belongil 
Beach. 

Belongil Beach Regular site 
inspections 

R14.  MO6 Increased shark activity and associated conflicts with water based 
recreation activities. 

All  

R15.  MO 7 Coastal protection works at Belongil Beach have been rated as 
‘poor’ in terms of visual amenity. 

Belongil Beach WorleyParsons, 
2013 (refer 
Table 1, 
Appendix 2) 
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C7 Beach access and coastal walkways 
Public access to the beaches and foreshores of the Byron Bay Embayment may be categorised 
as: 
 

• pedestrian access on to the beach for swimming, fishing, walking and other recreational 
activities 

• pedestrian access along the beach or foreshore for swimming, fishing, walking and other 
recreational activities 

• emergency access on to and along the beach 
• access for boats / vessels 
• contiguous walkways that facilitate pedestrian access on to and along the coastline i.e. 

‘coastal walkways’ 
 

C7.1 Current beach access arrangements 
The current beach access arrangements within the Byron Bay Embayment precinct are 
depicted at Figure 4. Details with respect to the ownership or management of beach access 
assets are also provided, noting that public beach accesses and walkways may be owned or 
managed by a number of agencies, including: Byron Shire Council, NSW National Parks (Office 
of Environment and Heritage), North Coast Holiday Parks (a Reserve Trust for Crown Land) 
and the Department of Crown Lands. These ownership arrangements have implications for the 
development and implementation of actions in the CZMP BBE. 
 
An extensive investigation and audit of public beach access arrangements in the BBE is 
documented at Appendix 1. 
 

C7.2 Impacts of coastal hazards on access arrangements 
The Byron Shire Coastline Hazard Assessment Update was prepared for Byron Shire Council 
by BMT WBM Pty Ltd in September 2013. The major findings from the study are summarised in 
Part B of the CZMP. 
 
The coastal hazard lines prepared by BMT WBM (2013), and their positions relative to current 
public beach access arrangements, are depicted at Figure 5 and Figure 6. The hazard lines 
represent the location of the shoreline for the immediate, 2050 year and 2100 timeframes for 
Scenario 1 (Figure 5) and for Scenario 2 (Figure 6). The lines consider the following coastal 
hazards: beach erosion, shoreline recession, in combination with projected anthropogenic sea 
level rise. The two scenarios are described as follows: 
 
Scenario 1 (S1) – The existing measured shoreline, with erosion extending landward only as 
far as the seawalls where they exist.  Where there are gaps in the existing seawall between 
Border Street and Manfred Street, these are adopted as also being protected to create a 
continuous seawall that prevents recession beyond the existing dune alignment along that area 
 
Scenario 2 (S2) – Retention of only the Jonson Street protection works and removal of all other 
coastal erosion protection works and interim beach access stabilisation works along the Byron 
Bay Embayment. The modelled 2010 shoreline where the measured shoreline is affected by 
those seawalls that would be removed. 
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For further detail on the derivation and modelling of the coastal processes in the BBE, refer to 
BMT WBM (2013). 
 

C7.3 Beach access and coastal walkway management issues 
A summary of identified ‘beach access and coastal walkway’ management issues is provided at 
Table 4.This table has largely been informed by the audit of public beach access arrangements 
in the BBE, documented at Appendix 1, the report ‘Erosion Protection Structures – Byron Bay 
Embayment ‘ (Table 19 and 25, WorleyParsons, 2013), reproduced at Appendix 2, and the 
Hazards Assessment Update (BMT WBM, 2013), and other sources where indicated. 
 

C7.4 Community uses of the coastal zone implementation 
schedule 

Management actions for community uses of the coastal zone within the Byron Bay Embayment, 
and the appropriate timeframes for implementation are presented in Table 5. 
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Figure 4 Beach accesses and coastal walkways of the Byron Bay Embayment 
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Figure 5 Coastal erosion hazard impact (S1, BMT WBM, 2013) on beach access and walkways of the BBE 
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Figure 6 Coastal erosion hazard impact (S2, BMT WBM, 2013) on beach access and walkways of the BBE 
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Table 4 Beach access and coastal walkways management issues 
 

Issue 
Number 

Relevant CZMP 
Management 
Objectives 

Issue Description Location Source 

B1.  MO 6 
MO 7 

Accesses may be damaged and become unsafe as a result of coastal processes e.g. storm waves, beach erosion, dune scarping 
and slumping. 

All Byron Shire Council, 
2011 
 
Appendix 1 

B2.  MO 6 Informal access through dunes may lead to negative impacts on dune formation and stability, thus causing damage or other 
negative impacts on native, coastal vegetation and habitat values. 

All Byron Shire Council, 
2010 
 
Appendix 1 

B3.  MO 9 
MO 11 

Recreational activities, such as exercising unleashed dogs, may lead to negative impacts on shorebird and seabird roosting and 
breeding area at Belongil Estuary entrance. 

North Beach and 
Belongil Beach 

Byron Bird Buddies, 
2007 

B4.  MO 6  Whilst beach accesses are provided, there is no provision of change rooms, showering or bathroom facilities. Belongil Beach Regular site inspections 

B5.  MO 6  Whilst beach accesses are provided, there is limited or no provision of formal car parking adjacent accesses. Informal car parking 
areas are gravel and in a state of disrepair (uneven, potholed). 

Belongil Beach Regular site inspections 

B6.  MO 6 Shoreline alignment of Jetty Site provides for a small embayment/pocket beach under most conditions (accreted), and it is a 
popular viewing area and beach access, being adjacent the park and commercial precinct; however there is no formal access or 
management regime provided for this access and it is often in a state of closure or disrepair following storms. 

Belongil Beach – Jetty 
Site (#3) 

Appendix 1 

B7.  MO 6 Ongoing informal usage of Border Street interim stabilisation measures as an access is leading to dune instability and lowering of 
dune crest. 

Belongil Beach – 
stabilisation measures 
Border Street 

Appendix 1 

B8.  MO 7 Border Street viewing platform located in immediate hazard zone (S1 and S2). Belongil Beach – Border 
Street (#5) 

Hazard maps at BMT 
WBM, 2013 (refer Fig 4 
and 5) 

B9.  MO 6 Access is signposted but is otherwise very informal i.e. unconfined, no formalised pathways, no lighting, no maintenance. Cavvanbah (#6) Appendix 1 

B10.  MO 6  On the western side of the JSPW, a safe, properly formed access on to the beach is lacking at this highly used location. 
 
Rock toe protection poses a ‘high’ risk in terms of structure resilience, potential for public safety risks. 

Cavvanbah (#7) WorleyParsons, 2013  
 
WorleyParsons, 2013 

B11.  MO 6  
MO 7  

JSPW in front of car park rated as ‘poor’ for access on to the beach as there is no safe, formal access, and there are informal, 
potentially hazardous pathways over rock revetment. 
 
JSPW in front of car park rated as ‘poor’ for access along the beach, the rock protection and groyne restricts access along the 
beach under most conditions. 
 
Rock protection in front of reserve, and adjacent western side of car park, rated as an ‘extreme’ and ‘high’ risk in terms of structure 
resilience, potential for major injuries as a result of wave overtopping and/or erosion of the structures. 
 
Rock protection in front of western side of Jonson St car park rated as a ‘high’ risk re structure resilience, potential for public safety 
risks as a result of wave overtopping or erosion of the structure. 
 
There is no provision for disabled access at Main Beach; the only wheelchair access is at Clarke’s Beach. 

Main Beach 
JSPW 

WorleyParsons, 2013 
 
 
WorleyParsons, 2013 
 
 
WorleyParsons, 2013  
 
 
WorleyParsons, 2013 

B12.  MO 6  Concrete ramp at Main Beach has been undermined by large cavities under the ramp, and there are cracks in the slab. Main Beach #9 WorleyParsons, 2013 

B13.  MO 7  Access at Middleton Street may become damaged and / or unviable as a result of coastal erosion over the 2050 time frame. Main Beach 
#12 (Middleton St) 

Hazard maps at BMT 
WBM, 2013 (refer Figure 
4 and Figure 5) 

B14.  MO 7 Access #17 and #18 may be restricted / undercut by Clarkes Beach stormwater drain under certain conditions. Clarkes Beach 
#17 and #18 

Regular site inspections 
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Issue 
Number 

Relevant CZMP 
Management 
Objectives 

Issue Description Location Source 

B15.  MO 6  Retaining walls tend to funnel sand into access, making it difficult to negotiate by wheelchair users. 
 
Wheelchair users may not be aware of access. 

Clarkes Beach #19 Regular site inspections 

B16.  MO 7 Accesses may become damaged and / or unviable as a result of coastal erosion over the 2050 time frame, subject to 
presence/absence bedrock. 

The Pass #21 to #23 Hazard maps at BMT 
WBM, 2013 (refer Figure 
4 and Figure 5) 

B17.  MO 6 Coastal protection works at Belongil Beach have a poor to fair rating in terms of ‘access onto the beach’.Geofabric structures are 
‘fair’, rock structures are ‘poor’. 

Belongil Beach  WorleyParsons, 2013, 
(refer Table1, Appendix 
2) 

B18.  MO 6 Coastal protection works at Belongil Beach have a poor to good rating in terms of ‘access along the beach’. Belongil Beach WorleyParsons, 2013 
(refer Table1, Appendix 
2) 

B19.  MO6 Coastal protection works at Main Beach and Belongil Beach, have a generally fair to poor rating in terms of impact on beach width. 
 
Coastal protection works may affect the beach profile and width of the beach over time (up and downdrift), as assessed in 
WorleyParsons (2013). 

Main Beach 
Belongil Beach 

WorleyParsons, 2013 
(refer Table 2, Appendix 
2) 
Chapter 4, 
WorleyParsons, 2013 
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C7.5 Community uses implementation schedule 
Table 5 Community uses implementation schedule 

Issue 
Number Management actions Management 

area Priority Timeframe 
#1 Responsibility Support  

Agency 
Cost (budgeted/ 

unbudgeted) Performance measure 

 1.1  Cultural heritage 

H2 
H6 

1.1.1 
Ensure that correct protocols are followed regarding indigenous cultural heritage sites / 
values in the coastal zone (refer AHIMS). 

All High Ongoing BSC   Budgeted  Correct protocols are 
implemented and 
indigenous cultural heritage 
is protected and preserved. 

H3 
H5 
H6 

1.1.2 
Incorporate cultural heritage impact assessment when planning / seeking approvals for 
works to be carried in coastal areas, avoiding impacts where possible (i.e. beach 
accesses, coastal protection works). 

All High Ongoing BSC  Budgeted  Indigenous cultural heritage 
is protected and preserved. 

H1 1.1.3 
Liaise with indigenous community and support the identification and mapping of 
cultural heritage sites. 

All Medium Ongoing BSC  Budgeted  Indigenous cultural heritage 
sites / values are identified 
and mapped. 

H4 1.1.4 
Liaise with indigenous community and support the development and implementation of 
plans of management for indigenous cultural heritage sites in the coastal zone. 

All Medium Ongoing BSC  Budgeted  Indigenous cultural heritage 
sites / values are managed 
appropriately. 

H1 1.1.5 
Abide by the Byron Shire Council and Bundjalung of Byron Bay Aboriginal Corporation 
(Arakwal) Memorandum of Understanding (2013). 

All High Ongoing BSC  Budgeted  MoU is abided by. 

H1 1.1.6 
Abide by the Byron Shire Council Cultural Plan 2008–2013 and implement the 
appropriate actions. 

All 
 

Medium Medium and 
ongoing 

BSC  Budgeted as 
outlined in Byron 
Shire Council 
Cultural Plan 

 Cultural plan is abided by. 
 Actions from the plan are 

implemented. 

H1 
H4 

1.1.7 
Ensure compliance with the Byron Shire LEP 2014 concerning heritage matters and 
items listed.   

All  High Medium and 
ongoing 

BSC  Budgeted  LEP is abided in terms of 
cultural matters. 

H1 1.18 
Ensure compliance with relevant legislation regarding marine cultural heritage. 

All Medium Ongoing BSC  Budgeted  Relevant legislation is 
abided by. 

 2.1  Recreation and Amenity 

R12 
R13 
B5 
 

2.1.1  
Investigate the need for improved car parking in areas where formal beach accesses 
are provided. 

All, especially 
Belongil 
Beach, 
Cavvanbah 
and North 
Beach. 

Medium Medium and 
ongoing 

BSC  Budgeted  Investigation into car 
parking complete. 

 Recommendations of 
investigation implemented. 

R1 
R2 
R3 
R6 

2.1.2  
Public amenities review should be undertaken for coastal areas and estuary 
foreshores within the Byron Shire in accordance with NSW Coastal Policy 1997 
Strategic Action 7.1.2. (CP 7.1.2). 

All, especially 
Belongil 
Beach, 
Cavvanbah 
and North 
Beach. 

Medium Short BSC North Byron 
Beach Resort 

Budgeted  Public amenities review 
undertaken. 

 Recommendations of 
investigation implemented. 

R3 2.1.3 
Council Policy  ‘Commercial Activities on Coastal and Riparian Crown Reserves’ (BSC 
Policy 5.52) is to be reviewed, ensuring that it accords with the goals and objectives of 
the CZMP. 

All Medium Medium BSC  Budgeted  Commercial activities in 
coastal areas are in accord 
with this CZMP. 

B3 2.1.4 
With respect to dog and horse access on beaches, comply with the Marine Estate 
Management Legislation and Council’s ‘Companion Animal Exercise Areas Policy’ 

All 
 

High Ongoing BSC Cape Byron 
Marine Park 

Budgeted  Cape Byron Marine Park 
Zones and BSC policy is 
complied with and dog and 
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Issue 

Number Management actions Management 
area Priority Timeframe 

#1 Responsibility Support  
Agency 

Cost (budgeted/ 
unbudgeted) Performance measure 

(BSC Policy 5.31). horse access on beaches is 
managed appropriately. 

R9 
B2 

2.1.5 (also 1.1.13 Open Coast Ecosystem Health) 
Ensure compliance with BSC Policy 13/007 concerning no recreational vehicular 
access to beaches and no commercial fishers vehicular access to beaches. 

All  High Ongoing BSC  Cape Byron 
Marine Park 

Budgeted  Policy is complied with and 
there are no recreational 
vehicles or commercial 
fisher vehicles on the 
beaches. 

R4 2.1.6 
Promote self-regulated public avoidance of Belongil Estuary Mouth and North Beach 
during periods of key wildlife usage using media releases and community education 
initiatives. Refer also 3.1.9. 
 

North Beach High Immediate 
and ongoing 

BSC  Cape Byron 
Marine Park 
North Byron 
Beach Resort 

Un-budgeted 
Cost estimate 1 
 

 Avoidance of Belongil 
Estuary mouth and North 
Beach before and during 
key wildlife usage periods. 

R1 
B9 

2.1.7 (also 1.1.1 ‘Open Coast Ecosystem Health)  
Audit current signage and potentially erect new signs at beach entrances, promoting 
the responsible use of public beaches. For example, no dogs, stay on designated 
paths, no fires, no removal of vegetation, remove rubbish, no camping. 

All 
 

Medium Short BSC Crown Budgeted 
Cost estimate 1 

 Audit conducted, signage 
erected where necessary. 

R1 2.1.8 
Ensure illegal camping is reduced in the coastal reserves and dune systems, through 
both education and compliance activities, as well as working on homelessness issues 
with the relevant authorities. 
 

All High Ongoing BSC  Budgeted  Incidence of illegal campers 
is reduced. 

B4 
B11 
B12 
B13 
B14 
B15 

2.1.9 
Implementation of relevant actions in the Byron Bay Town Centre Master Plan as 
relevant to the provision of beach access, walkways, and other foreshore 
infrastructure. 

Main Beach 
Clarkes Beach 

Medium Short BSC Crown 
 

Unbudgeted 
Cost estimate 1 

 Improved recreational 
amenity of the foreshore 
area. 

R7 
R8 
B14 

2.1.10 
Implement Byron Drainage Strategy (SMEC, 2010) and upgrade stormwater drain at 
Clarkes Beach. 
 

Clarkes Beach Medium Medium BSC    Stormwater is treated 
before discharge to Clarkes 
Beach. 

R8 
B14 

2.1.11 
Monitor and manage discharge of stormwater at Clarkes Beach, implement minor 
scraping works when necessary to ensure beach access remains safe. 
 

Clarkes Beach Medium As needed BSC  Budgeted  Clarkes beach access 
remains safe. 

R11 2.1.12 
Monitor, repair and investigate potential upgrade of stormwater drains at Wategos 
Beach to minimise impacts on recreational amenity. 

Wategos Medium Medium BSC  Unbudgeted 
Cost estimate 1 

 Amenity impacts from 
stormwater drains are 
minimised. 

R14 2.1.13 
Provide support, where considered appropriate, to state government initiatives 
concerning shark activity. 

All High Immediate 
and ongoing 

BSC   Un-budgeted  State government research 
and initiatives are 
supported, where 
considered appropriate. 

R15 2.1.14 
Improve the visual amenity of coastal protection works at Belongil Beach through the 
‘adaptive seawall with walkway’ strategy; refer section B3 and coastal hazard risk 
management strategy and implementation schedules for Belongil Beach. 

Belongil Refer 
section 
B3 

Refer section 
B3 

Refer section 
B3 

Refer section B3 Refer section B3  Refer section B3 

 3.1  Beach Access 

B2 
B7 
B9 

3.1.1 
Rationalise the informal beach accesses and formalise identified beach accesses. 
 
This may involve closing off the informal accesses and revegetation works, and 
erecting signs outlining that it is a revegetation site. 
 

All, especially 
Cavvanbah, 
Border Street 
interim 
measures. 

High Short BSC 
 

Crown 
 

Unbudgeted 
Cost estimate 
three (Capital 
works) 
Cost estimate two 
per year 

 All informal accesses 
closed and successfully 
revegetated. 

 Formalised accesses 
maintained in a safe and 
appropriate condition 
suitable for public use. 
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Issue 

Number Management actions Management 
area Priority Timeframe 

#1 Responsibility Support  
Agency 

Cost (budgeted/ 
unbudgeted) Performance measure 

(maintenance). 

B2 3.1.2 
Review Council’s relevant ‘Vegetation Management Plans’ in terms of the provision of 
beach access and management.  

All, especially 
Cavvanbah 

High Short BSC 
 

 Unbudgeted 
Cost estimate one 
Cost estimate two 
per year 
(maintenance). 

 Vegetation Management 
plans updated in terms of 
beach access provision and 
a strategic approach to 
beach access and dune 
management undertaken. 

 

R12 
B6 
B10 
B13 
B14 
B15 

3.1.3 
Formal beach access and other associated infrastructure (e.g. viewing platforms)  to 
be monitored and maintained in a safe condition, suitable for public use. 

All High Immediate 
and ongoing 

BSC  Budgeted  Formal access is in a safe 
and appropriate condition 
suitable for public use. 

R5 
B6 

3.1.4 
Crown Lands to prepare and implement a plan of management for the Jetty Site 
including formalisation of access (#3) and removal of materials presenting a public 
safety risk. 
 

Belongil Beach High Immediate Crown BSC Unbudgeted  Plan of Management 
developed and 
implemented for Jetty Site. 

B1 
B6 
B8 
B11 
B13 
B16 

3.1.5 
The relevant actions in the EASP are implemented before, during and after a coastal 
erosion event, refer Part E. 
 

All High As needed Refer Part E Refer Part E Budgeted 
Cost estimate 1 
(p.a.) 

 Refer Part E. 
 

R6 
B1 
B2 
B8 
B10 
B11 

3.1.6 
Cooperate with NPWS to determine joint management issues and responses 
associated with the maintenance of vegetation integrity, water quality, visitor safety 
and general provision of access. 

All Medium Short to 
medium 

BSC  Budgeted  Investigation into joint 
management issues 
complete. 

 Management actions from 
investigation implemented. 

B7 3.1.7 
Investigate use of Section 94 Open Space contributions to fund beach access 
improvements due to increase usage associated with population growth. 

All Medium Short BSC  Budgeted  Investigation into 
contributions complete. 

 Actions from investigation 
implemented. 

B3 3.1.8 
Implement maintenance works on North Beach public access and ensure compliance 
with Crown Land Licence 453621.  
 

North Beach Medium As needed BSC Crown Budgeted  Crown Lands Licence 
453621 complied with and 
impacts from works on 
beach access minimised. 

B3 3.1.9 
Implement relevant actions from the North Byron Beach Resort Estuarine and Dunal 
Management Plan (WetlandCare Australia, 2014) with respect to both public and 
private beach / estuary access are implemented. 

North Beach Medium Short North Byron 
Beach Resort 

BSC 
Byron Bird 
Buddies 

Budgeted  Relevant actions 
implemented in accordance 
with Plan. 

B1 
B3 

 
3.1.10 (also refer Open Coast Ecosystem Health) 
Audit and implement relevant ‘beach access’ actions as per Belongil Estuary Seabird 
and Foreshore Management Plan (Byron Bird Buddies, 2007) and Belongil Estuary 
Seabird and Shorebird Management Plan Review and 2008-09 Season Report 
#E2014/46131 (Byron Bird Buddies, 2009). 

North Beach Medium Ongoing Byron Bird 
Buddies BSC 
North Byron 
Beach Resort 
 

BSC Unbudgeted  Negative impacts on 
shorebirds and other fauna, 
for beach access and 
recreation, are minimised. 
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Issue 

Number Management actions Management 
area Priority Timeframe 

#1 Responsibility Support  
Agency 

Cost (budgeted/ 
unbudgeted) Performance measure 

B10 3.1.11 
As per res 14-66, progress the detailed design and construction of upgraded Jonson 
Street Protection Works, which will address a number of beach access and amenity 
issues (e.g. incorporating a formal pathway and access on to the beach in front of First 
Sun Caravan Park, improving structural resilience, removal of the spur groynes, 
incorporating a concrete stepped seawall, concrete pathway, vehicle and disabled 
access, viewing and meeting platform). 
 

Main Beach Medium Medium BSC Crown 
 

Unbudgeted 
Cost estimate 4 
(est. $6.5 M) 

 JSPW upgrade is 
progressed and provides 
for improved beach access 
and amenity. 

B12 3.1.12 
Improve the foundation of the concrete ramp component of the JSPW (#9) to prevent 
further failure. 

Main Beach High Immediate BSC Crown 
 

Unbudgeted 
Cost estimate 1 

 Concrete ramp is repaired. 

B15 3.1.13 
Re-design of access (#19) and retaining walls to reduce sand blow and provide better 
conditions for wheelchair access. 
 
Improved signage and publicity concerning the provision of this wheelchair access. 

Clarkes Beach Medium Immediate BSC  Unbudgeted 
Cost estimate 1 

 Wheelchair access 
improved. 

B17 3.1.14 
Ensure the ‘adaptive sea wall with walkway’ strategy at Belongil Beach includes two 
public beach accesses (in addition to Manfred St); refer section B3 and coastal hazard 
risk management strategy and implementation schedules for Belongil Beach. 

Belongil Refer 
section 
B3 

Refer section 
B3 

Refer section 
B3 

Refer section B3 Refer section B3  Refer section B3 

 4.1 Coastal Walkways 

R3 
R10 

4.1.1 
Provide for a continuous walkway along Marine Parade including resolving pedestrian / 
vehicle conflicts at Marine Parade. 

Wategos Medium Short BSC  Unbudgeted 
Cost estimate 5 
 

 Continuous walkway 
constructed. 

R3 4.1.2 
Provide for an improved and Australian Standard walkway from Cavvanbah (northern 
side of JSPW), Main Beach through to Clarkes. 
 

Main Beach, 
Clarkes 

Medium Short BSC 
Crown 

Crown Unbudgeted 
Cost estimate 5 
 

 Walkway is improved 

B18 4.1.3 
Ensure the ‘adaptive sea wall with walkway’ at Belongil Beach includes an alongshore 
access, refer section B3 and coastal hazard risk management strategy and 
implementation schedules for Belongil Beach. 

Belongil Refer 
section 
B3 

Refer section 
B3 

Refer section 
B3 

Refer section B3 Refer section B3  Refer section B3 

 5.1 Governance 

 5.1.1 
Consider establishment of a coastal management group to assist with implementation 
of relevant actions in the draft CZMP BBE.  

All Medium Immediate BSC  Budgeted 
Cost estimate 1 

 Management action 
considered 

 
#1 Timeframe 
Immediate  within 1 year 
Short   within 2 – 5 years 
Medium   within 6 – 10 years 
Long   10 to 15 years 
Ongoing   required on a regular basis 
As needed  required on an ‘as needs’ basis 
 
 
#2 Cost (Budgeted / Partially Budgeted / Unbudgeted) 
 
Management strategies that show ‘budgeted’ are considered fully funded under BSC’s IP&R processes. Partially budgeted or 
unbudgeted projects will require external funding and/or an additional allocation from BSC that is currently unbudgeted.  
 
Cost estimate 1 <$49,999 
Cost estimate 2 $50,000 - $149,999 
Cost estimate 3 $150,000 - $299,999 
Cost estimate 4 >$300,000 
Cost estimate 5 Unable to be determined without further study 
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Appendix 1 Public Beach Access and Walkways Byron Bay 
Embayment 
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1 Introduction  

1.1 Study objective 
The purpose of this study is to describe and assess the current beach access arrangements, 
including coastal walkways, in the Byron Bay Embayment (BBE) so that high priority 
management issues may be identified. The information in this study will inform the 
development of management actions for consideration in the Coastal Zone Management 
Plan Byron Bay Embayment (draft CZMP BBE) with respect to public beach access. 
 
The geographic extent of the BBE and the relevant precincts within the BBE, as referred to 
hereafter in this report, are depicted at Figure 1. 
 
A map depicting the beach access and walkway arrangements of the BBE is at Figure 2. 

 
 
Figure 1  Byron Bay Embayment Coastal Precincts 
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Figure 2 Beach accesses and walkways of the Byron Bay Embayment 
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1.2 Study methodology 
Observations and a photographic record of public beach access arrangements, including 
coastal walkways in the BBE, were collected over a period extending from 3 October 2013 to 
23 December 2015. 
A review of literature from recent projects undertaken on Council’s behalf has also been used 
to inform this study. These recent projects include: 
 Draft Byron Bay Embayment Coastal Hazard Management Study: Stakeholder 

Engagement (Umwelt, in WRL 2015) 
 Investigating the Re-design of the Jonson Street Protection Works (WorleyParsons, 

2014) 
 Byron Bay Erosion Protection Structures – Risk Assessment (WorleyParsons, 2013) 
 Draft Coastal Zone Management Plan for Byron Shire Coastline (Byron Shire Council, 

2010) 
 Byron Shire Coastline Hazards Assessment Update (BMT WBM, 2013) 

 
Desktop and GIS analysis was undertaken using Council’s survey and other data, and aerial 
photography (2009 and 2013) supplied by the NSW Department of Primary Industries. 

1.3 Coastal Protection Works Byron Bay Embayment 
There are a number of coastal protection works located within the BBE that either provide the 
structural foundation for or impact upon public beach access arrangements. These works are 
summarised below. 

1.3.1 Jonson Street Protection Works 
The Jonson Street Protection Works (JSPW) provide protection and / or the structural 
foundation for beach accesses #7 to #9 (refer Figure 1.2). An aerial view of the JSPW is 
shown at Figure 3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3 Jonson Street Protection Works Aerial View (Department of Lands, 2013) 
On 27 February 2014, Council resolved as follows: 
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14-66 Resolved (relevant part only): 
 

1. That with respect to the report “Investigating the Redesign of Jonson Street 
Protection works”, as contained in Annexure 12, #E2014/8731, Council: 

a) Re-confirm its commitment to protecting the Byron Bay town centre through 
the provision of coastal protection works at Jonson Street, Byron Bay. 
b) Adopt the final report, including the recommended alternative option of 
upgrading the rock revetment protection works with stepped concrete seawall 
and removing the spur groynes. 
c) Include as actions in the implementation schedule of the draft Coastal Zone 
Management Plan for the Byron Bay Embayment the following: 

(i) refining the consultant’s recommended design to incorporate a 
viewing and meeting platform area along the proposed rock revetment 
protection works; 
(ii) investigating funding sources to enable the detailed design 
approval, construction and ongoing maintenance of the proposed 
works. 

 
The endorsed design is at Figure 4.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4 Adopted design for Jonson Street Protection Works (Figure 65,  
  WorleyParsons, 2014) 
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1.3.2 Interim beach access stabilisation works, Belongil Beach 
Accesses located at Manfred, Don and Border Street, are currently stabilised with interim 
beach access stabilisation measures. Prior to 2015, all three structures were comprised of 
geofabric sand bags, designed to: 
 

…reduce the risk of coastal erosion during the period required for Byron Shire 
Council (BSC) to develop and implement its long-term coastline management plan… 
expected to reduce erosion that may be cause [sic] by small seas combined with high 
tides but would not be expected to provide effective protection against large storm 
events.’ (GHD, 2001).  

 
On 21 March 2013, Council resolved as follows: 
 
13-146 Resolved (relevant parts only): 
 

1. That Council authorise the General Manager to expediently pursue options for 
rock/hard materials for the purpose of providing interim protection at Manfred, Border 
and Don Streets, Belongil; noting that this is an interim position until a long term 
coastal management policy has been adopted. 
 
2. That within the Belongil Beach area the prioritisation of sites for reconsideration of 
interim protection works be Manfred, Border then Don Street sites (noting that this is 
an internal prioritisation only for these sites and depending on prevailing 
circumstances there may be higher priority areas or projects in the Shire). 
 
3. That the Old Jetty Site not be considered further by Council as it is owned and 
managed by Crown Lands Division of NSW Trade & Investment (formerly Crown 
Lands). 
 
4. That Council confirm that it does not object to the concept of interim erosion control 
works on the Old Jetty Site provided any specific design will not adversely impact the 
environment or the public interest including beach users. 
 

 
Subsequently, on 19 December 2013, Council resolved: 
 
13-713 Resolved (relevant part only): 
 

2. That Council endorses the Review of Environmental Factors for the Interim Beach 
Access Stabilisation Works at Belongil, Byron Bay (Annexure 1(b)) and adopts the 
design for the Belongil Interim Beach Access Stabilisation Works (Annexure 1(a) 
#E2013/79294) subject to: 
 

a) the inclusion of a modular stair structure and/or stairs, that can be removed 
in order to restrict access when beach conditions are unsafe; and 
b) the removal of the reference to the sandbagging of kerb inlet in Table 5.6 of 
the REF. 

 
A concept design for the endorsed interim beach access stabilisation works is at Figure 5 
and Figure 6. For Manfred Street, these works were constructed and completed on 23 
December 2015. 
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Figure 5 Proposed interim works, Belongil, typical structure cross section (WRL, 

2013) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6 Interim works Manfred Street, Belongil, planform view (WRL, 2013, base 

drawing Cantys, 2009) 
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1.3.3 Wategos ad hoc works 
The accesses and walkway at Wategos are, in various locations, supported by ad hoc works, 
as shown at Figure 7 and Figure 8. The efficacy and structural integrity of these works is 
unknown and it is unclear as to the extent of bedrock which may underlay these works and 
Marine Parade. 
 

        
 
Figure 7 Rock ad hoc works Wategos Beach (24 June 201) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8 Geofabric bag ad hoc works Wategos Beach (24 June 2014)
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2 Beach accesses 
A brief description and accompanying photographic record of the beach access 
arrangements in each precinct of the BBE is provided in this section. Access numbers and 
the location of each access can be found at Figure 2. 
 
All accesses are managed by BSC unless otherwise stated. 

2.1 North Beach 
 
For the purpose of this study, the North Beach compartment extends from the southern 
extremity of Tyagarah Nature Reserve to the southern limit of the Belongil Creek mouth 
(refer Figure 1).  
 
There is one public access to North Beach, which is by way of a public easement. The 
easement enables the public to ‘go, pass and repass on foot at all times’, and enables 
persons authorised by Council to ‘go, pass and repass with or without vehicles for the 
purpose of maintenance’ (refer DP1096505, #DM594585).  
 
Figure 9 shows the approximate location of the easement, which passes through privately 
owned property.  Figure 10 and Figure 11 show the condition of the access as at October 
2013. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9 Approximate location of easement (Aerial Photo May 2013, Department 
  of Lands) 
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Figure 10 Access #1 North Beach public covenant (3 October 2013) 
 
 
 

  
 
Figure 11 Access #1 North Beach public covenant (3 October 2014) 
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2.2 Belongil Beach  
For the purpose of this study, the Belongil Beach compartment extends from the southern 
limit of the Belongil Creek mouth to and including the Border Street access (#5). 
 
There are three formal public accesses in the Belongil Beach compartment. There is also an 
informal access at the Jetty Site (#3). This access has been included in this study due to its 
significance to residents and commercial operators adjacent. There are numerous private 
property accesses in this compartment, which are beyond the scope of this study. There are 
interim beach access stabilisation measures/works at Manfred, Don and Border Street which 
stabilise access #2 and #4. Recently, the Manfred Street access was upgraded, refer Figure 
17 and Figure 18.  
 
All accesses in this compartment are within an animal exercise area that extends from 
Border Street access #5 to Manfred Street access #2. For more information, refer Byron 
Shire Council Policy 5.31 Companion Animal Exercise Areas #1156660. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 12 Access #2 Manfred Street damaged after an erosive period (6 September 2013) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 13 Access #2 Manfred Street damaged after an erosive period (3 October 2013) 
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Figure 14 Access #2 Manfred Street damaged after an erosive period (3 October 2013) 

 
 
Figure 15 Access #2 Manfred Street following repairs and an accretion phase  

(23 April 2014) 

 
 
Figure 16 Access #2 Manfred Street following repairs and an accretion phase  

(23 April 2014) 
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Figure 17 Manfred St interim beach access stabilisation works (access #2), view north 

(23 December 2015) 
 

 
Figure 18 Manfred St interim beach access stabilisation works (access #2), staircase  

(23 December 2015) 
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Figure 19 Park leading from Access #3 Jetty Site (6 November 2013) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 20 Access #3 Jetty Site after an erosive period (6 November 2013) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 21 Access #3 Jetty site during an accretion phase (23 April 2014) 
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Figure 22 Access #4 Don Street damaged after an erosive period (3 October 2013) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 23 Access #4 Don Street damaged after an erosive period (3 October 2013) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 24 Access #4 Don Street after an erosive period (9 October 2013) 
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Figure 25 Access #4 Don Street during an accretion phase (23 April 2014) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 26 Access #4 Don Street following repairs to walkway (2 May 2014) 
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Figure 27 Interim Stabilisation Measures Border Street North - access no longer 
  provided at this location 
 

 
 
Figure 28 Interim Stabilisation Measures Border Street North - access no longer 
  provided at this location 
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Figure 29 Access #5 Border Street (3 October 2013) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 30 Access #5 Border Street (3 October 2013) 
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2.3 Cavvanbah 
 
For the purpose of this study, the Cavvanbah precinct extends from the eastern side of the 
Border Street access (#5), i.e. it does not include access #5, to the western side of the 
Jonson Street Protection Works (JSPW), and includes access #6. 
 
There is one formal access and a number of informal accesses in the Cavvanbah precinct. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 31 Access #6 Cavvanbah Street (22 May 2014) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 32 Access #6 Cavvanbah Street (22 May 2014) 
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2.4 Main Beach  
For the purpose of this study, the Main Beach compartment extends from the northern side 
of the JSPW, including access #7 to access #13. There are seven formal accesses in the 
Main Beach compartment. The JSPW are an important feature in this compartment and 
support access #7 to #10. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 33 Access #7 First Sun Caravan Park (22 May 2014) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 34 Access #8 West Jonson Street (22 May 2014) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 35 Access #8 West Jonson Street (3 October 2014) 
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Figure 36 Access #9 Surf Life Saving Club - vehicle (3 October 2013) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 37 Access #10 Surf Life Saving Club pedestrian access (3 October 2013) 
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Figure 38 Access #11 North Apex Park (3 October 2013) 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Figure 39 Access #11 North Apex Park (3 October 2013) 
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Figure 40 Access #12 Apex Park (3 October 2013) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 41 Access #12 Apex Park (3 October 2013) 
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Figure 42 Access #13 Apex Park (3 October 2013) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 43 Access #13 Apex Park (3 October 2013) 
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2.5 Clarkes Beach 
 
For the purpose of this study, the Clarkes Beach compartment is defined from access #14 to 
the eastern side of Clarkes Beach Caravan Park and including access #20.  
 
There are different management arrangements for the beach accesses in the Clarkes Beach 
compartment, with the beach accesses within Clarkes Beach Caravan Park being on Crown 
Land and managed by the North Coast Accommodation Trust (NCAT).  
 
There are nine formal accesses in the Clarkes Beach compartment. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 44 Access #14 Apex Park (3 October 2013) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 45 Access #14 Apex Park (3 October 2013) 
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Figure 46 Access #15 Apex Park (3 October 2013) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 47 Access #15 Apex Park (3 October 2013) 
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Figure 48 Access #16 Apex Park - (3 October 2013) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 49 Access #16 Apex Park - (3 October 2013) 
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Figure 50 Access #17 adjacent storm water drain (3 October 2013) 
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Figure 51 Access #18 Clarkes Beach Park – vehicle (3 October 2013) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 52 Access #18 Clarkes Beach Park – vehicle (3 October 2013) 
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Figure 53 Access #19 Clarkes Beach Park – wheelchair (3 October 2013) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 54 Access #19 Clarkes Beach Park – wheelchair (3 October 2013) 
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Figure 55 Access #20 Adjacent (north) Clarkes Beach Café (3 October 2013) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 56 Access #20 Adjacent (north) Clarkes Beach Café (3 October 2013) 
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Figure 57 Access #21 Clarkes Beach Caravan Park – managed by NCAT, Crown 

Lands (24 June 2014) 
 
 

 
 
Figure 58 Access #22 Clarkes Beach Caravan Park – managed by NCAT,  Crown 

Lands (24 June 2014) 
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2.6 The Pass 
For the purpose of this study, The Pass beach compartment is defined from access #23 to 
and including the rocky headland at and adjacent Fisherman’s Lookout.  
 
The Cape Byron Trust and NPWS manage all of the beach access arrangements and 
associated infrastructure in this compartment. 
 
There are three formal accesses in The Pass beach compartment. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 59 Access #23 Captain Cook Car Park, managed by NPWS (22 May 2014) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 60 Access #24 The Pass, managed by NPWS (24 June 2014) 
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Figure 61 Access #25 The Pass – vehicle/vessel, managed by NPWS (24 June 2014) 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 62 Fisherman’s Lookout, managed by NPWS (24 June 2014) 
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2.7 Wategos / Little Wategos 
 
For the purpose of this study, the Wategos Beach compartment is defined from the eastern 
side of the rocky headland adjacent Fisherman’s Lookout, up to and including Little Wategos 
Beach and access #23. 
 
The Cape Byron Trust and NPWS manage all of the beach access arrangements and 
associated infrastructure in this compartment. 
 
There are seven formal accesses in the Wategos Beach compartment, and one formal 
access at Little Wategos. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 63 Access #26 Wategos toilets and picnic Area, managed by NPWS (22 May 

2014) 
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Figure 64 Access #27 Wategos, managed by NPWS (22 May 2014) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 65 Access #28 Wategos, managed by NPWS (24 June 2014) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 66 Access #29 Wategos, managed by NPWS (22 May 2014) 
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Figure 67 Access #30 Wategos, managed by NPWS (22 May 2014) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 68 Access#31 Wategos, managed by NPWS (22 May 2014) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 69 Access #32 Wategos, managed by NPWS (22 May 2014) 
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Figure 70 Access #33 Little Wategos, managed by NPWS (25 December 2015) 
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3 Coastal walkways 
 
This section is a record of coastal walkways owned or the responsibility of Byron Shire 
Council, unless otherwise stated. 

3.1 Main Beach 
Concrete or paved pathway extending from the northern side of the JSPW to Clarkes Beach. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 71 Walkway at Jonson Street carpark, managed by BSC (15 August 2014) 
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3.2 Clarkes Beach 
 
Mainly concrete or paved pathway extending from Clarkes Beach to Lighthouse Road and 
The Pass. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 72 Clarkes Beach coastal walkway, managed by BSC (15 August 2014) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 73 Clarkes Beach coastal walkway, managed by BSC (15 August 2014) 
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3.3 Wategos / Little Wategos 
 
Mainly concrete, timber or paved pathway, northern parts are informal / gravel. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 74 Concrete pathway, Wategos Beach, managed by NPWS (4 June 2014) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 75 Informal pathway, Wategos Beach, managed by BSC (4 June 2014) 
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3.4 Cape Byron 
 
The NPWS manage and promote the Cape Byron Walking Track, a 3.7 km loop walk 
including Lighthouse Road, Captain Cook lookout, The Pass, Wategos Beach and the Cape 
Byron Lighthouse, refer Figure 2 for location. 
 
More details can be found at the NPWS web site: 
http://www.nationalparks.nsw.gov.au/things-to-do/Walking-tracks/Cape-Byron-walking-
track/visitor-info 
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Appendix 2 Summary of Findings from ‘Byron Bay Erosion Protection Structures – Risk Assessment’ (WorleyParsons, 2013) 
 
Summary results from the report ‘Erosion Protection Structures – Byron Bay Embayment’, as relevant to community uses of the coastal zone, are provided at Figure 1, Table 1and Table 2. 
 
Figure 1: Erosion Protection Works Assessment (Figure 2, WorleyParsons, 2013).  

  

 



 
Table 1: Overall risk for public use and amenity of each structure (Table 25, WorleyParsons, 2013).  

 
  

 



 
Table 2: Overall risk rating for coastal processes impact of each structure (Table 19, WorleyParsons, 2013) 
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D1 Open coast ecosystem health 
Byron Shire is centred in a wet subtropics bioregion and is an area of significant ecological 
value supporting a rich and diverse biota (BSC, 2004 and BSC, 2007). This includes many 
endemic species and a disproportionately large number of threatened species (Benson, 
1999).The embayment is located atthe southern and northern distributional extreme of a variety 
of marine and terrestrial fauna, and supports a rich diversity of vertebrates and invertebrates, as 
well as fish and marine mammals, exhibiting tropical, sub-tropical and temperate affinities(BSC, 
2004, Marine Parks Authority, 2010). 
 

Although many parts of the ‘open coast’ of the BBE have been impacted by human 

disturbance, there are a number of areas that retain significant ecological values, 

supporting a range of native vegetation communities, habitats and fauna populations 

(BSC, 2004). Many of these values are recognised and managed within the system of 

conservation reserves located in the planning area, as described in Part A. 

 
In addition to the system of conservation reserves, the Belongil Estuary, an intermittently open 
and closed lagoon (ICOLL), is an important habitat and food resource for local and migratory 
shorebirds. In recognition of the ecological significance of the estuary, as well as the complex 
land management arrangements that apply to this location, the local community group, the 
‘Byron Bird Buddies’, coordinate the implementation of the Belongil Estuary and Shorebird 
Management Plan (Byron Bird Buddies, 2007). 
 
Of specific relevance to this CZMP, are the flora and fauna supported by the habitat types of the 
BBE’s ‘open coast’. The meaning of the ‘open coast’ may be inferred from the Guidelines, as 
follows: 
 

open coast ecosystems such as dunes, sandy beaches, rock platforms 
(p20, OEH, 2013) 

 
The general habitat types of the ‘open coast’ of the BBE include: 

• inter-tidal sandy beaches and shores, 
• inter-tidal rocky reefs and shores, and 
• coastal dunes and associated vegetation communities. 

 
A summary of these habitat types is provided at Appendix 1. 
 
Descriptions of flora and fauna values associated with the open coast ecosystems of the BBE 
are provided in SectionsD1.1and D1.2. More information can be found at the various Plans of 
Management prepared by relevant land managers and authorities, including: 

• Cape Byron Headland Reserve Plan of Management (Cape Byron Trust, 2002) 
• Cumbebin Swamp Nature Reserve Plan of Management (NPWS, 2012) 
• The Byron Coastal Group of Nature Reserves Plan of Management (Incorporating 

Brunswick Heads, Tyagarah and Broken Head Nature Reserves) (NPWS, 1998). 
 
The Cape Byron Marine Park Zoning Map provides a description of key marine habitat and 
marine park zones relevant to the coastal waters of the BBE (Figure 1). 
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D1.1 Open coast flora 
Inter-tidal rocky shores from the Pass to Cape Byron generally display relatively low floral 
diversity and are generally dominated by algal communities, this is due to the lack of platforms 
and frequent smothering by sand (Smith & James, 2003). Deeper inter-tidal rock pools at The 
Pass support a higher diversity and more complex community structure including macroalgal 
species that are not generally found elsewhere in the area (Smith & James, 2003). 
 
Inter-tidal sandy beach habitats support microscopic flora such as diatoms, a type of unicellular 
phytoplankton (WorleyParsons, 2013). 
 
Coastal dune systems in the study area provide for a diversity of vegetation species and 
communities. Where significant urbanisation or other disturbances have not occurred, these 
may reflect a succession of coastal vegetation, from dunal grasses growing on the incipient 
dune, to herbs, shrubs and small trees on foredune areas, to heathlands and littoral rainforest in 
the relatively protected, hind dune areas. 
 
The system of nature reserves and conservation areas in the BBE provide important refugia for 
native plants and animals, many of which are listed as threatened species or of conservation 
significance (Wildsite Ecological Services, 2002). The Cape Byron State Conservation Area, for 
example, supports 25 different vegetation communities including ‘littoral rainforest’, an 
endangered ecological community (EEC) which occupies approximately 50 per cent of the 
Reserve. Over 270 species of flowering plants and ferns have been identified in the Reserve, 
with more than 10 per cent of these classified as ‘… of regional, state or national significance’ 
(Wildsite Ecological Services, 2002).  
 
In 2014/2015 Council undertook a vegetation mapping program to inform planning and 
management of vegetation communities and associated ecological habitats in coastal and 
hinterland areas. The program was undertaken using both remote sensing and on-ground 
survey. The program did not include vegetation mapping of national parks or crown reserves. 
The location and extent of identified coastal vegetation communities in the BBE (draft at time of 
writing), is depicted at Figure 2. 
 
Plant community types and their relationships to vegetation formations and classes are detailed 
in the Vegetation Information System (VIS) Classification database on the NSW Office of 
Environment and Heritage website. Further classification information is available at 
http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/research/Visclassification.htm. 
 
Council has Vegetation Management Plans in place for the coastal reserves owned and / or 
managed by Council at Main Beach, Cavvanbah and Belongil Beach. The reports were 
prepared by EnviTE in 2003. The plans have largely been carried out, where they are active, by 
local Dunecare groups, with assistance from both Council and EnviTE.   
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Figure 1 Cape Byron Marine Park (BBE) showing the zoning plan (GIS data from Marine Parks Authority, 2010) 

are allowed) 
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Figure 2 Coastal vegetation types (draft) within the Byron Bay Embayment, 2015 
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D1.2 Open coast fauna 
The waters of the BBE are located in what is known as the ‘Eastern Overlap Zone’ where warm 
waters from the north converge with cooler waters from the south (Wilson and Allen, 1987 in 
Marine Parks Authority, 2010).As a result of being located in this zone, there is a diverse mix of 
tropical, subtropical and temperate marine species, for example, over 500 fish species have 
been recorded in the Cape Byron Marine Park, of which approximately 76% have tropical 
affinities,18% have temperate affinities and 6% have subtropical affinities (Marine Parks 
Authority, 2010). 
 
The high biodiversity of the marine waters of the BBE is also supported by the upwelling of 
cooler nutrient rich water from beyond the continental shelf (Oke and Middleton, 2000). The 
geomorphology of the Cape results in a part of the southward flowing, nutrient poor East 
Australian Current (EAC) moving off the shelf, resulting in deeper water moving in to replace it. 
This upwelling leads to increased food web support and rich marine biodiversity (Roughan and 
Middleton, 2002). 
 
Iconic marine fauna are frequently observed in the BBE, including dolphins, manta rays, marine 
turtles such as Loggerhead and Green Turtles, and Humpback Whales. The Humpback Whale 
makes an annual migration from the Antarctic to the waters of the Great Barrier Reef in the 
north to calve and they are frequently observed on their return journey south during October to 
November when the mothers and their calves rest and nurse in the calm waters off Byron Bay 
(Marine Parks Authority, 2010). 
 
With reference to Council’s data base and the NSW Wildlife Atlas, there are no recorded marine 
turtles nesting on the beaches of the BBE. There are however records of nesting in the northern 
NSW region, including records of Loggerhead, Leatherback  and Green Turtle nestings 
(DECCW, 2011) at Tallow Beach and near Lennox Head and Ballina (NPWS database in 
DECCW, 2011). 
 
The main commercial fish species found inshore of the BBE is sea mullet. Common recreational 
fishing species are bream, sand whiting, dusky flathead, jewfish and tailor (Byron Shire Council, 
2000). 
 
The walls and edges of nearshore reefs are typically populated by sponges and invertebrates, 
especially in deeper areas (CRC for Coastal Zone Estuary and Waterway Management, 2004). 
These reefs also provide habitat and food resources that attract reef fishes, turtles and other 
marine organisms (WorleyParsons, 2013). 
 
Inter-tidal rocky shores in the BBE are generally relatively steep and lacking a suitable platform 
for supporting a diverse inter-tidal fauna community (Smith & James, 2003). In addition, sand 
inundation from adjacent beaches constrains community development (Smith & James, 2003). 
Shallow pools are generally populated with common gastropod molluscs and anemones, whilst 
deeper pools at the Pass support a greater diversity of biota including sponges, ascidians and 
crabs (Smith & James, 2003). 
 
It has been observed that the Johnson Street Protection Works(JSPW) provide a hard substrate 
for the attachment of a variety of sessile marine invertebrates such as barnacles, limpets, 
siphon shells, gastropods and tube worms (WorleyParsons, 2013). The majority of rock 
structures at Belongil Beach, however, do not exhibit this level of colonisation, largely due to 
less frequent exposure of the rocky surfaces to the tides. 
 
Inter-tidal sandy beach habitats generally provide habitat for a diversity of micro and meiofauna 
including bacteria, protozoans and microalgae which inhabit the small spaces between sand 
grains (WorleyParsons, 2013). Larger macroinvertebrate fauna that have been found at New 
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Brighton Beach, some 12 kilometres to the north, include: crustaceans such as sand bubbler 
crabs, soldier crabs and ghost crabs, amphipods, isopods and decapods; bivalve and gastropod 
molluscs such as pipis, moon snails, and polycheate worms, Coleopteran larvae and 
nematodes (WorleyParsons, 2013 and Smith et al., 2011). 

D1.2.1 Shorebird nesting area Belongil Creek 
 
Inter-tidal areas provide food and breeding resources for vertebrate fauna such as turtles, local 
and migratory seabirds and shorebirds. Of particular significance is the upper beach berm 
adjacent to the Belongil Creek entrance which provides for shorebird foraging, roosting and 
breeding resources.  
 
This area is currently zoned 7(j) Environmental Protection Scientific Zone under the Byron LEP 
1988, and acts as a surrogate conservation area for significant wader and shorebird species 
(Parker and Pont, 2001 and Byron Bird Buddies, 2007), refer Figure 3. 
 
Shorebirds known to frequent the Belongil Creek entrance include: 

• Beach stone-curlew (Esacusneglectus) listed as Endangered under Threatened Species 
Conservation Act 1995(NSW). 

• Pied Oystercatcher (Haematopuslongirostris) listed as Vulnerable under Threatened 
Species Conservation Act 1995 (NSW). 

• Great Knot (Calidristenuirostris) listed as Vulnerable under Threatened Species 
Conservation Act 1995 (NSW) and under both CAMBA and JAMBA. 

• Little Tern (Sterna albifrons) listed as Endangered under the Threatened Species 
Conservation Act 1995 (NSW); and under both CAMBA and JAMBA. 

• Red Capped Plover (Charadriusruficapillus) 
• Lesser Sand Plover(Charadriusmongolus), listed as Vulnerable under Threatened 

Species Conservation Act 1995 (NSW). 
• Osprey (Pandioncristatus), listed as Vulnerable under Threatened Species Conservation 

Act 1995 (NSW). 
• Brolga (Grusrubicunda), listed as Vulnerable under Threatened Species Conservation 

Act 1995 (NSW). 
 
A number of these shorebirds are migratory species protected under international migratory 
agreements e.g. China Australia Migratory Bird Agreement (CAMBA), Japan Australia Migratory 
Bird Agreement (JAMBA).  
 
The proposed strategies and actions in this CZMP will need to consider potential impacts on the 
shorebird nesting area of Belongil Creek, refer Part B3 of this CZMP. 
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Figure 3 Shorebird nesting area, Belongil Creek entrance 
 

D1.3 Community involvement 
Community involvement in the conservation and protection of the ecosystems of the BBE is an 
important and essential element of managing the coastal zone. 
 
Groups such as Landcare, Dunecare, Green and Clean Awareness Team and Byron Bird 
Buddies provide invaluable services and support for the study, protection and enhancement of 
terrestrial and marine flora and fauna. 
 
Community groups active within the BBE and with a coastal or marine environmental focus 
include: 
 

• Arakwalhttp://arakwal.com.au/ 
• Brunswick Valley Landcarehttp://www.brunswickvalleylandcare.org.au/ 
• Byron Bird Buddies http://www.byronbirdbuddies.com.au/ 
• Byron Community College http://www.byroncollege.org.au/ 
• Byron Underwater Research Group http://www.burg.org.au/ 
• EnviTEwww.envite.org.au 
• Friends of the Koala www.friendsofthekoala.org 
• North Coast nature http://www.northcoastnature.org.au/ 
• Positive Change for Marine Life http://www.positivechangeformarinelife.org/ 
• Richmond Landcare Inc. http://www.richmondlandcare.org/ 
• Suffolk Park Dunedare (BVL) www.landcare.nsw.gov.au/groups/suffolk-park-dunecare-

group 
• Wetlandcare Australia http://www.wetlandcare.com.au 
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D1.4 Pressures and management issues 
Table 1 provides a summary of key management issues associated with the ecological values 
of the plan’s area. These have been extracted from a variety of sources, as documented. The 
table cross references the issue to the most relevant CZMP Management Objective. 
 
The process that was followed to determine the management issues and actions in this part of 
the CZMP is depicted at Figure 4. This process does not include the consultation activities 
associated with the exhibition of the draft CZMP BBE, refer Part A. 
 

 
 
Figure 4 How the management issues were identified (pre the exhibition phase of the draft 

CZMP BBE) 
 
 

D1.5 Management actions and implementation schedule 
Table 2 is an implementation schedule that details the proposed management actions to be 
implemented over the CZMP’s implementation period with respect to open coast ecosystem 
health.  
 
In accordance with the Guidelines (page 6), the actions are prioritised and the schedule 
contains: 

• proposed funding arrangements for all actions, including any private sector funding; 
• actions to be implemented through other statutory plans and processes; 
• actions to be carried out by a public authority or relating to land or other assets it owns 

or manages, where the authority has agreed to these actions (Section 55C(2)(b) of the 
Coastal Protection Act 1979; 

• proposed actions to monitor and report to the community on the plan’s implementation, 
and a review timetable. 
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Table 1 Management issues and objectives cross referenced to the study or plan from which they were identified 
 

Issue 
Number 

CZMP 
Management 

Objective 
Threat / Management 

Issue Description Source(s) 

E1.  MO 11 Complex land ownership 
and management 
arrangements  
 

Complex land ownership and management arrangement may lead 
to inefficiencies and lack of integration between land managers. 

Draft Coastal Zone Management 
Plan(BSC, 2010) 
 

E2.  MO 9 
 

Inappropriate use of 
coastal and marine 
resources 
 

Illegal fishing/collecting in sanctuary zones by commercial or 
recreational fishers, may reduce the effectiveness of protected 
habitats. 
 
Non-extractive commercial activity such as marine mammal 
viewing charters and scuba diving may alter animal behaviour or 
impact on long term population dynamics.  
 

Cape Byron Marine Park Operational 
Plan(Marine Parks Authority, 2010) 

E3.  MO 9 Marine biosecurity While there have not been any outbreaks of marine pests to date, 
increased numbers of cruising ships, yachts and recreational 
vessels present a potential threat. Marine pests have the potential 
to upset or destroy ecological balance within biotic communities. 
 

Cape Byron Marine Park Operational 
Plan(Marine Parks Authority, 2010) 

E4.  MO 6 
MO 9 
 

Marine pollution Litter, garbage wastes and lost fishing gear have the potential to 
entangle, choke, or damage coastal and marine fauna, while also 
negatively affecting the amenity of coastal areas. 
 

Cape Byron Marine Park Operational 
Plan(Marine Parks Authority, 2010) 

E5.  MO 9 
MO 3 

Altered / degraded water 
quality 

Inappropriate development or land-use practices adjacent to the 
coastal zone may result in alteration to hydrological and 
physicochemical regimes.  Runoff from urban or agricultural land 
may be rich in sediment, nutrients, microbes, hydrocarbons or 
other pollutants. These impacts may affect water quality and the 
ecological health of the marine environment and the Belongil 
Estuary. 
 
Land-use practices may include drainage works within the 
catchment, uncontrolled access of livestock to waterways, native 
vegetation clearing and stormwater runoff from urbanisation. 

Cape Byron Marine Park Operational 
Plan(Marine Parks Authority, 2010) 
 
Belongil Estuary Study and 
Management Plan (Parker &Pont,  
2001). 
 
Belongil Estuary Seabird and 
Shorebird Management Plan (Byron 
Bird Buddies 2007). 
 
Byron Biodiversity Conservation 
Strategy. 
(BSC, 2004) 
 
Byron Bay Drainage Strategy(SMEC, 
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Issue 
Number 

CZMP 
Management 

Objective 
Threat / Management 

Issue Description Source(s) 

2010) 
E6.  MO 9  Introduced fauna Introduced fauna such as goats (now eradicated Cape Byron), 

rats, mice, cane toads, cats, dogs and birds may cause vegetation 
modification and erosion, while altering native populations through 
competition and predation. 

Cape Byron Headland Reserve Plan 
of Management (Wildsite Ecological 
Services, 2002). 
 
Generic Plan of Management for 
Community Land Categorised as a 
Natural Area(Stratcorp Consulting, 
2005). 
 

E7.  MO 9 Disturbance of fauna Disturbance of fauna, for example shorebirds and nesting turtles, 
by recreational beach users and un-leashed dogs.  
 
Potential disturbance by mechanical estuary entrance opening 
activities. 

Seabird and Shorebird Management 
Plan (Byron Bird Buddies 2007).  
 
Belongil Estuary Study and 
Management Plan (Parker & Pont,  
2001). 
 
North Byron Beach Resort Estuarine 
and Dunal Management Plan 
(Wetland Care Australia, (2015).  
 

E8.  MO 9 Artificial lighting Nesting marine turtles, such as the endangered loggerhead turtle, 
may be impacted by artificial lighting. 

Cape Byron Headland Reserve Plan 
of Management (Wildsite Ecological 
Services, 2002). 
 

E9.  MO 9  Vegetation clearing and 
modification 

For many locations, coastal dune vegetation has been removed, 
modified or significantly fragmented and degraded as a result of 
human activities. These include pastoral activities, drainage 
works, timber cutting, sand mining, urban development, provision 
of recreational parklands and associated infrastructure, informal 
tracks and damage caused by unauthorised car parking and illegal 
camping. 

Cape Byron Headland Reserve Plan 
of Management (Wildsite Ecological 
Services, 2002). 
 
Generic Plan of Management for 
Community Land Categorised as a 
Natural Area (Stratcorp Consulting, 
2005). 
 
Byron Biodiversity Conservation 
Strategy.(BSC, 2004) 
 

E10.  MO 2  
MO 9 

Poor connectivity 
between vegetation 

Fragmentation and poor connectivity reduces re-colonisation 
opportunities for terrestrial species from adjacent areas. Lost 

Cape Byron Headland Reserve Plan 
of Management (Wildsite Ecological 
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Issue 
Number 

CZMP 
Management 

Objective 
Threat / Management 

Issue Description Source(s) 

communities diversity within gene pools can result from fragmentation. Services, 2002). 
 
Byron Biodiversity Conservation 
Strategy.(BSC, 2004) 
 

E11.  MO 2  
MO 9  
MO 10  

Inappropriate fire 
frequency and intensity 

For many coastal heath and scrubland communities, fire is an 
essential element of ecosystem health. Unmanaged / unplanned 
fires may damage ecological values, and can also cause damage 
to Aboriginal sites, heritage values, recreation facilities and 
residential areas, as well as threaten human life. 
 
Undertaking planned and managed burns at the appropriate 
intensity and time interval, is an important management tool. 
 
The heath / shrubland complex within the Byron Bay Embayment 
will see declines in ecosystem health if subsequent fires occur 
within 8 years of each other. Alternatively, decline may also occur 
if fires have intervals of greater than 15 years between events. 
 

Cape Byron Headland Reserve Plan 
of Management (Wildsite Ecological 
Services, 2002). 
 
Byron Biodiversity Conservation 
Strategy.(BSC, 2004) 
 

E12.  MO 9  Introduced flora / coastal 
vegetation 

For many locations, coastal dune vegetation has been modified or 
significantly fragmented and degraded as a result of weed 
incursions, for example Bitou Bush infestations and other 
infestations caused by the inappropriate disposal of exotic garden 
species. 

Byron Coastline Management 
Study(WBM Oceanics, 2003) 
 
Generic Plan of Management for 
Community Land Categorised as a 
Natural Area (Stratcorp Consulting, 
2005). 
 

E13.  MO 3  
MO 9  

Declining or threatened 
species biodiversity 

The number of threatened, vulnerable and endangered marine 
and terrestrial species and communities identified in the BBE are 
likely to increase as pressures from urbanisation and a changing 
climate increase. 

Cape Byron Marine Park Operational 
Plan(Marine Parks Authority, 2010) 
 
Plan of Management - Cumbebin 
Swamp Nature Reserve. (NPWS, 
2012) 
 
Belongil Estuary Study and 
Management Plan (Parker & Pont,  
2001). 
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Issue 
Number 

CZMP 
Management 

Objective 
Threat / Management 

Issue Description Source(s) 

E14.  MO 3 
MO 9  

Direct impacts physical 
coastal processes 

The narrowing or loss of coastal habitats and ecological 
communities as a result of coastal erosion / inundation, estuary 
entrance instability, long term recession and sea level rise. 
 
Infrastructure and development damaged by coastal processes 
may result in marine pollution. For example geotextile associated 
with coastal protection works may become degraded and cause 
harm to marine fauna (WRL, 2016). 

 

Byron Bay Erosion Protection 
Structures - Risk Assessment 
(WorleyParsons, 2013) 
 
Byron Shire Coastline Hazards 
Assessment Update BMT WBM 
(2013) 
 

E15.  MO 9 Indirect impacts physical 
coastal processes and 
coastal protection works 

Coastal protection works located on the dune may hinder the 
colonisation of dunal grasses and the formation of incipient dunes, 
affecting the colonisation of foredune and hind dune areas and / or 
the resilience of vegetation communities located in or adjacent to 
these zones. 
 
Rock revetment works may alter the type, structure and diversity 
of coastal ecological communities, for example while works may 
provide for the colonisation of inter-tidal species, these may 
replace benthic infauna and the voids in the rocks may become 
habitat for rats and potentially predators such as snakes (WRL, 
2016). 
 
Coastal protection works may affect the beach profile and width of 
the beach over time (up and downdrift), as assessed in 
WorleyParsons (2013). 
 
These impacts may affect the type, structure and diversity of 
coastal ecological communities. 
 

Byron Bay Erosion Protection 
Structures - Risk Assessment 
(Chapter 5, WorleyParsons, 2013)  
 
 
 
Coastal Hazard Management Study 
– Byron Bay Embayment(WRL, 
2016) 
 
 
 
 
Byron Bay Erosion Protection 
Structures - Risk Assessment 
(Chapter 4, WorleyParsons, 2013)  
 
 

E16.  MO 3  
MO 9  

Climate change Anthropogenic climate change may have myriad impacts on 
marine biodiversity in NSW waters. For example, a strengthening 
of the East Australian Current and increased sea surface 
temperatures will cause further southern shifts in the distribution of 
fish, invertebrates, algae and microorganisms, impacting the 
structure and function of marine ecosystems.  
 
Projected increases in storm and cyclone intensities may also 
result in exacerbated coastal erosion and inundation. 
 

Cape Byron Marine Park Operational 
Plan(Marine Parks Authority, 2010) 
 
 
 
 
 
Draft Coastal Zone Management 
Plan(BSC, 2010) 
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Issue 
Number 

CZMP 
Management 

Objective 
Threat / Management 

Issue Description Source(s) 

Present and future development may restrict the way in which 
coastal ecosystems adapt to climate change, through ‘habitat 
squeeze’ and diminished resilience. 
 

E17.  MO 7 
MO 9 

Informal access through 
dunes 

Informal access through dunes may lead to negative impacts on 
dune formation and stability, resulting in reduced habitat values. 
 

Byron Coastline Management Study 
(WBM Oceanics, 2003) 

E18.  MO 7 Vehicle access on 
beaches  

Vehicle access on beaches, including BSC vehicle access on 
North Beach associated with estuary opening activities, may lead 
to negative environmental impacts. 

Byron Coastline Management Study 
(WBM Oceanics, 2003) 
 
Draft Coastal Zone Management 
Plan(BSC, 2010) 
 

E19.  MO 8 Lack of education and 
awareness leading to 
negative behaviours 

Behaviours such as littering, informal access through dunes, 
habitat removal and destruction, disturbing nesting shorebirds, 
have negative affects on ecological values. These may best be 
addressed through education programs and greater community 
awareness and involvement in ecological restoration activities. 
 

Various 
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Table 2 Implementation Schedule Open Coast Ecosystem Health 

Issue 
Number Management actions Management 

area Priority Timeframe 
#1 Responsibility 

 
Support 
Agency 

Cost 
(budgeted/ 

unbudgeted) 
#2 

Performance 
measure 

 1.1 Flora and fauna management  
E7 
E9 
E13 
E17 
E18 
E19 

1.1.1  
Audit current signage and potentially erect 
new signs at beach entrances, promoting 
the responsible use of public beaches. For 
example, no dogs, stay on designated 
paths, no fires, no removal of vegetation, 
remove rubbish. 

All 
 

Medium Short BSC NPWS, 
Crown 

Budgeted 
Cost estimate 
1 

 Audit conducted, 
signage erected 
where necessary. 

E7 
E9 
E13 
E17 
E18 
E19 

1.1.2 
Assess and repair beach signage when 
necessary, and as per Emergency Action 
Sub Plan. 
 

All High As needed BSC Crown Budgeted 
Cost estimate 
1 

 Beach 
management 
signage 
permanently 
displayed in 
required 
locations. 

E9 
E10 
E12 
E17 

1.1.3 
Implement priority dune management 
actions as per the BSC Vegetation 
Management Plans to increase dune 
volume, height and health by restoring 
vegetation (inc.weed removal) and carrying 
out dune maintenance works. 

Cavvanbah, 
Main Beach 
and Wategos 
Beach 

High Immediate 
and ongoing 

BSC Crown, with 
assistance 
from 
community 
groups such 
as Dunecare. 

Budgeted 
Cost estimate 
2 
 

 Actions are 
carried out and 
maintenance 
activities 
continued. 

E9 
E10 
E12 
E17 

1.1.4 
Review and potentially update BSC 
Vegetation Management Plans to reflect 
the recommendations of this CZMP. 

Cavvanbah, 
Main Beach 
and Wategos 
Beach 

Medium Short BSC  Unbudgeted 
Cost estimate 
1 

 Management 
plans updated 
and reviewed to 
align with this 
CZMP. 

E1 
E5 

1.1.5 
Review Belongil Estuary Management Plan 
to align with this CZMP and the statutory 
framework. 

Belongil 
estuary 

Medium Short BSC  Unbudgeted 
Cost estimate 
1 

 Plan is reviewed 
and a schedule 
for implementing 
complementary 
actions is 
developed and 
funded. 
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Issue 
Number Management actions Management 

area Priority Timeframe 
#1 Responsibility 

 
Support 
Agency 

Cost 
(budgeted/ 

unbudgeted) 
#2 

Performance 
measure 

E1 
E7 
E19 

1.1.6 
Audit and implement outstanding actions 
from the Belongil Seabird and Shorebird 
Management Plan and the relevant Priority 
Action Statements under the Threatened 
Species Conservation Act, 1979 to protect 
the nesting area of little terns at Belongil 
Creek. 

Belongil Creek 
/ estuary and 
North Beach 

High Immediate 
and ongoing 

BSC 
NPWS 

Byron Bird 
Buddies 

Budgeted 
Cost estimate 
2 

 Liaison takes 
place with NPWS. 

 Actions are 
implemented. 

E1 
E7 
E19 
 

1.1.7 
Ensure implementation of and compliance 
with the North Byron Beach Resort 
Estuarine and Dunal Management Plan 
(Wetland Care Australia, 2015) . 

Belongil Creek 
/ estuary and 
North Beach 

High Immediate 
and ongoing 

North Beach 
resort owners 

BSC 
Cape Byron 
Marine Park 
 

Privately 
funded 
 

 Relevant actions 
are implemented 
and ecological 
impacts from the 
resort are 
minimised. 

E6 
E9 
E10 
E11 
E13 

1.1.8 
Implement the Byron Biodiversity 
Conservation Strategy (BSC, 2004) actions 
where applicable to the open coast. 

All 
 

Medium Short and 
ongoing 

BSC,  Crown Budgeted as 
per the Byron 
Biodiversity 
Conservation 
Strategy – 
Environmental 
Levy 

 Relevant actions 
are implemented. 

E10 
E13 

1.1.9 
Develop guidelines for the planting and 
management of vegetation in public coastal 
parks by replacing senescent trees as 
necessary and encouraging new, native 
species plantings. 

All Medium Short BSC  Budgeted 
 

 Guidelines 
developed 

 Actions to replace 
senescent trees 
implemented 

E8 1.1.10 
Develop guidelines and implement relevant 
processes to ensure that Council and other 
agencies consider the affect of artificial 
lighting on the dunal system or beach 
adjacent coastline on nesting marine turtles 
and emerging hatchlings. 

All 
 

High Immediate 
and ongoing 

BSC  Unbudgeted 
Cost estimate 
1 

 Appropriate 
processes are 
implemented to 
control 
transmittance of 
artificial light onto 
turtle nesting 
beaches. 
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Issue 
Number Management actions Management 

area Priority Timeframe 
#1 Responsibility 

 
Support 
Agency 

Cost 
(budgeted/ 

unbudgeted) 
#2 

Performance 
measure 

E4 
E7 
E8 
E11 
E13 
E19 

1.1.11 
Undertake a study of the BBE to identify 
important ecological communities, flora and 
fauna habitats that are being/or may be 
impacted by climate change impacts 
including habitat squeeze and/or loss. 

All 
 

Medium Medium 
 
 
 
 
 

BSC  Unbudgeted 
Cost estimate 
2 
 
 

 Study completed. 
 

E13 
E16 

1.1.12 
Develop and implement a management 
plan that aims to increase the resilience of 
ecological habitats and communities in the 
context of the affects of climate change. 

All Low Long BSC  Unbudgeted 
Cost estimate 
4 

 Management plan 
prepared and 
implemented. 

E13 
E16 
E18 

1.1.13 
Enforce BSC Policy no. 13/007 which 
regulates the driving of vehicles on the 
beach. 

All High Immediate 
and ongoing 

BSC   Budgeted 
Cost estimate 
1 

 BSC Policy no. 
13/007 is 
implemented and 
there are no 
unregulated 
vehicles driving 
on the beach. 

E9 
E10 
E13 

1.1.14 
Investigate open space and land with 
conservation value for potential as 
community land or greater conservation 
classification. 

All Low Medium BSC  unbudgeted 
Cost estimate 
1 

 Land with 
conservation 
value identified 
and investigated 
for potential as 
community land. 

E1 
E2 
E13 

1.1.15 
Council to contact and cooperate with 
NPWS and ORCA in the instance of whale/ 
dolphin stranding.  

All High Immediate 
and ongoing 

BSC 
 

NPWS 
ORCA 

Budgeted  
Cost estimate 
1 

 Whale/dolphin 
strandings 
reported and 
acted upon in 
accordance with 
NPWS and ORCA 
procedures. 

E4 
E19 

1.1.16 
Regularly remove dumped materials from 
coastal crown lands and nature reserves, 
including supporting participatory, 
community led rubbish removal events. 

All High Immediate 
and ongoing 

BSC BSC Budgeted  Pollution in the 
coastal and 
marine 
environment is 
managed and 
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Issue 
Number Management actions Management 

area Priority Timeframe 
#1 Responsibility 

 
Support 
Agency 

Cost 
(budgeted/ 

unbudgeted) 
#2 

Performance 
measure 

reduced. 

E15 1.1.17 
Ensure that where coastal protection works 
are proposed for Main Beach and Belongil 
Beach, appropriate investigations and 
monitoring occurs in relation to the 
potential impacts of the works on coastal 
ecological communities; refer Section B3 
and coastal hazard risk management 
strategy and implementation schedules for 
Belongil Beach. 

Main Beach to 
North Beach 

Refer 
Section 
B3 

Refer Section 
B3 

Refer Section B3 Refer Section 
B3 

Refer Section 
B3 

Refer Section B3 

 1.2  Water quality 

E1 
E5 

1.2.1 
Byron Bay Drainage Strategy (SMEC, 
2010) implemented, which includes an 
objective to reduce stormwater pollution at 
Clarkes Beach and the Belongil Estuary (as 
per the objectives of the NSW Coastal 
Policy 1997 Strategic Action 1.3.8). 

All Medium Medium BSC  Unbudgeted 
Cost estimate 
4 

 Relevant actions 
are funded and 
implemented. 

E5 1.2.2 
Conform to the Belongil Estuary Study and 
Management Plan (Parker & Pont, 2001) 
for recommendations on managing water 
quality. 

Belongil Creek 
/ estuary and 
North Beach 

Medium Medium BSC  Unbudgeted 
 

 Relevant actions 
are implemented. 

 1.3 Community involvement 

E4 
E5 
E19 
 

1.3.1 
Implement a community education program 
to increase awareness of marine and 
stormwater pollutants and to change 
behaviours that may lead to estuarine and 
marine pollution and water quality 
degradation. 

All High Immediate 
and ongoing 

BSC  Unbudgeted 
Cost estimate 
2 

 Education 
program 
implemented, 
increased 
awareness, 
behavioural 
change. 

E7 
E19 

1.3.2 
Develop and implement community 
education strategy to promote self-

North Beach / 
entrance to 
Belongil 

High Immediate 
and ongoing 

BSC  Unbudgeted 
Cost estimate 
1 

 Avoidance of 
beaches adjacent 
to Nature 
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Issue 
Number Management actions Management 

area Priority Timeframe 
#1 Responsibility 

 
Support 
Agency 

Cost 
(budgeted/ 

unbudgeted) 
#2 

Performance 
measure 

regulated public avoidance of beaches 
adjacent to Nature Reserves during periods 
of key wildlife usage e.g. media releases. 

Estuary   Reserves is 
promoted before 
and during key 
wildlife usage 
periods. 

E9 
E10 
E12 
E13 

1.3.3 
Develop and implement a community 
awareness program, with the aim of 
encouraging residents and local schools to 
increase volunteer participation in activities 
such as rubbish removal, weed removal, 
vegetation restoration and maintenance. 

All Medium Short BSC  Unbudgeted 
Cost estimate 
1 

 Community 
awareness 
program 
implemented and 
there is increased 
participation in 
ecological 
volunteering 
activities. 

 Through 
increased 
volunteer activity, 
positive ecological 
outcomes are 
achieved. 

E1 
E9 
E10 
E12 
E13 

1.3.4 
BSC and other agencies, in liaison with 
Dunecare and other community groups, 
collaborate and continue to apply for 
funding and assistance to carry out 
ecological restoration activities through 
grant schemes such as, EnviTE Work, 
EnviroTrust, LLS etc. 

All High Immediate 
and ongoing 

BSC Dunecare 
Groups 

Budgeted 
Cost estimate 
1 

 Collaboration 
between agencies 
and community 
groups is 
improved and 
ongoing. 

 Applications for 
funding and 
assistance are 
submitted and are 
successful. 

 On ground 
ecological 
projects are 
implemented in 
liaison with 
community 
groups. 
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Issue 
Number Management actions Management 

area Priority Timeframe 
#1 Responsibility 

 
Support 
Agency 

Cost 
(budgeted/ 

unbudgeted) 
#2 

Performance 
measure 

E1 
E4E9 
E10 
E12 
E13 

1.3.5 
Involve and support the community through 
programs such as Landcare and Dunecare 
in implementing measures to protect and 
rehabilitate natural areas with support from 
the BSC Bush Regeneration Team.  

All High Immediate 
and ongoing 

BSC  Unbudgeted  
Cost estimate 
1 

 Community 
groups are 
engaged and 
supported by 
Council. 

E1 
E9 
E10 
E12 
E13 

1.3.6 
Council and State Government Agencies to 
provide advice/support to Byron community 
groups involved in local ecosystem 
protection and rehabilitation to facilitate 
best practice management.  

All High Immediate 
and ongoing 

BSC 
OEH 
 

 Budgeted 
Cost estimate 
1 

 Best practice 
advice is 
provided. 

 Positive 
ecological 
outcomes are 
achieved. 

 1.4 Monitoring and evaluation, information sharing and governance 
 

E1 
E4 
E5 

1.4.1 
Conform to the Belongil Estuary Study and 
Management Plan for recommendations on 
water quality monitoring. 

Byron Bay 
(Belongil 
Estuary) 

Medium Medium BSC  Unbudgeted 
Cost estimate 
1 
 

 Water quality 
monitoring 
program for 
Belongil Estuary 
is implemented. 

 Water quality data 
is used to inform 
estuary 
management. 

E1 
E4 
E5 

1.4.2 
In cooperation with state government 
agencies, establish water quality 
monitoring program and studies for the 
purpose of understanding water quality and 
responding to impacts.  

Byron Bay 
 

Medium Medium BSC OEH Unbudgeted 
Cost estimate 
1 
 

 Water quality 
monitoring 
program for BBE 
is implemented. 

 Water quality data 
is used to inform 
water quality and 
catchment 
management. 

E1 
E13 
E19 

1.4.3 
Maintain records of ecological restoration 
and maintenance activities, including 
outcomes achieved, share and provide 

All High Immediate 
and ongoing 

BSC  Budgeted 
Cost estimate 
1 
 

 Accurate records 
maintained and 
outcomes 
evaluated. 
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Issue 
Number Management actions Management 

area Priority Timeframe 
#1 Responsibility 

 
Support 
Agency 

Cost 
(budgeted/ 

unbudgeted) 
#2 

Performance 
measure 

relevant data for evaluation, for example 
through State of the Environment (SOE) 
reporting processes. 

 Data is used to 
inform future 
projects and 
activities. 

E1 1.4.4 
Agencies and organisations collaborate 
with and support each other in the 
management of coastal and marine 
ecosystems, including the implementation 
of the various plans of management that 
apply to the coastal ecosystems of the 
BBE. 

All High Immediate 
and ongoing 

All  Budgeted 
Cost estimate 
1 

 Coastal zone 
management is 
integrated across 
the BBE. 

E15 1.4.5 
Ensure that where coastal protection works 
are proposed for Main Beach and Belongil 
Beach, appropriate investigations and 
monitoring occurs in relation to the 
potential impacts of the works on coastal 
ecological communities; refer Section B3 
and coastal hazard risk management 
strategy and implementation schedules for 
Belongil Beach. 

Main Beach to 
North Beach 

Refer 
Section 
B3 

Refer Section 
B3 

Refer Section B3  Refer Section 
B3 

Refer Section B3 

MO8 
MO11 

1.4.6 
Revise and update the Belongil Estuary 
Study and Management Plan (Parker & 
Pont, 2001) 

Belongil Beach 
North Beach 

Medium Short BSC 
 

OEH Unbudgeted  Plan is revised 
and update 

 Actions are 
funded 

 
#1 Timeframe 
Immediate  within 1 year 
Short   within 2 – 5 years 
Medium   within 6 – 10 years 
Long   10 to 15 years 
Ongoing   required on a regular basis 
As needed  required on an ‘as needs’ basis 
 

#2 Cost (Budgeted / Partially Budgeted / Unbudgeted) 
Management strategies that show ‘budgeted’ are considered fully funded under BSC’s 
IP&R processes. Partially budgeted or unbudgeted projects will require external funding 
and/or an additional allocation from BSC that is currently unbudgeted.  
 
Cost estimate 1 <$49,999 
Cost estimate 2 $50,000 - $149,999 
Cost estimate 3 $150,000 - $299,999 
Cost estimate 4 >$300,000 
Cost estimate 5 Unable to be determined without further study 
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Appendix 1 Summary of habitat types 
 
Ecological Values 
 
Open Coast habitat types relevant to the BBE 
 
 
Inter-tidal sandy beaches 
From North Beach to Clarkes Beach the inter-tidal areas are dominated by sandy beaches. 
They are relatively sheltered as a result of Cape Byron, however wave exposure increases 
towards Belongil and North Beach. Small, sandy embayments occur at Wategos and Little 
Wategos. 
 
Inter-tidal rocky shores 
There are sections of the plan’s area that are comprised of rocky inter-tidal habitat including 
rock outcroppings at The Pass, Wategos, Little Wategos and Cape Byron. In addition there are 
intermittent inter-tidal rocky outcroppings south of The Pass and towards Clarkes Beach. It 
should be noted that the extent of these intermittent outcroppings vary depending on the volume 
of sand within the beach profile at any given time; for example they may only be apparent after 
a series of coastal erosion events.   
 
After severe storms, outcroppings of coffee rock may become visible at Belongil Beach and at 
The Pass/Clarkes. Outcroppings are permanently visible at the Jetty Site in the back beach 
area. 
 
The rock revetment works at Jonson Street and Belongil Beach have provided for artificial, inter-
tidal rocky shore habitat along an otherwise expansive stretch of sandy beach (WorleyParsons, 
2013). The JSPW provide this habitat for a reasonably consistent amount of time whilst at 
Belongil, the extent of this habitat varies dependent upon the volume of sand in the beach 
profile in response to coastal processes.  
 
Coastal dune systems 
Much of the coastline within the plan’s area is fringed by coastal dune systems, which, in an 
undisturbed state, are characterised by a series of sand dunes and swales formed by aeolian 
(wind) driven sand transport. This series generally begins with an incipient dune at or beyond 
the spring tide line, followed by a foredune and series of swales and hind dunes.  
 
There are remnant Pleistocene sand dune and swale formations running parallel to the coast 
from the Tyagarah Nature Reserve towards Byron Bay (PWD, 1978). In an undisturbed state, 
these coastal dune and swale systems support a mosaic of vegetation communities including 
littoral rainforest, heath and grasslands. In the BBE, many of these systems have been 
extensively modified by sand mining and other human activities. 
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Definitions 
Beach Has the same definition as the CP Act: 

means the area of unconsolidated or other readily erodable material 
between the highest level reached by wave action and the place where 
tidal or lake waters reach a depth of 10 metres below Australian Height 
Datum. 

Beach Erosion The offshore movement of sand from the sub-aerial beach during storms or 
an extreme or irregular event1. 

BSC Byron Shire Council 

BSC EASP 
Internal Support 
Procedure 

BSC EASP internal support procedure provides further detail that could 
frequently change, including staff contacts, roles and responsibilities, 
sources and supplies, monitoring procedures 

CERT Coastal Erosion Response Team (internal team – Byron Shire Council) 

Coastal 
Protection 
Works 

Activities or works to reduce the impact of coastal hazards on land adjacent 
to tidal waters and includes sea walls, revetment and beach nourishment 

Code of Practice Code of Practice under the Coastal Protection Act 1979 

Combat Agency The agency identified in the State Disaster Plan as the agency primarily 
responsible for responding to a particular emergency. 

CP Act Coastal Protection Act 1979 

CZMP BBE Coastal Zone Management Plan Byron Bay Embayment 

DCP 2010 Byron Shire Development Control Plan 2010 

EMPLAN NSW State Emergency Management Plan 2012, pursuant to the State 
Emergency and Rescue Management Act 1989. 

EASP Emergency Action Sub Plan 

Emergency A situation in which Beach Erosion is imminent, occurring or has occurred, 
and the Beach Erosion endangers, or threatens to endanger the safety or 
health of people or destroys or damages, or threatens to destroy or 
damage any property and which requires a significant and coordinated 
response2 

Guidelines Guidelines for Preparing Coastal Zone Management Plans (OEH, July 
2013) referred to in Section 55D CP Act 
 

Intended 
Emergency 
Actions 
 

Means the actions in Section 4 of this EASP subject to the provisions of 
this EASP. 

Landowner 
Temporary 
Coastal 
Protection 
Works 

Temporary coastal protection works are defined under Part 4C of the 
Coastal Protection Act 1979 and that may be placed by or on behalf of a 
landowner to reduce the impact of beach erosion in compliance with the 
requirements of that section 

1 Source adapted from s55C(1)(b) CP Act and the Guidelines. 
2 Source adapted from definition in Byron Shire Local Disaster Plan September 2008. 
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LEMC Local Emergency Management Committee (refer EMPLAN) 

LEMO Local Emergency Management Officer (refer EMPLAN) 

LEOCON Local Emergency Operations Controller (refer EMPLAN) 

Local Flood Plan Byron Shire Local Flood Plan, February 2006 – A Sub-Plan of the Byron 
Shire Local Disaster Plan  

NSW SES New South Wales State Emergency Service 

OEH Office of Environment and Heritage (formerly DECCW – Department of 
Environment, Climate Change and Water) 

SERM Act State Emergency and Rescue Management Act 1989 

State Storm Plan 
2013 

New South Wales State Storm Sub Plan – A sub plan of the New South 
Wales Storm Plan 2012 (EMPLAN) 

TCPW Guide Guide to the Statutory Requirements for Temporary Coastal Protection 
Works (OEH, August 2013) 

Temporary 
Coastal 
Protection 
Works  

Temporary Coastal Protection Works as defined under the CP Act 
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E1 Introduction 
E1.1 Scope of plan 
 
This Emergency Action Sub Plan (EASP) is a coastal zone management plan that details 
Intended Emergency Actions to be carried out by Byron Shire Council (BSC), subject to the 
provisions of this EASP, in response to an Emergency. 
 
This EASP is Part E of the Coastal Zone Management Plan Byron Bay Embayment (CZMP BBE), 
detailing intended actions as they relate to Management Objective 7 of the draft CZMP BBE, which 
is:  
 

CZMP BBE Management Objective 7 
 
To minimise and manage risks to beach access, recreational amenity and public safety by 
preparing for and responding to coastal erosion emergencies in a planned and coordinated 
manner. 

 
The Intended Emergency Actions in this EASP will apply to the Byron Shire coastline. The Byron 
Shire coastline is depicted at Figure 1 which also shows a break down of the coastline into four 
management areas. 
 
In this EASP, Beach Erosion is defined as the offshore movement of sand from the sub-aerial 
beach during storms or an extreme or irregular event that may not involve a storm or severe 
weather, for example heavy ground swell, a low to moderate swell acting on a depleted beach 
profile, slumping of the erosion escarpment or erosion protection structures after an event has 
passed.  
 
The EASP is triggered in an Emergency, which is defined as a situation in which Beach Erosion is 
imminent, occurring or has occurred, and the Beach Erosion endangers, or threatens to endanger 
the safety or health of people or destroys or damages, or threatens to destroy or damage any 
property and which requires a significant and coordinated response3. 
 
The purpose of this EASP is to outline BSC’s Intended Emergency Actions, subject to the 
provisions of this EASP, before, during and after an Emergency. The Emergency may or may not 
have triggered Byron Shire Council’s Emergency Management Plan (EMPLAN) or the State Storm 
Plan 2012. 
 
The focus of this EASP is the expenditure of public funds on public assets to achieve the best cost-
effective public benefit. Nothing in this EASP requires the expenditure of public funds on or for the 
sole benefit of private assets.  
 

3 Source adapted from definition in Byron Shire Local Disaster Plan September 2008. 
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Figure 1 Locality and Management Areas 
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E1.2 Coastal Management Principles 
 
Relevant Coastal Management Principles, refer Figure 2 of the Guidelines, including the objects of 
the Coastal Protection Act, goals, objectives and principles of the NSW Coastal Policy 1997 have 
been considered in development of the Intended Emergency Actions in this EASP, seen in Figure 
2. 
 

Links between the State Storm Plan, 
DISPLAN and Local Flood Plan have 

been optimised, sections 1.3 & 2. 
EASP is consistent with Council’s 

planning instruments, strategic 
documents and policies.

Consultation is at section 1.4. Table 
4-4 details a Communication 

Strategy.
Eligible landowners are encouraged 
to make early decisions about their 

private properties in section 5.

EASP prepared using best available 
information and reasonable practice. 

Relationships between processes 
acknowledged and Intended 

Emergency Actions prepared so that 
they are not in conflict with these 

processes.
Review provisions are at section 7.

Intended Emergency Actions do not 
propose expenditure of public funds 

on private assets. Achieving cost 
efficient public benefit is the focus of 

section 4.

Intended Emergency Actions adopt a 
risk management approach to 

managing risks to public safety and 
assets, section 4. The EASP outlines 
BSC’s approach to managing risks 

during an Emergency whilst long term 
strategies and management actions 
are proposed in the CZM BBE and 
will be considered when developing 
the coastal zone management plan 
for the remainder of the Byron Shire 

coastline. Adaptation can occur 
during short term review, section 7, 

and is a key theme of the draft CZMP 
BBE.

Nothing in this EASP is inconsistent 
with these principles.

Beach access is addressed in Tables 
4-1 to 4-3.

 
Figure 2 Consideration of Coastal Management Principles 
  (sourced from the Guidelines) 
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E1.3 Legal Framework 
 
This EASP details BSC’s response to an Emergency in the Byron Shire.  It addresses the CZMP 
BBE’s need to provide for the requirements under Section 55C(1)(b) of the CP Act. It also takes 
account of the requirements under 55C(2)(a) of the CP Act.  
 
This EASP has been prepared in response to the Direction issued by the then Minister for 
Environment and Heritage, the Hon Robyn Parker MP, under Section 55B of the Coastal 
Protection Act, 1979 (the CP Act).  A copy of the Direction is provided at A1.2 of the CZMP BBE.   
 
Council adopted (Res 11-1031) and previously submitted an interim EASP to the Minister in 
December 2011, in response to a direction issued in May 2011. Section 7 of that EASP noted that 
it would be reviewed for inclusion as part of the broader CZMP BBE in due course. This EASP is a 
product of that review and inclusion.  Its incorporation as part of the CZMP BBE means it 
supersedes the previously submitted EASP. It is noted that the previous EASP has not been 
gazetted.   
 
There is a hierarchy of emergency plans and plans made under the SERM Act which take 
precedence over this EASP. In accordance with the CP Act, this EASP is consistent with plans 
prepared under the State Emergency and Rescue Management Act 1989 (SERM Act). The EASP 
does, however, provide additional detail not found in the EMPLAN and the Local Flood Plan 
regarding BSC’s intended response.  Annex Q of the Local Flood Plan details emergency 
management of coastal erosion/oceanic inundation and is shown at Appendix 1. In addition this 
EASP details BSC’s intended response to a non-EMPLAN event. 

E1.4 Consultation 
 
Community and agency participation during the preparation of the draft EASP has exceeded the 
minimum requirements in the CP Act.  
 
The exhibition consultation activities carried out in May – June 2016 for the draft CZMP BBE, of 
which this EASP is a part, are detailed in Part A. 
 
Table 1 details the consultation carried out prior to the exhibition of the draft EASP in 2011. 
 
Table 1 Summary of consultation carried out prior to the exhibition of the draft EASP (July 

2011 to September 2011) 
 
Who How 

Bundjalung of Byron Bay Aboriginal 
Corporation (Arakwal) 

Information session – overview of proposals 
for EASP, feedback session 

Belongil - Private landowners in 
immediate coastal hazard planning 
precinct (DCP 2010) 

Community Information Workshop – overview 
of proposals for EASP, feedback session 

South Golden Beach and New Brighton 
- Private landowners in immediate 
coastal hazard planning precinct (DCP 
2010) and representatives from the 
South Golden Beach Community 
Association Inc. 

Community Information Workshop – overview 
of proposals for EASP, feedback session 

SES Agency Workshop – review of working draft 
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Who How 

EASP, feedback session 

Police Agency Workshop – review of working draft 
EASP, feedback session 

Crown Lands Emails, phone calls – review of working draft 
EASP, written feedback 

Marine Parks Authority Emails, phone calls – review of working draft 
EASP, written feedback 

Office of Environment and Heritage Meetings, Agency Workshop - review of 
working draft EASP, feedback session, 
written feedback 

 
On 20 October 2011, Council endorsed the draft EASP for public exhibition in accordance with the 
CP Act and for a period of 21 days (res 11-851). Public exhibition took place from 24 October 2011 
to 14 November 2011. A summary of the public exhibition process is at Table 2. 
 
Table 2  Summary of public exhibition of the draft EASP (2011) 
 
Activity Details 

Notice of public exhibition and 
invitation for submissions 

Northern Star 29/10/ 2011 

Byron Shire News 27/10/11 and 3/11/11 

Exhibition of draft EASP Council’s Community Access Points: Mullumbimby 
Administration Building Federal Store, Federal, 
Bangalow Post Office, Summerland Credit Union 
Ocean Shores, Suffolk Park Holiday Park, Council 
libraries. 

Council’s website: 
www.byron.nsw.gov.au/PublicExhibition/ 

Community Information Stands New Brighton Beach 3/11/11  

Brunswick Heads 3/11/11 

Byron Bay 4/11/11 

Suffolk Park 4/11/11 

 
Ten submissions were received in response to the public exhibition of the draft EASP. These 
submissions were considered and reported to Council on the 15 December 2011. 
 

E1.5 Management Options Analysis 
 
The process for evaluating the management options (pre the exhibition of the draft CZMP BBE) 
that underpin the Intended Emergency Actions in the draft EASP is at Appendix 2. 
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E2 EMPLAN and NON-EMPLAN events 
 
Different Combat Agencies are designated for different types of emergencies. The NSW SES is the 
designated Combat Agency for damage control from storms, including coastal erosion from storm 
activity. These are EMPLAN events.  
 
However, the role of the NSW SES as the Combat Agency for storms does not include coastal 
erosion and inundation caused by astronomical high tides when severe weather is not actually 
developing or occurring. These are non-EMPLAN events.  

E2.1 EMPLAN event  
 
In most instances when the potential for local/regional scale beach erosion is identified, the Bureau 
of Meteorology (BOM) will issue a severe weather warning such as “Dangerous Surf” or 
“Damaging Surf”. Issuing of a BOM severe weather warning triggers involvement of the Combat 
Agency in accordance with plans made under the SERM Act for example the EMPLAN, the Local 
Flood Plan and the State Storm Plan (2015). 
 
Table 3 lists the five hazards or sources of risk4, which are relevant to coastline management, and 
the designated Combat Agency. 
 
Table 3  Hazards identified in the EMPLAN 
 

Natural 
Hazards 

Risk Rating Responsible 
Agency/comments 

Likelihood Consequence 

East Coast 
Low/Cyclone 

Almost certain Moderate NSW SES – refer Byron Shire 
Local Flood Plan Annex Q 

Flood Almost certain Major NSW SES – refer Byron Shire 
Local Flood Plan and Byron 
Shire Local EMPLAN 

Severe Storm – 
wind, rain, hail, 
electricity 

Almost certain Moderate NSW SES – refer Byron Shire 
Local Flood Plan Annex Q and 
Byron Shire Local EMPLAN 

Storm 
Surge/Heavy 
Swell 

Likely Major NSW SES – refer Byron Shire 
Local Flood Plan Annex Q 

Tsunami Possible Catastrophic NSW SES – Refer to NSW State 
Tsunami Sub-plan – available 
through the NSW State 
Emergency Service Website 
www.ses.nsw.gov.au/  

The full extent of various agencies’ responsibilities after a severe weather warning has been issued 
by BOM is found in the Byron Shire Council EMPLAN and the Local Flood Plan Annex Q. – 
Emergency Management of Coastal Erosion/Oceanic Inundation. 

4 Source – EMPLAN 
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E2.2 NON-EMPLAN event 
 
There are four possible scenarios under which an Emergency may occur in the absence of a 
severe weather warning being issued by BOM. In this situation there would be no designated 
Combat Agency to manage the Emergency.  
 
The four identified beach erosion scenarios under which a severe weather warning may not be 
issued by BOM are described in Table 4.  
 
Table 4 Scenarios under which a severe weather warning may not be issued by BOM and 

where beach erosion may occur 
 

Scenario Scenario Description BOM Weather 
Warning likely? 

Heavy 
swell 

Ground swell formed at great distance from the 
coast, may impact on the coastline with little or no 
warning, and may result in damaging surf producing 
large-scale erosion and/or inundation. Long-range 
ground swell may erode the dune system resulting in 
landward recession of the erosion escarpment. 

Possible 

Depleted 
beach 
profile 

Following beach erosion events the local beach 
profile may be severely depleted (lowered) such that 
even a low to moderate swell coinciding with a high 
tide may erode the dune system resulting in 
landward recession of the erosion escarpment. 

Unlikely 

Slumping 
of the 
erosion 
escarpment 

Following erosion of the dune system a sheer and 
near vertical erosion escarpment may remain. As the 
sand dries out the escarpment will slump to a more 
stable slope of about 1V:1.5H. Natural processes 
may further flatten the escarpment. Slumping 
induced landward recession of the erosion 
escarpment may occur several weeks after a coastal 
erosion event. 

Unlikely 

Slumping 
of coastal 
protection 
works 

Large coastal erosion events may undermine the 
structural stability of coastal protection works. 
Slumping of coastal protection works may occur 
some time after the event has passed and may result 
in landward recession of the erosion escarpment. 

Unlikely 
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E3 Roles and Responsibilities 
 
In the event of an Emergency triggered by any of the scenarios listed at Table 3, and the 
associated declaration of a weather warning by BOM, the NSW SES is the designated Combat 
Agency for managing the event, with BSC implementing the Intended Emergency Actions of this 
EASP, and any relevant actions under the EMPLAN and Local Flood Plan, under the direction of 
the Combat Agency. 
 
In the event that an Emergency is triggered by any of the four scenarios listed at Table 4, and in 
the absence of a Combat Agency managing the response, it is BSC’s responsibility to manage the 
response and implement the Intended Emergency Actions of this EASP, subject to the provisions 
of this EASP. 
 
Figure 3 provides a simplified flow chart establishing the lead Combat Agency during an 
Emergency, with or without the issuing of a severe weather warning by BOM.  
 
Seven major agencies may have roles and responsibilities during emergency events: 

• Commonwealth Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) 
• NSW State Emergency Service (NSW SES) 
• NSW Police 
• Office of Environment and Heritage (OEH) 
• Byron Shire Council (BSC) 
• NSW Ambulance Service 
• Surf Life Saving NSW 

Also refer to the State Storm Plan for additional supporting agencies. 
 
Table 5 identifies roles for each of the major agencies during coastal erosion events prior to or in 
the absence of a Combat Agency managing the event. 
 
Table 6 illustrates the phases that BSC goes through in implementing this EASP. This does not 
mean that BSC will always be the lead agency or be required to manage the response in all 
circumstances, refer to Section 2 (E2) and the provisions of this EASP. 
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Figure 3 Flow chart of Emergency Roles 
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Table 5 Roles during an Emergency before or in the absence of a Combat Agency managing 

the event 
 

Agency Role Trigger for action 

Bureau of 
Meteorology 
(BOM) 

 Formulate weather forecasts. 

 Formulate, issue and disseminate 
information regarding a weather 
warning declaration, when applicable. 

Normal operations 

Office of 
Environment and 
Heritage (OEH) 

 Assist in the monitoring and evaluation 
of the coastal erosion escarpment, 
sea and beach conditions as 
appropriate. 

Request for 
assistance from BSC 

 Provide information and advice to 
BSC on hazard threat and potential 
mitigation measures. 

Request for 
assistance from BSC 

Byron Shire 
Council (BSC) 

 Monitor coastal weather and 
processes and the beach erosion 
escarpment. 

Normal operations 

 Advise LEOCON of Emergency. 

 Manage the response in cooperation 
from other agencies. 

 Implement Intended Emergency 
Actions in accordance with this EASP. 

Emergency 

Local Emergency 
Operations 
Controller 
(LEOCON) 

 Advisory role only Emergency 

NSW Police  Police have statutory powers to 
implement actions under Legislation.  

 The Police may consider providing 
assistance to BSC upon request 

As per SERM Act 

 

 

Request for 
assistance from BSC 

NSW State 
Emergency 
Services (NSW 
SES) 

 The NSW SES may consider 
providing assistance to BSC upon 
request 

Request for 
assistance from BSC 

NSW Ambulance 
Service 

 The NSW Ambulance Service may 
consider providing assistance to BSC 
upon request 

Request for 
assistance from BSC 
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Table 6  Phases for the delivery of the Intended Emergency Actions for Emergencies 
 

Pr
ep

ar
ed

ne
ss

 
Phases Phase Actions 

Phase 1 
 
(pre-erosion, 
desk top 
analysis) 

Normal Operations Undertake regular desktop monitoring of coastal weather and processes, including severe weather warnings. 

If severe weather warning issued or potential Emergency identified, determine if internal advice should be issued as per BSC 
EASP Internal Support Procedure. 

Where possible, implement relevant ‘Preparedness’ actions in Section 4 (E4) and Table 7 and Table 10. 

Phase 2 
 
(preliminary field 
monitoring) 

Has a severe weather warning or internal advice been 
issued? 

 

 

 

 

Undertake field inspections, collect data and report on the extent of beach erosion. 

Note: If EMPLAN triggered, subject to the provisions of this EASP implementation of Phase 2 to Phase 6 and actions in Table 7 to 
Table 10 will be under the direction of the Combat Agency.  

Where possible, implement relevant ‘Preparedness’ actions in Section 4 (E4) and Table 7 and Table 10. 

Phase 3 
 
(detailed field 
monitoring) 

Has significant beach erosion occurred with a 
predicted increase in erosion threat? 

 

 

 

Continue to undertake field inspections, collect data and report. 

Review extent of implementation of ‘Preparedness’ actions in Section 4 (E4) and Table 7 and Table 10, and where possible, 
implement any outstanding Preparedness actions. 

Call an internal emergency management meeting to assess data and determine if to move to standby. 

Phase 4 
 
(standby) 

Did the emergency meeting decide to proceed to 
standby for implementation of intended response 
actions? 

 

 

 

 

Continue to undertake field inspections, collect data and report. 

Organise interagency emergency meeting (including NSW SES, Police, OEH) to determine appropriate response strategy. 

Has a severe weather warning been issued already or did the meeting decide to request a BOM severe weather warning? 

 

 

 

 

R
es

po
ns

e 

Phase 5 
 
 

Does beach erosion pose a risk to life and property 
and/or there is a predicted increase in erosion threat? 

 

 

 

 

Where possible, coordinate the implementation of ‘Response’ actions in Section 4 (E4) and Table 8 and Table 10. 

Note: If EMPLAN triggered, subject to the provisions of this EASP, implementation of Phase 5 to Phase 6 and actions as per 
Section 4 (E4) and Table 8 and Table 10 will be under the direction of the Combat Agency. 

 

R
ec

ov
er

y 

Phase 6 
 Erosion threat has abated and it is safe to conduct 

post-erosion activities?  

 

 

 

Where possible, coordinate implementation of ‘Recovery’ actions in Section 4 (E4) and Table 9 and Table 10. 

Coordinate the preparation of a de-brief report including review of the EASP.  

 

No – remain in 
Phase 1 

Yes – Phase 2 
initiated 

No – remain in 
Phase 2 

No – remain in 
Phase 3 

No – remain in 
Phase 4 

No – remain in 
Phase 5 

Yes – Phase 3 
initiated 

Yes – Phase 5 
initiated 

Yes – Phase 6 
initiated 

Yes – Phase 4 
initiated 

Yes –  
• NSW SES to manage response as Combat Agency 
• BSC to proceed to Phase 5 under the direction of the Combat 

Agency 

No – proceed 
to Phase 5 
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E4 Intended Emergency Actions 
E4.1 Shire-wide intended emergency actions 
 
Intended Emergency Actions are detailed in Table 7, Table 8, Table 9 and Table 10. Any actions 
specific to particular management areas, Figure 1 and Figure 4, Figure 5,  
Figure 6 and Figure 7, are detailed in these tables. 
 
If the EMPLAN is triggered, Intended Emergency Actions will be undertaken at the direction of the 
Combat Agency, subject to the provisions of this EASP.  

E4.2 Implementation: safety and other constraints 
 
The implementation of the Intended Emergency Actions detailed in Table 7, Table 8, Table 9 and 
Table 10 will be dependent upon a number of factors including ensuring the occupational health and 
safety of personnel, competing priorities, available resources, obtaining necessary agreements and 
approvals from landowners such as Crown Lands or relevant State Government agencies, and 
Council budgetary and time constraints. All factors will be taken into account in determining whether 
Intended Emergency Actions can and will be feasible and reasonable to implement.  
 
See further discussion regarding the strategic nature of the CZMP at Part A, Section A1.2.1 
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Table 7  Preparedness Intended Emergency Actions 
 
Shire-wide actions Information specific to each management area (MA) 

South Golden Beach to 
New Brighton 

Brunswick Heads Byron Bay Suffolk Park 

1. Regularly monitor: 
a) Coastal weather and processes 
b) Key locations 
c) Beach accesses 

 

Key locations: 
Ocean Avenue 

The Esplanade 

 

Beach access locations for 
this MA shown at Figure 4 

 

Beach access locations for 
this MA shown at Figure 5  

 

Key locations: 
Jonson Street Rock 
revetment Works 

Interim Beach Access 
Stabilisation Works: Don 
Street, Manfred Street, 
Border Street and Surf Life 
Saving Club 

 
Beach access locations for 
this MA shown at  
Figure 6  

 

 

Beach access locations for 
this MA shown at Figure 7  

 

2. Sources and supplies: 
a) Review the stockpiles of barricades, temporary fencing, geo-textile bags and ancillary 

equipment, geo-textile rolls and signage 
b) Review the list of suppliers for, and availability of, non-stockpiled materials which may 

be required for Intended Emergency Actions, such as sand or rock 
 
Note: refer to BSC EASP Internal Support Procedure for detailed information 
 

    

3. Development within immediate hazard area (BMT WBM, 2013): 
a) Monitor and assess the erosion escarpment in relation to development at key 

locations 
 

Refer Figure 4  Refer  
Figure 6  

 

4. BSC owned caravan parks: 
a) Owners/operators to review evacuation plans and commence implementation of 

appropriate actions  
b) Monitor the position of the erosion escarpment 
 

  First Sun Caravan Park Suffolk Park Caravan park 

5. Landowner Temporary Coastal Protection Works:5 
a) Note any landowner initiated temporary coastal protection works at authorised 

location (refer Section 5 (E5) for supporting information) 
 

  Belongil Beach authorised 
location 
 

 

Note: refer to Section 4.2 (E4.2)  

5 Pursuant to Part 4C of the Coastal Protection Act 1979 
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Table 8  Response Intended Emergency Actions 
 
Shire-wide actions Information specific to each management area (MA) 

South Golden Beach to 
New Brighton 

Brunswick Heads Byron Bay Suffolk Park 

1. Beach accesses: 
a) Monitor and assess 
b) Where accesses are considered unsafe: 

(i) temporarily close and/or 
(ii) erect appropriate signage  

c) where accesses are required to facilitate Intended Emergency Actions or actions 
under the direction of the Combat Agency, implement necessary temporary access 
works if required 

 

Beach access locations for 
this MA shown at Figure 4 

Beach access locations for 
this MA shown at Figure 5  

Beach access locations for 
this MA shown at  
Figure 6  

Beach access locations for 
this MA shown at Figure 7  

2. Roads: 
a) Monitor and assess 
b) Where roads are considered unsafe: 

(i) temporarily close and/or 
(ii) erect appropriate signage 

c) where accesses are required to facilitate Intended Emergency Actions or actions 
under the direction of the Combat Agency, implement necessary temporary access 
works if required where appropriate 

 

Key locations: 
South Golden Beach – 
Pacific Esplanade 

New Brighton Beach – 
Esplanade Road, Strand 
Avenue (eastern end), 
North Head Road (mid-
southern section), Ocean 
Avenue (eastern end) 

 Key locations: 
Belongil Beach - Manfred 
Street, Don Street, Border 
Street, Childe Street 

 

3. BSC owned caravan parks: 
a) Liaise with caravan park managers 
b) Assist with barricading and fencing the caravan park’s beach accesses 
c) Assist with traffic management 
d) Authorise closure and opening of caravan parks in coordination with caravan park 

managers 
e) Assist the NSW Police, if requested, in the evacuation of residents as required 

 

  First Sun Caravan Park Suffolk Park Caravan Park 

4. Services and associated infrastructure: 
a) If required, ensure all sewerage and water services are safely disconnected 
b) If required, contact utility service providers to request disconnection of electrical 

services to the affected area 
 

    

5. Jonson St rock revetment works and interim beach access stabilisation works: 
a) Monitor works and any associated risks with beach erosion 
b) Restrict public access to mitigate any risks associated with failure/wave 

overtopping 
c) Repair as necessary and if appropriate 
d) Notify SES/Police if evacuation required as a result of failure/wave overtopping 

 

  Jonson Street car park 

Interim Beach Access 
Stabilisation Works: 
Manfred Street, Don 
Street, Border Street and 
Surf Life Saving Club 

 

6. Other BSC assets 
a) Monitor the integrity of BSC assets at risk and if necessary take appropriate 

action to repair assets and/or mitigate any associated risks 
 

  High risk assets: 
Clarkes Beach stormwater 
outlet 

Wategos Beach 
stormwater outlet 

Wategos Beach revetment 
wall and Marine Parade 
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Shire-wide actions Information specific to each management area (MA) 

South Golden Beach to 
New Brighton 

Brunswick Heads Byron Bay Suffolk Park 

7. Temporary access works on public land: 
a) Implement temporary access works to facilitate Intended Emergency Actions or 

actions under the direction of the Combat Agency if required 
 
 
 

Key locations: 
New Brighton Beach 

 Key locations: 
Belongil - Manfred Street, 
Don Street, Border Street 

Jonson Street car park 

Surf Life Saving Club 
beach access area 

First Sun Caravan Park 
beach access track 

North Beach machinery 
access (refer supporting 
information below) 

Key locations: 
Tallow Beach 

8. Development within immediate coastal hazard planning precinct on public lands:  
a) If required, engage a coastal/geotechnical engineer to conduct site inspections 
b) Initiate assessment of risk of collapse of structures 
c) If collapse likely, liaise with NSW Police or NSW SES to initiate evacuation 

procedures, provide assistance as required noting that BSC does not have the 
authority to mandate evacuation (refer State Emergency and Rescue 
Management Act, 1989) 

d) Mitigate risks to public safety e.g. erect barricades and warning signs 
e) Disseminate available information to members of the public as required 
 

Key locations: 
New Brighton Beach  

 Key locations: 
First Sun Caravan Park 

Key locations: 
Suffolk Park Caravan Park 

9. Development within immediate coastal hazard planning precinct on private lands:  
a) Encourage landowners to engage a coastal/geotechnical engineer to assess risk 

of collapse of structures 
b) Mitigate risks to public safety e.g. erect barricades and warning signs 
c) Disseminate relevant information to affected private landowners 

 

Key locations: 
New Brighton Beach 

 Key locations: 
Belongil 

 

Note: refer to Section 4.2 (E4.2) 

Supporting Information: 
 
 

 
7.  Temporary access works on public land 
Certain temporary access works may be required before, during or after storm events on Council owned or controlled or occupied land (this may include Crown Land with appropriate permissions). Temporary 
access works may include placing sand filled geotextile bags or erecting temporary barriers.  Emergency vehicle access may need to be maintained using machinery to regrade the dune and by laying a gravel 
base to provide a firm vehicle base for access through the dune. These works are not expected to become permanent and generally should be removed as soon as possible. 
 
North Beach machinery access 
Machinery access to the beach can also be gained at North Beach (Lots 11 and 12 DP 243218, Bayshore Drive). 
There is a public covenant on this land that allows Council to use this access. 
 
Note: Belongil Estuary is opened by BSC when the intervention level of 1.0m at the Belongil Bridge (Ewingsdale Road) is reached and it is deemed safe to do so, to alleviate the potential for flooding on Byron 
township and surrounds. 
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Table 9  Recovery Intended Emergency Actions 
 
Shire-wide actions Information specific to each management area (MA) 

South Golden Beach to 
New Brighton 

Brunswick Heads Byron Bay Suffolk Park 

1. Beach debris 
a) Assess beach debris priority and initiate clearing 

    

2. Beach access 
a) Repair and rebuild beach access points in accordance with the Coastal Dune 

Management: A manual of Coastal Dune Management and Rehabilitation Techniques 
(Department of Land and Water Conservation, 2001) and the estimated medium-term 
beach alignment (it is not recommended to have the geo-bag structures protrude 
substantially onto the active beach - obtain specialist technical advice where 
appropriate) 

b) Reopening of beach accesses is not to occur until safe to do so 
c) Geotextile bags may need to be installed at key locations after the event to ensure 

public safety and access on and off the beach 

Key locations: 
Fern Beach 

South Golden Beach 

New Brighton Beach 

Key locations: 
South Beach 

Torakina Beach 

Key locations: 
Belongil Beach Main 
Beach Surf Life Saving 
Club 

Main Beach/Clarkes Beach 

Key locations: 
Tallow Beach 

 

3. Roads 
a) Assess roads 
b) Reopening of roads is not to occur until safe to do so 
c) Initiate reestablishment or relocation where appropriate 

    

4. BSC owned caravan parks 
a) Assess infrastructure and services 
b) Reopening of caravan parks not to occur until safe to do so 
c) Initiate reestablishment or relocation where appropriate 

  First Sun Caravan Park Suffolk Park Caravan Park 

5. Services and associated infrastructure 
a) Assess infrastructure and services 
b) Reopening of services and associated infrastructure not to occur until safe to do so 
c) Initiate reestablishment or relocation where appropriate 

    

6. Jonson St rock revetment works and interim beach access stabilisation works: 
a) Assess 
b) Repair as necessary 

    

7. Other BSC assets 
a) Assess 
b) Repair as necessary 

    

8. Temporary access works on public land: 
a) Continue temporary safety fencing and associated warning signage as necessary 
b) Where and when appropriate, remove any temporary works, restore beach or land 

    

9. Sources and Supplies 
a) Replenish any emergency materials and supplies stockpiles 

    

10. Data Collection 
a) Collect data on beach profile to inform this EASP. 

    

Note: refer to Section 4.2 (E4.2) 
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Table 10 Communication Intended Emergency Actions 

 
Phase Intended Emergency Actions 

Preparedness 

1. Liaise with the NSW SES and other emergency services to avoid confusion, duplication of messages and ensure consistency, noting that during a EMPLAN event, the role of 
the NSW SES includes: 

• advising the community at risk of the problem and actions they should take 
• protection of life through the warning and evacuation of residents at risk 
 

2. Provide information to the community, including community groups, visitors and tourists, on: 

• risks associated with beach erosion 

• conditions that could bring about an Emergency 

• the contents of this EASP  

Response 

1. Liaise with the NSW SES and other emergency services to avoid confusion, duplication of messages and ensure consistency, noting that during a EMPLAN event, the role of 
the NSW SES includes: 

• advising the community at risk of the problem and actions they should take 
• protection of life through the warning and evacuation of residents at risk 
 

2. Release information to the community, including community groups, visitors and tourists, regarding: 

a) nature and extent of the Emergency 

b) BSC’s Intended Emergency Actions and likely impacts e.g. closure/loss of beach access 

c) risks associated with the Emergency e.g. collapse of sand dunes, wave overtopping 

d) ways to minimise risk to personal and public safety e.g. avoid the hazard areas, heed safety warnings 

3. Erect appropriate signage, including where temporary access works, barricades and fencing are in place 

Recovery 
1. Liaise with emergency services to avoid confusion, duplication of messages and ensure consistency 

2. Debrief the community on outcomes and actions to be undertaken 

Note: refer to Section 4.2 (E4.2) 

Supporting Information: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Media 
 
The specific media to be used in implementing the communication strategy have not been detailed in Table 10 Communication Intended Emergency Actions, however it is envisaged that the following 
media/outlets will be utilised, depending on their suitability at the time: 
 BSC’s website 
 Local radio 
 Local newspapers 
 Signage 
 Hard copy fact sheets/brochures 
 Community group contacts 

 
Consultation 
 
In addition before, during or after an Emergency, Council may need to communicate with various State Government agencies or particular community groups to seek necessary agreements or approvals and 
exchange information regarding implementing policies and plans for managing impacts from emergencies.  
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Figure 4 South Golden Beach – New Brighton, immediate hazard area includes 11m allowance for the zone of reduced foundation capacity 

(2015 aerial photography). 
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Figure 5 Brunswick Heads, immediate hazard area includes 11m allowance for the zone of reduced foundation capacity (2015 aerial 

photography).
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Figure  6 Byron Bay Embayment, immediate hazard area includes 11m allowance for the zone of reduced foundation capacity (2015 aerial photography).
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Figure 7 Suffolk Park, immediate hazard area includes 11m allowance for the zone of reduced foundation capacity (2015 aerial photography). 
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E5 Landowner Temporary Coastal Protection 
Works 

Belongil Beach has been identified as an authorised location for the placement of landowner initiated 
Temporary Coastal Protection Works pursuant to Section 4C of the CP Act. Landowners in this 
location need to be proactive prior to an emergency occurring and consult the CP Act and other 
relevant documents for the requirements and the process involved for placing Temporary Coastal 
Protection Works.  
 
Childe Street, Manfred Street and Don Street are authorised beach access locations for the purpose 
of placing Temporary Coastal Protection Works. An extract of the relevant schedule in the Code of 
Practice under the Coastal Protection Act 1979 is at Table 11. 
 
Table 11 Extract of schedule showing authorised locations for placing works and associated 

access (Code of Practice under the Coastal Protection Act 1979) 
 
Authorised locations for placing works Authorised beach access 

Belongil Beach, Byron Bay Childe Street; Manfred Street; Don Street 

 
The CP Act and the Code of Practice under the Coastal Protection Act 1979 detail the statutory 
requirements for obtaining a certificate to place Temporary Coastal Protection Works and for 
installing, maintaining and removing these works. The Office of Environment and Heritage has also 
developed the Guide to the Statutory Requirements for Temporary Coastal Protection Works, which 
provides further information for landowners. 
 
These documents can be accessed at: 

• www.austlii.edu.au (Coastal Protection Act 1979) 
• www.environment.nsw.gov.au (Code of Practice Coastal Protection Act 1979) 
• www.environment.nsw.gov.au (Guide to the Statutory Requirements for Temporary Coastal 

Protection Works) 
• In addition, the Office of Environment and Heritage website has a webpage dedicated to 

Temporary Coastal Protection Works: www.environment.nsw.gov.au 
 

E5.1 Additional requirements for placing, maintaining and removing 
Temporary Coastal Protection Works 

 
Additional requirements for placing, maintaining and removing Temporary Coastal Protection Works 
are as follows: 

• Cumbebin Swamp Nature Reserve is not to be disturbed 
• Shorebird and turtle nesting sites are not to be disturbed 
• Aboriginal cultural heritage sites are not to be disturbed 
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E6 Aboriginal Cultural Heritage considerations 
 
It is acknowledged that Byron Shire contains a wealth of Aboriginal cultural sites; these include 
middens, stone arrangements, rock shelters and tool-making sites. Several of these sites, notably 
middens, are located in the Shire’s beach and dune systems. 

 

Protection and preservation of culturally significant areas is very important to the Bundjalung of Byron 
Bay and the wider Bundjalung people with some aspects of Aboriginal cultural heritage protected in 
New South Wales, under the National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 (NPW Act).  Disturbance of 
Aboriginal cultural heritage should be avoided when implementing any of the Intended Emergency 
Actions in Section 4 (E4) and the correct protocols and processes observed if works or beach erosion 
reveals Aboriginal cultural heritage. 
 
Further information is provided in the Due Diligence Code of Practice for the Protection of Aboriginal 
Objects in New South Wales, at: www.environment.nsw.gov.au 
 
 

E7 EASP Implementation and Review 
 
This EASP applies from the date of gazettal.  
 
The EASP will be reviewed at least annually or following each Emergency. 
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Appendix 1 Byron Shire Local Flood Plan, Annexure Q 
(BSC #DM1146249) 
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ANNEX Q - EMERGENCY 
MANAGEMENT OF COASTAL 

EROSION/ OCEANIC 
INUNDATION 

Background 
The Byron Shire Council area is bordered by the Pacific Ocean to the east. There are 
three main types of beach units within the Shire boundaries: compartmentalised, 
sheltered, and exposed. The coastal areas are subject to natural coastal processes and 
resultant coastline hazards that include coastal erosion, oceanic inundation, and 
shoreline recession. The major coastline hazards occur from Broken Head in the south 
to South Golden Beach in the North.  

1. The coastal erosion/oceanic inundation problem in the Byron Shire takes two 
forms: 

a. Undercutting of dunes on their seaward sides, threatening the collapse 
of dwellings and other infrastructure (Belongil Spit and New Brighton 
Beach). 

b. The potential breaking through of the dunes by sea water, causing 
flooding and isolation of property on the landward side of the dunes 
(Belongil Spit, South Golden Beach, New Brighton Beach, Main 
Beach). 

2. The most severe problems of coastal erosion/inundation occur as a result of 
oceanic storm conditions associated with the passage of ex-tropical cyclones 
and temperate-zone low-pressure systems.  These storms may cause temporary 
sea level rises with large associated waves.  The worst erosion/inundation is 
likely when severe weather conditions occur in conjunction with high tides. 

3. The main beach units within the Byron Shire Council area are: Tallow Beach 
Unit, Cape Byron to The Pass Unit, The Pass to Belongil Creek Unit, Belongil 
Creek to Brunswick River, and North of the Brunswick River including Crabbes 
Creek Beach. 

AREAS AT RISK 

Tallow Beach and Broken Head 

4. In this beach unit an undeveloped buffer zone exists seaward of infrastructure 
and development that can accommodate short term coastal erosion impacts.  
The Byron Shire Coastline Hazard Definition Study (WBM Oceanics, 2000) 
estimates shoreline recession for this unit at 0.1 m per year with 0.3m per year 
in the southern hook at Broken Head. If this recession is realised then sections 
of Suffolk Park community may come under coastal erosion threat in 50-100 
years.   
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Image 1, Tallow Creek-Broken Head Coastline  

Broken Head
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Table 13, Streets affected by coastal erosion. 

Road Name Town Coastal Area 
Manfred Street  Belongil Spit The Pass to Belongil Creek 
Don Street Belongil Spit The Pass to Belongil Creek
Border Street Belongil Spit The Pass to Belongil Creek  
North Head Road New Brighton North of Brunswick River 
The Esplanade New Brighton North of Brunswick River
Strand Avenue New Brighton North of Brunswick River
River Street New Brighton North of Brunswick River 
Pacific Esplanade South Golden Beach North of Brunswick River 

Cape Byron to The Pass 

5. This beach unit is protected from severe coastal erosion by Cape Byron. At 
Wategoes Beach a seawall constructed along Marine Parade limits shoreline 
recession. 

The Pass to Belongil Creek (Spit) 

6. This area has over the years experienced significant fluctuations in the 
shoreline. The area between The Pass and the Memorial Pool has become more 
stable since the construction of rock protection works at the northern end of 
Jonson Street in the 1960s. North of the Memorial Pool to Belongil Creek is the 
area of highest risk in the Shire because of its location in the southern hook of 
the embayment and the associated shoreline recession that is occurring there.  

7. Storms in 1999 caused severe erosion, especially along Belongil Spit.  Several 
houses were threatened with collapse and the dune system was nearly breached 
at Manfred Street.   

8. Although protection measures are in place along Belongil Spit there is 
significant development and infrastructure at immediate threat from coastal 
erosion should these measures fail. Development and infrastructure at threat 
includes dwellings (approximately 15), the First Sun Holiday Park and the 
Byron Bay Surf Life Saving Club. The northern bend of Border Street may also 
be cut by coastal erosion which could cause access problems to Belongil Spit. 

9. Storm activity is sometimes accompanied by heavy rain causing flooding on the 
creeks behind the sand dunes (for example Marshalls Creek and Belongil 
Creek).  This flooding can be exacerbated by an elevated sea level preventing 
the escape of floodwaters to the sea. Flooding in Belongil Creek combined with 
oceanic inundation could restrict access to properties north of Manfred Street.  

10. Evidence exists of the sea breaking through the dunes at Jonson St, Byron Bay, 
in 1954.  This caused flooding on the leeward side of the dunes.  Waves also 
broke over the dunes and caused flooding in the CBD. 
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Image 2, Cape Byron -Belongil Spit coastline under threat from coastal erosion/inundation

Belongil Creek (Spit) to Brunswick River 

11. The coastline from Belongil Creek to Brunswick River is  relatively 
undeveloped, apart from a low density resort and golf course immediately north 
of the Belongil Creek entrance. The Tyagarah Nature Reserve occupies a large 
section of this coastal area. 

12. When the Belongil Creek entrance channel migrates north sections of the resort 
and golf course come under threat. 

13. Construction of the Brunswick River training walls has resulted in  accretion of  
Brunswick South Beach at Brunswick Heads.  
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Image 3, Belongil Spit-Brunswick Heads 

North of the Brunswick River (including Crabbes Beach) 

14. Storms from 1967-1974 combined with the Brunswick River training walls 
caused significant erosion in this area. Sheltering Palms (also known as North 
Beach), located north of the Brunswick River, was lost to the sea in 1974 and 
subsequently abandoned.  

15. New Brighton has experienced historical shoreline recession and was under 
threat during the storms between 1967-74. However, in recent years, the re-
establishment of the sand transport system around the Brunswick River entrance 
has seen a period of shoreline stability. This has been aided by dune 
stabilisation works in the area.  

16. At South Golden Beach extensive sand mining and urban development of the 
area caused damage to the frontal dunes and a reduction in the buffering 
capacity of the dunes to large storm events. Dune care works have since 
enhanced the capacity of the dunes to accommodate erosion.  

17. Some of the easternmost roads at New Brighton and South Golden Beach are 
within the immediate hazard zone of coastal erosion. There is an identified 
oceanic inundation threat in an area of low dunes north of New Brighton village 
and at South Golden Beach. There is also a potential for breakthrough of 
Marshalls Creek south of New Brighton.  
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Image 4, North of Brunswick Heads coastline under threat from coastal erosion/inundation

CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS 

18. Control. The SES is the designated combat agency for damage control from 
storms, including coastal erosion from storm activity. 

19. The Coastal Erosion Annex details all of the arrangements for the emergency 
management of coastal erosion.  

20. Within this role and as specified under the State Storm Plan the SES is 
responsible for the following during and in the period immediately prior to a 
storm event occurring out at sea: 

a. Advising the community at risk of the likely problem and actions they 
should take; 

b. The protection of life through the warning and evacuation of residents 
at risk; and 

c. The coordination of the lifting and/or relocation of readily movable 
household items and commercial stock and equipment.

21. The role of the SES as the combat agency for storms does not include coastal 
erosion and inundation caused by astronomical high tides when severe weather 
is not actually developing or occurring. 
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22. DNR will provide ongoing advice to local councils and coastal zone 
management committees on the formulation and implementation of coastal zone 
management plans including procedures for addressing coastal processes, 
coastline hazards and risks, management options and coastal policies. 

23. BoM will provide Severe Weather Warnings as a product to assist the SES in 
determining triggers for action.  

RESPONSIBILITIES 

Before the Storm 

24. The SES will: 

a. Conduct educational activities to ensure that people in locations 
potentially threatened by coastal erosion and associated flooding can 
understand the threat and its management. 

b. Consult with councils, coastal zone management committees, DNR, and 
other agencies during the development of emergency management 
arrangements for the management of coastal erosion.  

c. Work with BoM to keep updated on developments in severe weather 
science and warning.  

25. BoM will: 

a. Formulate and issue official forecasts and Severe Weather Warnings 
and provide them to the SES, radio stations and other organisations 
prior to and during potential and actual coastal erosion events. (Note: 
Severe Weather Warnings for dangerous surf are issued when onshore 
waves in the surf zone are expected to reach at least 5 metres within the 
following 24 hours or when a storm surge of 0.5 metres or greater is 
anticipated). 

26. DNR will: 

a. Develop and advise on state wide coastal policy, planning and 
management. 

b. Provide ongoing advice to local councils and Coastal Zone 
Management Committees on coast and estuary management including 
procedures for addressing coastal hazards, coastal processes and risks, 
management options and coastal policies. 

c. Provide the SES and councils with advice on likely erosion ‘hotspots’ 
along the New South Wales coastline.  

27. Byron Shire Council will: 
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a. Carry out ecologically sustainable planning and management of the 
coastal zone. 

b. Prepare Coastal Zone Management Plans in accordance with the 
Coastal Protection Act, 1979 including arrangements for the emergency 
management of coastal erosion. 

c. Consult with the communities at risk, Coastal Zone Management 
Committees, DNR and other agencies during the development of 
emergency management arrangements for the management of coastal 
erosion for inclusion in council Coastal Zone Management Plans and 
SES Local Flood Plans. 

d. Establish and maintain Coastal Zone Management Committees to 
facilitate the development of the Coastal Zone Management Plans and 
ensure that key agencies are represented on such committees. 

e. Participate in education campaigns and assist the SES in the 
development and delivery of educational material to ensure that people 
in areas potentially threatened by coastal erosion understand the threat 
and its management. 

28. Other supporting agencies responsibilities are listed in section 1.5, and in 
Byron Shire DISPLAN.   

During the Storm 

29. Response operations will be initiated when: 

a. The BoM issues a severe weather warning for dangerous waves or 
storm surge (forecast on-shore waves of 5 metres or more, or storm 
surge of 0.5 metres or more) for the NSW north coast.  

b. Response operations may also be initiated by the SES when large storm 
induced waves are observed locally and no BoM warning has been 
issued.  

30. The SES will: 

a. Advise local council and other emergency agencies of the likelihood of 
coastal erosion in the council area. 

b. Coordinate the conduct of regular reconnaissance at locations identified 
as being susceptible to coastal erosion. 

c. Coordinate the provision of advice to the community at risk regarding 
the likely problem and the actions they should take. These actions may 
include evacuation and/or removal of portable property from 
households and businesses.  

d. Coordinate the evacuation of people at risk. 
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e. Coordinate transport of removal household possessions and stock, 
records and equipment from business premises (if time and resources 
permit). 

f. Provide a phone in service for the local community to take requests for 
assistance and give advice as necessary.   

31. The SES is not responsible for controlling or conducting any physical 
mitigation works to protect properties or structures at risk from coastal 
erosion/inundation, either during or outside the period of storm activity. This 
includes, but is not limited to:  

a. The placement of rocks or other materials on beaches or foreshore areas 

b. The construction of temporary walls made of sandbags, geotechnical 
tubes, or other material. 

32. Byron Shire Council will: 

a. Conduct reconnaissance at coastal erosion trouble spots in consultation 
with the SES. 

b. Liaise with the SES Local Controller to determine the need for any 
response actions by the SES such as evacuation of residents at risk and 
any support that may be required to carry out these measures as detailed 
in the Local Flood Plan. 

c. Enact any relevant provisions as detailed in the relevant Coastal 
Emergency Action Plan.  

33. DNR will provide advice and approval to councils regarding the most 
appropriate methods of dealing with coastal erosion and placement of 
temporary mitigation measures during storm events, via the Engineering 
Services Functional Area Coordinator (ESFAC). 

34. BoM will formulate and issue official forecasts and Severe Weather Warnings 
and provide them to the SES, radio stations and other organisations prior to and 
during potential and actual coastal erosion events.

35. Other supporting agencies responsibilities are listed in section 1.5, and in 
Byron Shire DISPLAN.   

After the Storm 

36. The SES will:  

a. Assign personnel to gather intelligence in areas susceptible to coastal 
erosion/inundation. 

b. Review and update the arrangements for managing coastal 
erosion/inundation. 
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c. Liaise with DNR to obtain information on the impact of storm events 
on coastal properties, once the storm has abated.  

d. Liaise with DoCs regarding the return of evacuees. 

37. Byron Shire Council will: 

a. Liaise with DNR to determine any changes to the coastal zone and any 
new areas at risk following storms at sea.  

b. Maintain and review council Coastal Zone Management Plans in 
consultation with other stakeholders. 

c. Review and update changes to the emergency action plan for coastal 
erosion in the Coastal Zone Management Plan. 

38. DNR will provide the SES and council with updates on the current state of the 
coastal zone and any new areas at risk following a storm event.  

39. A summary of agencies responsibilities and support agencies for coastal erosion 
are listed in Table 14.
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Appendix 2 Summary Management Options Analysis 
Table 1  Summary Management Options Analysis 
Council’s 
Management 
Option 

Council’s Management Option 
Examples1 

Affordability Criteria 
 

Feasibility Criteria Reasonableness Criteria Evaluation 
Outcome 

Framework of 
consideration 

 The scale of the management option 
proposed should be consistent with the 
amount of funding likely to be available 
over the CZMP’s implementation 
period2. 
 
Where the construction of coastal 
protection works are proposed, this 
criteria should also consider the 
adequate maintenance of these works, 
and the management of any associated 
impacts3. 

Is the management option technically 
and physically possible to safely 
implement and maintain?2 

 

 

Is the management option reasonable2 with reference to: 
- coastal management principles4 (CMPs)  
- social impacts 
- environmental impacts 
- economic impacts  
- cultural values 
- the views of the community/stakeholders 
 
(P1 = Coastal Management Principle 1, P2 = Coastal 
Management Principle 2 etc) 

 

1) Avoid risks to 
public health and 
safety 

(a) communication strategy 
(b) temporarily close beach access, 
roads, disconnect services 
(b) temporary access works on public 
land to facilitate emergency responses 
(c) mitigate risks to public safety e.g. 
barricades, signage 

Consistent with the amount of funding 
available 

Likely to be technically feasible Reasonable 
- accords with CMPs (P5 and P6) 
- may have temporary social impacts 
- has minimal environmental impact 
- minimal economic impact 
- accords with cultural values 
- accords with the views of the majority of stakeholders (based on 
2011 consultation for then draft EASP) 

Include applicable 
Intended 
Emergency 
Actions in EASP 

2) Maintain Council’s 
current level of 
coastal protection 

(a) Monitor and repair Jonson Street 
works 
(b) Monitor and repair interim beach 
access stabilisation works 

Consistent with the amount of funding 
available 

May be physically and technically 
feasible within the context of an 
emergency 

Reasonable 
- accords with CMPs (P5, P6, P10) 
- provides social and economic benefit to Byron Bay CBD, net 
public benefit 
- no new impact on cultural values 

Include applicable 
Intended 
Emergency 
Actions in EASP 

3) Increase the level 
of protection 
afforded by existing 
Council protection 
works  

(a) Increase the level of protection 
afforded by the Jonson St rock 
revetment works 
(b) Increase the level of protection 
afforded by Council’s interim beach 
access stabilisation works 

Inconsistent with the amount of funding 
available, especially as an emergency 
measure 

Unlikely to be feasible within the context 
of an emergency (long term measures 
outside the scope of an EASP) 

- may accord with CMPs (P5, P6) 
- may minimise social and economic costs in short term by 
providing additional protection 
- may have environmental costs 
- may impact on cultural values 

Do not include 
applicable 
Intended 
Emergency 
Actions in EASP 

4) Provide 
additional/new 
coastal protection 
works on public land 
 

(a) The Esplanade 
(b) South Golden beach Community 
Centre 
(c) Belongil Beach public lots 
(d) Beach nourishment or beach 
scraping at New Brighton 
(e) To protect Council assets e.g. major 
access roads 

Inconsistent with the amount of funding 
available, especially as an emergency 
measure 

Unlikely to be feasible within the context 
of an emergency situation (long term 
measures outside the scope of an EASP) 

- may accord with CMP - P6 
- may impact on cultural values 
- accords with the views of the majority of stakeholders (based on 
2011 consultation for then draft EASP, regarding non BBE 
coastline) 

Do not include 
applicable 
Intended 
Emergency 
Actions in EASP 

5) Provide protection 
works on private 
land 

(a) Repair private protection works 
(b) Shore-up/increase the level of 
protection afforded by the private 
coastal protection works 
(c) Provide protection to areas not 
currently protected 

Inconsistent with the amount of funding 
available, especially as an emergency 
measure 

Unlikely to be feasible within the context 
of an emergency situation (long term 
measures outside the scope of an EASP) 

- may accord with CMP - P6 
- may not accord with cultural values 

Do not include 
applicable 
Intended 
Emergency 
Actions in EASP 

 

1 Derived in-house, through the preliminary consultation phase and through the public submission phase (2011) 
2 Guidelines, Section 2.2.3 
3 Refer Section 55C(1)(g) of the Coastal Protection Act 1979 and Section 3.2.2 of the Guidelines for Preparing Coastal Zone Management Plans (OEH, 2013) 
4 Refer Figure 2 in Guidelines for Preparing Coastal Zone Management Plans (OEH, 2013) - note, the CMPs are also detailed at  Figure 2 (EASP) 
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